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EDITORIAL PREFACE

In publishing this Presentation Volume, the Editors

have to make a few acknowledgements. They regret the

delay in its publication owing to unavoidable conditions

created by the War. The delay is an unfortunate contrast

to the readiness and promptitude with which the learned

writers contributed their valued Articles to the Volume in

response to our request, and we cannot adequately express

in words our gratitude to them. The number of -writers

and their Articles is indeed very gratifying but, at the

same time, it has called for a division of the Volume, lest

it becomes too bulky, into two handy Parts, each of which

is to make up more than 500 printed pages.

We deeply deplore the premature passing away of

several scholars who had been the promoters and

signatories of the Scheme. The first is Dr. N. N. Sen

Gupta who was Professor and Head of the Department of

Philosophy at the Lucknow University, a colleague, and

whilom pupil, of Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji His sad

and sudden death has been a great blow to Dr. Mookerji

personally and to us all. The death of ‘ Dr. V. S.

Sukthankar and of Dr. R. Shama Sastry is equally sad for

us. Their names are permanently linked up with the

project initiated by them. We have also to express our

profound sorrow at the passing away of that doyen of

Orientalists, Dr. A. Berriedale - Keith, Professor of

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the University

of Edinburgh, who has added to the value of the Volume

by his erudite Article.

The Volume in its two Parts is made up of Articles

contributed by 75 learned scholars, each of whom has

written on the subject of his special study. Such a
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iarge number of papers naturally represent a wide range

of subjects in the field of Indology and must niake the

Volume a very useful publication with its appeal to a

variety of intellectual interests and aptitudes.

We owe the design on the cover to the renowned

artist, Mr. A. K. Haidar, Principal of the Lucknow
School of Art, and the portraits of Dr. Eadha Kumud
Mookerji to Mr. L. M. Sen, A.Ei.C.A. (London), of the

same School, and to Mrs. Anne Aucott, another accom-

plished Artist.

The title Bharata-Kaumudl has been considered as

an appropriate one for a volume associated with

Dr. Eadha Kumud Mookerji.

Board of Editors.

N.K. Sidhanta {Chairman)

B. C. Law

C.D. Chatterjee

V.S. Agrawala {Secretary)
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INTEOI>U'CTOBY

In October, 1942, on the occasion of the meeting of the

Indian History Congress at Hyderabad in the

Nizam’s dominion, a few friends of Dr. Riadha

Kumud Mookerji made a proposal which later emerg-

ed in the shape of the following Scheme.

^ iTinlff: ?rfir«rt ^

PEESENTATION VOLUME AND LECTUEESHIP
FOUNDATION

In Honotte of

De. E-iDHA Kumxjd Mookeeji, M.A., Ph.D., M.L.C. (Beng.!!),

Itibasa-Siromani (Baroda)

Professor and Head of the department of History,

LucTtnoio University

It is proposed to present to Dr. Radha Kumud
Mookerji a Volume of Studies in recognition of the long

and distinguished services rendered by him in different

spheres of national life. He stands out to-day as one of

the best exponents of Indian History and Civilization of

which the most important phases and aspects he has pre-

sented in a well-planned series of scholarly works. He is

also a prominent figure in Indian public life upon which

he has brought to bear in speeches and writings the wealth

of his learning and historical knowledge. As a political

thinker, he has subjected to scientific analysis some of the

most complicated problems of modern India. Some of us

remember how decades ago he threw the whole weight of

his personality and great gifts, with considerable self-

sacrifice, into the national education movement. A.s a

teacher, he has few equals, and has impressed upon his

vii
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pupils for more than a generation the stamp of a new

outlook and attitude which they gratefully recognize in

their different fields of work.

It is also proposed to endow in his name a Lecture-

ship of a suitable annual value in the subject of Indian

History and Civilization at the University of Lucknow

he has been serving.

We appeal to the many pupils, friends, and admirers

of Dr. Mookerji,, as also to patrons of Learning, for

financial contributions. The total Scheme is estimated

to cost Rs. 75,000.

Persons contributing Rs. 500/- or more in aid of the

Scheme will be called Patrons, those paying Rs. 100/-

Donors and those paying Rs. 25/- Subscribers. All classes

of supporters will be entitled to receive the Presentation

Volume free of charge.

Contributions are to be sent to the Honorary

Treasurer c/o Provincial Museum, Lucknow.

The Signatories have pleasure in announcing that

already a sum of over Rs. 60,000/- has been collected for

fhe Scheme.

SIGNATORIES

Sarojini Naidu.

Sophia Wadia, Secretary, Indian P. E. N. Club, Bombay.

A. K. Eazlul Huq, Chief Minister, Bengal Oovemment.

Abdul Karim, Education Minister, Bengal Government.

Acharya, Prasauna Kumar, M.A., Pn.D., D.Litt., Professor

and Head of the Department of Sanskrit, Allahabad

University.

Aiyeugar, S. Krishnaswami, M.A., Ph.D., Madras.

Auey, M.S., Member, Governor~GeneraVs Council.

Barua, Beni Madhava, M.A., D.Litt., Professor and Head

of the Department of Pah, Calcutta University.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji is the son of late

Gopalchandra Mookerji who, after a brilliant academic

career, rose to be the leader of the Bar at Berhampore

in the district of Murshidabad in Bengal, and achieved

the high distinction of being appointed by the Calcutta

University to the Tagore Law Professorship but, unfortu-

nately, he did not live to deliver the Lectures. Heredity

has thus been a favourable factor in the career of Dr.

Radha Kumud Mookerji. The following biographical

details are culled from the Biogra'phical Encyclopaedia of

the World issued by the Institute for Research in

Biography in U.S.A., giving “authoritative biographies

of the most important persons in the world.”

He received his school education in his native town
of Berhampore (Bengal), and higher education at the

Presidency College, Calcutta. Throughout his academic

career he won first grade Government Scholarships. He
obtained double Honours in the E.A. Examination in 1901

and established a record by taking his first M.A. Degree
in History and the Cobden Medal in Economics in the

same year in 1901. He obtained a second M.A. degree

in English in 1902. In 1905 he achieved the unique dis-

tinction of winning by examination the coveted prize of

the Calcutta University known as the Premchand Rby-
chand Studentship of the value of Rs. 7,000/-, together

with the Mouat Gold Medal. He obtained the Degree of

Ph.D. of that University in 1915.

He began his educational career as Professor of

English at the Ripon College, and, later, at Bishop’s
College, Calcutta, in 1903. In 1906, he was appointed
Hemchandra Basu Mallik Professor at National Council
of Education, Bengal, and the Bengal National College,

imder the ‘Principalship of Sri Aurobindo Ghosh. He
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served as the first Maharaja Sir Manindra Chandra
Nandy Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture
at the Benares Hindu University in 1910, and as the
first Professor of History at the Mysore University from
1917 to 1921. Since 1921, he has been serving as
Professor and Head of the Department of History at
the Lucknow University.

Among his public activities may be mentioned the
following : He was elected a member of the Bengal
Legislative Council (the Upper House) on the nomination
of the Indian National Congress, and Leader of the

Opposition in 1937, and fiom 1939 to 1940 he served as

a member of the Bengal Land Eevenue Commission
(known as the Floud Commission) by deputation from the

Lucknow University to the Bengal Government. He
organized the Bengal Anti-Communal Award Committee
of which he became the Secretary along with Mr. T.C.
Goswami, the present Finance Minister of the' Bengal
Government, with the Poet Rabindra Nath Tagore as its

President, Sir B-C. Mahtab, G.C.I E., E.C.S.I
,
Mahara-

jadhiraja Bahadur of Burdwan, as its working President,

Dr. Sarat Chandra Chatterji, the Novelist, and Hirendra
Nath Datta, the Philosopher, as its Vice-Presidents.

He has been invited to participate and lead many
of the cultural movements of the country v/ith which his

special study bears filiation. He was elected a Sectional

Chairman at the All-India Oriental Conference at its

Mysore session, and also at the Indian History Congress

at Lahore in 1940. He presided over the United Provinces

Secondary Education Conference at its Meerut session,

and at the All-Bengal Teachers’ Conference at Khulna

in Bengal. He also presided at the Vikramaditya cele-

bration organized by the All-India Hindu Mahasabha at

Amritsar and is the General Editor of the Vikramaditya

Commemoration Volume of the Gwalior Government.
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He was invited to deliver Extension Lectures by tbe

Mysore University at several centres in the Mysore

State; the Manindra Lectures by the Benares Hindu

University; a series of Lectures at the Panjab University;

a Course of Eeadership Lectures at the Calcutta Univer-

sity; Lectures at the Bombay and Osmania Universities;

Extension Lectures at the Annamalai University; Sir

William Meyer Lectures at the Madras University; in-

augural Addresses at the Hyslop College, Nagpur, and

Hitkarini Law College at Jubbulpore
; and Anniversary

Addresses at the Bihar Research Society, at Patna,

and Bhajadarkar Oriental Research Institute at

Poona.

The Government of Baroda has awarded to him the

Sri Sayaji Rao Gaekwad Prize of Es. 7,000/-, and con-

ferred upon him the title of Itihdsa siromani.

During the stirring times, 1906-15, he threw himself

hpart and soul into the various national movements of

the country and was placed in charge of a number of

economic organizations aiming at the development of

indigenous commercial enterprise such as the Co-

operative Hindustan Bank of Calcutta, and also toured

the districts of Bengal as a missionary of the National

Education Movement.

Dr. Mookerji’s grip upon Ancient Indian Culture

and his religious outlook have also brought him into close

contact with several religious and political movements
aiming to make Hinduism more dynamic and a factor of

harmony amid the clashes of creeds. He has been

elected as a Vice-President of the All-India Hindu
Mahasabha for a number of years. President of the All-

India Hindu Youths’ Conference at its Lahore session,

President of Assam Citizens’ Association, and President

of the A'k}i(m4a Bharaia Conference and of its Standing

Committee,.
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Dr. Mookerji is the author of the following works

:

1. A History of India/w Shipping and Maritime

Activity from the Earliest Times [Longmans, Green &
Co., London, 1912]. The Foreword to this work was

written by that distinguished Savant, the late Sir Bra-

Jendra Nath Seal.

On this work Lord Curzon wrote to the author: “It

is a subject well worthy of treatment, which seems to have

escaped the notice of previous students and I congra-

tulate you on having made so useful a contribution to our

knowledge of India.”

The late Dr. Vincent A. Smith wrote to the author

that the book “is a possession which deserves to be

treasured. The illustrations which you have brought

together with so much labour are a history in themselves.

Every authority on the subject has been ransacked and I

cannot suggest any omissions. If I live to bring out a

third edition of my Early History, I shall not fail to make

use of the new material supplied by you. You have done

good service by placing on record in scholarly fashion a

full account of India’s old-world achievements in the

shipping line.”

The late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal, in a long Article on

the work in the Hindusthan Review for 1913, wrote

:

“Professor Mookerji’s work is one of the first attempts

by Indians to present a systematic survey of the secular

activities of the Hindu race. As a pioneer in his subject,

he has fully succeeded in his enterprise. The Volume is a

production on which both the author and its country may

be congratulated. The book is a mine of information and

a^monument of patient and scholarly work. It will re-

main indispensable to the student of Indian History for a

long time. Any praise for the conception of the book

cannot be too high.”
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The Shifting World, London, -^vrote : “This is a book

to be read from cover to cover.’’

The London Times stated ; “Mr. Mookerji has select-

ed a fascinating and almost untrodden field of historical

research. He has compressed masses of information

into a compact and fluent narrative. He is evidently one

of that small but growing baud of Indians who are deter-

mined to wipe out the reproach that the historical faculty

is dead within their race.”

The Liverpool Daily Post and Idercury wrote: “He
tells a well-arranged connected tale in excellent nervous

English, he makes the dry bones live, and shows a picture

of Eastern Seas both illuminating and fascinating. In

the words of Principal Brajendra Nath Seal who supplies

an introductory note, ‘the signal inciit of this survey is

that these facts of history are throughout accompanied

by their political, social, or economic inLerp)‘etation, so

that the monograph is not a mere chronicle of facts, but

a chapter of unwritten culture-history conceived and

executed in a philosophical spirit.’ One great merit of

the book is its pioneering mission.”

2. The Fundamental Unity of India (From Hindu
Sources) [Longmans Gteen & Co., London, 1914],

This book had its Foreword from the Right Hon. J.

Ramsay MacDonald, ex-British Premier, who wrote:

‘'To those who follow the work of the band of Indian his-

torical students who are struggling, with no great

measure of encouragement, to found a School native to

the soil and inspired by Indian tradition, Mr. Mookerji’s

books need no introduction, especially since he published

his History of Indian Shi'p'ping”

The substance and importance of the work are thus

brought out by Dr. F. W. Thomas, the late Boden Pro-

fessor of Sanskrit at Oxford: “In a country marked by so
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many diversities of climate, race, usage, and belief, it

seems to me that it was worth while to draw atten-

tion to the idea of unity which you have rightly traced in

a variety of geographical and political conceptions, and
in the possession of a common fund of culture which we
may term Brahmanic and which has in fact spread
beyond the bounds of India itself, dominating a wider
sphere by you aptly named Greater India. Your work is

characterised by much learning.”

3. Local Government in Ancient India with Fore-

word of Lord Crewe [Clarendon Press : Oxford] . On
this book Lord Haldane wrote : "The book bears closely

on the problems in the West . . . The history of Ancient
India shows how organic growth solves (questions that

are not capable of treatment from any mechanical point

of view alone. The life of a nation consists in growth, and
not in external causation. Apart from the substance of

the work, I found its literary form very attractive.”

Lord Bryce ’.'.rote; "The distinction you draw be-

tween the State and Society in early India as compared
with European countries is to me very illuminative. We
Westerners are always too prone to think our structure

of society and government to be typical. Is the difference

visible in India due to the separation of religious and eccle-

siastical organisation and power from civil? If so, one
might expect some parallel in ancient Egypt.'' Or is it

due to the independent origin and growth of local com-
munities?”

The Eight Hon. J. Eamsay MacDonald wrote in the
Socialist Review : "The young school of Indian historical

study is producing some interesting results and I am glad
to add Professor Mookerji’s Local Government in Ancient
India to those I already possess. His book will give the

modern student of industrial and political theories many
interesting illustrations of most up to date ideas.*’
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Professor E. J. Rapson wrote in the English His-

torical Review : “All will feel grateful to him for the

real service which he has rendered to scholarship by

collecting together and arranging in a convenient form the

widely scattered evidence for the early history of local

government in Indiaf’.

4. Nationalism in Hindu Culture (First Volume

in the Asian Library Series, London).

5. Men amd Thought in Ancient India [ISfecmillan

and Co., London].

London Daily News wrote on this book :
—

“,We know
of no recent ' mall book better than this as an introduction

to the wonderful past of 'India”.

The Near East wrote :
—

“Dr. Mookerji has produc-

ed the most interesting book on the history of Hindu and

Buddhist India which has yet come into our hands”.

6. [(Rulers of India Series, Oxford; Calcutta

University Readershi'p Lectures'\.

7. Asoka (Gaekwad Lectures) [Macmillan and
Co., London].

8. Hindu Civilization [Longmans Green and Co.,

J^ondon]

.

9. Ancient Indian Education (A book of over 700

pages about to be published by Macmillan and Co.,

London)

.

10. Early Indian Art (Indian Press, Allahabad).

11. Asokcm Inscriptions (Indian Press, Allahabad).

12. Chandragupta Mcmrya and his Times [Sir

William Meyer Lectures, Madras University].

13. India's Land-System, Ancient, Mediaeval, and

Modern [Published by the Bengal Gbvernment and also

published as a part of Vol. II of the Report of the Bmigal

Land-Revenue Floud Commission].

14. A New Approach to the Communal Proilem

(Padma Publications, Ltd., Bombay).

15. Gupta Empire (In the Press).
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PliOOEESS OF THE SCHEME

The cost of the Scheme was originally estimated at

Es. 10,000/- but thanks to the spontaneous and generous

support of some of its sponsors and signatories the esti-

mate was exceeded in a very short time and raised to

Es. 15,000/-, and later to Es. 30,000/-, with the growing

volume of support forthcoming for the Scheme. As we

are going to the Press, the total collections for the entire

Scheme including the publication of this Volume and the

foundation of Hr. Eadha Kumud Mookerji Lectureship

at the Lucknow University have exceeded Es. 60,000/-.

The Lectureship has already been instituted by the

Lucknow University on the basis of the originally stipu-

lated endowment of Es. 30,000/- which the Committee

has already transferred out of its funds to the University.

The Committee has transferred to the Lucknow Uni-

versity further sums of Es. 8000/- and Es. 1000/ - by

which the University has instituted respectively two post-

graduate Eadha Kumud Mookerji Scholarships and one

Eadha Kumud Mookerji Gold Medal to be awarded

annually at its Convocation to the best B.A. of the year.

The Committee expresses its profound gratitude to

the Patrons, Donors and Subscribers who by their gen-

erous contributions have helped to mate the Scheme sucn

a complete success in such a short time in spite of the diffi-

cult and depressing conditions created by the War. The

Committee cannot but feel gratified that the love of

India’s culture keeps burning in so many hearts against

the blackout of militarism and the clouds of worldwide

despondency.
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The Committee gratefully records Ae names of all

these Patrons, Donors and Subscribers as follows :

—

A. Patrons

Es.

1. The British India Association, Lucknow ... 6,000

2. Sir Padamapat Singhania, Cawnpore ... 5,001

3. Dr. B. C. Law, Calcutta ... ... 6,000

4. Seth Earn Krishna Dalmia & S. P. Jain,

Delhi ... ... ... 5,000

5. His Exalted Highness the Nizam’s Gov-

ernment, Hyderabad ... ... 2,500

6. Eaja Sir Narain Lai Pitti, Bombay ... 1,000

7. Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, Bombay ... 1,000

8. Shriman Maharaja Sahib Bahadur of

Balrampur ... ... ... 1,000

9. Katyari Estate, Dist. Hardoi ... 1,000

10. Seth E. D. Birla, Bombay ... ... 1,000

11. Eai Bahadur Munshi Earn Kumar
Bhargava, Lucknow ... ... 1,000

12. Hon. Eai Bahadur Lala Earn Saran Das,

C.I.E., Lahore ... ... 1,000

13. Kumar E. N. Eoy, Calcutta ... ... 1,000

14. Lala Shiva Narain Tandan of Messrs.

Lalitram Mangilal Buddhulal, Cawnpore . . . 700

16. Hon. Eaja Sir Eaghunandan Prasad Singh,

Monghyr ... ... ... 521

16. Mr. Satish Churn Law, Calcutta ... 500

17. Mr. Bhabani Churn Law, Calcutta ... 500

15. Sir Gokul Chand Narang, Lahore ... 500
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Es.

19. His Highness the Gaekwad of Baroda ... 500

20. His Highness the Maharaja of Tehri-

Garhwal ... ... ... 500

21. Sir Hari Shankar Paul and Mr. Hari Mohan
Paul of Messrs B. K. Paul & Co., Calcutta 500

22. Baja Badha Baman, Pilibhit ... 500

23. Hon. Baja Yuveraj Datta Singh of Oel ... 500

214. Maharajadhiraja Bahadur Uday Chand
Mahatab of Burdwan ... ... 500

25. H. S. S. Thapar, Lucknow ... ... 500

26. Sri Jyoti Bhusan Gupta, Benares ... 500

27. Shiva Prasad Gupta, Benares ... 500

28. Lala Mahadeo Prasad Bonghta, Gorakhpur ... 500

29. Messrs. Jhabarmal Sri Bam, Gorakhpur ... 500

30. Sir Purushotamdas Thakurdas, Bombay ... 500

31. Sir Homi Mehta, Bombay ... ... 500

32. Bai Bahadur Issar Das, M.L.A., Lahore ... 500

33. Sardar Surendra Singh of Saraya Sugar

Factory, Gorakhpur ... ... 500

34. Dr. N. N. Law, Calcutta ... ... 500

35. Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, Ahmedabad ... 500

36. Mr. Narendrajit Singh, Cawnpore ... 500

37. Bai Bahadur Madhusudan Das, Gorakhpur 500

38. Diamond Sugar Mills, Gorakhpur ... 500

39. Bai Bahadur Bameshwar Prasad Bagla,

Cawnpore ... ... 500

40. Mr. Bam Batan Gupta, M.L.A., Cawnpore 500

41. The Hon. Sir J. P. Srivastava and Mr J. K.

Srivastava, B.Sc., Cawnpore 500
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Rs,

42 Sir Robert Menzies, O.B.E., Cawnpore ... 500

43. British India Coiiporation, Ltd.,

Cawnpore ... ... ..» 500

44. Messrs. Nihal Chand Baldeo Sahai,

Cawnpore ... ... .., 500

45. His Highness Maharaja Holkar of Indore ... 500

46. Seth B. M. Birla, Calcutta ... ... 500

47. Mahant G. R. Das, Emarmath, Puri ... 500

48. Lala Shankar Lall, New Delhi ... ... 500

49. Mr. R. L. Nopany, Calcutta ... ... 500

.50. Mr. N. K. Halwasiya, Chairman, Municipal

Board, Lucknow ... ... 500

51. Mr. M. R. Jaipui’ia, M.L.C., Calcutta ... 500

52. H. H. The Mahaiana of Udaipur ... 500

53. Sir Badri Das Goenka, C.I.E., Calcutta ... 500

54 Messrs Soorajmall Nagarmall, Calcutta ... 1,000

55. Shankar Sugar Mills, Gorakhpur ... 500

56. Raja Maheshwar Dayal Seth of Kotra ... 500

B. Donors

1. Mr. Kedar Nath Goenka, Monghyr ... 251

2. Mr. Debes C. Ghose, Calcutta ... 250

3. Maharaja Sahib of Ajodhya, Eyzabad ... 250

4. Raja Sir Maharaj Singh, Lucknow ... 200

5. The Bettiah Raj, Bettiah ... ... 200

6. Right Hon’ble Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru,

P.C., K.C.S.I., LL.D., Allahabad ... 200

7. Rai Bahadur S. M. P. Singh, Taluqdar,

Eyzabad ... ... ... 150
t

8. Mr. Bhagat Govind Das, Lahore ... 125
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8. Her Highness Maharani Indirabai of Indore

10. Mr. Tarak Nath Banerji, Calcutta

11. Mr. H. A. Wilkinson, Director, Begg

Sutherland and Co., Ltd., Cawnpore ...

12- The Manager, Gita Press, Gorakhpur

13. Messrs B. P. Agrawala Bros & Co.,

Gorakhpur

14. Mr. Balmukund Shah, Eamkola Sugar

Mills, Gorakhpur

15. Sir Thomas Lamb, M.L.C., Calcutta

16. Madame Sophia Wadia, Bombay

17. Mr. Kanai Lai Goswami, M.L.C., Serampore

18. Baja Kamala Ranjana Roy of Cossimbazar...

19. M!r. Shrish Chandra Chakraverti, M.L.C.,

Calcutta

20. Mr. Deva Raj Narang, Basti

21. Kunwar Hriday Narain, Taluqdar,

Maurawan (Unao)

22. Eai Bahadur Kidari Ram
23. Rai Bahadur Radha Krishna Jalan, Patna...

24. Mr. Hira Lai Jalan, Patna ...

25. Mr. Gopi Krishna Kanauria, Patna

26. Mr. Bal Krishna Sharma, Sultanpur

27. Sir Sri Ram, Delhi Cloth & General Mills,

Delhi

28. Mr. H. L. Srivastava, Patna

29. Mr. B. C. Chatterji, Calcutta

30. Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, Bombay ...

31. Lady Taptibai Chunilal, Bombay ,

32. Mr. R. L. Misra, Morarea, Gorakhpur

Rs.

101

101

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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Rs.

83. Thakur Nihal Chand Chaudhury, Dhar. 100

84, Raja Suraj Baksh Singh Sahib of

Kasmanda ... ... ... 100

35. The Mayurbhanj Estate, Baripada ... 100

36. The Mysore University, Mysore ... 100

37. Professor Muhammad Habib, Aligarh ... 100

38. Kumar Mandhata Singh, Geejgarh, Jaipur ... 100

39. The Hon’ble Sir B. P. Singh Roy, Calcutta 100

40. Rai Bahadur Dalip Narain Singh, Monghyr ... 100

41. Mr. Deoniti Prasad Singh, Monghyr ... 100

42. Agra Province Zemindars Association,

Allahabad ... ... ... 100

43. Mr. Bihari Lai Vasishtha, Zamindar and

Banker, Jhansi ... ... ... 100

44. Mr. Ram Kumar Dikshit, M.A-, Lucknow

University ... ... ... 100

45. Rai Bahadur Mukandi Lai Puri, Lahore ... 100

46. Mr. P. K. Matter, Calcutta ... ... 100

47. Mr. Dwarka Prasad Singh, Cawnpore ... 100

48. Mrs. B. P. Siuvastava, Cawnpore ... 100

49. Mr. M. S. Aney, Colombo (Ceylon) ... 100

50. Mr. D. D. Mukherji, Monghyr ... 100

51. Lala Hari Ram Seth of Maurawan (Unao)... 100

52 Rai Bahadur Shyam Nandan Sahaya,

Muzaffarpur ... ... ... 100

63. Rawal Bishnu Singhji of Bissau ... 100

54. Raja Kalyan Singhji of Bhinai ... 100

55. Rao Narain Singhji of Masuda ... 100

56. Raja^ihiraja Hari Singhji of Achrol ... 100
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Rs.

57. Mr. Baij Nath Bajoria, M.L.A. (Central),

Calcutta ... ... 100

58. Mr. Prakash Chandra, M.A., LL.B.,

Lucknow ... ... ... 100

C. Subscribers

1. Br. S. K. D. Gupta, Calcutta ... ... 50

2. Sister Vajira, Samath (Benares) ... 50

3. Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai, Ahmedabad ... 50

4. Rai Bahadur A^hor Nath Banerji,

Monghyr ... ... ... 50

5. Mr. N. Bakshi, C.I.E., I.C.S ,
Commissioner,

Patna Division ... ... 50

6 Mr. Pratap Vikram Shah, Taluqdar,

Lakhimpur ... ... ... 50

7. Mr. Prabha Shankar Bhatt, J.P., Bombay ... 50

8 From some gentlemen (collected by Mr.

Jahangir F. Kotwal, Karachi) ... 37

9 Mr. BE. C. Ghosh, Cooch Behar ... 30

10 Rev. Prof. Ross Wilson, M'.A., Lahore ... 25

11. Mr. K. Chandy, Ayamanam, Kottayam

(Travanoore) ... ... ... 25

12. Mr. V. B. B. Dikshitar, Madras University 25

13. Professor C. S. Srinivasachari, Annamalai

University ... ... ... 25

14. Dr. M. BE. Krishna, Mysore ... ... 25

15. Mr. J. C. Powell-Price, M.A., I.E.S.,

D.P.I. (U.P.) ... 25

16. Dr. Paul Brunton, Mysore ... ... 25

17. Mr. Nanak Singh, Gorakhpur ..; 25
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Rs.

18. Dr. Miss P. C. Dharma, Benares .

University ... ... ... 25

19. Mr. S. K. Banerji, Mirzapur ... 25

20. Mr. Ram Narain Misra, Partabgarh ... 25

21. Dr. A. L. Srivastava, Lahore ... 25

22. Mr. Gurupada Haidar, Calcutta ... 25

23. Rai Bahadur S. N. Sinha of Jiaganj ... 25

24. Mr. Shyam Bihari Saigal ... ... 25

25. Mr. Jehangir F. Kotwal of Karachi ... 25

26. Mr. Shahrab K. H. Katrak, Karachi ... 25

27. Mr. R. C. Pandit, Patna ... ... 25

28. Mr. Radha Charan Goswami, Bijawar 25

29. Mr. D. D. Khanna, Calcutta ... ... 25

30. Mr. Ruttonjee Ardashir Wadia, Bombay ... 25

SI. Mr. A. Ranga Rao, Rajahmundry ... 25

32. Sir Henry S. Rankin (Bart.), Lucknow ... 25

33. Mr. Nanak Chand, M.L.A., Lahore ... 25

34. Mr. C. D. Chatter] ee, Lucknow University ... 25

35. Mr. R. N. Nagar, Lucknow University ... 25

36. Mr. Nurul Hasan, Lucknow University ... 25

37. Mr. R. C. Man Chandra, Lahore ... 50

38. Mr. Harendra Krishna Bose, Khargpur ... 25

39. Mr. Gopal Krishna Paul, Khargpur ... 25

40. Mr. Bijaya Krishna Kundu, Ediargpur ... 25

41. Mr. Irsad Ali, Khargpur ... ... 25

42. Professor N. K. Siddhanta, Lucknow University 25

43. Dr. V. S. Agrawala, Lucknow ... 25

44. Mr. G.* S. Misra, Lucknow University ... 25

45. Professor Kali Prasad, Lucknow University ... 25

46. Dr. S. N. Das Gupta Lucknow University ... 25



V
MESSAGES

1. Mrs. Sarojini Naidu.

In the midst of blinding and bitter political contro-

versy that sometimes seemed to obscure the very stars, my

old friend, Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji, has kept alive and

undimmed his true Brahminical devotion to learning.

So rare is such single-hearted zeal in the pursuit of

knowledge in our troubled age of confused and conflictii^

activities that it cannot fail to evoke genuine admiration

from all those who love and honour scholarship.

I am happy to associate myself with the well-earned

public tribute to one who has enriched the world’s con-

ception of Ancient Indian Culture, Civilization, and

History by his patient, monumental, and memorable

labours.

Ss. The Hon. Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh, Education

Member, Governor-General’s Council.

My dear Mookerji,

I am delighted that your distinguished career is

finding recognition by all those who have admired your

steadfast devotion in promoting knowledge. I need

hardly say that I join my friends to honour you by the

publication of the book and in the foundation of a

Lectureship in the Lucknow University. I consider it a

xxvii
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pleasure and a privilege to be associated with the

movement.

You can use this letter in any way you like.

Yours sincerely,

(Sd.) Jogendra Singh,

Education Member,

Government of India

3. The Hon. Mr. N. R. Sarker, Member, Governor-

General’s Council.

New Delhi

31st August, 194S.

I heartily associate myself with the proposal to

honour my esteemed friend, Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji,
in recognition of the great services rendered by bim in

the sphere of scholarship and learning, and also to the
public life of the country.

I vdsh the movement all success.
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4 The Hon. Mr. M. S. Aney, Member, Grovernor-

GeneraTs Council.

In the railway saloon on way to

Madras.

2nd August, 1942.

My dear Dr. Hadha Kumud Mookerji,

I received a copy of a printed appeal over the

signatures of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu and a large number of

distinguished Indian scholars and gentlemen interested

in the study of Indian History and Civilisation. I am
delighted to read that so many distinguished Indians have

now definitely decided to express their appreciation of the

scholarly work done by you in a spirit of selfless service

of the motherland, in some tangible form. I promise my
whole-hearted cooperation with the signatories in their

laudable efforts to honour you by the publication of a

Presentation Volume and the foundation of a Lecture-

ship in the Lucknow University. I consider it an honour

and a privilege to be associated with the movement and

therefore thank the organisers and signatories for sending

me a copy of the Appeal.

You have my permission to treat me as a signatory

to the Appeal, if that is in the opinion of the organisers

least likely to promote the objects which they have at

heart. In token of my consent, I put in my signature

on the printed copy enclosed herewith.

With my kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,

(Sd.) M. S. Aney,

Member, Governor-General’s Council.
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5. Sir S. Radha Krishnan, F.B.A., D.Litt , Vice-

Chancellor, Benares Hindu University.

Benares,

7th February, 1944.

I have known Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji for over

twenty-five years and have been greatly impressed by his

very valuable contributions to Indian History and the

spread of Indian Culture. It must be a great comfort to

hiTTi when he retires that he does so with the goodwill and

appreciation of his colleagues and friends in the field of

Indian scholarship. May he live long and add in his days

of retirement more striking contributions to the study of

Indian History.

6. Raja Sir Maharaj Singh, M.L.A.

I have known Professor Radha Kumud Mookerji

both as a friend and as a colleague. In both capacities, I

have admired his refined and brilliant intellect, his devo-

tion to India’s past, and his great achievements in

making that past better known to the modern world.

But the Professor is not only a writer of the first rank:

he is an excellent speaker, and he has taken, at least in

recent years, a keen and active part in the political

problems of our country. I hope that his work in the

Lucknow University and elsewhere will inspire others to

follow his example.
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7. Nawab Sir Syed Ahmad Khan of Chhatari, K.C S.I ,

President of H.E.H. the Nizam’s Executive Council.

Dear Raja Maheshwar Dayal Seth Saheb,

His Exalted Highness’s Government is just now faced

with considerable financial stringency on account of the

war. Despite it, having regard to the very noble cause

which you have stated and also to the names which have

subscribed to the Appeal, H.E.H. ’s Government has sanc-

tioned a donation of Rs. 2,500/- which I hope will be

found acceptable to the Committee- His Exalted High-

ness’s Government trusts that the Appeal will meet with a

ready response from others as well,_so that the proposal

for the foundation of the Lectureship may be implement-

ed as early as possible.

Yours sincerely,

(Sd.) S.L. Ahmed Said,

President of H.E H.

The Nizam’s Executive Council.

8. Major J. Dennis Ward, M.A. (Cantab.).

New Delhi.

9th January 1944.

It would be a work of supererogation, and indeed pre-

sumption, for me to dilate on the scholarship displayed by

Dr. Mookerji, and on his many and varied contributions

to historical knowledge in the field of Ancient Indian

History, which he has made peculiarly his own. Critics

more competent to pronounce judgment have praised and

will continue to praise the unflagging zeal and profound

learning which he has brought to the task of reviving the
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pristine glories of that remote past. For those select few

who possess the necessary “apparatus critic,” Dr.

Mookerji has produced numerous erudite disquisi-

tions on subjects that excite and delight the intellect of

the researcher, and provide abundant food for thought

and study.

As a comparatively callow neophyte in the Hindu

pantheon, but an inveterate worshipper at the shrine of

Clio, it is to another aspect of Dr. Mookerji’s work that

I would fain pay a meed of tribute and admiration. I

refer to his unique and inimitable felicity of style. For

one who has never left the shores of this sub-continent,

the biographer of Harsha enjoys a truly remarkable com-

mand of the English language. His sense of the correct

word and turn of phrase is quite extraordinary, and he

exercises meticulous care in the selection of the proper

expression to render precisely and euphoniously the idea

which he wishes to impart. By his gift of lucid and

harmonious diction, he has won for himself a multitude

of admiring readers, not only among professional scholars

and historians, but also in the rank and file of students

throughout and beyond India, as well as from the public

at large.

It is devoutly to be hoped that some day Dr.

Mookerji will be able to pay a visit to the ancient Col-

leges on the banks of the Cam and the Isis. When he does

so, the author of Men and Thought in Ancient India

will find himself to be no stranger in the Universities of

Milton and Dr. Johnson. He who has so patiently

mastered the idiom of Shakespeare has been admitted al-

ready into the intimate inner circle of that ever-grow-

ing family of English-speaking peoples in whose hands

and hearts and minds the future destiny of mankind so

largely rests.
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9. M. Eathnaswamy, Vice-Chancellor, Annamalai Uni

versify.

May I also be permitted to add my congratulations

to liiose that Professor Radha Kumud Mookerji will re-

ceive from the numerous admirers of his work in and for

Indian History? I remember as a young student 40

years ago reading his History of Indian Shi'p'ping and

Maritime Activity and admiring his patriotic work.

Ever since then I have read other books of his and have

admired the sobriety and soundness of his historical

writing. I am glad honour is being done to one who by

his historical work has done so much to promote the

study of the achievements of our people.

10. Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha, M.L.A,, D.Litt.,

Vice-Chancellor, Patna University.

For now nearly forty years Dr. Radha Kumud
Mookerjee has represented the true type of a historian,

and upheld the banner of Indian scholarship. His work
on the history of ancient India, and on the lives of some

of her greatest sons, have not only revolutionised Indian

thought, but raised Indian culture in the estimation of

foreign Savants. His rich and rare scholarship, and his

intense devotion to learning, have been widely appreciat-

ed through the length and breadth of India, and it is but

fitting that a well-deserved public tribute should be paid

to one who has enriched the literature of ancient Indian

civilization, culture, and history, by his monumental

works, which are the result of infinite patience and pro-

found learning.
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11. N. N. Sen Gnpta, Professor of Lucknow Univer-

sity.

Professor Radha Kumud Mookerji is well-known as

a scholar, as a thinker, as a public man who brings to bear

his great insight upon the manifold porblems of national

life, and as a University Don who has enriched the aca-

demic life of several great institutions of learning. There

are many who may speak with much greater authority than

r can command on each of these phases of Professor

Mookerji’s wide and varied field of work. I reserve for

myself the humble task of paying a tribute to his deft men-

tal touch which unawares has spelt O'Pen Sesame to new

vistas of life for so many of those who have sat at his feet.

I feel particularly attracted to this aspect of Professor

Mookerji’s work which H am tempted to value more than

his other achievements that have already received their

meed of high praise. I may aptly describe it as Professor

Mookerji’s technic of inducing personal Aufklarung in

his pupils. I am one of his oldest pupils and can speak

therefore on this topic with some authority which need

not bow to the great learning and eminence of other colla-

borators in this Volume.

I was sitting at my desk in a kerosene-oil lit room

in my College hostel one winter’s dusk when smoke prevail-

ed over darkness in driving out the last light of the day.

Professor Mookerji was then on the staff of the Bengal

National College and came to the humble abode of his

pupils which in more senses than one was called a Mess in

those days. Some one was ill; the Professor had come to

see him. He found me accidentally at study. I thought

myself rather lucky in being caught at so laudable a pur-

suit. But did I notice a slight frown in the Professor’s

visage? “Why do you read so much? I have heard

that you grind in and out of time.” Good! My re-

putation had reached my teacher’s ears, but alas! the
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frown indicated reproof !

‘

‘You get only half the material

from what you hear and read; for the other half you hare

to feel your way into your own mind. Hold before your

intent attention every uncertain thought. You wiU thus

learn more than by reading many books.” I have read

many books and have won my humble share of academic

success in my day. The subtle frown, the quiet assurance

of the advice, has helped me many times across the in-

tellectual no-man’s land. I cannot do better than to

eontribute a paper on the technique of attention as a

memento of this occasion.

12. Dewan Bahadur Harbilas Sarda, Ajmer.

Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji is at once a man of

letters and a man of public affairs. His mind is versa-

tile : his interests are wide. History, Economics, Litera-

ture, Sociology and Politics,—nothing is foreign to his

cultivated mind. .With a facile pen and an ease of ex-

pression, Nature has endowed him also with a keen intel-

lect and a feeling heart.

He first came into prominence in the opening years

of the century with his History of Indian Shiffing,

which established his reputation as a research scholar.

Since then, he has written a number of important and

valuable books and has devoted himself to the solution

of various literary, social and political problems that

have been and are agitating the people of India. In

addition to writing books, he has delivered discourses

and lectures in all parts of India. His laudable work

in the cause of Hindu culture including his valuable ctm-

tributions which have helped in bringing success to the

Hindu Sabha is well-known.

F r
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But the most valuable work for which he is famous

in this country is in connection with the problem of the

Minorities in India. His profound knowledge of the

question as dealt with in the various countries of Europe,

his keen logical mind, his impartial and sound judgment,

his great industry and intellectual integrity, his true

patriotism and love of India, he has brought all these to

the clarification and proper solution of this important

question—a question whose importance has been magni-

fied beyond all due proportions by the British Govern-

ment using it as a permanent and irremovable barrier

across the path of India’s National progress and as an

excuse for withholding from the people of India their

right of full self-government.

I was present when he first addressed the members

of the Central Legislature several years ago in one of

the spacious rooms in the Council Chamber, New Delhi,

on this subject, and was struck by the perspicacity of his

vision, the clearness of his presentation of the various

aspects of the question, his knowledge of its history in

the various countries of Europe, and the proper perspec-

tive in which he put this question in relation to the vari-

ous political problems of the country.

I have had several interesting talks with him at

Aijmer where he was my guest in 1933, in Delhi, and in

Lucknow, on historical, social and political subjects and

have derived great pleasure in listening to his elucidation

of them.

He occupies a unique position in the literary circles

of India, In England, France, Germany and other coun-

tries of Europe, University Professors render important

services to their countries by applying their expert

knowledge of current economic, political and social ques-

tions and writing treatises and making contributions to

important journals on questions of foreign policy, cur-
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rency, exchange, emigration, labour, trade and commerce,

and thus materially assist in their solution in the best

interests of their countries. Dr. Eadha Kumud Mookerji

is the best known of the University Professors in India

who do this work- As India is under foreign domination,

many such questions that arise in England do not arise in

this country in the same forms. But other questions such

as those of the Minorities
;
primary, secondary and technical

education; social reform; emancipation of women; uplift

of the Harijans; Provincial and Imperial taxation;

development of industries; expansion of the Universities;

specialisation of studies; relations with the Indian States

that are of vital importance to the progress of the country,

do arise and demand that the best brains in India should

be continually employed in their proper treatment and

solution. And Dr. Eadhakumud Mookerji has employed

all his talents and ungrudgingly given his time to the

solution of them all. Like Professor J.M'. (now Lord)

Keynes in England, he has placed his knowledge and his

fine intellect at the service of the Indian Nation. Though

owing to the peculiar political conditions prevailing in

India, his influence in moulding the policy of the country

in political and economic matters so as to serve the best

interests of the country has not been so decisive as that

of Professor Keynes and others in England, he has ren-

dered valuable service to the nation by putting the intel-

ligent people in India in possession of the essentials of

the various political, economic and social questions, on

the proper solution of which depend the progress and

prosperity of the country.





THE FIVE INDIAN ORDERS OF PILLARS
AND THEIR CO(MPONENT PARTS

BY

Prof. P. K. Acharya, I.E.S., M.A., Ph,D., D.Litt,,

Head of the Sanskrit Department, Allahabad University.

The synonyms of the column as given in the

Manasdra Vdstu§dstra^ indicates both its evolution and

history
:

jaiighd, charayia, stall, stamhha, ahghrika,

sthd,nu, sthum, pdda, skamhha, arani, hhd,mka and

dharatui. The order in which they are found mentioned

in the Sanskrit verse does not, however, imply the pro-

cess of evolution, because there is no fixed rule of syntax

even in Sanskrit prose. Thus the sequence, so far as

these terms are concerned, does not imply the antiquity

of their use. The derivative or etymological meanings of

the terms, however, show the purpose for which they

were originally used. The term, jahghd,, probably deriv-

ed from the root, gam (to go), means the shank or the

lower leg from the ankle to the knee, which is the lowest

part of the body. Similarly, charana, derived from the

root, char (to move), also means the foot. The next

term should be read, not as stall or tali which does not

occur in ordinary Sanskrit, but as Jail, a coined term

meaning that which possesses tala or bottom (i.e., base and

pedestal as the pillars are found with). The term,

stamhha, is well known in Sanskrit literature, and has

been frequently used in the sense of a post, pillar, colu,ijin,

stem, also arm; all these meanings are derived from the

I iSfJU ^ I

(Chap. XV, 2—6).
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root, siambh (to support, strengthen, stop, arrest, stiffen,

make rigid or immovable). About the next term,

ahghrika, although the verbal x'oot is not quite certain,

ahghri has been used always to mean foot as well as root.

The term stMmi, is less frequently used, but its deriva-

tion is clear from the root, stha (to stand firm, fixed, im-

movable) and is used in the sense of a stump, stem, trunk,

stake, post, pile, and pillar as symbol of motionlessness.

Sthuna is obviously connected with sthanu^ and must

have been derived from the same root, sthd (to stand) and

is used almost in the same sense of a post, pillar, stake,

column, and beam.® The terms pdda and pada are fre-

quently used in the sense of foot and are derived in a curi-

ous manner from a root pad (to stand fast or fixed) like

the root of stambh; this sense is, however, derived from

foot itself (pada) instead of deriving the sense of foot

from the verbal root. Skambha is conjectured to be a

phonetic variety of stambha and is derived from the root

akambh, which like stambh, means to prop, support, fix,

establish, to make firm and thus means a prop, support,

pillar, buttress, fulcrum. But the sense in which it is

used in the Atharva-Veda (X, 7, 8), viz., Brahman,

Purusha, Supreme Being, has indicated the pillar as the

Regulator of the whole structure of a house. The term

arani, derived from an uncertain root meaning, ‘being

fitted into,’ or ‘turning round,’ implies the pieces of

wood for kindling fire by attrition; the justification of

its use as the synonym for a pillar is probably derived

2 Sir Monier Williams siurmise.s in his Dictionary that both
these terms are used for sthalna which may be connected with
sthala meaning grossness, boilkiness. (Sonsknt-English Dic-

tionary.)

* This sense of beam has been derived from a wrong notion

(by Macdonnell, Vedic Index) that the Indians of the Vedic
period did not know the art of building well-designed dwellings
so that they could only use wooden or bapaboo beams across the
straw roofs of thatched cottages.
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from its use in the sense of mother in the Harivamia
(Cf. Pdnduvarani and Surdrani)-, this sense also will in-

dicate the pillar as the regulator of a building. Bhdraka
is a simple derivative from Bhdra or load and implies

the pillar which supports the roof-load. Similarly,

dhdmiMi is easily derived from the root dhri to hold or

support, t.e., doing the same function as the house-

pillar performs.

There are, however, free-standing pillars which do

not support any load. Of these twelve synonyms some

would imply the free-pillars, some would indicate the

house-pillars and the others may be used to imply both the

functions. But in literature including the avowedly

architectural texts these distinctions have been lost and it

will serve no purpose in trying to classify them here. In

the Vedic texts, however, the terms wpamit (pillar), 'pari-

mit (cross beams), and pratimit (props) are referred to.*

The extant pillars make it, however, clear that amongst

numerous groupings® their classification into free-

standing and roof-bearing varieties is necessary in order

to understand their different functions and structural

features.

The sacrificial posts (^yupa-stambha) of the Brahma-

nas, the lamp-bearing pillars of the Jains, and the lion-

pillars of Asoka of Buddhistic faith may be referred to

^ For further details see the writer’s Indian Architecture

(1927), p. 6.

® See the writer’s Dictionary of Hindu Architecture, pp. 850
—862, e.g., banner (or flag-bearing), basava, benefaction, beaut5',

boundaory, brahmadeva, composite, corn, crocodile, devotion,

diamond, dwarf, eagle, edict, elephant, fan, fan-palm, fortune,

foundation, four-faced, 'free, ganda-bheranda, gate, gold, granite,

honour, human, iron, lakshmi, lamp-bearing, lamp-stand, lion,

main, memorial, monkey, monolith, monumental, octagonal,

phallus, piety, pleasure, projecting, quadrangular, religious,

sacrificial, sati, sixteen-sided, stone, thieves, thirty-two-sided,

town, trident, umbrella, unshaken, upper, victory, wall, war,
welfare, etc. For those pillars which bear only Sanskrit names,
vide p. 850, column 1.
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as examples of free-pillars. The pillars employed singly

or in rows both in Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist monuments

may be cited as the examples of the other variety. The

functional differences between these two varieties are

numerous, but the chief one is that the free pillars are

for mere show, while the house-pillars are employed both

for show as well as to support the load of the roof

upon them. Thus their capital or top-most portion be-

comes less prominent than that of the free pillars.

Hence in the matter of construction also deeper founda-

tion is necessary for the free-pillars and greater strength

is needed for the house-pillaT’s on whose soundness the

whole structure largely depends.

Although from the etymological sense of the syno-

nyms the pillars indicate the foot or lower part only,

their features, howevei-, are analogous with the whole

human tedy. There are the capital or head, the neck,

the middle body or the shaft, the leg or base {adhish-

thdna), the foot or pedestal (ti'pa-'pltha). In case of free-

pillars there are placed some decorative or symbolic

animal, bird, or human body upon their capitals, while

upon the capital of house-pillars and below the roof there

is a running wall known as entablature {prastara). This

is employed to keep away glare into the room as well as

to serve as a decoration. A part of the entablature be-

tween two pillars is further beautified being turned into

an arch which serves the double' purpose of decoration

and uniform distribution of the load of the structure

above towards the arch-pillars or the arch-walls as the

case may be Thus the four component parts of the

both varieties of the pillars, from the bottom upwards,

are the pedestal (upapltha), the base {adhishthdna), the

shaft {stamhha-bapus), and the capital (bodhikd). Over-

looking the analogy with the human body some pillars

are constructed with the base alone and the pedestal is
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altogether omitted. Strictly following the rules such

constructions should be considered defective, although there

is both an economic as well as an aesthetic reason for

such a defect.

The term, ufafUka for pedestal, is familiar in

Sanskrit language, formed of ufa (upper) and 'pltha

(probably from the root sad, to seat upon, hence a stool,

seat, chair, bench, any fiat surface) and easily means

foot. But in pillar it would include the lower leg upto

the knee-joint.® ilt is composed of mouldings, as given

in the standard text, M&nasara, varying from five to

twenty-seven, viz., Ufana (plinth), kampa (fillet), mahdm-

buja (large cyma), kshudrdbja, (small cyma), kampa

(fillet), antarita (fillet), kampa (fillet), padma (cyma),

paUika (fillet), padma (cyma), kampa (fillet), gala

(dado), uttara (fillet), kampa (fillet), ambuja (cyma),

ardha-kampa (half fillet), prativdjana (cavetto), antarita

(fillet), karna (ear-pattern ornament), uttara (fillet),

kampa (fillet), padma (cyma), kapota (corona), dlihga

(fillet), antarita (fillet), gala (dado), uttara (fillet).

Twelve varieties of pedestals are described in the

Mdnasdra, under three classes, vedibJiadra, pratibhadva

and manchabhadra,'^ of which the common term, bhadra,

means ‘seat’ and vedi (platform), prati (upper), and

mancha (stage, dais) imply the upper portion.

The term, adhishthdna, for base, formed from the

root sthd (to stand), denotes an object on which some-

thing stands. Thus it implies the stand or base of the

column, being the member betw’een the shaft and the

0 The pedestal is not only placed under the base of a column

or pilaster (wall-pillar), hut frequently employed, both singly and

together with the latter, as a pavement for temples and porticoes,

over cornices of edifices, and also as a platform for thrones and

as iSaa.ts for statues.

Writer’s Dictionary of Hindu Architecture, pp. 88—91, cf.

pp. 94—9(5. For illustration see Plate II, top figure.
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pedestal if there be any.® Like the pedestal the base

is also composed of numerous mouldings varying from

seven to twenty three, viz., janman (plinth), kshudra-

vajana (small fillet), mfra (cavetto), fadma (cyma), dsana

(seat, flat fillet), ratna-va'pra (jewelled cavetto), kampa
(fillet), nimna (drip), kampa (fillet), abja (cyma), ratna-

patta (jewelled fillet), kampaja (fillet), kampa (fillet),

kandhara (dado), kampa-padma (fillet and cyma),

karna (ear-pattern ornament), vdjana (fillet), abja (cyma),

kapota (dove-cot), dlinga (fillet), and prativdjana (fillet).

In the Mdnasdra^ (Chap. XIV) as many as sixty-four

varieties of bases are described in great detail under

nineteen different types called pdda {iooi)-handha (band),

uraga {siXQk&)-bandha, pratikrama, kumuda (lily)-&a7idAa,

padma-ke^ara (lotus-filament pattern), pushpa-pushkala

(flower pattern), §rl-handha, mancha-handha, h'enl-

bandha, padma Q.oi\is)-bandha, kumbha {ju^-bandha,

vapra (bridge)-6araaJAa, vajra {<Avh)-bandha, §rlbhoga,

ratna (gem)-6awdAa, patta-bandJia, kukshi-bandha,

kampa-bandha and §rikdnta.^°

The third component part from bottom upwards of a

complete pillar, known as shaft in English, is really the

stambha proper of which the other synonyms have been

discussed above. The exact equivalent of the shaft would

be stambha-bapus (body of the pillar) but this coined

phrase is met with neither in the basic text, Mdnasdra,

nor in other and later texts on Vdstu-Sdstra. Like those

of the pedestals and bases there are special mouldings

which compose the shaft and these mouldings are of

® It is also used to imply the ba.sement or the lowest member
of a building.

® See the writer’s Dictionary, pp. 36-37. For illustration .see

Hate II, middle figure.

1® These epithets imply the general design and the pattern.
The illustrations in the writer’s Architecture of Mfmasdva, Volume
V, plates XXXI— XLTII, may give an idea.
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much historical and technical interest. According to the

Ma/msara the basic mouldings are of five kinds, while

according to the Suprahhed^gama, there are two sets of

seven mouldings,^® one set referring to the column of the

main building and the other to that of the pavilion. They

number eight in the Matsya-Puro/m,^^ the Brihat-

samhitd,^* and Kiraim-tantra,^^ exactly like those of the

Greco-Eoman orders.^®

In the Manasdra the mouldings are called

hodhikd, mushti-landha, phalakd, tdtikd and gJiata. In

the SupraJ)heddgama the one set of seven mouldings are

designated as danda, mandi, kantha, kumhha, phalakd)

vlra-kantha and potikd; and the other set of seven as

hodhikd, uttara, vdjana, murdhikd, UtM, jayanti and

tala. In the Matsya-purdna, Brihat-sarhhitd, and

Kiranatantra, the set of eight mouldings composing the

shaft comprises vdhana, ghata, padma, uttaroshtha,

hdhulya, hdra (? bhdra), fuld, and upatuld. In each of

these three, rather four, lists there are unmistakable

terms, which imply the head, face, neck, etc., showing

thereby that the Indian stamhha is not merely the shaft but

also includes the capital. The actual identification of these

mouldings with those of the Greco-Roman orders has

11 Manasdra, XLYII, pp. 16—18.

12 ISv/pTahheddgama, XXXI, 56—60, 107-108.

18 Matsya-puram, Chap. 255, 1—6.

i< Brihat-Scmhita, YIII, 29-30.

15 Kirai}a-tantra, J.R.A.S., (N.S.)^ YI, 285, notes 1, 2.

15 Gwilt, Encyclopedia of Architecture, Art. 2532, Tig. 867

—

874.

11 E.g., hodhikd from tlie root hudh, to know, is the centre

of knowledge or brain and implies the head; kumhha and ghata

lit., jug, would also imply the head or forehead; karitha is clear-

ly neck which lies between the head and the middle body; uttara

and uttarosht/ha are the lower lip ;
murdhika is the top of the

head ;
padma or lotus is obviously for the (lotus-like)

_

face.

Similarly hdra (bead or chain) is clearly an ornament which is

used both 'for the head and the neck.
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been discussed elsewhere.^* Each of the set of eight

Greco-Eonian mouldings like the Indian mouldings is

expressed by more than one designation as has been the

case in various Sanskrit texts, viz., (1) the ovalo, echinus

or quarter round, (2) the talon, ogee or reversed cyma,

(3) the cyma, cyma-recta, or cymatium, (4) the torus,

(5) the scotia or trochilos, (6) the cavetto. mouth or hollow,

and (8) the fillet, listel or annulet.

These are the eight basic mouldings'"’ of which the

various component parts of the column proper is com-

}>osed in the Greco-Roman orders. The pedestal part of

the Indian column is generally excluded from the Greco-

Roman orders, but the capital part is included in both the

systems. The entablature {prastara) comprises the parts

of an order above the column proper. The assemblage is

divided into three parts, namely, the architrave which

rests immediately on the column, the frieze next over the

architrave being the middle member, and the cornice

which is the uppermost part. In the Manasara (Chap.

XVI, 17—20) prastara is otherwise named as Jcapota,

mancha, prachchhadana, gopdna, vitana, mlahhl, matta-

V'drana, vidhdna and lupa. These nine synonyms of the

entablature indicate the nine types of which details and

measures are specified, each of the synonyms emphasiz-

ing the special pattern implied by its name. For in-

stance, the kapota type whose other synonyms (Chap. XVI,
49-50) are vaktra-hasta (face supported by a hand), lupd

(slanting shape), gopdnaka (the vessel out of which cows

drink) and chandra (moon), shows the pigeon-pattern as

the leading feature of the entablature. These nine types

of entablature are composed of mouldings varying from

Compare details quoted from Gwilt’s Eibcyclopedia in i1)e

writer’s Dictionary of Hindu Architecture, pj). 682—698.

For illustration of Profiles of Mouldings I'lom Munns&ra,
see Plate I,
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fourteen to nineteen.^*’ For instance the second type con-

sists of t)ie foIlo-wing (Chap. XVI, —71) :

—

Uttara,

kamfa, valabhi, abja, vajana, mushti-bandka, mjana,

ddhdra, fatta, mjana, mushti-bandha, vajana, mahd-

vdjana and abja.^^

The entablature, it should be noted, is the continua-

tion of the column proper to the roof of the house of

which the column is the support and regulator. As such

the entablature, like the base and the pedestal, bears a

proportion in height to the column. In the five Greco-

Boman orders^® the entablature is fourth part of the

column. In general terms, its subdivisions of architrave,

frieze, and cornice are obtained by dividing its height

into ten equal parts, whereof three are given to archi-

trave, three to frieze, and four to cornice. In the Indian

orders of Mdnasdra’s prescription (Chap. XVI) there

are greater varieties of proportion, being one-fourth to

three-fourths, even equal to or greater by I and f . The

column being divided into eight parts, the entablature

may be given two, three, four, five, six or seven parts.®®

The entablature bears a proportion to the base of the

column also. The height of the former may be equal to

that of the latter, or less by or greater by t or it

may be twice in height. Similarly, the height of the

pedestal may be from one-quarter to six times of the

height of the base.®^

“From these general proportions variation have

been made by different masters.” The extant monuments

20 DictionOfTy of Hindu Arcbitoctufo, pp. 3(8—382. lor

illustration of entablature see Plate II, bottom figure.

21 Por translation, measurement, etc. vide, ibid,, pp. 378-(9.

22 In tbe Tuscan order J of 7, in Doric order of 8, in Ionic

order i of 9, in Corintbian order ^ of 10. and in Composite order

I of 11 (Gwilt, art, 2S‘-42, 25-49).

23 Indian Architecture, p. 43.

24 Writer’s Dictionary of Hindu Architecture (1927), p. 708,

703, 704.
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bear witness both to these rules as well as to theii' varia-

tions. But as in the formation of the human body, the

head, middle body, leg, and foot bearing a general pro-

portion to each other, the component members of the

column do bear for aesthetic reason a certain proportion,

despite the varieties owing to various races and types.

In the absence of any proportion between the members

their combination becomes meaningless and deformity is

inevitable.

For aesthetic and other obvious reasons there are

fixed proportions regarding the height of the column pro-

per with its girth. In fact “the difference in the Indian

orders consists chiefly in the pi'oportioii between the

thickness and the height of the pillars, while that of the

Grecian and the Roman orders, not only on the dimen-

sions of columns, but a.lso on the form of the other parts

belonging to them. The orders of India®® and of Greece

and Rome are remarkable for beautiful effect of their

proportions, a circumstance to which little regard has

been paid by the Egyptians.®® The plan of the

Grecian columns is always round; but the plan of the

Hindu columns admits of every shape and is frequently

found in the quadrangular and octangular forms also.®®

The capitals of the Grecian columns invariably mark the

distinction of the several orders; those of the Indian are

varied at pleasure, though not without regard to the

diameter and the length of the shaft.

Between the European and the Indian columns there

is a striking difference in regard to the very origin of their

names. Doric is derived from the species of columns

first seen in the cities of Doria (Vitruvius, IV. 1). The

2® See Plate III ia.n<i vide illustrations in the writer’s Arrld-
tecture of Manasara, Vol. V, plates, XLIV—XLIX; XXVII—
XXX; XXXI— XLIII; L, where all the pedestals, bases, en-
tablatures and twenty-five pillars drawn with measures, plans,
and sections, etc., are shown,
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species of which the lonians were the inventors has receiv-

ed the appellation of Ionic. Callimachus constructed

columns after the model of the tomb in the country about

Corinth, hence this species is called Corinthian. The

Tuscan order has reference to the country of Tuscany,

formerly called Etruria in Italy. The Composite order

is a compound of the Corinthian and the Ionic.

The names of the five orders in India which are not

associated with any locality or tribe appear to be more

significant. The Manasara contains two sets of names
of the five orders, one set referring like the Agaims, the

Pura'ms, and the Brihat-Samhita, to the shapes of the

columns or more precisely the shafts, while the

other refers mostly to the shape of the capitals

which the Greco-Roman orders have ultimately stuck to.

In the Manasara, (Chap. XV) the square pillar is called

Brahma-kanta,®® the octagonal Vishnu-kanta, the

sixteen-sided or circular one Rudra-kanta, the pentagonal

giva-kanta, and the hexagonal Skanda-kanta. With
respect to dimensions and ornaments of the capital they

are called Chitra-harna (of ornamented ear), Padma-
hdnta (of lotus pattern and grace), Chitra-skamhha (of

ornamented shaft), Pdlikd-stambha (of basket pattern),

and Kumhha-stamhha (of jug pattern).

In the Matsya-furana, the Brihat-samhitd, and the

Kirana-tantra the five orders are called Ruchaka (grace-

ful), Vajra (of club pattern), Dvi-vajra (of double club

shape), PraMnaka (reabsorbed, ? turned-up shape) and
Yritta (round). In the Su'prahheddgama the names of

the five orders are §rl-kara (of pyramid and beautifying

pattern), Chandra-kdnta (of the moon shape and grace-

Brahma (four-faced deity)-Aanda (stalk, «.e., skaft)
would be a better reading, but as the terms like Chandrorhanta
(of moon’s grace) frequently occur no amendment to the original
term has been made in our text.
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ful pattern), Smmuhhya (of beautiful face pattern),

Priya-dar6ana (of lovable look of a handsome person), and
§ubhanka.n (of auspicious look of a benign goddess).

The last one is stated to be the Indian composite order,

being a compound (miSrita) of Saumukhya and Priya-

darsmcbr^

27 For further details see the writer’s Indian Architecture

in India and Abroad, pp. 54-5i5i, 109—111.





WAS KING NAVA OF COINS A NAGA RULEE1

BY

Dr. a. S. Altekar,

Benares Hindu University

.

[n his very interesting and stimulating work, History

of India, 150—350 A.D., the late Dr. Jayaswal has

advanced the theory that it was the Bharasiva rulers who
ousted the Kushanas from the Gangetic plain and paved
the way for the Vakataka and Gupta empires. We
cannot discuss this theory in all its aspects in the present

paper. Dr. Jayaswal maintains that the founder of this

great Bharasiva dynasty was king Navanaga and he

identifies this ruler with the potentate who has issued

copper coins with the legend Navasa on them. Some of

these coins are dated, the date being 34. Dr. Jayaswal

further maintains that this Nava is the same as Nava-

naga referred to in the Puranas and that he was the

founder of the Naga dynasties, which were later ruling at

Mathura, Padmavati and Kantipuri. We do not propose

to examine whether-Nava founded these branches; we shall

see whether he was a Naga ruler at all.

The Puranas, while describing the Naga families

ruling on the eve of the rise of the Gupta empire

state :

—

Nava Nagastu bhokshyanti purim Padm5vatim

nyipah.

Mathuram cha purim ramyaih Naga bhokshyanti

sapta vai.

The mention of the seven- Naga rulers of Mathura in

the second half of the above verse makes it almost certain

that its first half refers to nine (nava) Naga rulers of

Padmavati and not to new (nava) Naga rulers of that

13
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city. We may however assume for the sake of argument

that the expression NfiLva, Nagah refers to new Naga rulers

of Padmavati founded by king Nava-naga and proceed to

examine whether the coins concerned can be attributed to

him.

It may be observed at the outset that the legend of the

coins under discussion does not read as devasa as taken by

Smith; Dr. Jayaswal’s reading Navasa seems to be the

correct one and has been accepted by Mr. Allan also,

though we cannot deny that on some coins the first letter

appears to be ne and not na. The medial e stroke may be

due to the carelessness of the engraver and we may accept

the reading Navasa as the correct one.

Let us now describe the coins of Nava. On the

reverse, there is the Bull, which appears almost invariably

on Kau^ambi coins. On the obverse, in the upper half,

there is Tree within railing in the centre with a syml>ol on

either side. On the coin illustrated in the

PI. XXIII, 15, the symbol to left no doubt appears like

the one for 20 and that on right as the one for 7, and both

Drs. Smith and Jayaswal naturally take them to stand for

the number 27. But in the case of a large number of coins

illustrated in the B.M. catalogue of Coins of Ancient India,

PI. XXI, 4—8, as well as those examined by me in the valu-

able collections of Babu Srinath Shah of Benares and Eai

Bahadur B. M. Vyas of Allahabad, one of these symbols

appears to be a spear and the other is indistinct and is

taken as a chouri by Allan {Catalogue, p. 154). It would

therefore be hazardous to conclude from the solitary

specimen in the Indian Museum that the coins of Nava are

dated in his regnal years. It is however immaterial for our

present purpose to decide as to whether these coins are

dated; we have to find out whether king Nava or Neva,

who issued these coins, is identical with Dr. Jayaswal’s

Nava-naga, the founder of the Naga dynasty.
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It must be confessed that the various arguments

adduced by Dr. Jayaswal to support his view do not carry

any conviction. Dr. Jayaswal ascribes this type to king

Nava-naga because there is the figure of a Naga or serpent

with raised hood above the legend (p. 18). It is interest-

ing to point out that Dr. Jayaswal takes the symbol to

right once for numeral 7, when he wants to argue that the

coins bear the date of issue 27, and then again for the hood

of a serpent when he wants to prove that king Nava, who
issued them was a Naga ruler (see p. 19, n. 1 and p. 18

2nd para) . The symbol in question cannot obviously stand

both for the numeral 7 and for the hood of a snake. As
observed already, I have examined a large number of these

coins and have found that the symbol in question is too

indistinct to be interpreted with confidence. It is only on

the solitary specimen published in the I.M.C., that it

appears as the hood of a serpent.

But even if we assume that the serpent’s hood appears

on all the coins of king Nava, its occurrence will not prove

that he was a Naga. On none of the coins issued by the

Naga rulers of Padmavatl, the serpent or its hood makes

its appearance. On the other hand, a symbol which looks

like a serpent or its hood makes its appearance on the coins

of Dhanadeva of Ayodhya, Brihaspatimitra II of

Kaui^ambl, and the rulers of the Western Kshatrapa

dynasty and the Yaudheya tribe, none of whom belonged

to a Naga family, even according to Dr. Jayaswal.

It must be further remembered that according to Dr.

Jayaswal Nava-naga was the founder of a new Naga
house, which emerged into prominence by ousting the

Kushanas from Eastern U.P. Nava-naga therefore would

have taken effective and unmistakable measures to proclaim

his Naga origin, so far unknown to the population; he

would not have left it to be inferred by serpent’s hood on

his coins but would have clearly proclaimed it by adding
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the unmistakable suflSx naga to his name, as has been done

by the Naga rulers of Padmavati.

The next argument advanced by Dr. Jayaswal to

ascribe these coins to a Kaga dynasty is their close affinity

to the coinage of the Naga dynasties of Mathura, Vidi^a

and Padmavati (p. 19). We have shown elsewhere,^ how

the so-called Mathura-Vidisa series of Dr. Jayaswal was

not issued by any Naga ruler at all. But even supposing

that the ‘Datta’ coins are the issues of Naga rulers, it has

to be pointed out that they hear no resemblance lohat-

soever to the coins of king Nava. On the ‘Datta’ series of

coins of Mathura, the legend is either circular or in a

straight line at the top; on the coins of king Nava, it is

always at the bottom. On the ‘Datta’ coins, we have

usually standing Lakshmi on the obverse and three

elephants on the reverse; on none of the coins of Nava does

either of these objects make its appearance. They have on

the other hand Tree within railing on one side and Bull on

the other, which do not figure on ‘Datta’ coins at all.

The average weight of the coins of Nava is about 65 grains,

that of the coins of the ‘Datta’ series is about 110 grains.

There is therefore no afiinity at all between ‘Datta’ coins

of Jayaswal’s so-called Mathura-Vidi^a series and the

coins of Nava.

Let us now see whether any affinity exists between the

coins of king Nava and the rulers of Padmavati, who
undoubtedly belonged to a Naga family. The only point

of similarity is the occasional appearance of the bull on the

reverse of the coins of the Naga rulers of Padmavati. Bull

however is an invariable element of the coins of Nava,

whereas it is often replaced by Peacock, Chakra or Triiula

on the Naga coins of Padmavati. The Tree within railing

which is an invariable element on the coins of king Nava

f In a paper shortiy appearing in the Journal of the Numu-
matic Society of India.
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is conspicuous by its absence on the Padmavati Niaga

coins, and Peacock, Chakra and Trimla which often

figure on the latter are never to be seen on the coins of

Nava. The legend on the coins of Nava is always at the

bottom and in a straight line, that on the coins of the

rulers of Padmavati is always circular, and covering the

entire surface of the coin. The Padmavati rulers prefix

the title Maharaja to their names; Nava never takes up

this or any other royal title. The suffix Naga, which

invariably occurs on the coins of Padmavati rulers is

always absent on the coins of Nava. The Padmavati

coins are usually tiny in size and weight. They were

apparently issued in three denominations weighing 9, 18

and 36 grains; only Skandanaga has issued a few coins

weighing about 50 grains. The coins of Nava on the

other hand are never so tiny; they usually weigh about

65 grains. There is therefore no affinity at all between

the coins of the Naga rulers of Padmavati and those of

Iring Nava in order to justify the latter’s attribution to a

Naga family.

The Puranas place their Nava Nagas at Padmavati

and their statement can be well accepted, for we have

found the coins of nine^ Naga rulers at that place. If we

agree with Jayaswal and hold that Nava-naga was the

founder of this house, we should find some of his coins at

that place. Padmavati has yielded a large number of

Naga coins, but not a single coin of Nava has been found

there. This would be indeed strange if king Nava was a

Naga ruler and the real founder of the Padmavati

dynasty.

2 The names of seven of these^ rulers are definitely knovm

—

Bhimanaga, Skandanaga, Briliaspatinaga, Ganapatinaga, Vylgn^-

naga, Yasunaga and Devanaga. There were two more rulers, the

first letters of whose coin legends can be read as kka and va.

Their full names cannot he made out.

F. 3
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The coins of Nava have been found only in the

Eastern U.P., and mostly at Kausambi. The Tree within

railing on the obverse and the Bull on the reverse of the

coins of this ruler also show that he hailed from

Kausambi, for both these symbols occur on most of the

coins issued from that city. King Nava was therefore

most probably a Kausambi ruler who came after the

Magha kings in e. 275 A.D., and had no connection with

the Naga family of Padmavati. Nor was he himself of

Naga extraction. He does not care to add to his name the

epithet Naga^ which most NSga rulers attached to their

names. There is no Naga symbol on his coins. Kausambi,

which was his capital, is not mentioned by the Puranas as

the seat of any Naga family of rulers, though they mention

Mathura, Padmavati, Kantipuri and Champa as the seats

of Naga families. His coins are not found at Mathura

and Padmavati and there is no evidence at all to show that

he was the founder of Naga families ruling at these places.

If the Bharai^iva dynasty was at all a Naga one, there is no

evidence to show that king Nava was its founder.®

8 Eecently during my examination of the clay seals from
Eajghat I found a clay sealing of king Nawa {Rajno Navvcb^ya)
which shows a how and arrow above the name of the king and a
spear on 1. and a Yiipa in railing on r. of name.

—

N

.

S. Agrawala.



CE'BAMAN PERUMAL—A NEW STUDY

BY

K. V. Krishna Ayyar, M.A.,

Zamorin^s College, Calicut, S. 1.

Ceraman Perumal is one of the unsolved puzzles of

Kerala history. No other king figures so largely in local

tradition and folklore. The kings and chiefs, whom
Vasco da Gama found ruling in the land when he came to

Calicut in A.D. 1498, and whose descendants still occupy

an honoured place in society, trace their origin to his

Bhuvibhaga or Partition of the Empire. To him is attri-

buted the Kurmatsatram or the Gireat Schism, which

divided Kgraja into two hostile camps, and gave the

Portuguese, the Dutch and the Muhammadan rulers of

Mysore their opportunity. The peculiar customs of the

Nayars—their wonderful military training, which made

war a sport and death a playmate, their custom of

matrilineal inheritance, and the privilege of free love which

their women still enjoy—are said to have been instituted

by him. The Christians claim him as one of their early

converts, the Muhammadans as their very first convert, on

Indian soil. At the same time the Hindus look upon him

as one of their saints. Still an impenetrable mystery

seems to surround his life and work.

Sources

This is mainly due to the fact that the Malayalam and

Tamil scholars have been confining themselves each to their

own sources. No attempt has been made till now to

combine and collate them. They have been standing back

to back, so to speak, and working with their eyes glued to

their ovm particular field.

19
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Though, no dated records of this king have yet been

discovered, we have plenty of traditions, the next best

source for history. The Malayalam traditions are of

three kinds : Hindu, Christian and Muhammadan. The

accounts, official and non-official, of the Portuguese, the

Dutch and the English, obtained from local informants, in

some cases on oath, fall under one or the other of these

categories. Of the Malayalam sources, the most import-

ant collection is the Keralotfatti, which has been printed

by the Basel Mission Press, Mangalore. Written in

indifferent prose, though attributed to Tunjan, one of the

greatest of Malayalam poets, it is not older than the six-

teenth century. None the less, it alone has something to

tell us about the events of Perumal’s reign from begin-

ning to end. The Kitahs of the Muhammadans and the

accounts of the Europeans are concerned only with the

closing events of the reign, the abdication of Ceraman, his

partition of the kingdom and his grand pilgrimage.

Of Tamil sources, Sekkilar’s Periyafurdnam is the

most important, gekkiiar was the minister of the Cola

king, Kulottunga I (A.D.1070-1120). He was also a

great Saiva devotee, and in his work he gives an account

of the Sixty-Three Saiva saints, including Ceraman,
worshipped in every §iva temple in Tamilnad. In the

chapter on Ceraman Perumdl Nayandr, hereinafter re-

ferred to as C, he describes the life of Ceraman down to and
including his pilgrimage in the company of Sundaramurti,

one of the most famous of the Sixty-Three, and in the

chapter entitled VaMnaecarukJcam, hereinafter referred

to as V, he describes the miraculous ascent of the saints

to Kailas, of Sundara on a white elephant, of Ceraman on
horseback.

The Malayalam and Tamil sources do not corroborate

but supplement each other. The former are what we may
call proto-history, the first attempt of a people to write
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their history. Hence there is much that is puerile, wild,

obscure and inconsistent; but there is very little that is

miraculous. With a little patience we can remove the

legendary incrustation and recover the nucleus of historic-

al fact underlying it. Sekkijar’s motive was not historical

but religious from first to last. He was writing with an

eye primarily^for the miraculous and the marvellous.

Nevertheless, he can hardly help jdelding some information

of the greatest value.

Eecent researches in Pandyan history clear up many
points in the Keralotfatti, which had hitherto baffled the

historian. They enable us even to fix the dates of somfe of

the events of Ceraman’s reign.

Malayayim, Ceramdn identical with Tamil Ceramdn,

The difi&culty of reconciling the various stories has

led many writers in Malabar to suppose that they relate to

different kings. But all the Malayajam sources—Hindu,

Christian and Muhammadan—^agree in saying that their

Ceraman Perumai was the last Emperor of Kerala, and

after him it broke up into a number of small but independ-

ent principalities. So these traditions must be regarded

as referring to one and the same person. And as the

date of the king of the Malayalam traditions happens to

coincide with that of Sekkilar’s saint-king, we cannot

entertain any doubt about their identity.

The Date of Ceramdn Perumdl.

The Keralot'patti says (pp. 76 and 47) that Ceraman
came to the throne in A.D. 355 and abdicated in A.D.
428. At the same time it makes him a contemporary of

the great Sankaracarya (pp. 65 ff.). And as the commonly

accepted date for Sankara is A.D. 788—820, we have to

decide which of the two is the more probable, the earlier

or the later.
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In the Tohfut-ul-Mujahideen (p. 55), Sheikh Zeinud-

din, the historian of the epic conflict between the Zamorin

and the Portuguese, says that Perumal must have left

the kingdom on his pilgrimage some two hundred years

after the flight of the prophet from Mecca to Medina, that

is, sometime about A.D. 816.

The Joint Commissioners, who came to settle Malabar

in A.D. 1792, tell us in their Report (p. 2) that according

to the people of the country it was then about one thousand

years after the great invasion from the east was beaten off

by Ceraman. So this invasion must have taken place about

A.D. 792, a date which receives some corroboration from

Pa:ndyan history.

After an exhaustive study of all the Portuguese re-

cords, official and non-official, Barros comes to the conclu-

sion {Decadas I) that Ceraman was reigning 672 (?) years

before the Portuguese landed in India, and that he was so

great that in his honour an era was founded after his

death. We do not know how Barros arrived at the exact

figure of 672. But the latter part of his statement is

borne out by the practice of Malabar astrologers.

In their annual ephemeris they continue to note,

among various eras, one called the C^aman Perumal Era.

Its initial year is A.D. 826-827, the years being reckoned

from the fifteenth asterism of Svdti in the Tamil month of

Adi (July-August), sacred as the day of his ascension to

heaven.

We may therefore fix A.D. 826 as the date of his

death. As the Perumal is believed to have celebrated his

Satdbhisekam before his death, we must assign his birth to

A.D. 726, if we regard this rite as performed on the com-
pletion of his hundredth year; or to A.D. 742, if according
to the present practice it was performed on the completion
of 1000 full moons. As it is very rare for a man to live to

celebrate his hundredth birthday we may for the present
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assign his birth to the later date, that is, A.D.

742.

As regards the date of his accession to the throne,

Sankara is said to have been bom some years after the

repulse of the Pandyan invasion from the east. And, as

has been already mentioned, Sankara’s birth is assigned to

A.D. 788. In the Pandynn Kingdom (pp. 61ff.),

Prof, Nilakanta Sastri of the Madras University,

says that Varaguna Maharajah (c. A.D. 765-815)

invaded Kerala sometime before the 17th year of

his reign, that is, about A.D. 782. There is no doubt that

this is the invasion described by the Keralotfatti and re-

ferred to in the Joint Commissioners’ Refort. As its

precise date is not given in Varaguna’s inscription we
may tentatively fix it as A.D. 780.

From the Keralot'patti (p. 50) we understand that

Cgraman had been king for more than 36 years according

to one version, for more than only 12 according to another.

Thus we get sometime before A.D. 744 and 768 as the two
possible dates for his accession. The former is too early,

if we regard Cgraman as born in A.D. 742. Further, it

will be shown that Ceraman’s accession to the throne was
closely connected with an earlier Pandyan invasion, that

of Eajasimha (e. A.D. 740-765), Varaguna’s father. As
this is believed to have taken place towards the end of his

reign, Ceraman must have come to the throne sometime
about A.D. 765.

The date of Sekkilar’s hero is determined by that of

Sundaramurti, who was Ceraman’s friend and preceptor.

In the Pandyan Kingdom already referred to (p. 67 n.

and 41), Sundara is placed within a century of Jfiana-

sambandhar, who is regarded as the contemporary
of Arikesari ParaAkusa (A D. 670-710). This gives

us A.D. 770-810 as the probable date of Sundara.
Further, according to Sskkilar (c. 26-33), Ceraman went
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SO far as to offer his kingdom to Banabhadra, the famous

musician of Madura. And Banabhadra was a prot4g4 of

Varaguna.

These dates establish the identity of the king of the

Kgralotpatti with the king of the Periyafuranam. We
have even allusions in the Malayalam sources to what

Sekkijar must have looked upon as the most edifying event

in the PerumaFs life—his ascent to heaven in his own

mortal body. In the Tohfut-vl-Mujahideen (p. 56), the

venerable Sheikh says that the Hindus believe that the king

was (bodily) taken up into heaven, and celebrate the event

by worshipping his sandals and burning lights on a certain

day every year. And the Keralotyatti’

s

chronogram itself

for Ceraman’s death, S'iMrgam-sa-deham-'pra'pyaTn,, means

“Heaven can be attained with one’s own body”.

Ceramards Parentage.

According to the Malayjllam sources Cgraman was a

foreigner. It is the commonly accepted belief among the

people, thanks to the Namputiris, the Brahmins par ex-

cellence of Kerala, that Paraiurama reclaimed the country

from the ocean, and made a gift of it to the Namputiris,

whom he brought from Ahicchatra and settled in 64

villages. Of these 32 villages were in Kanara or Tulunad,

and 32 in the Malayalam-speaking tracts. Hn course of

time quarrels broke out amongst the 32 settlements of the

southern Malayalam country. And on the advice of

Paraiurama they adopted the practice of bringing a ruler

from the adjoining kingdoms once in 12 years. These

twelve-yearly rulers were called Perumdls, each one of

whom had to go back to the country of his origin at the

end of the stipulated period. The first Perumal thus

brought was Keya Perumal from Keyapuram. In this

way as many as 23 or 24 Perumals are said to have ruled

Kerala. At last, when Kulasgkhara died, the Namputiris
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resolved not to go in for these princes, and chose to govern

the country themselves. But, this proving unsatisfactory,

they reverted to their old practice. Accordingly, says the

Kh'oLot'patti (p. 46), they waited upon Krishna Baya of

Anagundi and requested him to send them a Perumal once

in 12 yeajs. First he sent Adi Rajah, then Pandy

Pefumal, and after him Cgraman Perumal. Another

version of the Keraldtfatti (p. 50), simply says that the

Nampufciris brought Cgraman Perumal from Cola-

mandalam.

No one now seriously believes in the story of

Para^urama’s reclamation or in the theory of Namputiri

sovereignty over Kerala. These Aryan immigrants

settled in Kgrala in independent village republics. Sur-

rounded on all sides by the warlike Nayars, they trans-

formed, for greater safety as well as for greater prestige,

their village republics into temple republics, securing

themselves against the possible hostility of their neigh-

bours behind the sanctity of the temple deity. The village

and its circumjacent territory became the deity’s, the

village Samketam became the temple Samketam, the vill-

age assembly functioning as the trustee and managing body,

doing everything in the name of the deity . The Namputiris

understood by Kerala only their village and temple

Samketams. They ignored everything that did not find

a place within these limits.

Iii course of time they began to quarrel amongst

themselves. And Peruvavanam, which controlled an area

of three to four hundred square miles with no less than

108 temples and temple-states within it, sought to lay its

hand upon Tirunavayi and celebrate the twelve-yearly

Mahamagha festival under its own auspices, as befitting

its imperial dignity. But Tirunavayi and the

Mahamagha festival were the common concern of all the

Namputiris. And the Tirunavayi Yogam or assembly

F. 4
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sought the protection of the Cgra Emperor of Cranganore

(Imown also as Tiruvaiijaikkulam, Vanji, Kodungallur,

Kotumkolur and Mouziris). On his agreeing to

become their Rak^afurusa or Protector, he was

installed as Perumal. As the Mahamdgha festival

lasted for one full month, he was brought and

invested with the dignity the previous year itself,

when Jupiter moved into the sign of the Crab, to

enable the authorities concerned to make the elaborate

arrangements which the festival necessarily entailed. In

course of time, the Penmdl Avarddham, as the

ceremony of installation was called, became a regular and

indispensable rite. But this did not confer any permanent,

much less sovereign, rights on the Perumal. The

Namputirls regarded themselves free to choose whom they

liked; for among the Perumals we find not only Ceras but

Colas and Pandyas as well. So when the Keralotfatti

says that the Namputiris brought Ceraman and invested

him as Perumal, we need take it only as meaning that

they conferred upon him certain rights over the temple

and festival of Tirunavayi. It is true that the

Keraldt'patti describes the Namputiris as giving Kerala

to Ceraman as a poured-out gift with water and flowers,

renouncing all their rights; but immediately afterwards,

it says that at the expiry of the stipulated twelve years

they invested him again as Perumal for another twelve

years.

But the story is not completely devoid of historical

value. Even shorn of all the Namputiri embellishments,

it throws some light on his parentage. But we have two
versions, and our next task is to examine whether either

of them contains any truth.

History knows only one Krishna Eiaya; he is the

famous Krishna ES,ya of Vijayanagar, who was reigning

from A.D, 1509-1627. It is obvious that he could not
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have sent Ceramaii to Kera|a in the eighth cen-

tury.

The other version, that he came from Colaman^alani,

I'eceives some support from the Kevalot'patti itself (p.SO)

It says that the Pan^yan invaded Kerala because he

thought that if Ceraman contimied to rule Kerala the

country would pass to the Cola.

This might at first seem inconsistent "with Sekkilar’s

evidence. The minister-poet not only says that he was

born at Kotumkolur (C,5) but calls him Utiyar, Utiyar

Peruman (0,96,145,156) and Imayavar (V,3), thereby

implying that he was directly descended from Utiyar

Ceral and Imyavaramban Cgralatan, the former being the

earliest of the Geras known to us, the latter one of his

most distinguished descendants.

At the same time, Sekkilar tells us, or rather makes

the ministers of Sengorporaiyan, the king who had just

abdicated, tell Ceraman (C, 12) that it had come to him to

wield the sceptre according to the Malabar law of success-

ion, that is, the matrilineal system of inheritance. Hence

Ceraman must be related to his predecessor through his

mother, not through his father. The Periyapurdnam,

therefore, does not contradict the, Keralotpatti; on the other

hand, it lends its support to it. For if he should succeed

Sengorporaiyan acctring to the Malabar law, he could not

have had a Cera for his father. In calling him Utiyar and

Imayavar, Sekkilar was only following the example of his

own master, Kulottunga, who, though born of a Calukya

father, discarded his Calukya title and called himself a

Cola, when he came to his maternal grandfather Uajendra

I Cola’s throne. As Ceraman’ s mother was a Cera

princess there is nothing improbable also in Cgraman’s

birth taking place in the Cera palace.

Ceraman had also a sister. According to Malabar

tradition, she married the Perudpatappu Namputiri, in
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accordance with the Malabar mode of marriage called

Sambandham, the offsprings of such unions taking the pro-

perty and caste of the mother. As the Namputiri was

the last of his family, he was permitted by the king to

pass on his family name and property to his children.

Thus came into existence the present ruling house of

Cochin, which is even now known in K§rala as the Perum-

patappu dynasty. According to the Tamil sources, when

CSraman died, his sister gave up her life, as did many a

follower and kinsman of the king, to follow her brother to

Kailas.

C&'OMdn’s .Early Life.

Ceraman grew up in his uncle’s court. His father

himself perhaps preferred to stay with his brother-in-law.

It need not cause us any surprise. The Colas of this

period had nothing of the greatness of their first century

predecessors or the tenth century successors. The Palla-

vas and the Pandyas now held the stage in South Indian

history. Perhaps it is not a mere accident that even the

Cd}a contemporary of CSraman was found living with his

father-in-law, Varagupa, when the Malabar king arrived

at Madura in the course of his pilgrimage. The Coja

father of Ceraman, after all, might not have been even in

the direct line of succession; and he might have come to

Kerala to make his fortune.

Sekkijar tells us (C, 8-9) that from the beginning
Ceraman seemed to have realised the futility of earthly

pleasure and kingly power, and very early in his life re-

moved himself to the temple of Tiruvanjaikkulam, not
far from the palace of Tiruvanjaikkulam, spending his
time in serving the Lord by singing hymns, tending the
temple gardens, plucking flowers, making garlands for
the deity, and cleaning the temple premises.

This devotion of Ceraman, however, did not stand
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in the way of conjugal love and happiness. His patron

deity himself is considered an ideal husband and house-

holder by us. According to the Malayajam tradition,

Ceraman married a lady of the house of Kediyiruppu,

the members of which were the sword-bearers of the

Cera king. Perhaps she was as devout as Ceraman, and

he was attracted by her piety. He took her to wife accord-

ing to the local custom of Scmbandham, and had a son

named Manavikraman, who became the first Zamorin
after his death.

Ceraman’s Accession to the Throne.

The question now arises how did this son of a Cola

prince come to -ascend the Cera throne 1 There will be no

difficulty if succession in the Cera house had been through

the female. Among the Samgham Ceras, however, suc-

cession was traced through the male. And a constructive

interpretation of §ekkilar’s words tends to show that no

change had been made in the rule of succession till

Ceraman.

The Keralotfatti, as we have seen, solves the problem

by saying that he was brought by the Hamputiris. But
we have already shown that the Keraldtfatti does not

take us far in this matter. We have therefore to examine
Sekkilar for any clue he might offer.

Growing tired of the pleasures of this world, says he

(C, 10—^15), Sengorporaiyan left the kingdom for the

forest to lead an ascetic life. The departure of the king
upset the ministers, who became greatly agitated in their

minds. But after some days their minds became clear

(as to what they should do in this emergency). They
went to the prince worshipping in the temple of the Moon-
Crested Lord at Tiruvanjaikkulam. They told him that

by the custom of Malana^ the responsibility of wielding the

sceptre had come to him, and entreated him to protect
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them by oouclescending to wear the crown. The Lord

giving His sanction, Ceraman accepted the offer.

We have now to find out why gengorporaiyan left

the kingdom without providing for the succession. It

might be said in reply that there was the obvious heir in

Ceraman, whom his ministers had only to crown forth-

with. The practice in ancient India, however, had

been for the outgoing king to install his successor on the

throne before his departure. It was a duty which he

owed to his subjects. If he had abdicated of his own

free will and as a crowning act of renunciation, he had

ample time to nominate his successor and even to en-

throne him. His omission even to indicate his successor

shows that he left the kingdom rather suddenly and not of

his own free will.

There is no evidence of any internal upheaval; all

the evidence we have is against it. The ministers did

not rejoice over his abdication; on the other hand, they

were greatly perturbed by it. Unless we presume some

malady suddenly incapacitating the king for any kind of

administrative work, external invasion alone would satis-

factorily account for his failure to name his successor, if

not to place him on his throne.

Epigraphy seems to hint at an external invasion—and

a successful invasion too. Rejasiihha Pandya (c. A.D.
740—765), we are told in the Pari4yo/iih Kingdom (p.

59 and footnote), repaired the ramparts of Vanji

towards the end of his reign. Eajasimha was not an

A^oka to undertake philanthropic missions beyond his

dominions. His action would be intelligible only if he

had conquered Vanji and intended to occupy it, that is,

he had defeated the reigning king, and drove him out of

the kingdom or reduced him to subjection. This reign-

ing king could not have been Cgraman; for, from the

Malayalam sources, read in the light of Pandyan history.
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we have come to the conclusion that Ceraman was only

just beginning his reign about A.D. 765. The reigning

king of Kerala at the time of Rajasiihha’s invasion could

have been therefore no other than Sengorpoyaiyan. His
defeat and precipitate flight would explain his omission

to provide for the succession.

Again, one has to infer from Sekkilar that Ceraman
was not the obvious heir. If he was the undoubted heir

of Sengorporaiyan, why should the ministers be upset by

the latter’s departure? It may be said that their per-

turbation was due to the religious preoccupation of

Ceraman and his manifest unwillingness to soil his hands

with things of this world. But we must not overlook the

fact that the minds of the ministers had become clear,

that is, all their difficulties had disappeared even before

they went to the princely devotee and made their offer.

So Ceraman could not have been their trouble.

It must be sought in the fact that in asking Ceraman
to be their king they were doing something unusual. The
ministers’ reference to the Malabar custom of inheritance

when offering the crown to Ceraman, as we have already

remarked, makes it clear that Ceramgn was not gefigorpor-

aiyan’s son. If succession in the Cera family had been

through the female, there was no necessity for the minis-

ters to refer to it. The common and the well-known need

no special mention. Further, if matrilineal succession

had been the rule among the Cgras, Ceraman was the

nearest heir, whom it would be their duty to place on the

throne immediately it fell vacant. Why were there so

much delay and discussion? There is only one answer.

They were going out of their way. There were candi-

dates who had better claims. Perhaps Sefigorporaiyan

had a son. If not, there were his collateral kinsmen.

Let alone the Kongu Ceras; there were the ancestors of

Bhaskara Eavivarman, who made himself master of
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Vanji and strove to revive the ancient Csra empire some

two centuries later.

Ceraman’s appeal to his patron deity for light and

guidance, again, might not have been solely due to his

reluctance to leave the congenial atmosphere of the temple.

He might not have been satisfied with the rule of succes-

sion cited by the ministers. Perhaps without his Lord’s

approval Cgraman would not have made bold to accept

what did not lawfully belong to him.

The question now arises why did the choice of the

ministers fall upon Ceraman—of whose willingness to

shoulder the burden of state they were not sure when they

came to their decision—in preference to others who had

a better claim? Perhaps they did not consider them fit.

Or Ceraman had endeared himself so much to them. Ov

perhaps there was pressure from outside.

It might be that Rajasiiiiha ‘recommended’ him to

them. He might have on further consideration given up

the idea of annexing Kerala and ruling it directly. The

annexation of one of the ‘three kingdoms’ of the south by

any of the other two had never been permanent. With
the Pallava menace in the north, he might have thought

it enough for him that there was no trouble from this

quarter.

All things considered, Ceraman would eminently suit

his purpose. He was not a Cera, and he could not ordi-

narily be expected to lead a Cera attack on his dominions.

He was a saint, and he would not be aggressive. And
owing the throne to him he might remain a loyal ally.

Rajasimha’s interference would^also account for the delay.

A strong party among the ministers might have at first

resisted this dictation from outside. And in the conflict

of motives, interests, and circumstances, it is no wondei’

that the ministers were not able immediately to see their

way clear.
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We may conclude this long discussion saying

that about A.D. 765 Rajasiriiha Pandya invaded'

Kerala. Unable to defend it, §eng6rporaiyan left the

kingdom and retired to the forest. Thereupon the minis-

ters, at the instance of Rajasiriiha, crowned CeramSn as

king.

Internal Events.

According to the Keralotfotti (pp. 47 ff.), Cgraman

conducted an elaborate survey of all the eighteen ports of

his kingdom, and entirely reconstructed, if not actually

built for the first time, the harbour of Tiruvanjikkulam.

Further, he encouraged the Arab Muhammadans to settle

in his dominions.

There is nothing improbable in these. Both the

Malayalam and Tamil sources say that Ceraman was a

very wise ruler, the latter even go to the length of

asserting that he was a Kdlarirrarivar, that is, one who
knew the language of every living being, including bird

and beast. He must have seen how the prosperity of his

kingdom depended upon its sea-borne trade. And the

discovery of a Muhammadan tomb, not far off from Cali-

cut, bearing A.H. 166 (A.D. 788) on it shows that the

Muhammadans had begun to settle in these parts in his

reign, and the tradition is not ill-founded.

Again, it is said that he built the temple of Tiruvan-

jaikkulam. We know that he had been living in this

temple for a long time before he became king, and even

after he became king he considered his life as nought if it

was not spent in the worship of the Lord. There is no-

thing improbable, therefore, in that he should rebuild the

temple on a grand style as a mark of his devotion after

he ascended the throne.

We have already mentioned that the Namputiris chose

him as Perumal for conducting their MahMm&gka festival

F. 6
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at Tirunavayi. And we are told that they liked him so

much that so long as he lived they did not bring an out-

sider to preside over it. It is said further that they

conferred similar honours and privileges in respect of

all their temples, as they had done on his predecessors.

In the light of the later practice of the temple manage-

ments placing themsleves under the protection of one or

the other of the numerous petty chiefs among whom
Kerala came to be divided after Ceraman’s abdication,

we must concede that the Kemlot'patti is recording here

a genuine tradition.

To him is attributed also the building of a fortress

called Ceramankotta at Valarbhattam in the northern

frontier near Talipparampa, where he is believed to have

resided for a long time. New powers were rising in

the north, and Ceraman might have thought it wise to

strengthen the northern defences. The sanctity of Talip-

parampa might have induced him to make this fortress

in its vicinity his residence for some time.

Barbosa tells us in his book (Vol. II, p. 42) that to

enable the Nayars to devote themselves entirely to military

training he freed them from the burden of looking after

their children by causing them to adopt the matrilineal

system of inheritance, which would throw the whole

responsibility of rearing and maintaining children upon
the mother. There is no doubt that in later times the

chiefs of Malabar, like the Zamorin, were able to induce

particular families, like that of the Brahmin Varakkal
Paranampis, to give up their patrilineal system in favour
of the matrilineal. But the measure such as that attri-

buted to Ceraman a-ffected an entire community, and
there is no evidence of our ancient kings having ever
arrogated to themselves the function of the legislator.

In these circumstances, it is highly improbable that
Ceraman would have made such a sweeping change in
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the custom of a whole folk, who were, in addition, the

most warlike of his subjects.

In his Letters from Malabar (No. VIII) Canter

Visscher ascribes the beginnings of the Kurmatsaram or

the Great Schism in Kerala also to Ceraman. To prevent

the Nayars from becoming eflBminate and to protect the

country against any one of its princes becoming too power-

ful, says Visscher, the Perumal, on the eve of his

departure from the kingdom, divided the people into

two mutually hostile parties under the leadership of

the rival Brahmin settlements of Panniyur and
Cowaram. It is very difficult to believe that the

Perumal would have resorted to such Machiavellian

tactics to maintain the balance of power in Kerala.

Epigraphic evidence, moreover, of the reign of Vira

Riaghava Cakravarti, who is considered to have reigned

in the fourteenth century, shows that even at so late a

period the rivalry of Panniyur and Cowaram had not

culminated in bloodshed.

External Invasions.

The Perumal was desirous of peace with his neigh-

bours; but he could not allow their encroachments. In

the south there was constant friction with Varaguna,

Rajasiriiha’s successor, who coveted the strategic fortress

of Vilifiam.

We do not know what exactly was the relation be-

tween Ceraman and Rajasimha. Even if he had agreed

to ascend the throne as his vassal—which is far from

probable—Riajasimha’s death must be regarded as releas-

ing him from all obligations. Whatever might have been

the practice in Northern India, the history of the

‘three crowned kings’ of the South shows that a change in

succession involved the cancellation of all agreements

among them. Even with the growth of a sense of conti-
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nuity of administration in later times, the death of a

chief, like the Zamorin, was regarded as terminating all

appointments, and not even the hereditary ministers could

exercise any authority without a formal warrant of appoint-

ment signed by the successor. It is no wonder, therefore,

that homage and allegiance between kings were looked

upon as personal affairs, lasting only for the life of the

parties (x>ncerned.

Vilifiam lay in the province of the Venad Adigal

(Travancore), who claimed unbroken descent from the

Aays of the Samgham period. To strengthen him so that

he might more effectively resist the aggressor, Ceraman
made him the Governor of Onad also.

Further to bridle the Pandyan’s ambitions Ceraman
entered into an alliance with the Koftgus and the Pallavas,

and even sent an army to help them. But Varaguna was
more than a match for his enemies. About A.D. 780, he

took the field against them. He drove the Pallavas pell-

mell to Kafici. And capturing the Kofigu stronghold of

Pgrur, he invaded Kerala. And advancing through

Venad, he returned to Madura, occupying Vilifiam on the

way.

This meagre account of the inscriptions is supplement-

ed by the Keralotfatti (p. 50 ff.). The Pandyan entered

Kerala through the grand highroad from Karur to Vaflji.

From the regions of the Anamalais, at the southern end
of the great Palghat gap, he descended into Vehganad
{Kollen^de) through the great forest of Kanam, and
pushing his way westwards, established a fortress at

Taravur. The PerumaJ came as far as Trikkariyur to

meet the enemy, but thinking it wise to allow the storm
to blow over, he retired to Tirunavayi. After the Pandyan
king had left Kerala, the Peruma} led his forces against
Taramir. But, compelled to fall back, he made a second
attempt. He sent his son, Manavikraman, with the
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famous Polanad. Ten Thousand and Ernad Thirty Thou-

sand. And after a three days’ hard fought battle he de-

stroyed the fortress and compelled the garrison to leave

Kerala.

In the south the contest was more prolonged. In A.D.

788 Varaguna led a second invasion, this time against

Sadavan Karunandan, who was assisting his kinsman, the

Venad chief. At last, in A.D. 792 the Venad chief suc-

ceeded in recovering VilinSm, the Pandyan king finally

abandoning it with the loss of some of the bravest of his

soldiers.

We do not hear of any further wars between Cera and

Pandya. And when Csraman went to Madura in the

course of his pilgrimage towards the end of his reign, he

was cordially received by Varaguna, We are not told

anywhere when peace was made between the two kings.

Perhaps Banabhadra’s coming to the Cgra court had

something to do with it. He was the favourite musician

of Varaguna. Sekkilar tells us (C, 26—33) that he came
to the Cera court seeking gold and silver at the com-

mand of the Pandyan’s tutelary deity. Lord Cokkanatha

of Madura. It passes one’s understanding why he came
here on such a begging mission, as though his master could

not adequately reward him
; or for the matter of that God

Cokkanatha should issue an order on Csraman to give him

whatever he might demand. We can easily see through

gekkilar’s object in bringing in this episode which is to

enhance the glory of Ceraman as a devotee. But the story

as it stands does not carry conviction. Perhaps Sekkijar’s

religious obsession made him overlook the political object

of Banabhadra’s visit. We will not be wrong if we hold

that he came to Ceraman at the instance of Varaguna to

settle the differences between the two countries, and of all

the courtiers he Was chosen for the task because he was a
devotee like Csraman, and it was wellknown that there
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was nothing which Cgraman would refuse to a fellow-

devotee.

Ceraman’s Religion

Ceraman was an ardent devotee of siva. To what ex-

tremes he would go sometimes is illustrated by an incident

narrated by Sekkilar (C, 17-19). One day, while return-

ing from the temple, the king happened to come across a

washerman, with his body all white on account of the

(Fuller’s) earth, he was carrying in a basket on his head,

having trickled down in the rain. At once reminded of

his patron Lord, he got down from, the state-elephant and

prostrated himself before the embarrassed washerman,

saying “I am slave Ceraman; your appearance brought to

my mind the ash-covered figure of our Lord; no harm is

done; go in peace.”

He worshipped Siva in his dancing aspect as Nataraja.

His daily worship lasted many hours. In fact, he did not

desist from it till he seemed to hear the tinkling rhythm of

the god’s anklets. Once this was delayed so long that in

his despair Ceraman drew his sword to plunge it in his

heart, when the tragedy was averted by the Lord manifest-

ing the usual token. Towards the end of his life he went

on a pilgrimage to Cidambaram, specially sacred to Nata-

raja.

The Christians say, on the other hand, that in his

old age Ceraman embraced their faith, and he went to

St. Thomas’s shrine at Mylapore, and not to Cidamba-

ram, where he at last laid down his bones. Only two

writers, De Couto and Faria-Y-Souza uphold this tradi-

tion. But, in the first place, their dates do not tally with

ours. Secondly, they do not also agree. The former can-

not say whether it took place in the fourth or in the sixth

century; the latter includes Ceraman among the kings who
visited the infant Jesus at Bethelhelm.
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According to the Muhammadans, Ceraman joined the

ranks of the Faithful and went to Arabia, where he died

at Zafar Mukhal. Formidable as the array of their evid-

ence might appear, on analysis it also crumbles into no-

thing. In the first place, they assign the event to different

centuries. The Calicut Muhammadans ascribe his con-

version to the Prophet himself. The date we have assigned

to the Perumal is entirely inconsistent with this theory.

Sheikh Zeinuddin gives a later date, sometime at the begin-

ning of the ninth century. But he is certain that the

Malabar king who embraced Islam was not Ceraman. The

earlier Muhammadan writers, again, know nothing about

the conversion of the Cera king. Ibn Batuta (A.D. 1342),

who gives a detailed account of the Muhammadans of

Malabar, refers indeed to the conversion of a Malabar

king, but he was the king of Baliapattam, at the northern

end of Kerala, far away from Cranganore, and this took

place in the thirteenth, not in the eighth or ninth, century.

Abdur Eazak, who came to Calicut in A.D. 1442 to con-

vert the Zamorin, does not betray any knowledge of the

tradition, though it would have been of the greatest

propaganda value, as the Zamorins were the descendants

of the Perumal’s Nediyiruppu wife and attributed their

greatness to the Perumal’.s blessings. Zeinuddin Muham-
m'ad, writing at the beginning of the fifteenth century,

denounces the whole story. And Canter Visscher, the

Dutch Chaplain, already referred to, regards it as filled

with trifles and not hanging well together (Letter XTX).

The Partition of Kerala

All the Malayalam sources concur in saying that be-

fore his pilgrimage the Perumal partitioned hi.s empire

among his kinsmen and feudatories. And the KerdLotfotfi

gives a circumstantial account of this partition (pp. 67 ff.).

What the Perumal seems to have done is to release them
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from their allegiance to him. For these feudatories had

been ruling their respective provinces as hereditary gov-

ernors long before he came to the throne.

Understood in this way, the story receives some sup-

port from Sekkilar also. When the Perumal resolved upon

his Penm'paymam or great journey we are told (C, 45),

he summoned his ministers presumably to tell them of his

intentions. His idea was to make the pilgrimage not as

a king, but as a humble devotee. He was seventy years

old. The journey was long and arduous; it lay through

forests infested by robbers and wild animals. Sundara,

we know (V, 166), was relieved of bis treasures while on

his way from Crahganore to Tiruvaltir. The Peruma}

could not say therefore when or whether at all he would

be returning. The wise king that he was he could not but

make some arrangement for the government of the kingdom

after his departure. He had no Kshatriya son to succeed

him. If he enthroned his nephew it might give offence to

his son. And Manavikraman could not succieed him,

because, though his son, he did not belong to his caste.

An easy way out of the difficulty was to recognise his

feudatories as independent chiefs. The ministers must

have been summoned by him therefore not merely to an-

nounce his impending departure but also to explain

how he would like to provide for the government of his

kingdom.

Thus the Keralotfatti and the Periya^urd'n^im sup-

port each other, and the Partition of Kerala does not

seem to be a convenient fiction invented by the chiefs of

Kerala to establish their title.

t

The PUgrimage

The king started from Tiruvanjaikkulam on an
auspicious day. When he reached the eastern boundary
of Veligana4, he bade farewell to the ministers, feuda-
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tories and others of his faithful subjects who had been

accompanying him, and attended only by those intimately

connected with him, he proceeded through Kanam to

Kofigunad, and through Kavgrinad at last arrived at

Cidambaram. From there he went to Tiruvalur, where

he became the disciple of Sundaramurti. The two saints

then started on a long tour in the course of which they came

to Madura. The Pandyan king went out with his son-in-

law, the Coja king, to receive and bring them to his capital.

After enjoying their hospitality for some time, Sundara

and Ceraman resumed their journey, and after visiting all

the important shrines of Pandinad, returned to Tiruvalur.

From there they started for Kerala, and through Kofigunad

at last came to Malanad. EQs loving subjects received him

and his friend at Veflganad, and conducted them with all

pomp and ceremony to Tiruvanjaikkulam.

The date of this journey can only be approximately

fixed. As the Perumal’s death took place only in A.D.

826, while Varaguna’s reign is considered to have ended

in A.D. 815, the question arises whether the Perumal

visited Madura in the reign of Varaguna or of his son.

Though the holy character of the pilgrim entitled him to

the friendliness and respect he was accorded there, it must

have been in part due also to the amicable relations estab-

lished through Banabhadra. Further, Varaguna’s succ^-

sor could have been of such an age at the beginning of his

reign as to have a son-in-law sufficiently old to be a crown-

ed king, the enthronement of boys and child-marriage

among royalty being rare in ancient days. So the Peru-

mal’s visit to Madura must be assigned to Varaguna’s

reign. If Banabhadra had been alive, we must find him

playing an important part in the reception of the saints

by the Pandyan. If we know the date of Banabhadra’s

death, we can fix the date within still narrower

limits.

F. 0
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It is not possible to say when exactly Cerainan re-

turned from his pilgrimage. That his death took place only

some time after his return is certain. For Sundara went

back to Tiruvajur, and then again came back to Vafiji to

join his friend and disciple. We may allow five years for

this and fix the date of return at A.D. 820. In the same

way we may allow five years for the PerumaFs joui-ney to

Tiruvaltir, and another five years for his return. Til]

better evidence is forthcoming from any of the numerous

shrines visited by him, we may tentatively assign the

pilgrimage to A.D. 810-820.

Ascension to Heaven

The attachment of the saints, one to the other, surpas-

sed anything that we know of in history or fiction.

For even in their last journey from this world—they went
together. According to Sekkilar (V, 28-49), one day,

something impelled Sundara to go alone without his I'oyal

friend to Tiruvanjaikkulam and pray for his release from

this world. At once the Lord of Kailas sent the white

elephant. Sundara got upon it and rose to heaven, think-

ing of Ceraman whom he was leaving behind. Apprehend-

ing what was happening, the king threw himself upon a

war-horse that was standing by and rushed to the temple.

Seeing the white elephant going heavenward with its

precious burden, he whispered the mystic Pancahshara into

the ears of his horse, whereupon it also began to rise in the

air. Overtaking the white elephant, it began to lead the

way in front. The king’s soldiers divining his destination

shook off their mortal coils and proceeded to Kailas to

serve their master. At the intercession of Sundara, §iva

admitted him into his presence, and gratified by his hymns,
made him the chief of his attendants.

Divested of the miracles we may say that Sundara
died at the temple of Tiruvanjiakkulam while engaged iu
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prayer, and unable to bear the bereavement Ceraman also

died immediately.

As already mentioned, this event occurred in the Tamil

month of Adi (July-August), when the fifteenth asterism

of S,mti was in the ascendant in A.D. 826. The king’s

loving subjects founded an era in his memory and began to

celebrate the day of his ascension as enjoined in the Sastras.

We have the evidence of Sheikh Zeinuddin to show that

even as late as the close of the sixteenth century the Cera-

man Day was an occasion for many ceremonies, fireworks

and illumination at Crahganore.

Summary

Thus Ceraman cannot be dismissed as a mere mythical

hero. He was a figure of history, and even the dates of

the important events of his life and reign can be ap-

proximately fixed.

He was born at the Cera capital of Cranganore in

A.D. 742. His mother was the sister of Sengorporaiyan,

the Cera king, and his father was a Cola prince, who had

come to the Cera court to make his fortune. Young Cgra-

Tnau therefore grew up in the court of his uncle. But

very early in his life he removed his residence to the

temple of Tiruvanjaikkulam to spend his time in serving

its Lord. In these activities he found a congenial and

sympathetic soul in a lady of the house of Nediviruppu,

whom he ultimately married according to the Malabar

custom of Samhandham. He had a sister, who married

the Perumpatappu Namputiri. On the abdication of

Ceraman, years afterwards, his son became the first

Zamorin (of Calicut) and his nephew the first ruler (of

Cochin).

AWt A.D. 765 Rajasimha Pandya invaded Kgraja.

Unable to defend the kingdom, gengorporaiyan abdicated
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and retired to the forest. Thereupon the ministers

persuaded Ceraman to ascend the throne.

He proved a very wise ruler. As he knew even the

language of birds and beasts, nothing could be concealed

from him. So crime was rare and the people honest. To
improve the sea-borne trade of the country he- repaired

harbours, and settled the enterprising Arab Muhammadans
on the sea-coast. He rebuilt the temple of Tiruvanjaik-

kulam, where he had spent his youth, and became the

Protector of the big temples of the Brahmins. His reign

received an added lustre from Sahkaracarya. Born at

Kaladi, not far off from Cranganore, in A.D. 788, this

Brahmin Sannyasin, as is wellknown, was able to

establish the supremacy of Vedanta before his death at the

early age of thirty-two in A.D. 820.

To prevent the constant encroachment of Varaguna
Pandya, Ceraman joined the Pallavas and the Kongus.
But in A.D. 780 Varaguna defeated his enemies, entered
Keraja, established a fortress at Taravur, and returned
to Madura, occupying VilMam on the way. But his suc-

cess was only temporaiy. Manavikraman destroyed
Taravur in A.D. 782, and the Venad AdigaJ recovered
Viiifiam in A.D. 792. So Varaguna thought it better to

finally give up his southern ambitions, and sent Bana-
bhadra to make a lasting peace with Ceraman.

Ceraman’s devotion to i§iva grew with years. At
last, in A.D. 810, he left Keraja on a grand pilgrimage,
after releasing his feudatories from their allegiance to
him. Pirst he went to Cidambaram; then to Tiruvalur
where he became the disciple and friend of Sundaramurti.
The two saints then left Tiruvalur on a visit to the sacred
shrines of Tamilna^. At Madura Varaguna accorded
them a cordial welcome. After finishing their tour of
Tamilna^, Ceraman came back to Kgrala in A.D. 820
with Sundara.
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Received with all honours by the grateful Sdmantas
—^whom he had made independent—Cgraman took up his

residence with Sundara, who left him only for a short

visit to Tiruvalur, at Tiruvanjaikkulam. At last, in

A.D. 826 ,
the Brahmin saint and his royal companion

departed from this world, both of them on the same day.

In memory of their saintly king his former subjects

founded an era, and the Ceraman Day became an annual

festival at Crahganore.





THE ISLAND OF K’UN-LUN AND CANDHADVIPA

BY

Dr. P. C. Bagchi, M.A., Dr. es Letters,

University of Calcutta,

In a Sanskrit-Chinese dictionary of the 8th century

A.D., which I edited a few years ago, the Sanskrit name
for K’un-lun is given in the old Siddham alphabet as Ji-pa-

tta-la (Deux Lexiques Sanskrit-Chinois, Tome II, pp. 348-

349). The word may be corrected according to the Chinese
transcription as Nipdttala. In Chinese it really stands

for Dipattala which again has been corrected as Dvipatala
by ,Oda Tokrnio in his famous dictionary Bukkyo-daijiten.

Dvipatala however does not correspond to anything
known. Prof. L4vi therefore proposed to correct the

name as Dvipantara. (K’ouen-louen et Dvl'pdntara in

Bijdragen tot de Tadl-land-en Volkenkunde van Neder-
landsch-lndie, Deel 88, Afl. IV, 1931). Prof. L^vi has
collected a large number of passages from the Kathasarit-

sagara to show that the name dvl'pdntara had real geo-

graphical significance in India in ancient times. The
mention of this island occurs in two stories, nos. XXV
and XXVI. The island is mentioned in connection with
a city named Kanakapuri. A person named gaktideva

desirous of going there questioned a Esi named Dirgha-

tapas about it. The Esi answered :

iyatd vaya^d putra purl sddya krutd mayd/

de$dntaragataih kaih hair jdtah paricayo na me j f
TML ca tdih Srutavdm, asmi dure taddarianam punahf
jdndmy aham ca niyatafh davlyasi tayd kvacit] /

hhavyam dvlpdntare vatsa tatropdyam ca vacmi tef

47
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“Though I am so old, my son, I have never heard of

that city till to-day, I have made acquaintance with vari-

ous travellers from foreign lands, and I have never heard

anyone speak of it, much less have I seen it But I am
sure it must be in some distant foreign island.” (Tawney,

Penzer’s edition, vol. II, p. 191).

Tawney has translated dvl-pantara as “distant foreign

island.” In all other cases where the word occurs he

translates the name similarly as “distant island” or as

“other islands.” But L4vi is of opinion that the name

was used in a more definite geographical sense. Kana-

kapurl which according to Somadeva was situated in the

region of Dvipantara reminds us of the names Suvarna-

bhumi and Suvarnadvipa. Dvipantara, therefore, in all

probability meant the islands of the South Sea. The

word is used in the same sense in the old Javanese texts

(L4vi

—

ibid.). It may be added in this connection that

in Indian popular tradition also a similar sense is still

attached to the word Dvipantara. It meant those islands

to which the exiles used to be sent even a few years ago.

But even then Dvipantara seems to have been a sort

of general designation for the South Sea Islands and did

not mean a particular island. The Chinese name K’un-

lun was certainly not so general a geopraphical name as

Dvipantara. The Lexicographer of the 8th century used

a general name as he could not find a more particular one.

The ancient Chinese sources mention an island named

K’un-lun in the South Sea. Ht is generally identified

with the small group of islands called Pulo Condore

situated near the peninsular portion of Cochin China.

The famous Chinese pilgrim Yi-tsing who visited India

in the third quarter of the 7th cent, refers to the island

of K’u-lun (variant K’un-lun) while giving a description

of the important kingdoms and islands in Further India

(Takakusu, I-tsing, p. 10). Yi-tsing then makes an ob-
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servation to the effect that all islands of the South Sea were

generally known as K’un-lun to the Chinese “since the

people of K’u-lun (or K’un-lun) first visited Kochin and

Kwang-tung. ’’ Takakusu while commenting on this passage

says : “K’u-lun is identical with K’un-lun, the Chinee

name for Pulo Condore. The native name is Kon-non

—

Condore being a corruption of it. The Arab travellers

of the ninth century call this group of islands by the

name Sundar Fulat while Marco Polo names the same

Sundur and Condur. It consists of one isle of twelve

miles long, two of two or three miles and some siix other

smaller isles, the largest being specially called Pulo Con-

dore.’’ (Takakusu

—

ibid., p. xlix.)

Most of the Chinese texts concerning K’un-lun have

been discussed by Prof. Pelliot in an article of almost

classical importance for the geography of Further India

{Deuse Itineraires de Chine en Inde, B. E. F. E. 0., 1904,

pp. 218ff.). Pelliot has pointed out that K’un-lun of

Yi-tsing could not have been the small group of islands

which is now known as Pulo Condore. Yi-tsing tells us

that the people of the island had embraced Buddhism and

that the local king had given for the use of the monastery

there a peculiar clepsydra. We are further told by the

pilgrim that the local Buddhists had regard for Sanskrit

Sutras (Takakusu, ibid., pp. 145, 169). In another work

Yi-tsing says that the language of K‘un-lun was prevalent

in Srivijaya (Chavannes—Religieux Eminents, etc., p.

159). This was then an important island in the South

Sea region.

Pelliot has shown that there was more than one K’un-

lun in this region. While speaking of the vassal states

of the kingdom of P’iao (Burma) the new T’ang annals

mention the country of K’un-lang inhabited by a tribe

called “Little K’un-lun.” The king of the country is

mentioned as Mang-si-yue (*mang-siet-giuet=Vam^i-

F. 7
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gupta?). Not far from it there was the country of Lu-

yu which according to the same annals was inhabited by

the “Oreat K’un-luns.” The direction given in the text

has led Pelliot to locate the two kingdoms of the Little

and Great K’un-luns in the region of Tenasserim. This

was the country of the Mons. There is reference to an-

other K’un-lun to the east of Java.

We have seen that Yi-tsing speaks of the language

of the K’un-lun as an important vehicle of Buddhist

studies in the region of South Sea Islands. The Bud-

dhist monks of grivijaya (Palembang in Sumatra) also

used to study it. There’ is also mention of a vast litera-

ture of Buddhism in this language in the Chinese texts.

We learn from the ^iu hao seng chuan that in course of a

military expedition in the kingdom of Champa (Amiam)

in 605 A.D. a Chinese general brought back with him 1350

Buddhist texts in 564 bundles which were all written in

the K’un-lun script.

M. Ferrand has also studied the question of K’un-

lun from Chinese, Malay and Arab points of view and

collected much additional information (Ze K’ouen-louen et

les anciennes navigations interoceaniqnes dans les mers du

Sud, J. As., 1919, p. 304). Ferrand has summarised the

results of the researches and has concluded that K’un-

lun meant:

() different islands in trans-Gangetic India and

Indonesia.

() Pulaw Kundur (Pulo Condore).

(e) Culao Cam (S. E. of Turan).

(d) K’un-lun in Campa, Cambodia, Burma, Malay

Peninsula (near Tenaserim), Sumatra and
' Java,

(e) a neighbouring country of Nan-chao (Shan

States).
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(/) Madagascar according to Arab writers—^the

name being Komr, which meant “the island

of the moon.”

It therefore appears that the name K’un-lun had a

very wide geographical use. It was most probably carri-

ed by a set of colonisers to different places from a parti-

cular centre and that centre was situated somewhere in

Further India in its peninsular region. The name Pulaw

Condore has been taken to be a Malay word meaning “the

island of gourd.” Pulaw or Pulo means “island. ” Con-

dore has been supposed to be the same as Malay Kundur

which means “gourd, pumpkin.” The Chinese name

K’un-lun is admittedly the transcription of a foreign word.

The Annamese Con-non records only another pronuncia-

tion of the Chinese name. The old Chinese pronuncia-

tion was *Kudn-ludn which may be restored either as

Kundur or Cundur. The Annaniese pronunciation Con-

non shows that it could also represent Gan-darc^^'kt.

Candra. I therefore think that K’un-lun or Pulo Con-

dore stood for Sanskrit Candradvipa through a Prakrit

or a Malay intermediate form like Candar. This inter-

pretation of the name is amply confirmed by the Mala-

gasy name of Madagascar -Komr which, Ferrand has

shown, meant “the island of the moon ” (Candra-dvipa)

.

The old Arab transcriptions ofi the name of Pulo Condore

as Sundur Fulat clearly shows that the initial consonant

was not a k but a c.

By accepting this identification of the name K'un-

lun with Candar or Candra we can probably explain some

of the royal and official titles used in the kingdom of

K’un-lun better. Pelliot while discussing Chinese docu-

ments relating to Fu-nan (ancient Cambodia) has pointed

out that according to some of the documents the king of

T’un-sun (in Malay Peninsula) who was a vassal of Fu-

nan was called K’ui^un. The_ same document furthei'
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says that in the same kingdom there were five hundred

families of hu (people of Central-'Asian origin) coming

from India. There were also more than a thousand

Indian Brahmins. This shows to what extent the king-

dom of T’un-sun had become an Indian colony. The same

Chinese text further says that in the kingdom of P’an-

p’an (also in Malay Peninsula) three of the four high

officials were called K’un-lun (Pelliot

—

Le Fou nan, B. E.

F. E. O., Ill, p. 88; Deux Itineraires, p. 228). K’un-
lun in all these cases may be taken as an old transcription

of the Indian name Candra. In fact we get the name
Candra as the part of the names of kings and nobles in

plenty in this period both in India and in the Hinduised
kingdoms in trans-Gangetic India.

We may probably explain in a similar way an ancient

name of the family to which the kings of Fu-nan also

belonged. The new T’ang annals tell us that the name
of the family of the kings of Fu-nan was Ku-long. Later
writers commenting on the passage say that the two
Chinese words Ku-long are only variants of K’un-lun
(Pelliot

—

ibid., p. 83, Deux Itineraires, p. 92). Candra
as the name of the family of the kings of Fu-nan need not

surprise us. An earlier Chinese text tells us that the

king of Fu-nan named T’ien-chu Chen-t’an sent present

of elephants to the Chinese emperor in 357 A.D. {Le

Fou-nan, pp. 62, 78). Pelliots^has shown that the use of

the expression T’ien-chu clearly shows that the king was
of Indian origin. He further suggested that the name
Chen-t’an stands either for Candra or Candana.

The same name Chen-t’an is found in certain texts

relating to Kaniska, the Kushan emperor of India. In
an earlier article {Deux fewples miconnus, Melanges
Charles Harlez, 1896) Prof. L^vi tried to explain the

name as CinastkSna which would be according to him a
sort of synonym of devafutra, the title used by Kaniska
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But in an article posthumously published, which his

sudden death did not allow him to complete, he definitely

gave up the old suggestion and made a new one according

to which Chent’an would be Candra (Kanlska et §dta-

vdhana—deux figures symboUques de I'Inde au 'premier

si'ecle, J. As., 1936, pp. 61—121). The same title, as he

has shown, is also given in some Chinese texts as Chen-fo.

The king referred to in the Beriplus of the Erythrean Sea

as Sandanes would be also Candra Kaniska. It is there-

fore clear that one of the titles of Kaniska was Candra.

This was probably due to the fact that he belonged to a

dynasty which had the name of Candra. It is not im-

possible, as Prof. L^vi has pointed out that the king of

Fu-nan, the Indian Candra who was ruling in the 4th

century A.D. belonged to the same race as Kaniska.

While discussing the place of origin of Matsyendra-

natha, I collected a few years ago the various Indian tradi-

tions on Candradvipa {Kaulajhdnanirnaya and some minor
texts of the school of Matsyendrandtha, Calcutta Sanskrit

Series, 1934, pp. 29ff.). I pointed out there that al-

though since the Mahomedan period a certain portion of

Backergunj has been called Candradvipa the name was
not exclusively confined to that area in earlier times.

The trace of the name can be found in widely separated

parts of the coastal region of Bengal. The conclusion

which I drew then was that in earlier times “the

entire coastal region including the island of Sundwip
was once known as Candradvipa.” Some scholars

judged it summarily, condemned it and said that

Bakla Candradvipa was the only Candradvipa meant

in early literature {Indian Cult'ure, II, p. 151),

whereas others ignored it altogether {History of Bengal,

Dacca University, s.v. Candradvipa, p. 18). But the

evidences which I have now discussed amply confirm my
previous conclusion on the subject and show that Candra-
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dvipa was not so definite a geographical name as we are

accustomed to think. Like many other names it had

been carried to distant lands by the ancient colonisers

and was in use in widely separated regions from the coast-

al region of Bengal to the Malay Peninsula and Indo-

china and from Insulindia to Madagascar. With the

foundation of independent kingdoms the old name which

was of too vague and wide application had to yield

ground to more definite geographical names. The old

name only survived in tradition and in the name of the

small archipelago of Pulaw Condore.



THEEE METAL IMAGES OF THE
SARNATH MUSEUM

BY

Adris Banebji, M.A.,

Custodian, Sarnafk Museum.

In examining metallic antiquities at the Sarnath

Museum, I came across three images which deserve notice

and have not been to my knowledge reproduced before. It

is noteworthy that, though lumps of copper together with

a doubtful smelting pipe and a number of crucibles have

been found at Sarnath, the site does not seem to have been

a centre of bronze smelting industry as Nalanda. It is

possible that these three images, as Mr. T. N. Rama-

chandran suggests, were brought from some other place

and were not locally made. Unfortunately I have been

unable to trace records of the find of these images except

a short notice by Sir John Marshall.

1. Copper statuette. Cast. 6" in ht., approxi-

mately (fig. 1).

The figure is seated in vajra'paryanJca attitude on a

lotus seat of which the left side is damaged. The right

hand is resting on the right knee in varada-mudra

;

the

left hand is raised and holds the stem of a flower^ (blue

lotus which is attached to the back of the throne. On

the right side is another flower apparently with no ico-

nographical significance, but probably put there to keep

the balance. The figure has a chignon crown on head,

from which some unruly locks of hair emerge, to fall on

^ For the same treatment see the unnumbered Khasarpana

imajye in Boom no. Ill of tJie Archaeological Museum at Sar-

nath.

55
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neck. The treatment of the hair is very conventionalised.

The figure wears a necklace of beads, armlets and wristlets

and is clad in a sanghdtl which passes over the right

shoulder leaving the left bare. The contour of the belly

has been treated with great delicacy hut it has the stiffness

of the Bhrikuti Tara image of the Sarnath Museum.

The date of the image is circa 12th century A.D.

As to the identification we have to take into consideration

this date which takes it to the age of Vajraydna Bud-

dhism, which held predominant sway over Sarnath from

9th century onwards. No doubt Padmapani Bodhisattva

was accepted into the pantheon but it played no prominent

role. As a matter of fact after the 7th century A.D. not

a single image of this Bodhisattva was established at

Sarnath. Therefore the probability lies in favour of a

divinity who held the public imagination at that time.

We shall not be guilty of an exaggeration if we state that

from the 9th century onwards tdntrika Buddhism and

Hinduism had greater influence on mass mind than older

sects and faiths. With regard to the dsana, it is no

doubt accepted that Padmapani could be represented

in any attitude, but in the Sddhanamald there are no

verses in support of this idea. Again the same is the case

with MafijuM-Siddhaikavira. In his work Dr. B.

Bhattacharyya has quoted only one sddhanaP' There are

however additional sadhanas relating to Mafiju^ri-Sid-

dhaikavira. By this I do not mean to asservate that

Padmapani could not be represented in any form, but

what I do suggest is that they show at least the impor-

tance enjoyed by Siddhaikavira in vajraydna pantheon.

There is one sddhana on p. 140, another on p 143

and another on p. 145;® and in drawing our atten-

2 B, Bhattacbars'ya, The Buddhist Iconography, p. 21.

3 Ditto, Sndhanamdld, Vol. i.
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tion to this sadhana giving the nwndo^d of Sid-

dhaikavira Dr. Bhattacharyya concludes by saying “the

sadhanas are not explicit as to the pose of the god

and we shall not be surprised if he is found standing as

in the Sarnath image.”* Further we find the Bodhisattva

is seated in mjrafaryahka attitude and his right hand

is in varada-mudrd.

The last point which requires consideration is the

flower in the hands of the deity. If it is a red lotus it

can be Padmapani, if it is blue lotus it is Siddhaikavira.

A close observation will convince anybody that some

efforts were made to distinguish it from other species. It

is totally different from that on the right side of the

deity, which indicates that it was nllotfala (Blue lotus).

Fortunately we have at Sarnath, a large number of images

in which this lotus occurs. These are D(a) 42, the un-

numbered Khasarpana image in Room No. Ill and others,

all of which hold the Blue lotus, and they show the lotus

from all possible angles. Generally speaking, a blue lotus

which is supposed to be closed by day, is shown with all

its petals closed, while the red lotus has all its petals open.

Both these types of representations are found in the Sar-

nath Museum images.® What is more, the sam-e kind of

representation is met with in the unnumtered Khasarpana-

Lokei^vara image. These considerations as well as the

conformity with the sadhanas has led me to identify it

as an image of Siddhaikavira.

2. Female figure. Cast. Ht. 5f"; width at base

2i". (Fig. 2).

Stands on a lotus with double rows of petals {viha-

padma). The hair is bound in a circular knot, below

^ Op. cit., p. 21.
, . . n

5 These are:—B (d) 8 (Khasarpana. The lotus is m mil

bloom). B (d) 9 (Manjuvara, Closed), B^(f) 7 ,
337E, 343E, and

unnumbered Khasarpana-Loke^vara. For these see Sahni,

Catalogue of the Sarnath Museum.

P. 8
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which is a tiara. She is wearing earrings, armlets,

bracelets and necklaces. She has full busts (in exagger-

ated properties like the Vajra-Tara of the Sarnath

Museum), attenuated waist, with a portion of her sari

over her left arm, in which she holds an indistinct object.

Due to extreme corroded state of the object it is very

difficult to distinguish it. At first, I was tempted to take

it as an image of Tara considering the object held in the

palm as a stalk of a lotus. A comparison with the image

of Siddhaikavira convinced me that the stem would have

been represented here almost as a wire, whereas the ob-

ject held is a thick sheet of copper. It is probably Pra,j-

M'paramitd and the image is that of Vajra^dradd.^ It

behoves me, however, to add a warning here that the

right hand of the divinity would have given us conclusive

proof, which is missing. The identification therefore is

to be regarded as tentative.

3. Brass male figure. Cast. Ht. 6" (including

tenon). (Fig. 3).

This is an image of Maitreya-Bodhisattva seated with

a citron in his left hand and a rosary in his raised right

hand. He is wearing a chignon crown, armlets and

wristlets in the hands and a necklace around the neck. A
long garland-like object is seen hanging around his torso,

which is probably the sacred thread. On the waist is a

belt with a flower-like clasp below the navel. He is

wearing loin cloth and a deer-skin which passes over the

left shoulder leaving the right bare. Behind the head is

a plain circular halo with rope pattern at the border and

the flames issuing out of its edges.

In depicting the deer-skin, the artist has shown con-

siderable ingenuity. By making small incisions on the

® P. Bkattacharyya, The Buddhist Iconography

,

p. 151, pi,

si, (d and e).
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surface he has tried to represent the spots of the deer. A
hooked nose, however, has spoiled the beauty of the face.

The image was found by Sir John Marshall in the year

1907-08,^ in the area north of the Main Shrine at Sar-

nath. The attempt to indicate the folds of the skin is

not successful. In conformity with the canons in vogue

in those days the broad chest converges into a slim waist,

but the lines do not flow easily nor the locks of the hair

fall gracefully on the shoulder as is the case with the

Siddhaikavira image. The drawing and position of the

right foot is inaccurate and unconventional. Though the

law of frontality has the predominant influence, yet the

complete circles made by the armlets as well as portions

of the back suggest that it might have been cast with an

effort to create a three dimensional effect. The work is

very late, circa 12th century A.D.

In judging the technique of these bronze images, a

branch of study still in its infantile stage in India, we
have to bear in mind the warning given by Stanley Casson

that “In stone sculptures we have the original surface

that was handled by the sculptors, which can have suffer-

ed no chemical change at all but at the worst a simple

accretion or partial denudation; while in the Bronzes we
have statues which are not in origin the direct work of

the artists and which in addition have suffered a certain

metamorphosis which prevents us from claiming the

surface that we see as the surface which was seen and

approved by the artist.”® In addition to these we work

at another disadvantage, because we are totally ignorant

about the quality and composition of the alloy or alloys.

The images generally described as copper might be of pure

T Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1907-

08, p. 73, ^27.

® S. Casson, The Technique of the Early Greek Sculpture,
Oxford, 1933. p. Ii50.
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copper or mixed with a certain amount of zinc or tin, while

others sometimes described as brass may be bronze, bell

metal or other mixed metals which only chemical analysis

can determine.

Undoubtedly they were cast in cire-'perdue process.

A careful examination of these three specimens has con-

vinced me that the treatment for the final surface did

take place. Marks of bad casting being improved are to

be found on the Maitreya image. Soldering seems also to

have been applied to add the details. By cire-perdue

process, one advantage could be gained which is not

easily obtainable in ordinary casting. The minutest

detail could be worked out in the mould before wax was

applied. Strangely, however, the seat of the Siddhai-

kavira image seems to have been produced differently.

Portions of this have been damaged on the proper left

side of the image. But on the right for a length of

the edge has become detached.



THE AVATAEAS OF VISJfU AND THEIR
ENUMERATION IN SOME EARLY

INDIAN TEXTS

BY

Dr. Jitendra Nath Banerjee, M.A., Ph.D,,

University of Calcutta.

The doctrine of the Vibhavas {Avataras, i.e., the

incarnatory forms of Visnu) was a component part of

the Paficaratra or the Bhagavata system like that of the

Vyuhas. The term Avatdra (literally ‘descent’) applied

to the act of a god in assuming the form of a man or an

animal and continuing to live in that form upon the

earth till the particular purpose for which he had ‘des-

cended’ was fulfilled; thus, it is quite distinguishable

from transmigration, identification (where one deity is

identified with the other), or emanation (as is fully dis-

played in the Vyuha doctrine). It is also not quite the

same as the ‘possession’ of one individual by the divinity,

in which the latter takes up temporary abode in the for-

mer; but this idea of ‘possession’ has to a certain extent

manifested itself in the story of the Parasurama avatara

of Visnu. In the Pancaratra theology, the Vibhavas,

i.e., manifestations or Avataras belong to Pure Creation,

and these incarnations may not only be of the Lord

Visnu, himself, but can also be of his Vyuhas, sub-

Vyuhas, his Parsadas (companions) or even of his attri-

butes or emblems. H. Jacobi says, ‘The tenet of incarna-
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tion is a fundamental one in mediaeval and modern Hindu

religion and specially it is so with the Visnuites.’ The

reference to the assumption of a particular form by

Visnu in battles, in Egveda, VII. 100, 6, is taken by

some scholars {e.g., E. P. Chanda, in his Indo-Aryan

Races, p. Ill) as the earliest one to incarnation; the verse

in question means ‘0 Visnu is it worthy of you to establish

(to make public) the name ‘bald’ by which I call you ? Do
not assume this form, since thou didst assume another

form in battle’

But this is not quite to the point; for there is no explicit

reference in this passage to Visnu’s having incarnated him-

self in a particular form for some special purpose. The

earliest passages referring to the idea of assumption of

some forms by the divinity for the attainment of certain ends

are to be found in the §atapatha Brahmana and the Tait-

tirlya Samhita where Prajapati is said to have assumed

Fish, Tortoise and Boar (Matsya, Kurma and Varaha)

forms on different occasions. When the doctrine of incarna-

tions in its association with Vasudeva-Visnu-Narayana was

well-established, all these three were bodily transferred

to that composite god, and were regarded as a few of his

celestial incarnations. This idea is first systematically

expounded especially with reference to the god’s human
incarnations in the first part of the fourth canto of the

Bhagavddglta. When Afjuna doubts the statement of

Krisna about his expounding the theory and practice of

Yoga (really the doctrine of the Ekdntika dharmcd) to the

patriarchs of old, the latter replies, ‘Many births of me
have passed, and of thee, O Arjuna. I know them all,

thou knowest them not, Paramtapa. Though unborn and
immutable in essence, though Lord of beings, yet govern-
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ing Nature which is mine. I come into being by my
power of delusion. For whensoever right declines, O
Bharata, and wrong uprises, then I create myself. To
guard the good, and to destroy the wicked, and to

confirm the right, I come into being in this age and in

that.’^

The above passage in the Bhagavadgita about the

incarnations of Vasudeva Krsna, though explicit about

the underlying idea, does not specify their number and

refers to it as indefinite and unlimited. Some later

texts, however, have been at pains to enumerate the

incarnatory forms and gradually the exact number came

to be definitely fixed at ten (Dasavataras). It will be

useful to refer briefly to a few of these texts which supply

us with different lists of these avataras: because in a

collective study of them we shall not only recognise all

the stereotyped ten (this list also varies occasionally in

the north and south of India), whose icons are commonly

to be found, but also various others, many of whose

images, though not so common, are well-known to the

students of iconography. The Ndrayanlya section of the

Mahdbhdrata refers in one list (XTI, 349, 37) to the

Varaha, the Vamana, the Narasimha and the Man in-

carnations; probably the last refers to his incarnations as

Vasudeva-Krsna, Da^arathi Rama, and Bhargava Rama,

^ The above translation of the Bhagmadgltd, IV. 5-8, is by

W. D. P. Hill; cf., his edition ai the work. Introduction, p. 26.

It should be noted that these repeated incarnations are those of

Krsna and not of Visnu; the identification of the two had well

I|egim, however, when the work was composed, but as Hill says

'Krsna himself at no point in the Gltd (not even in the avatdra

passage, where we should most have expected it) makes any de-

' finite claim to Visnu. His avatdm is a 'descent of Brahman’.

But there can be no question of thras distinguishing between

Vasudeva Krsna and Visnu in the post-Christian period.
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for in the chapter 339 (verses 77—90) of the same Parvan,

not only the stories about the first three in the above

list are briefly narrated, but also the same about his incar-

nations as Bhargava Eama, Da^arathi Rama, and Vasu-

deva Krsna are recounted. But in the verse 104 of the

same chapter, a fuller list is given, which contains the

names of Hamsa, Kurma, Matsya, Varaha, ISTarasimha,

Vamana, Rama (Bhargava), Rama Dasarathi, Satvata

(i.e., Vasudeva) and Kalki {Hamsah KurmaJca Matsyaha

‘pradurhhavaddvijottama, Vardho Narasimhaiea Vdmano

Rama eva ca, Rdmo DdsarathUcaiva Sdtvatah Kalkirem

ca). It should be noted that though the number is ten in

this last list, Buddha does not find a place here and

Krsna occupies the position of his elder brother, Bala-

rama (Samkarsana, but Satvata may also refer to the

latter who was also a Satvata chief). The Harivamia gives

the same names as are contained in the first list of the

Ndrdyanlya. In the Vdyu Purdna the names of several

of the incarnations of Vdsnu occur among those of the

different struggles that took place between the devas and

asuras; of. ch. 97, verses 72 ff. 'In the Vardhakal'pa,

there occurred twelve fights between the gods and the

demons, the names of which are in order of precedence

:

(1) Narasiihha, (2) Vamana, (3) Varaha, (4) A'mrtaman-

thana, (5) Tarakamaya, (6) Adlvaka, (7) Traipura,

(8) Andhakara, (9) Dhvaja, (10) Vartta (Vartj’a, from

Vrtra), (11) Halahala, (12) Kolahala (some of these strug-

gles are associated with siva and Indra instead of Visnu).

In chapter 98 (verses 71 ff.) of the same Purdna mention

is made of ten incarnations of Visnu of which the first

three, viz., Yajfia, Narasiihha, Vamana, are celestial ones

{Etdstisrah smftdstasya divydh samhJiutayah iuhhdh);

while the fourth called Dattatreya, one unnamed called

the fifth in the Tretayuga, Jamadagnya Rama, Dasarathi

Rama, Vedavyasa, Vasudeva Krsna and lastly the future
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incarnation Kalki are his human ones. In the last list

also no mention is made of Buddha, and a !few

other constitumits of the stereotyped list of ten. In the

Bhagavata Puraiui, there are three enumerations of the

amtaras : in the first (Bk. I, ch. 3, verses 6—25), 22, in

the second (Bk. II, ch. 7, verses Iff.), 23 and in the third

(Bk. XI, ch. 4, verses 3ff),^16 are mentioned. The first list

contains the names of (1) Purusa, (2) Varaha, (3) Narada,

(4) Nara and Narayana, (5) Kapila, (6) Dattatreya,

(7) Yajna, (8) Esabha, (9) Prithu, (10) Matsya, (11) Kurma,

(12) Dhanvantari, (13) Mohini, (14) Narasiinha,

(15) Vamana, (16) Bhargava Eiama, (17) Vedavyasa,

(18) Da^arathi Eama, (19) Balarama, (20) Krisna,

(21) Buddha and (22) Kalkin. It will be seen that in the

above list all the ten appearing in the stereotyped list are

included; but in the context,, the Puranakara tells us that

his avataras are innumerable (.4 mtdra-hyasamhheya Hareh

sattvanidherdtijah). The difference of this list with the

other two in the same Purana is immaterial, the last

omitting some included in the first, but none of them

omits 5sabha and Buddha. The Varaha and Agni

Purdnas contain the stereotyped list of ten incarnations,

while the Matsya Purdim (ch. 47) lays down that Visnu

was born seven times among men because he was cursed

by Bl^rigu for killing his wife, the mother of Sukra {Yas-

mdt te jdnato dharmmamavadhyd strlnisuditdf , Tasmdt

tvam saftcijcritmiha mdnusesu'pa'patsyasi; v. 106); these

seven, viz., (1) Dattatreya, (2) M'^dhata, (3) Jamadagnya

(Bhargava) Eama, (4) Da^arathi Eama, (5) Vedavyasa,

(6) Buddha and (7) Kalkin when added to three incarna-

tions, viz., Narayana, Narasiinha and Vamana make up

the full quota of ten—the constituents off which, however,

widely differ from the generally accepted Da^avataras.

Before the discussion about the number and the nature

of these incarnations is closed, a reference to the Ahir-

P.9.
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budhnya list of the Vibhavas will be necessary; this

Pancardtra Sarhhitd mentions as many as thirty-nine such,

a short analysis of which will supply us with some use-

ful information. Schraeder thus enumerates the follow

ing 39 principal Vibhavas on the basis of the said text :

—

(!) Padmanabha, (2) Dhruva, (3) Ananta, (4) §aktyatman,

(5) Madhusudana, (6) Vidyadhideva, (7) Kapila, (8) Vis-

varupa, (9) Vihahgama, (10) Krodatman, (11) Va(^ava-

vaktra, (12) Dharma, (13) Vagisvara, (14) Ekaniavasayin,

(15) Kamathe^vara, (16) Varaha, (17) Narasimha,

(18) Piyusaharana, (19) gripati, (20) Kantatman,

(21) Rabujit, (22) Kalanemighna, (23) Parijatahara.

(24) Lokanatha, (25) §antatman, (26) Dattatreya.

(27) Nyagrodhasayin, (28) Eka^rhgatanu, (29) Vamana-
deha, (30) Trivikrama, (31) Nara, (32) Narayana,

(33) Hari, (34) Krisna, (35) Parasurama, (36) Eama
nhanurdhar^, (37) Vedavid, (38) Kalkin, (39) Patala-

^ayana. Schraeder remarks, ‘This list has been reproduc-

ed almost exactly from the ninth pariccheda of Sdtvata

Scmhitd (ed. pp. 79-80); and to that work we are,

indeed, referred by our Saihhita (5. 57. 1.) for a compre-

hensive description of the origin, etc., of these Vibhavas

{introduction to Pancardtra, p. 43). The verses in the

Sdtvata Samhitd are : '’^admandhhddayo deva vdeyastesdm

,
hrameim tu, Padmandhho Dhruvo’nantoJi ^aktydtmd

Madhumdanah; Vidyadhidevah Kafilo VUvarufo Vihari-

gamah, Kroddtmd Vadavdvaktro Dharmo Ydglsvar-

astatM,; Deva Ekdrnava§ayah Kurmdh patdladhdrakah,

Vardho Narasimha§cdpy-Amrta haranastuvai; ^rlpati-

divyadehotha. Kantairndm/rtadJidrakah. Edhujit Kalo-

nemighnah Pdrijdtaharo mahJdn; Lokandthastu ^antzma
Dattdtreyo 'mahdprahhuh, Eyagrodhaidyl hhagavdn-Ekd-

Srhgatanustatah
; Devo Vdmaiwdehastu sarvavydpd Trivi-

kramah, Naro NdrdyanaScaiva Harih Krsimstathaivaca;

Jvalatparadudhrig-Bdmo Edma^cdnyo dhanurdharah;
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Vedamdbhagavan Kalki Pdtdla^ayanah -prahhuh (IX,

77—83). In this curious assortment, one can easily re-

cognise not only the accepted ten names, a few of the

sub-Vyuhas, as well as other incarnatory forms which have

been enumerated in the fuller lists of the different Puranas,

mentioned above, but also other names such as Vagis'vara

(13) and Lokanatha (24) can be found which most probab-

ly belong to the Mahayana Buddhist pantheon ;
Buddha him-

self is named as santatman (No. 25) in the list. Schraeder

could not recognise Buddha in the Satvata or Ahirbudhnya

list.^ The stereotyped ten incarnations appear in the

above two lists under the following names ;—^I.

Ekasrhgatanu (No. 28—^Matsya), II. Kamathe^vara (No.

15—kurma). III. Varaha (No. 16), IV. Narasimha

(No. 17), V. Vamanadeha—Trivikrama (Nos. 29-30),

VI. Para^irama (No 35), VII. Raghava Rama (No. 36),

VIII. Ananta (No. 3. Schraeder remarks, ‘Ananta is not

the serpent Sesa but Balarama, the brother of Krisna, who

is sometimes regarded as an incarnation of Sesa rather

2 Scliraeder thinks that the epithets Vairdja and Satya-vrata

applied to Lokanatha in the Ahirbudhnya S. 35-6, !|-tnod to Mann

Vaivasvata, while Vagi^vara and Santatman are really Hayagriva

and either Sanatkumara (Sanaka) or Narada respectively; hnt

Lokanatha and Vagilvara are two well-known varieties of

Avalokite^vara and Manju^ri Bodhisattvas respectively and

Santatman or its synonymous epithets are applied to Buddha

in many tests. The Brhatsaiiihita says that the Sakyas

only are declared to be the proper persons for the installation of

the Buddha image (Sakyan sarvahitasya Santamanaso) ;
while de-

scribing the image of Buddha the same test refers to him as

Prasanjiamurti Padmahlcitakaracaranah prasannamurtih sunica

(or ta) ke^a^ca, PadmasanopavistaT} piteva jagato bhavati

Buddhah). S. K. Saraswati has drawn my attention to .the Agni

Pnrdna passage (oh. 49, 8), where the very, epithet Santatman

is used {Sdntdtma lamvakarnaSca gaurangaScambaravrtah urd-

dhapadmasthito Buddho varaddbhayaddyakah).
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than of Visnu Himself), iX. santatman (No. 25
,
Buddha)

and X. Kalkin (No. 38)."

3 Schxaeder observes that the list of 39 Avataras occurring in

one of the very oldest Samhitas {Sdtvata) is older than the smaller

list, found in later Samhitas and older even than the Mahabharata

and Narayaniya lists, which appear to be mere selections. The

Ahirhudhuya S. distinguishes between primary [mukhya) and

secondary {gauna, mesa) Avataras, The Visvalzsena Samhjitd

further explains this by saying that the primary Avataras are like

flames springing from a flame, i.e., Visnu Himself with Aprakrta

body, while a secondary Avatdra is a soul in bondage with a

Prakrta body which is possessed (dvistd) for some particular mis-

sion or function, by the ^akti of Visnu, It enumerates as gauna

avataras: Brahman, Siva, Buddha, Vyasa, Arjuna, Para^urama,

the Vasu called Pavaka, and Kuvera, the god of riches. The text

further informs us that all the Avataras spring from Aniruddba

either directly or indirectly, and they are not confined to human
and animal forms only, but vegetable kingdom is sometimes

chosen,
.

(e.g., the crooked mango tree in the Dandaka-vana) and

the images of the God and his various forms also are regarded as

his Avataras. The Arcea Avataras are exhaustively treated in

this Pancaratra text,
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Shaikh Salim Chishti occupies a distinguished place

among the Muslim saints of mediaeval India, honoured

as he is both by the Muslims and the Hindus all over the

country. He is noted not only for his piety and austere

asceticism but also for the ready aid that he rendered to

Akbar in diverse ways.

Born at Sikri in 884 A.H. (1479-80 A.D.) of a com-

mon soldier belonging to the family of Shaikh Fariduddin

Masud Ganj-Shakar, Salim was the eighth descendant

from his equally illustrious ancestor. Salim was noted for

his austerity^ and devotion and for prolonged periods was
engaged in observing fasts and prayers. After his initia-

tion into spiritualism by the renowned philosopher of the

day, Khwaja Ibrahim, the Shaikh settled down in the

bleak hills of Sikri for the rest of his life. But he more

than once undertook travels to the Muslim countries of

Syria, Iraq and Arabia, performed twentytwo pilgrim-

ages and stayed at Mecca for fifteen years at a stretch and

for four years at Madina and there he had become such a

familiar figure and his learning and piety made such a deep

impression among the Arabs that they earned for him the

title of the Shaikh of Hind. In India his spiritual juris-

diction lay in the region of Sikri where he had taken up

his residence and while there he was reverenced for his

spiritual instructions by the peasant as well as the king.

1 According to Badauni, he wore the scantiest clothes in the

coldest -weather of Sikri.

m
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Among the latter may be mentioned Sher Shah, Islam

Shah and their distinguished nobleman, Khawas Khan.

He was generous by disposition and gave shelter to Shaikh

Mubarak, Abul Fazl’s father, when he was fleeing from the

orthodox maulavis without subscribing to his Mahdavl

views.

To Akbar he rendered inestimable services. Not only

were the emperor's sons, Salim- and Murad, born under his

shelter but he let him found his Dai'-ul-Khilafat in his

neighbourhood.

As an illustration of his cordial relation with the em-

peror it may be mentioned that before building his own
palaces at the new capital, the latter stayed with the

saint,® probably in the monastery built by the latter after

his return from abroad in 1563-4. When Akbar decided

on the foundation of a new city at SikrI, he undertook

first of all the repair of the existing monastery and then

the construction of another and the foundation of the

magnificent Jami Masjid.*

Akbar ’s intimacy had grown deeper in the years fol-

lowing his first meeting with the saint and the latter, out

of love for his royal disciple and friend, went out of his

way to stand in the row of the nobles to welcome the emperor

on his return to SikrI from tours,® and allowed him ‘ to

have antree of all his most private apartments’ in spite of

inconvenience to his children who kept on complaining

that ‘their wives Avere getting estranged from them.’ ‘The

Shaikh took no notice of the complaints, rebuked his

2 When Akbar released all the state prisoners.

See Bad., II, 124.

3 A. N. II.

^ The date of foundation, 979 A.H. (1571-2) is given by the

chronogram,

3 Tor an illustration see A. TIT. 54, though the date seems
incorrect,

,
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children and roundly told them to seek other wives ‘for

there were no dearth of wmmen’. Badauni, ever hostile

to Akbar, makes no clear mention of any misuse by him of

the confidence reposed in him by the Shaikh and we may
presume that the complaints were due to mere suspicions

of the jealous husbands.®

The saint rendered aid to AJcbar in another direction.

Being sufistic in his utterances and used to preach to the

Hindu populace around him, he inspired a spirit of toler-

ance somewhat rare in mediaeval India. So when Akbar
after the removal of his capital reorganized the administra-

tion and formulated a new ideal in politics and religion,

viz., impartial treatment for all classes and communities,

Shaikh Salim supported it and though he died within a

few years of his first contact with the king, his khalifa or

sajjadanashin and other Chishtiwals continued to tread
in his footsteps.'^

In his gratitude for the birth of his .two eldest sons

and in his regard for the Shaikh, Akbar built in the neigh-

bourhood of the Cihishti monastery, the Jami Masjid. It

is one of the most spacious mosques in the east and mea-
sures externally exclusive of the bastions at the north and
south ends, 542' from east to west and 438' from north to

south; the courtyard is 439' X 360' being surrounded by
spacious cloisters 38' in depth; and the liwan 288' by 65'.

The principal entrance to the liwdn and the two gateways,

the Badshahi and the Baland dancazas, are noble

adjuncts. The following is inscribed on the chief portal

of the liwdn :

lA'I jjot (•Usf jLw

^Bad. II. 113.

^ The Chisliti'wals were the firm supporters of Jahangir' also.
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‘In the reign of the monarch, Akbar
Who laid the foundations of the state

The Shaikh-ul-Islam set out a masjid
Which was as chaste as the revered Kaba® '

The year of the completion of his lofty edifice

Is found in the words, “the second sacred mosque

Three inaccuracies may be noticed in the inscription.

First, it wrongly states that the Shaikh was the founder of

the mosque. It is so spacious and lofty that one is inclined

to credit the great emperor who doted on the Shaikh with
supplying the resources for its construction, the Shaikh’s
duties being confined to the superintendence of the work.
The second inaccuracy lies in the assignment of the date of

completion to the year 979 A.H.^° We are inclined to

agree with BadaunP’^ that the masjid took five years to

complete and so if its foundations were laid immediately
after the birth of prince Salim in August, 1569, its com-
pletion took place not before the year, 1574. The date
979 A.H., indicates the latest year of the Shaikh’s associa-

tion with the building. The third inaccuracy consists in
the statement that makes it a copy of the Kaba, for

actually it is not so, there being no central black stone here,

while many innovations and imitations of the indigenous
style of architecture are noticeable in the newly construct-

ed edifice. The mosque is internally superbly decorated
and colour has been copiously applied, the features more
usually associated with Hindu temples or Irani buildings.

To Akbar’s ill luck, the Shaikh died in February,

1572, soon after the emperor’s settlement in hie new capital

and all that was left to his royal admirer was to erect a
suitable memorial on his tomb. Since the Shaikh was

® The chief mosque of Mecca.
® The Kaba is also called the Masjid-ul-haram.
10 1671-2 A.D.
iiVol. II, 112.
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buried in the courtyard of the mosque, there were strict

limitations to the ideas of loftiness or the assignment of a

large space to the new work; for the masjid must not look

dwarfed and most of the courtyard should be made avail-

able to the Muslim votaries for their prayer. So what

Akbar did was to erect a mausoleum of a very moderate

size, 59' square, the mortuary chamber being only 24' sur-

rounded by a perambulatory but made it so exquisitely

elegant that it forms today one of the most sumptuous

illustrations of the Mughal architecture. It looks pearly

white, being either built in marble or white cement and as

elsewhere, Akbar embellished the chamber with floral de-

corations in colour and provided the tomb with a wooden

canopy worked in ebony, the mother-of-pearl pieces being

kept in their places by thin copper wires. The perambula-

tory is enclosed on all sides by trellised marble screens

some of which are entire pieces and in size 5' x 6'.

There are several inscriptions of which we shall choose

four, one in Persian, and three in Arabic. The one in

Persian reads thus:

^

^

'lA'I

‘Shaikh Salim, the aid to the faith and the guide to the

path,

^ho is a Taifur and Junaid in excellence^® and nearness

to God;

12 It also means glory of miracle.

F. 10
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IlIuBfiined by him is the candle of the Chishti family;

To Farid GlanJ-i-shakar he was the most distinguished

descendant*^®

Do not be squint-eyed.*^ Efface thyself for then thou wilt

submit everlastingly in God.*®

The year of the Shaikh’s death is well-known throughout

the world.

The AraMc passages are:

yix\ (jl ^5^*3 jJLff jLs

^ys> cAjlSi

‘Allah says: those who have believed and done virtuous

acts, the gard^ of paradise detail be their meed, wherein

shall they dwell for ever and seek not to leave thm.*®

tjifj itSkuJftfSiidt

liJ o5^1a3 liXb-Jly

(‘O my Allah, thou art the salam ; from thee is the sal^
and it returns to thee. Greet us, 0 Lord with the salam.

Admit us now, our preserver to the abode of the salam.

The lord of majesty and beneficence, thou art raised and

exalted.’**'

USfXcyLo Uji^ vnM

‘Make firm our feet and help us against the unbelievers.

Our Lord fulfil that which thou promised through

thy messengers.’

‘sou’.

Z.e., a hypocrite.

*® The year of the Shaikh’s death is to be obtained from the
hemistich.

*® The passage is taken from the Quran.

Often read at the end of the regular prayers
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The foiiomng c^servatrons may be made on the above

inscripticais:

1. God has been glorified and it is possible that

Akbar’s monotheism originated from the utterances of the

saint, his successors and the other Chishti'wals.

2. In the third Arabic inscription the success of the

si^s over the non-sufis has been mentioned. Since the

quotation is from the Quran and put up on the walls

after the death of the saint, he need not be associated with

any idea of bigotry or of separating the different types of

worshippers; for otherwise, the admiring Akbar would not

have approved of the verses. What the quotation con-

demns is the deification of anybody or any thing else but

God. To Akbar even the exaltation of Muhammad was

unnecessary.

3. There is a mention of the main theme of the sufi

that he is a part of the divinity itself and that all lesser

material ideals are to be dropped. The goal was to be the

search of truth and immersion of oneself in the ocean of

reality.

4. ‘Salam’ is a significant word in Islamic theology

and has been repeated in innumerable phrases.^® The

main ideas of Islam seem to be (1) the obedience to God
and (2) the introduction of peaceful conditions among the

warring Arabs and both these ideas are conveyed by the

word ‘salam’. The insistence of peace is a significant

message of Islam.

Thirty years later Akbar built the Baland Darwava,

the south gate to the Jami masjid. Its central wooden

doors at the back of the portal has many horse and cattle

shoes fixed to them, some of the shoes being the contribu-

tion of the wealthier classes of the country. The saint is

IS iBven tlie same of the religion of Arabia is indleatetl by
a modified form of tie wor4,
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adored by all classes of the Muslims and Hindus and sup-

plications made to him for intercession are of miscellaneous

character. While the major requests are made at the

tomb, the poor people when asking for the cure of their ani-

mals put up these iron shoes^® at the doors and thus the

latter have acquired some sort of sanctity. The Shaikh’s

influence is still believed to be all-pervading in character

and the meanest being of Fathpur-Sikri is not outside the

pale of his benediction.

Some of the mafiiatef! of the country have offered

horse shoes,

silver
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BY

P. V. Bapat, M.A., D.Litt.

”

This passage is taken from Siksa-samuccaya (pp. 27-

28 of the text edited by Cecil Bendall in Bib. Buddhica

Series, 1902). The English rendering of the passage as

given by Bendall & Rouse (Indian Texts Series, 1922, p.

30) is

“And so the Bodhisattva giving the thoro-bred (?

thorough-bred) elephants strongly grown in

their seven parts, of sixty years . .
.”

Here the expression ‘strongly grown in seven parts’

seems to have been given as the translation of the original

expression saftanga-su'pratisthita/w

.

Lalitavistara (Bibliotheca Indica Series, edited by

Rajendralal Mitra), Chap. Ill, p. 17, also, while describ-

ing the Elephant-Treasure says :

—

I etc.

The rendering of the same as given in the English Trans-

lation of that book (p. 30) is :

—

“A white elephant, sound in wind (1 mind) and

limb, of docile temper, . . .
.”.

(2) This word used in the description of noble ele-

phants is often found in the Buddhist texts. With this,

may be compared the Pali word sattaf'patittho in Dighani-

kaya, Vol. ii. p. 174 (Mahasudassana-sutta, part i. para.

12) where it is used in the description of a mythical ele-

phant, Uposatha-Nagaraja. Milindapaflha (p. 276 of the

77
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Devanagari edition by Prof. R. D. Vadekar, Trenckner’s

ed., p. 282) also uses the word in a similar context. Bud-

dhaghosa’s Visuddhimagga, Chap. XX'I, para. 43 (Deva-

nagari edition by Prof. D. Kosambi, Bharatiya Vidya

Bhavana Series, No. 1) also uses the word in the descrip-

tion of a six-tusked elephant {Chaddanto Nagoraja).
(3) Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the passage from

Dighanikaya does not explain the word. The context

also does not help us in any of the passages referred to

above. Rhys Davids (Dialogues of the Buddha, part ii.

p. 204; also in Buddhist Suttas, S.B.E. vol. xi. p. 254)

translates the word as ‘seven-fold firm’, and adds the

following note :

—

''Satta'p'patittho, that is, perhaps, in regard to its

four legs, two tusks and trunk. The
expression is curious and Buddhaghosa has

no note upon it. It is quite possible that it

merely signifies ‘exceeding firm’, the number

seven being used without any hard and fast

interpretation.”

In the translation of this word in the Miliada-pafiha,

also, Rhys Davids gives the same rendering and adds the

note :

—

“The Sinhalese merely repeats this ambiguous

word.” (Questions of King Milinda, S.B.E.

vol. 36, p. 128).

Thus it will be seen that the interpretation of the

word as given by him is merely conjectural, in which an

attempt seems to have been made to keep close to the

etymological interpretation as far as possible.

(4) Let us see whether there are any other sources

which would throw light on this word. The Chinese

version of the Mahaparinibbana-sutta contains a passage

^hich corresponds to that from Mahasudassana-suttfi r^-
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ferred to above (para. 2). This passage does contain an

exact rendering of the word in the Pali test, sattaffatittho.

^ 7̂
Clil Ch’a ping Chu

Badical No.
& strokes

1+1 141+5 51+2 9+5

meaning sevea places
points

level

even
placed

The Chinese expression means ‘placed or established

on the level (ground) at seven places; that is to say, touch-

ing the ground at seven points, or with seven parts of the

body. This Chinese translation of the Mahaparinirvana-

sutra in the Dirghagama (Taisho ed. vol. 1, 112a, col.

6; bold letter edition, 3.20a, 7) has been made by Buddha-

ya^as (412-13 A.D.) of the latter Tshin dynasty (384—417

A.D.) and corresponds to the above-mentioned Mahapari-

nibbana-sntta in the Digha-nikaya. This earlier inter-

pretation deserves, therefore, every credence, especially

if it is supported by any later evidences.

The Tibetan translation of this word as given in

Mahavyutpatti is quite literal:

ran-lag bdun gnas-pa

limbs seven welj placed

anga sapta- su- prati^thita

although the Chinese rendering as given there is rather

loose, and does not exactly bring out the idea of the word

iriwfecr in the original expression. It is :

—

-

Ch’i Chih Ch’San Hao

1+1 65 11+4 38+3

seven parts perfect good
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The last two characters, it will be seen, give a general

interpretation which is remote from the original. This

is a far later interpretation given by Fa-yun (1151 A.D.)

under the southern Sun dynasty (A.D. 1127—1368), and

may not, therefore, be relied upon. To this interpreta-

tion comes closer the interpretation given by Bendall and

Rouse.

(5) There is an authoritative explanation, supporting

the Chinese interpretation, and, further, specifying the

parts touching ground. Dhammapala, while commenting

upon the word in the Visuddhimagga referred to above,

says in Paramattha-Ma&jusa (Mundyne Pitaka Press,

vol. ii. p. 837; Zabu Meit Swe Press, 1913, ii. p. 376;

Siam. ed. iii. p. 544) :

—

“Satta-fatittho (which is obviously another variant

of Sattappcvtittho) means firmly grounded at

seven points, i.e., touching the ground with

seven (limbs) ; trunk, (four) legs, tail (for

this meaning of mla or hdla, see Vacaspatya

:

aiva-valadJiau, hasti-vdladhau, ndrihele,

pasu-fueche ca) and the male sexual organ

encased in the sheath.”

This explanation i's further supported by Abhaya-deva’s

Sanskrit Commentary (11th cen. A.D.) on a Jain Prakrit

text which describes an elephant {hatthi-ruvam) as

sattangorpaitthiyarn, sammam, santMyam, sujdyam, . . .

etc. The Commentary explains sattahga-paitthiyam

thus :

—

^ i

(p. 39 of the Commentary on Uvasaga-dasao, edited

, ,by Hoernle, Calcutta, 1888; Prof. P. L. Vaidya’s

edition of Uvasaga-dasao, pp. 235-236).
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'‘Saftahgani, seven parts, i.e., four legs, trunk, tail

and the male organ.”

It will be seen that this explanation exactly agrees

with that given by Dhammapala. Both these sources

specify the seven parts which touch the ground, although

in earlier sources we noticed that there was no explana-

tion by way of specification of the seven parts In early

days there was, perhaps, thought to be no need of speci-

fying them as till the time of the Chinese translation or

till the time of Buddhaghosa, the word must have been

quite clear without this specification.

(6) There is another expression which may be cited

by way of analogy. In Pali commentaries, at numerous

places, we come across the expression 'pama-'patitthitena

mnditva (Dhammasangani-Commentary, AtthasalinI, edit-

ed in Devanagari characters, in the Bhandarkar Oriental

Series, No. 3; p. 60, para. 56; SnA. 267, 271, 293, 328,

436; DhA. 1. 197, i. iv. 178), although we rarely find in any

of these passages, any specification of the five parts re-

ferred to in that phrase. The expression was, it seems,

quite obvious to the people at that time. It is only from

other later sources that we come to know that the five

parts that are intended are : two legs, two hands and the

head (See the Prakrit passage quoted from Abhidhana-

Bajendra in the foot-note on that expression (p. 60) in the

Dhammasangani-Commentary; also Tibetan-English Dic-

tionary of Das, 1902, p. 1128). The expression means a

form of salutation in which five parts of the body are

placed on the ground. Our expression here simply reads

satta instead of pa^ea.

We may as well compare another Pali compound-word

suppatitthita-pdda (Digh. ii. 17, i.e., Mahapadanasutta

i. 32) ‘with foot well-planted on the ground’. This is one

of the thirty-two signs of a Great Man. Here, also, it is

quite obvious that the word suppatitthita is to be under-

F. 11
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stood in the sense of ‘well-placed’, ‘well-planted’, ‘well-

established.
’

(7) Thus it will be seen that the enigmatic word

saptahga-swpratisthita has a close parallel in Pali and

Jain Prakrit, sattaffatit^ha, or sattahga-faitthyia and

that the commentaries on these texts come to our help for

the explanation of this word which, as we have seen

above, has been a great riddle to some scholars. When we
have the Chinese rendering of the early fifth century sup-

ported and further explained by a Pali Commentary of

approximately the seventh^ century, and further confirmed

by another commentary, of about the eleventh® century

A.D., on a Prakrit text, from an altogether different

source like that of the Jain tradition, we must say that

the interpretations given by Bendall and Rouse, or by

Rajendralal Mitra or by Prof. Rhys Davids (who is mere-

ly giving it as a conjecture) seem to be far from correct.®

(8) Of the seven paits which are explained to be

touching the ground, five—^the four legs and the trunk

—

are undebatable. We all see these parts touching the

ground, and no one need entertain any doubts about them.

With regard ito the rest, we shall have to strain our ima-

gination, a little bit .

^

; MStangalila, chap. iii. stanza 2, mentions shortness

of the tail and of the male organ as a sign of inferiority.

Natura-lly, we infer that the long tail and the long organ

were considered as very favourable signs. Matahgalila,

ii. 3, ( ) Manasollasa (Gaekwad Ori-

ental Series) vol. i. 2. 61 ( ) vol. ii. iv.

211, 218

:

^ See my book “Vimuttimagga & Visucldhimagga ; A Com-
parative Study”, Poona 1937, Introduction p. 1-li.

2 “Geschichte der Indischen Literatur” by Dr. M. Wintemili?,
Aweiter Band, pp. 3181, 342.

3 Pe Maug Tin gives a correct translation:
—‘With seven

limbs touching the earth’. (Path of Purity, part iii. p. 795.).
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=5r ^rra'f^! ?ii

^rrai^; sgg?r^ f%pf =g-

1

—all these passages praise long tails. This is further

confirmed by representations of an elephant in sculpture

and painting. See tails of elephants in the photographic

reproduction, given in Sir John Marshall’s “Guide to

Sanchi,” plate V a facing page 50; or in A. Coomar-
swamy’s “Buddha and the Gospel of Buddhism”, plate

H facing p. 68; or in “Buddhist Art” by Vogel, translat-

ed into English by A. J. Barnouw (Oxford, 1936), plate

17 ; or in the Marathi book on Ajantha by His Highness

Shrimanta Bhavanrao Pant Pratinidhi of Aundha, picture

No. 37 facing p. 60. All these places show that they are

very long and some of them (as in Sanchi Plate) stop short,

by a very small margin, of touching the ground.

Edgerton in his book “Elephant Lore of the Hindus”
(Translation of Matangalila quoted above), p. 55, foot-

note, quotes a line from a Tanjore Manuscript on ele-

phantology :

—

which, apparently, describes the elephants with tails long

^ As against this, however, Sukraniti, Chap. IV, section vii,

64—67 (English translation by Prof. Benoy Kumar Sarkar in the
Sacred Books of the Hindus, vol. viii, 1914) considers those ele-

phants harmful, *whose tails touch and sweep the ground/ The
original passage as given on p. 176 of a Devanagari edition printed,
with Hindi rendering, in Shri Venkatesh Steam Press, Bombay,
is :
—

\M\\\

This, perhaps, simply means that it should not be eosceB&ively

long so as to swee^p the ground.

Also see ffeffirafR (in Marathi, p. 52) by M. M. Joshi,
Baroda, 1910, which agrees with
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enough to reach the earth/ straight, round and with fine

hair.

(9) As regards the last, the male organ of the elephant,

it has been often described as encased in a sheath {koia-,

see Matangalila, ii. 2, 6; Manasollasa, vol. ii. 218 repro-

duced above Dhammapala’s comment quoted above para. 5).

Ordinarily it should remain invisible. An elephant

with visible testes is considered to be inauspicious (Matafi-

galila, iii. 3). This characteristic of the male organ being

encased in a sheath is peculiar to Great Men and it is also

mentioned among the thirty-two signs of Great Men
(Digha. ii. 17, ^.e., Mahapadana-sutta, i, 32) and of the

Buddha, in particular (See Digh, Ambatthasutta, 2, 11-

12). It is no wonder if a mythical elephant, or an ele-

phant of an ideal type is described to have this character-

istic, still having infinite potential capacity. Matanga-

lila describes some characteristics in this connection (ii

4, 6).



THE A^THASASTRA : A BLEND OF OLD AND NEW

BY

B. M. Barua, M.A., D.Litt.,

University of Calmtta.

The discovery of the manuscript of the Arthalastra

by Dr. Shama Sastri was no less startling to the Indo-

logists than that of America by Columbus to the people

of Europe. The publication of the text and translation

of the Artha^astra by Dr. Shama Sastri was preceded by

that of the Buddhist India, an epoch-making work in

which the late Professor Rhys Davids tried with consum-

mate skill to remove and rectify many erroneous notions

that had gained ground in the West about the nature and

character of ancient Indian life and civilisation. The
new evidence supplied from early Buddhist and Jaina

texts and inscriptions lacked confirmation in Brahmanical

literature. It was at this juncture that Dr. Shama
Sastri made the text and contents of the Kautiliya Artha-

i^astra known to the world. This important Sanskrit

treatise went at once to show that India’s advancement in

the past was not only on the side of things spiritual but

on that of things secular as well. The two works, Bud-

dhist India and Artha^astra, combined to call for a new
form of vigorous activity in the field of Indological re-

search.

But at the very outset the question arose as to the

actual date of compilation of the treatise as we now have

it, and no less as to the age to which its evidence is ap-

plicable. And on this question the scholars became

sharply divided into two camps, one led by Dr. Shama

Sastri and the other by the late Dr. Jolly who was the
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greatest known authority in Europe on the ancient legal

literature of India. The former stood as the champion
for the traditional date of the Arthailastra which is claim-

ed to be a work of Kautilya-Chanakya, the shrewd Brah-

min political adviser of Chandragupta Maurya. The latter

proposed a date, which is not only post-Christian but

post-Kushana.

Each school went on gathering its strength and found

veterans to espouse its cause. Among the Western Indo-

logists, the late Dr. Jacobi of Bonn with his orthodox

leanings was the first to enlist his strong support on the

side of Sastri, and he was followed in quick succession by

the late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal, the late Pandit Ganapati

Sastri, and Dr. N. N. Law. Dr. Bernhard Bueloer,

author of the Kautillya Studien, T Das Grudeiyentum m
Indien (1927) and II Altindisclies Privatereckt bei Megas-

thenes and Kautilya (1928), is the second great supporter

of the orthodox view from the school of Bonn, while Dr.

Narayanchandra Bandopadhyaya figures among the Indian

scholars as the last defender of the school of Shama Sastri

.

As regards the rival school, after Dr. Jolly stand the

powerful names of Dr. Schmidt and Dr. Winternitz whose

arguments are summarised in the Introduction to the

edition of Kautiliya Arthasastra in the Punjab Sanskrit

Series. The same are summarised also in Dr. Shama
Sastri’s Preface to the third edition of his translation

of the Arthasastra, Dr. N. N. Law’s Essavs on Indian

History and Culture and Dr. Bandopadhyaya 's Develop-

ment of Hindu Polity and Political Theories, Bk. VII,

foi' the purposes of rejoinder and refutation.

When the world of controversy seemed lulled into

sleep over the vexed question. Dr. (then Mr.) Atindranath

Bose sought to reopen it by his thought-provoking article

“On the Date of Kautilya,’’ published in the Indian Cul-

ture, Vol. IV, contending in it for a post-Christian date.
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In advancing liis arguments, Dr. Bose incoporated some

of my data bearing on the point at issue. The same matter

has received further consideration from me in connection

with my work on Aloka’s Inscriptions (now in the press).

The Artha^astra which in its extant form combines a

Niti^astra, an Artha^astra and a Dharma^astra into a

single scheme of literary treatment of the subject of royal

polity, shows a blending of things older and later. Al-

though it is the work of a single author, it incorporates

and utilises many earlier literary traditions. It seems

probable that there was a pre-Aiokan form of the treatise,

which was considerably modified later. The literary

method and other internal evidences, examined and relied

upon in the present article, go to connect the treatise with

those works in Pali, Sanskrit and Prakrit that cannot be

dated earlier than the Ist century B.C. Here is just an

attempt to indicate how to distinguish between the

pre-A^okan and post-Alokan elements that enter

into the composition of the Artha^astra as a prose

treatise.

In a verse appended to the extant text of the Artha-

^astra, the Sutra-bhashya treatise is claimed to be a work

of Vishnugupta, while the system of polity which it pre-

sents and upholds is ascribed to Kautilya. In the body

of the work the views of other teachers and schools are

cited only to make them suffer on comparison and con-

trast v/ith those of Kautilya. Kamandaka in his Niti-

sara., which is professedly a poetical summary of Vishnu-

gupta’s treatise, describes Vishnugupta as the powerful

man who acted as a thunderbolt by which the Nandas fell

down, root and branch, and the earth passed on to

Chandragupta, and pays compliments to him as a highly

gifted person who churned the nectar of the science of

polity from the ocean of political science :
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Dan^i, too, in his Daiakumaracharita (II 8) as-

cribes the extant treatise to Vishnugupta, stating that

he compiled it, abridging it into 6,000 Mokas, in the

interests of the Maur^a king

wifi?: 1

Dandi, however, ought not to have said what he said

concerning Vishnugupta, inasmuch as Vishnugupta is

kept altogether out of the show in the body of the work.

There is no suggestion as to the compilation of the treatise

in the interest of a Maurya king. In the iloka at the end

of Ch. I of Bk. I, Kautilya is said to have compiled the

treatise or propounded the system, bereft of undue enlarge-

ment ;

Secondly, in the Sloka at the end of Ch. 10 of Bk. II,

we are told that Kautilya laid down the rules of writing

royal writs in the interest of the king or kings

:

I

And thirdly, in the Sloka at the end of the last chap-

ter of the Artha^astra, the author of the treatise is claim-

ed as a person who rescued the earth from a Nanda king

:

These Slokas cannot, on the face of them, be regarded

as compositions of Kautilya himself. They were obvious-

ly composed and added by a later author who wanted to

revere Kautilya as the putative author of the treatise and

the original propounder of the system of polity which the

extant work embodies and expounds.

In the absence of any mention of Chandragupta

Maurya in the Arthasastra, it is still an open question

as to who this Nanda king was, whether the powerful

Nanda predecessor of Chandragupta Maurya or the Nanda
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king who opened an aqueduct not far from the then known

capital of Kalinga, 300 or 103 years previous to the 5th

year of the reign of Kharavela.

Kamandaka, too, was not justified in bringing in

Chandragupta Maurya in the absence of a reference to

him in the Artha^astra itself. In the concluding verse

of Ch. 10 of Bk. TI, it is indeed said ; Kautilya in the

interest of nareTidra, a word, which may be taken to mean

either a particular king or kings generally. Thus from

this we cannot ’ definitely derive an internal evidence to

prove that Kautilya compiled the Arthasastra for the

sake of the Maurya king Chandragupta.

Kautilya, the rescuer of the earth from the Nanda

king, passed as Chanakya of keen intellect in later Indian

traditions, while the Arthasastra passed as Kautilyam in

the Jaina Nandisutra and Anuyogadvara and as Kautilya-

Sastram in Bapa’s Kadambari. The association of

Chanakya with Chandragupta Maurya as his shrewd

Brahmin political adviser is not to be found yet in any

earlier Pali or Sanskrit work other than the Mahavamsa,

V. 6.

It is very strange indeed that Bhattotpala, the author

of a commentary on Varahamihira’s Brihajjataka, has in

one context represented Vish^iugupta and Chanakya as two

persons, and in another, a.s one person (Shama Sastri’s

Transl., p. xviii). But as Dr. Sastri has rightly pointed

out, Varahamihira (Brihatsamhita, II. 4) wrongly ascribes

to Vishnugupta a verse advocating superstitious reliance

on the influence of the planets, which neither occurs in

the Arthasastra nor can occur in it on the face of its em-

phatic deprecation of such reliance (ix. 4)

:

Varahamihira credits Vishnugupta also with a

knowledge of the RaHs (Signs of the Zodiac), which, too,

is not borne out by the Arthasastra, Thus Varahamihira’s

F. 12
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Vishnugupta must have been fictitious or real Vishnu-

gupta other than one to which the extant Sutra-bhashya

treatise of the Artha^astra has been ascribed.

At the close of Ch. I of Bk. I of the extant Artha-

sastra, we are told that the treatise consists of 15 books

{adhikarandni), 150 chapters (adkyayas), 180 sections

(prakaranas), and 6,000 verses (slokas). And we may

note here that Vishnugupta’s treatise, as known to Dandi,

was constituted of 6,000 Slokas. The extant text con-

tains 15 books, 150 chapters, and 180 sections. As for

the statement concerning 6,000 Slokas, the text is far

from Justifying it, if the word Sloka means a verse, parti-

cularly a verse in anushtubh or Sloka metre. One may

point out that the word Sloka need not be taken strictly

in the sense of a verse or metrical stanza since it may

mean as well.Just a unit of measurement made up of 32

letters or syllables and applicable to all kinds of texts in

prose or verse or even in mixed prose and verse. If the

statement applies to the extant treatise which is mainly

a prose work, one cannot seek to Justify it otherwise

than by this mechanical meaning of the word Sloka. But

even here the text as we now have it in Dr. Shama Sastri's

edition fails to satisfy us, inasmuch as the number of

syllables, counted on the average of 11 Slokas per printed

page (429-11 =4,719) is below 5,000, and in no circum-

stances can it exceed 5,000 in round figures. If the state-

ment represents a real state of things, we have got to

presume either that there was an earlier form of the

treatise constituted of 6,000 verses or that certain

passages are missing from the text as preserved to us in

the available manuscripts.

The Sutra and Bhdshya as two terms of internal dis-

tinction of passages are foreign to the text of the Artha-

^astra. Avowedly the treatise is one which is written

strictly in accordance with the tantrayukti, “the plan of
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a treatise,” better textual and exegetical methodology,

defined and illustrated in its concluding chapter. This

methodology contemplates a distinction not betweai

the sutra and the blidshya but between the samuddeia, the

nirdeia, and the 'oydkhyana. The opening chapter con-

tains the 'prajcaranasamuddeia, table of contents, list of

topics discussed or enumeration of chapter-headings. As
such, Kautilya’s frakara'msamuddeia corresponds to the

matiM of tlie Pali Abhidhamma treatises and the uddesa-

mra of the Pali Netti-pakarana. All that follows is the

nirdeia, elucidation or elaboration of the theses thus set

out. But even in the nirdeia part, each chapter contains

samvddeia (proposition or statement of the subject-

matter), nirdeia (definition or elucidation of the subject

matter proposed) and not unfrequently vyakhydna or am-

plified nirdeia, which corresponds to the patiniddesa of

the Netti-pakarana. Thus like the Netti, the extant

treatise of the Artha^astra follows a progressive plan of

treatment of subject-matters, whereas the Pali Abhi-

dhamma treatises stop short at nirdeia or vihhahga.

It is to be seen whether the anushtnhh verses with

which each chapter is invariably concluded and which in

certain instances are cited as * authoritative also in the

middle of a chapter were later additions or belonged to

an earlier Karika. Apparently all of them cannot be refer-

red to any earlier source or sources, particularly those

ascribing the treatise to Kautilya in I. 1, II. 10 and XV.

i, praising anmkshakl in I. 2, and describing the literary

method of the treatise inXV. 1.

But there are a great many of them that are cited as

traditional nlti-mkyas or words of wisdom in verse-

forms. It would seem that many of the anushtuhh verges

are presupposed by the prose text and compel u.s even to

presume that they belonged to an earlier form of the Artha-

.sSstra . The Pa j
adharmapa rva section of the §antiparva of
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the Maliabhai ata which is presupposed in respect of its

many adages by the edicts of Ai^oka as well as the Artha-

^astra of Kautilya offers us a complete text of royal polity

in the form of a Karika of amishtuhh verses. And one may
wonder if the extant prose treatise of the Arthai^astra

was based upon a similar Niti work in verse,—an earlier

Karika of 6,000 ilokas. But it is equally possible that

the ancient anushtubh verses formed component parts of

an earlier prose work as typified by the prose portions of

the Bhelasamhita that still survives. To give an idea of

earlier materials in the Arthasastra, it will be worth

while to consider here first the literary and historical

position of the anushtubh verses minus those few which

were palpably later additions.

It is easy to detect that many of the propositions or

statements in the Arthailastra read as lines of different

verses. Consider, for instance, the first prakarana call-

ed uidya-samuddesah and discussed in four consecutive

chapters (1-2-5). The proposition put forward from the

point of view of Kautilya is

—

^ wrar

This is evidently the first line of an anushtubh verse. The
second line, too, of the same verse is traceable in the pro-

position of the Manava school, and it reads

—

spft TO? JTTfRrr: i

Here just one syllable is wanting. But it may be easily

supplied and the line may be read as

—

This line reads in the Kamandakiya Nitisara as

—

^ %rr t wfrt: I

• The first and second lines of the next verse have been

compressed into

—
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The three clauses : dharmadharmmi Trayydm, arthdnar-

thau Vdrtaydm, and naymaymi Daii\4o-f^ty^^> read, when

put in a verse-form in the Kamandakiya Nitisara, II. 13,

Q;S~

I

Turning to Ch. 6 of Bk. I, we find that its two conclud-

ing stanzas in sloha metre begin with the line

—

Leading to them is a statement, which an unwary reader

is apt to take to be in prose. In reality, however, it con-

sists in four stanzas in trishtuhh metre, incomplete, here

and there, either for want of a few syllables or for want

of a whole line, the stanzas by which a few earlier anush-

tuhJi verses were remodelled and replaced. The trishtuhh

stanzas, as made out, are

:

5TW 4t5ts arswr i

Ilf: II

snfi%5 iIsfJFg: 5^55 I

In continuation of these, the two anushtubh verses

read

—

0^ =ErT:| I

^ *T^ II

With the trishtuhh verses may be compared and

contrasted the following Jataka stanzas in the trishtuhh.
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jagail, brihati, and m-ushtubh metres, containing similar

allusions : Sarabhanga J. (622)

:

H3Rl^ II

Samkichcha J. (530)

:

?:3rgT I

?rT# ^ jj5i^^ ?r 5cr^r il

WSSTJIssf g^lr f?c^r BPTrrr ^TJTBTSCJT II

The Arthasastra allusions are all to parables in the

Mahabharata, the story of Ravana included (Bando-

padhyaya, op. dt., Bk. VII, p. 77).

The style of composition of the anushtubh verses in

the Arthasastra closely resembles that in the Pali Nikayas

and the Great Epic. Here the ilokas are of the iiiti or

didactic type, containing as they do the traditional words

of wisdom with which the Great Epic and the J atakas

abound. So none need be astonished to find out the Pali

counterpart of some of these verses in the Jatakas, and

some in a Niti-work like the Pafichatantra. One of such

verses occurs also in Patanjali’s Mahabhashya (Shama

Sastri, Transl., p. xxi). For the parallelism between the

earlier Karika and the Jatakas, one may compare the

following two stanzas, one from the Arthasastra, IX. 4

and the other from the Pali Nakkhatta Jataka

:

(a) I

srsif irsf?*r^ ||

(b) qw?r 3r?^ I

In the Arthasastra verse (II. 4) the word hahirikah

is used apparently in the sense of persons who dwell in

outer areas of a town or country. The same word is em-
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ployed in the Jaina Sutrakritanga to mean an outer or

suburban area of a city : Rdyagihe nmiam name NdlamM
ndmam vdMrid hotthd, “Nalanda was a suburban area of

the city called Rajagriha” (Shama Sastri, Text, p. 57).

Another anushtubk verse (IV. 13) prescribed that a

thoughtless man who has sexual intercourse with (female)

brutes should be fined 12 pams, and that the amount

should be doubled in the case of a person who commits the

same act with idols of goddesses

:

This figures at the end of other prescriptions in prose

providing punishment in varying degrees for a culprit

who commits adultery with women of different social

grades and ranks.

As for the bearing of this Uoka on the age to which

it may be referred, attention may be drawn to the first

Parajika rule of the Bhikkhu Patimokkha which is em-

bodied in such an ancient Pali text as the Sutta-vibhanga.

The Buddhist Patimokkha code prescribes in almost the

same language an extreme form of punishment for a

member of the Sangha who indulges in sexual intercourse

with women, nay, even with female brutes

:

fa?#

tifw I

To the same effect it is enjoined in the Mahavagga

(I, Chattari Akaraniyani)

:

As for persons having sexual intercourse with idols

of goddesses, it is laid down in the Sutta-vibhanga (Vin-

aya Pitaka, III, p. 36) that a bhikkhu committing this
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act with a female portrait in fresco-painting {lepachiitam)

or a female figure in wood {katpia dhltalika), becomes

liable to expulsion from the Sahgha under the Parajika

section, Buddhaghosa takes the word' lepachiitam to

mean ehittakammarupam (a portrait in a piece of paint-

ing, {lepachitta-mtthmnhi), and the other word, Kaitha-

dkUalikd in the sense of kaUharupam (a figure in wood).

In commenting on these two words, he adds : Yatha cka

imesu dvlsu evam ahhesu pi dantarupa-potthakarupn-

loharupadlsu anupddinnakesu itthirupesu (Samanta-pasa-

dika, I, p. 278) : “Just as in the case of these two, so

also in that of female figures carved in ivory, moulded in

clay, or cast in iron and such other substances.”

As regards the anushtubh verses in the Artha^astra

on the one hand, and the inscriptions of Asoka on the

other, the correspondences in phraseology are few and far

between

:

Arthasdstra

putrapautrdnuvartinah (VII

.

16)

anytrdpada (I. 17), anyatm

ytrptistlidnebhyah (II. 26)

pranayad rakshyate (VII. 9)

pranayena (VIII. 5)

rdjndmdjnd tu sdsaman (III. 1)

dtavlshu (VII. 6)

pmtyante (VII. 6)

mrnantam (VII. 6)

nirudd Ji o de^akaldbhydm
(VII. 3)

ekadehm (V. 4)

dyatydm cha taddtve cha

uchchTiulkam (11. 2X)

ahhirdmam (II. 13)

dtyayikam kdryam (I. 12)

atthasya mulam vttbdnam

A,Hokavachana

putdpapotike (P.E.VIII, Schism

Pillar Edict, Sanchi

anatra Touesu (R.E. XIII);

amnatfi

afjdya dhaminakdmafdya
(P.E.l)

panayam (jack hcma

m mamisdnam (S.R.E.l)

msane (Schism Pillar)

ataviyo (R.E. XIII)

prachamtesu (R.E, II)

.sdinamUi Idjdno (R.E. [1)

niludhdsi kdlasi (P.E. TV)

ckademm (R.E. VII)

fadahntye dyatiyc cho (1{.E. X)

uhahkc (Lumhinx Pillar)

ahhildmcmi (R.E. VI U)
atiydyike (R.E. VI)

tarn esa mfile mtdnam
• i
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Arthaiastra AiokavaohaTia

rajno hi vrabam utthanam, cha athasamtarand cha

yajnah kdrydnuianam (I. 12) (R.E. VI)

dtaviJco veti (X. 6) e apareyati atavi (B.E.)

It is csertain that the meaning of the word anuiaya

(rescission) as employed in the Arthasastra verse (III. 15)

is not applicable to Aioka’s anv^aya (R. E. XIII), which

conveys the Sanskrit lexicon meaning of remorse, repen-

tance {anuiocam, anuta/pa). And it is still to be decided

if the anuhmdJia (“antecedents”, according to Shama
Sastri’s rendering) of the Arthasastra verse (IV. 10) and

the anubamdha of A^oka (R.E.V) means the same thing.

Nevertheless, without keeping some of the Arthasastra

verses in the immediate background of ASoka’s inscrip-

tions we cannot account for the reason of the quinquennial

tour of inspection (R.E. Ill, S.R.E.I) and of the tour of

inspection to be undertaken within every thitd year (B.

E.E.I), both insisted on by Aioka.

According to the ArthaSastra verse (II. 20), there

occurs an additional month (adhimdsa) in the middle of

every third year and at the end of five years

:

if II

This indicates that in instituting the quinquennial

and triennial tours of inspection ASoka’s idea was to uti-

lise the additional month,—an arrangement, which would

not interfere much with the usual administrative duties

of the ofiicers concerned.

The ArthaSastra verse (IV. 8) prescribes either banish-

ment from the kingdom or compulsory residence in mines

as a punishment in the case of a Brahmin offender

:

^ II

F. 13
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According to Anoka’s ordinance, a monk or nun,

found guilty of the offence of breaking up the Sangha^ was

to be disrobed and compelled to live in a non-monastic

residence, which tantamounts to saying, permanently

expelled from the Sangha. The prevalence of the prac-

tice of proclaiming of the offender’s crime in public is

corroborated by the evidence of the Vinaya Chullavagga

(VTI. 3. 2) speaking of faMsaniyaJcamma.

A^oka in his P.E.V, says that he had ordered twenty-

five jail-deliveries {bamdhanamohhani) within a period of

twenty-six years of his abhisheka, while in his E.E.V, he

tells us that he employed his DharmamaMmdtras to work

for the non-harassment, provision and release of the

prisoners under certain conditions. The Artha^astra

verses (II, 36) may be cited to show what was the custo-

mary practice of earlier times ;

- /V ^ k

m spsrspCT 11

Now, turning to the prose treatise of the Arthaiastra,

we cannot fail to detect in the midst of prose several

statements and prescriptions that read as verses. Con-

sider, for instance, the very first statement of the

treatise which reads as prose in Shama Sastri’s edition:

StTW5ctTf% II

A few rhyming verses of the type met with in the

Jaina Acharanga are detectable in Ch. XI of Bk. Ill

:

Acharanga, Uvahana-suyam

:

'TftpTHraTS <3?nTT i

STf ^ q^rrassirg q;jHr ii

STPTScn^ i3[»rqT I

gaT% gwTT^ ^ nw ll
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Arthaiastra, III. 19:

H^icTT^ II

^HT^Tf.aw ^ HlfHac?: II

The two verses, quoted in Ch. II of Bk. X with the

words

—

apiha ilokau hhavatah^ are traceable in the Niltaka

of Bhasa, and these represent the upajati variety of the

trishtubh metre (Shama Sastri, Transl
, p. xxi). Similar

upajorti forms of verse are met with also in Ch. X of Bk.

II. The style of composition of these stanzas is on a par

with that in the Sanskrit Kavya poetry and Pra^last.is,

Unless it is proved that the two verses now traced in

Bhasa’s Nataka were quoted from a common earlies

source, the presumption must be that they weie (luoted

from Bhasa’s work. Just one upajati vervse is citt'd

below from II. 10 to give the reader an idea of what it is

like

:

srTf%^«r sr%^ f? ll

The prose treatise employs in physical or secular serme

the Sanskrit equivalents of the following Buddhist tech-

nical terms that occur in the oldest stratum of the Pali

canonical texts

:

Buddhavachana A 7‘tha.^d.Hm

*rnf

The Dhammatthavagga of the Dhammapada pre-

supposes the secular institution of the Dharmas'thm
whose judicial and administrative functions are fully

described in the Arthasastra. The Pali Canonical te.vts

and the Arthaiastra show a complete agreement lietween
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them in so far as they do not keep the distinction between

the Amdtyas and Mahamatras.

Judged as a prose treatise, the Artha^astra bears

resemblance to the Pali Patimokkha as regards the mode

of formulation of rules, as will appear from the follow-

ing instance:

BMkhhu-PcttimohlcTia

... . f> . P*, I _ f^ri 111*11

'TTIRtRET-wUIR^T

'ArthaMstra

srirw^an^^:

iTRtei:

But one may seek also to show the resemblance be-

tween the prose style of the Artha^astra and that of

the Yavamajjhaka portion of the Maha-ummagga or

Mahosadha Jataka (Pausboll No. 546), illustrated in

one of the Barhut bas-reliefs of about 100 B.C.

:

Arthaiastra Maha-ummagga Jataka

?niw triufer-

On the other hand, in certain chapters dealing with

purely legal matters within the scope of a Dharmasutra or

Dharmai^astra, the prose style of the Arthaiastra is

typically aphoristic : vivaha purw vyavaharaJi; kanya-

ddmarn kanyam alahkiritya Brahmo vivahah; etc. (III. 2).

As Dr. Shama Sastri inclines to think, the resemblance of

the Artha^astra in respect of this style is rather with

the works of such ancient writers on law as Bodhayana.

But on these grounds it is not possible to decide once

for all the question of date of the extant Arthaiastra.

One of the decisive facts is the compilation of the prose
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treatise strictly in accordance with a textual and exege-

tical methodology, presented and defined in the conclud-

ing chapter {XV. 1) in terms of thirty-two tantrayuktis.

This very methodology with its 32 terms is defined almost

in the same language in the concluding chapter of the

Su^ruta-samhita (Atindra Nath Bose in H.C., IV). The

number of terms increased later from 32 to 34 in Vagbha-

ta’s Ashtahga-hridaya, and to a still larger number in

the final redaction of the Charaka-sainhita. The formu-

lation of such a methodology and the compilation of a

scientific treatise in strict adherence to it were not the

monopoly of either the Arthai^astra or the Su^ruta-samhita.

The Netti-pakarana and Petakopadesa are the two ex-

canonical but pre-Buddhaghosa and pre-Milinda Pali

treatises where, particularly in the former, a similar me-

thodology has been defined and rigidly applied. But the

works themselves are ascribed anachronistically to Maha-

kachchana who figured prominently among the immediate

disciples of the Buddha as one gifted with the power of

explaining in detail what was propounded in brief by the

Buddha. Neither the Sui^ruta-saiphita nor the Netti-

pakarana with which the extant Arthai^astra is so closely

connected in point of its textual and exegetical methodo-

logy can be dated earlier than the first century A.D.

As convincingly shown by Dr. Shama Sastri (Transl.,

p. xi. 6), the Artha^astra ascribed to Kau^ilya and the

Knmasutra ascribed to Vatsyayana follow one and the

same literary method, and as such, they represent one and

the same literary type. In both, the term aupanishadi-

kam is employed in the sense of ‘secret means’ or ‘black

arts,’ palpably a degradation of the word upanishad in

sense (IV. 3), which is unknown in earlier Indian litera-

ture. The views of Dirghacharaya^a and Gho^amukha

who were contemporaries of Buddha are quoted and criti-

cised in them. But we will not bring in the evidence of
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Yatsyayana’s treatise to bear upon the question of date

of the Artha^stra, since Dr, Sastri would have us think

that it was modelled on the latter, and hence chronologi-

cally later than it. We will not draw any other infer-

ence from the parallelisms between the Artha^astra

and the Yajfiavalkya-smriti than that the latter has

versified Kautilya’s passages, although it is not altogether

unlikely that the verses in the former were drawn from an

earlier Karika. We will indeed freely concede to Dr.-

Sastri that the extant Arthai^astra is presupposed by

Dandi, Kalidasa, Yajflavalkya, Vatsyayana, Kamandaka,

the Jaina Nandisutra and Anuyogadvara. Even so,

these later works help us only to determine the lower

limit of the probable date of the Artha^astra, and not

certainly the upper limit of the same. The equal number

of tantrayuktis and the closest possible verbal resemblance

of their definitions in the Arthai^astra and the Su^ruta-

samhita cannot but be relied upon as a positive datum of

chronology, which, when considered together with other

reliable data, can bring us very near to the truth.

Now, instituting a comparison between the prose

text of the Artha^astra and the inscriptions of A^oka, we

may list the following phrases as common to both

:

Arthaiastra

anyafyta matuh, (II. 1),

anyatra vyapadeiena

(II. 35), anyatra

pratisheddt (IV. IS), etc.

anyam pratipadayishyamah

(I. 10).

viahdnase (II. 27)

rajnaJj, prabhavah

d/vipada-chatushpaddn&m

(III. 15)

putraddram Mmdncm

Aiokavachana

andtra Yonesu (E.E. XIII)

amnata agaya

dhammakdmatdya

agena bhayena, etc. (P.E.I)

majham paiipad,ayema

(S.B.E.I)

mdhdnasamhi (E.E. I)

pabhave Devdnampiyasa

’(E.E. XIII)

dupana-chatupadesu

(P.E.II)

atanam (S.E.E.II)
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ArthaSastra

pratyasannam (III. 20)

taddtve cha dyatydm

cha (V, 4)

anarthydh (V. 4)

hastivanahhogah (VII. 11)

ndgavana (II. 2)

sukaro hi mitrena

sandhill (VII. 13)

visvdsayet (VII. 14)

Pushyena (XIV. 3)

krshna^chatuTdaSydm

paurnamdsydm Pushya

yoginydm (IV, 3)

chdtuTmasyeshvardhar‘

mdsikam dghdtam

(XIII. 5)

anugraham dindndthor

'vyddhitdncm (XIII. 6)

dnugrahikam

(idsanakamuktom)

mukhdjitaptam (II. 6)

ddpaka (IV. 6)

mahdntam sahgham (IV, 4)

ydtrdvihdragato (V. 1)

dtyayike kdrye (I. 15)

dvdsayeyuh, dwdseyuh

(II. 4), vdsayeyuh (II. 36)

ayarn parihdpayati (II. 8)

mddhuryam (II. 10)

punaruktam (II. 10)

uchchhulkam (II. 21)

praptavyavahardnam (III. 5)

apravritavadhdndm (II. 26)

yogydchdrydh (II. 30)

deyavisargo (IX. 6)

ahhikshnam upajapet (IX. 6)

yathdrham (IX. 3)

ASoka'vachand

patiydsarnnesu (P.E.VI)

tadatvdye dyatiye chn

(R.E X)

anathdye (P.E.V)

ndgavanasi

kevatabhogasi (P.E.V)

sukaram hi pdpam

(E.E.V)

visvamsayitave (Sarnath)

Tisena (S.R.E.I)

chavudasdye pamnada-

sdye Tisaye, Tisdyam

purnnamdsiyam (P.E.V)

chdtummdsiye

pakhdye lakhane

no kataviye (P.E.V)

andthesu vudhesu

hitasukhdye (E.E.V)

dnugahikesu (P.E.IV)

yam kirnchi mukhato

dnapaydmi ddpakam vd

srdvdpakarn vd (E.E.VI)

mahamte vijaye (E.E.XIV)

vihdraydtd nayamsu

(E.E.VIII)

atiydyike (E.E.VI)

dvdsayzye^ vdsapetaviye

(Schism Pillar)

desam hdpayisati (E.E.V)

mddhuratdya (E.E.XIV)

puTiorpuna-vutam (E .B .XIV)
uhalike (Lximbiiii Pillar)

patavadhdnam (P.E.IV)

yugydchariydni (M.E.E.)

ddnavisagasi (P.E.VII)

abhikhinani upadhd Peyu

(Bharu)

yathrdraham (M.E.E.)
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Arfhai&stra

al'pavyayali (IX. 4)

mah&hh&ndena (II. 28)

s&mantdtavikan (IX. 3)

pratividhanam (VII. 16)

mitravarge (VII. 15)

utsdhayuktd (VII, 4)

Jcumdra (V, 3)

devlkumdrdTidm (VII, 16)

nagara-vya/vahdroka (II. 4)

pauravyavahdrika (I, 12, V. 3)

rd^htrdntapdla, antapala (V. 3)

mriga-paJu-pakshi'^

bydla-matsyaramhhdn (IV. 3)

paribhoga (IV. 6)

apavdhayanti (IV. 9)

'tnahdvidtTdh (II. 9)

bhaktorsaTnvibhdgam (IV. 3)

parilhdshanam (IV. 11)

pdshanda (III. 16)

parichareynh (I. 21)

dharmaddnam (III. 16)

mmavdyo (III. 12)

asampratipattau (III. 11)

ghatetu (VI. 2)

hiranyaddnam (III. 10)

hiranydnugraham (II. 36)

dTidhahhdktitvam (I. 9)

avadhydh (II. 26)

ashtabhdgikam (II. 12)

dharmavijayl (XII, 1)

data (I. 16)

Aiokavachana

apavydyatd (B.E. Ill)

apahhamdatd (B. E. II)

sdmamtd Idjdne (B.E.II)

patividhdne (B.E.VIII)

'oage hahujane (S.B.E.I)

usdhena (P.E.I)

kumdle (S.B.E.I)

devikumdldnarn (P.E.VII)

nagalaviyohdlakd (S.B.E.I)

amta-Ttiahdmdtd (P.E.I)

prandrarribho (P.E.IV)

patihhogam (P.E.V)

apavudhe (B.E.XIII)

mahdmMd ('Queen’s Edict)

ddna-samvibJidge (P.E.IV)

palihhdsayisam (P .E .Ill)

save pasamdd (B.E.VII)

patichalisamti (P.E.IV)

dharnmaddnam (E..E.IX,, XI)

samavdyo (B.E. XII)

asarnpratipati (B.E.IV)

ghatitarn (E.E.XIV)

hiramnapatividhdno (B.E

.

VIII)

dadhabhatitd (B.E.VII)

avadhiydni (P.E.V, VII)

athabhdgiye (Lumbini Pillar)

dhammavijayo (B.E.XII)

data (B.E.XIII)

It will be seen from the above list that a great many
of the common phrases are lacking in their distinctive

character, and hence of no specific value as an evidence of

Anoka’s indebtedness to the prose treatise. On the other

hand, the following considerations will show that the

extant prose treatise is the product of a post-A^kan

age.
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The Arthasastra mode of recording a date is one in

terms of the regnal year, month, half month, and day

{rajavarsharn masak palcsho divasaJ cha vyushtam), while

Asoka’s patent way of dating is only in terms of the

rajamrsha,—the year of consecration. The former tallies

with the mode of dating adopted in such later Indian

inscriptions as those of the §akas, Kshaharatas, Kushanas,

and Aikshvakus. The A^okan way is adhered to in all

the earlier Indian inscriptions including the Hathigumpha
inscription of Kharavela. It is moreover doubtful

whether vyushta of the Arthasastra is the same technical

term of ASoka’s vutha, vutha or vivutha.

The lelchdka of the ArthaSastra is not the lipiTcara of

ASoka. ASoka’s lipikara played at the most the part of

- a mechanical engraver in stone of a piece of

writing locally supplied to him without having to exercise

his intelligence as to its literary or linguistic aspect, its

contents or style of composition, ASoka was fully aware

of the incompleteness of his records due, partly at least,

to the fault of his Upikara (R.E. XlIV). Oh the other

hand, the lekhaha of the ArthaSastra was a responsible

officer' “possessed of ministerial qualities, well versed in

all branches of literature, smart in composition, good in

handwriting, and capable of reading a writ” (amatyor-

sampadopetah sarvasamayavid aiugranthaichdrvaksharo

lekha-vacJiana-samarthal})

.

He was to reduce to writing

the king’s intended message after having attentively

heard it and grasped its true import {so’vyagramand

Tdjnasandeiam §ruttd niicMtdn^ham lehham vidadhydt).

This nature of work was executed by Anoka’s subordinate

officers (yutas) under instructions from his purisas or

parisd (R.E. III). Furthermore, leaves (patrakam) are

the writing material prescribed in the Arthasastra (II.

10), and writing meant the use of some sort of an ink,

while writing in ASokan time meant just the engraving

F. U
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of letters on a hard substance like wood or stone. Accord-

ing to the Arthasastra, the king was sometimes to con-

sult his ministers by sending letters {'patra-samfreshanena,

1. 15), a procedure, which is inconceivable much before

the beginning of the Christian era. This is, however, not

to deny that the Arthasastra classification and rules and

forms of royal writs are not applicable to the inscriptions

of ASoka. But the records of ASoka do not certainly

reach the standard of perfection in epistolary correspon-

dence set up in the ArthaSastra.

The principle of ahimsd led ASoka to make a special

regulation of piety {dhammaniyama) declaring certain

species of birds, mammals, fish and quadrupeds as in-

violable (avadhiydni, P.E. V, VII) on this twofold ground

that they were neither eaten by man and that they did

not come into man’s use. The same measure of law was

intended also to prohibit the killing of fish and other

animals on certain specified days in fish-preserves and

elephant-forests, as well as to minimise cruelty to animals.

Asoka’s list of avadhyas was evidently prepared on the

basis of the current lists of abhakshyas, such as those con-

tained in the law-books of Bodhayana and Vasishtha.

The cow is not included in Aioka’s list of inviolables. A^

a matter of fact, the whole of his regulation is silent on

the fate of the cow. Probably the killing of the cow was

out of the question in the Middle Country by the time of

A^oka, inasmuch as beef is forbidden as a food by Bodh-

ayana and Vasishtha with whom the custom of the Madhya-

de^a was the standard of good social taste. Anoka’s ir-

reducible minimum comprised two peafowls and one deer,

better two birds typified by the peafowl and one quadru-

ped typified not by the cow but by the antelope (B.E.I.).

The prose treatise of the Arthasastra emphatically

declares the cow of all description to be inviolable (vatso

vrisho dhenuichaisham avadhydh, II. 16) and insists
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(II. 16) that elephants, horses and other animals bear-

ing human physiognomy, bulls and asses living in oceans,

fish living in tanks, lakes, channels and rivers, certain

specified birds, and such other birds or beasts as were

regarded as sacrosanct {mangalyah) should be protected

from all manner of molestation {himsabadhehhyah

rakshyah). Only as a means of restoration of peace in a

conquered territory the Artha^astra recommends the prohi-

bition of the slaughter of animals for half a month

during the period of chaturmasya, for four nights during

the period of full moon, and for a night on the day of the

birth-star of the king or of the national star, as well as

the prohibition of the slaughter of females and young ones

and castration of animals, more or less on the lines of

Ai^oka’s regulation of piety.

Though in effect the clauses of Anoka’s regulation of

piety and the prescriptions of the Arthasastra may be

taken to be the same, as regards their motives and grounds

they are so very different from each other that it is very

difficult to establish any chronological connexion between

them save and except on the following consideration

:

Already before the date of compilation of the prose

treatise of the Arthasastra the popular sentiment in

India was against the slaughter of animals for half a

month during the period of eMturmdsya, for four nights

during the full moon, and for a night on the birth-star of

the king and the country, and against the slaughter of

females and young ones and castration of animals on those

days, and the Arthasastra wanted just to respect that

sentiment as a means of pacifying the people of a con-

quered territory. ASoka’s regulation of piety, which

was widely enforced, must have been greatly instrumental

to the creation of that popular sentiment. The spirit

of philanthropy which underlies the prescriptions in the

prose treatise is absent from the AfthaSastra verse (II.
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26) giving sanction to the entrapping and killing of wild

cattle and beasts as well as of fish living in forests under

state protection, if they become of vicious nature, though

not inside the forest preserve

:

As stated in Ch. 2 of Bk. II of the prose treatise,

extensive forests, full of harmless animals, tigers, beasts

of prey, male and female elephants, young elephants, and

bisons—^all deprived of their claws and teeth, were to be

maintained for the king’s sports {viharartham rajnah

karayet).

The inclusion of peafowls (mayura) in his list of

birds deserving protection from all kinds of molestation

may be taken to suggest that the author of the prose

treatise of the Artha^astra had followed the Smriti

writers other than those of the Madhyade^a.

The Rajjukas and Pradesikas who were the highly

important, but not newly appointed, officers of A^oka are

conspicuous by their absence in the Artha^astra. Even

the Maurya capital Pataliputra does not find mention in

it. It has, moreover, nothing to say about the Greek

contemporaries of any of the Maurya emperors. Its hos-

tile attitude to the §akyas (Buddhists), Ajivakas, and other

so-called vrishala yravrajitas, its partiality to the Brah-

mins and Brahmanical ascetics, and its predilections for

the performance of the rdjasuya and horse sacrifices com-

bine to suggest its connection with a post-Mauryan age

of Brahmanical reaction against Buddhism, Jainism, and

Ajivikism. It is indeed said of Bindusara, father of

Ai^oka, that he was a votary of the Brahmanist, and as

such, a lay supporter of the Brahmins and Brahmanical

sects of ascetics {Bindusdro hrdhmanabhatto ahosi, so

BrahmaiMnan cha Brdhma'mjdtiya'pasa'nddnan cha
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Pandarangaparihhajahddlndm .... nichchabhcdtam pod-

thapesi, Samantapasadika, I, p. 44). But there is no

tradition to support the contention that either Chandra-

gupta Maurya or Bindusara was hostile in his attitude to

the Buddhists, the Ajivakas, and such other recluses.

The prose treatise of the Arthai^astra departs from

the earlier literary tradition when it counts the reasons

as six (II. 20) instead of as three. In Ch. 1 of Bk. IX,

it applies the name kdla (time) to the traditional three

seasons, each of four months, and the name Htu to the

six seasons, each of two months : hdlah ^toshiMmrsMtmd,

tasya rdtrir ahah paksho mdsa ritur ayanom sarrimtsaro

yugam iti tUeshadi. But Anoka’s phrase tlsu cMtum-

masisu (P.E. V) clearly adheres to the tradition of three

seasons.

The earlier Indian phrase chMurmta or chdturantl

maJil is used in the anushtuhh verses to denote the extent

of suzerainty of a traditional overlord, whereas the speci-

fication of the same in the prose treatise (IX. 1) seems to

confine it within Northern India : Deiah 'prithivl, tasyd-

yam. Ilima'oatsamvdrdntaram vdlcMnamyojaria-sahasra-

parimdruim atiryak chakravarti-kshetram. In the Maha-

govinda Suttanta, (Digha, 11), too, the subcontinent of

India is denoted by the word pathavl (earth), but it is

described as ext^ded on the north and resembling in its

topographical outline a bullock-cart with its face turned

towards the south {uttarena dyatam, dakkhinena sakata-

mukham). It goes without saying that the Maurya em-

pire extended as far south as Mysore, while Ai^oka’s sphere

of influence extended not only over the whole of Jambudvipa

(M.R.E.) but also over the far western territories of his

five Greek contemporaries and allies. Furthermore, the

Artha^astra extension in terms of 1,000 yojanas is more

fantastic than Anoka’s 600 yojanas (E.E. XIII). What-

ever be the correct interpretation of the prose description
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of the domain of a king overlord, certain it is that the

extant Artha^astra does not posit the existence of an

India-wide empire. It speaks, on the other hand, of a

number of petty states within the vast area of India and

sketches a picture of the political condition of the coun-

try, which presents to us a scene of constant turmoil due

to mutual jealousies rather than a stable form of a co-

ordinated empire like that of the early Mauryas.

At least some of Asoka’s Mahdmatras, namely, the

Stryadhyakshas, were the Adhyakshas or superintendents.

But for that reason one cannot suggest that all of Anoka’s

MakdiMtras were the Adhyakshas of the Arthasastra.

Further, Asoka’s designation Ithijhakha {Stryadhyaksha,

R.E. XII) corresponds, as pointed out by Professor Ray-

chaudhuri, to the Stryadhyaksha or Ddvadhyaksha of the

Great Epic. It is only by suggestio falsi that the corres-

pondence may be sought to be established between Anoka’s

Stryadhyaksha and the Ganikddhyaksha of the Artha-

^astra. Anoka’s Stryadhyaksha is rather the Antarvam-

^ika of the Arthasastra than its Ganikadhyaksha.

It is diflBicult to understand from the Arthasastra the

connexion or difference between the Amdtyas and Mahd-

matras, none of whom finds mention by name in the list

(in Ch. 3 of Bk. V) of Government servants receiving sub-

sistence. It would seem that though distinguished from

the Mantrins (Ministers), they were members of the

Mantri-parishad or Council of Ministers. According to the

Pali scholiast Buddhaghosa, the Mahdmdtras were no

other state-functionaries than the MalmmMyas. In Ch. 6

of Bk. V, the ArthaSastra seems to employ AmMya and

Mahdmdtra as one and the same designation. The con-

nexion and difference between the two would have been

quite intelligible if it were the case that all the members

of the Council of Ministers bore the common designation

of Mahdifhdtras, and that among themselves, some passed
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as Mantri-Mahdmatras. In adopting Mahamdtm as de-

signation of the members of the Parisd (R.E. VI) as well

as of all high officers of the state, A^oka appears to have

followed the tradition of Magadha and Ko^ala as repre-

sented in the earlier stratum of the Pali Canon, whereas

the prose treatise of the Artha^astra was the compilation

of a time when the same designation tended to pass out of

use.

The DharmastJias of the Artha^astra appear as

supreme judges for both civil and criminal cases. In

some respects they discharged the duties assigned to the

Rajjukas and in some respects those assigned to the

Dharmamahdmatras of AJ^oka. The edicts of Ai^oka keep

us entirely in the dark as regards the trial of civil suits

by the Rajjukas. A^oka granted them full discretionary

powers in the matter of administration of justice, appa-

rently criminal justice (P.E. IV). They functioned at

the same time as several- commissioners directly respon-

sible to the king for proper execution of his orders in

that portion of his empire which was under his direct

control. Anoka’s edicts are far from suggesting the form-

ation of tribunals, each composed of three Dharmasthas

and three Amdtyas, for the administration of justice in

important areas as contemplated in the Arthai^astra (HI.

1 : Dharmasthastrayastrayo’mdtyd janapadasandki-safi-

ffTohadronamukha-sthdnlyeshu vyavahdrikdn arthdn

kuryuh).

It is not a fact, as ably contended by Dr. Atindranath

Bose, that the Artha^astra speaks only of four kinds of

slaves. It mentions not less than ten kinds of slaves,

grihejdta, ddyddagata, labdha, krlta, dhitaka, dhmjdh-

rita, dandapranlta, udaraddsa, sakriddtmaghdta, and

dtmamkrayl (HI. 13), and the list which may be made out

of it stands midway between that of Manu and that of

Narada.
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The popular cults consisting in the worship of

Krishna the slayer of Kamsa (XIV. 3), the worship of

Sankarshana (i.e., Baladeva, XIII. 3), and the worship

of Nagas, serpents, rats, mountains, rivers, Gahga,

ilndra, and the like, connects the prose treatise with such

later Pali Canonical works as the Chullaniddesa and

Mahaniddesa (Pali-English Diet.
,
sub vooe Demtd

;
Barua,

Barhut, III, p. 69). The worship of Sankarshana is pre-

supposed also by the Ghosundi Stone Inscription.

The Itihasa presupposed by the prose treatise of the

Arthaiastra is not apparently the pre-Paninian Maha-
bharata, ascribed to Vai^ampayana, but the Sautl Paura-
nikl recension ; Puraimm itivrittam akhydyikodaharanam

DharmaidMmm ArthaSastram chetikdsah (I. 5), This

definition cannot but remind us of the claims made
for the Mahabharata in its Sautl or later recension :

I

(Adiparva, Parvasangraha, II. 383, 386).

The mention of Sankhya, Yoga, and Lokayata as

systems of speculative philosophy (I. 2) and the applica-

tion of the principles of Nyaya philosophy (I. I, sqq.) con-

nect the prose treatise with the Pali Milinda-paflha

which includes the Sankhya, Yoga, and Niti (Nyaya) in

the list of 12 sciences (p. 3) and shows also the applica-

tion of the method of inference (p. 345 : anumdnena
jdnanti}.

The mention of both Chlnabhumi and CMnapatta
(Artha^astra, II. 11) places the prose treatise on a par,

in point of chronology, with the Pali Buddhavamsa and
Apadana that were not only among the post-A^okan but
latest additions to the books of the Khuddaka Nikaya. Here
Dr, Bandopadhyaya would contend (op. cit., p. 75) : “To
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identify off-h.aiid china with the country of China (sup-

posed to derive the present name from the Tsin dynasty)

and then to argue that there was no direct intercourse

between India and China in the fourth century B.C. and
then to make out a case against the traditional date is

based on a series of a -priori assumptions.” The reason-

able course would, in his opinion, be “to hold that China

was the country which bordered on India and was familiar

to Indians on account of the existing trade relations and

was so called as it was ruled by Tsin princes who were al-

ready powerful in the 7th century B.C. (See Schoff’s

Periplus, p. 126).”

This does not, however, seem to be a course of argu-

ment to follow. Let us see what the cumulative evidence

of Indian literature and inscriptions is and what follows

therefrom.' The Buddhavamsa, XXIV. 11, speaks of a

gift of pattunna (pattunna) corresponding to Kautilya’s

patrorna (fibrous garments), Chlnapatta (China cloth),

corresponding to Kautilya’s Chlnapatta, hoseyya (silk-

cloth) corresponding to Kautilya’s kauieya, and kambala

(woollen blanket) corresponding to Kautilya’s kambala.

These correspondences lead us even to suspect that the

Pali sovan-mpaduka (gold sandals) stood originally for

sovannakndolaka corresponding to Kautilya’s sauvama-

kudyaka :

TZJ’PSf ft ^ I

The Apadana list (Buddhapadana, 14) contains the

nampi of kdsika corresponding to Kautilya’s kaHka, kam-

bala, dukida corresponding to Kautilya’s dukula, China

corresponding to Kautilya’s Chlnapatta and Chlna-

bhumija, pattunm, and Pandupdvura corresponding prob-

ably to Kautilya’s Paundrika.

The correspondences are not only very striking but at

once suggestive of the sameness of the age to which the

F. 15
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lists belong. Furthermore, in the same Apadana China
is mentioned as a distant land from which iflra

ChiTiarattha) the merchants and traders came to India,

The Milindapafiha which is a post-Canonical Pali work
of the first or second century A.D., distinctly speaks of

India’s sea-borne trade with China (p. 359 : sadhano

naviko . . . mahasamnddam favisitva Vahgam Takkolarn

Chinam . . . Suvaurmbhumim gachchhati). China is de-

scribed as a kingdom situated on the shore of an ocean
{ib., p. 121). One may be tempted to identify the China-

Vilata of the Milinda (pp. 328, 331) with the China-

Chilata of the Nagarjunikonda Inscriptions in which they

find mention among the countries where the Theravada
Buddhism got a foothold. But the two names China-

chilata show a greater correspondence with the China and
Kirata of the Mahabharata. According to the Great
Epic (Sabhaparva, 26. 9), the Kiratas and Chinas nestled

on the border of Pragjyotisha (Kamartipa).

The Milinda list of ports {pattanas) reached by
Indian sailors (p. 359) includes, inter alia, the name of

Takkola, Suvannabhumi, and China. The earlier list of
such places outside India, contained in the Mahaniddesa,
a Pali work of the 2nd or 1st century B.C., includes in

it even the name of Java but precludes that of China.
The same remark holds true of the shorter list of such
places met with in the Serissaka-story in the Vimana and
Petavatthus, composed just a century after, the Buddha’s
demise or in the Pali Tittira Jataka (Fausboll, Vol. Ill,

p. 541), or in Patafijali’s comment on Panini’s aphorism
(V. 1, 77, Cf. Sylvain Ldvi’s Etudes Asiatiques, Vol. II,

pp. 45—50, and R. C. Majumdar’s Suvarriadvipa, p. 56,
for other references). Does it not follow from these
facts that China did not find mention in Indian literature

much before the beginning of the Christian era.

Naipalakam as a collective name for two patterns of
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blankets (Artbaj^astra, II. 11) calls also for attention. It

is obviously derived from the name of the country of

Nepala (modern Nepal) vsrbich formed in the 4tb century

A.D. one of the two northern border-lands (^ratyantas)

of Samudragupta’s empire. The name of Nepala as a

separate country occurs nowhere in Indian literature or

inscription, which may be assigned to the beginning of

the Christian era, not to speak of earlier times. It does

not occur even in the Digvijaya section of the Sabhaparva

of the Mahabharata. It will be going far beyond the

fact to postulate the existence of any country by the name
of Nepala either in the time of A^oka or previous to his

reign.

The prose treatise of the Artha^astra recommends

the allocation of such tutelary deities, as Aparajita,

Apratihata, Jayanta, Vaijayanta, Siva, Vai^ravana

(Kuvera), Aivins, Sri and Madira in separate apartments

of a fort. Among them, Jayanta finds mention in Apas-

tamba’s Grihya Sutra (VII. 30. 3) and Sri in several an-

cient texts, Vedic and Buddhist, while Siva is no other

than I^ana of Apastamba (J. N. Banerjea, Development

of Hindu Iconography, p. 96). The Jaina Uttaradhyana

Sutra mentions Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta, Aparajita

and Sarvarthasiddha as five classes of superior gods {anv,-

ttard sura, Shama Sastri, Artha^astra, p. 55 f.). In the

Jfiatadharmakatha Sutra, we have mention of Indra,

Skanda, Rudra, Siva, Vai^ravana, and Nagas (Shama

Sastri, of. dt., p. 56). The treatise refers also “to the

figures of the goddesses and altars which were to be carv-

ed on wood door-frames of the royal underground cham-

ber,” “to the images and flags of the gods” {dem-dhmjctr

fraMmabhih), and to going frequently for worship of the

shrines, stupas, and images of deities (XIII. 2).

Manu, too, recommends the circumambulation of

images of deities {daivatam, IV, 139) si^d going op,
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'pmmn days for the worship of images for protection (IV.

153), and penalises the destruction of images, flags and

posts in a temple (IX. 285). The devalakas are condemn-

ed (III. 152) as a class of priests who evidently begged

alms from door to door by carrying an image with them

or served as professional temple priests. Dr. Banerjea

(op. cit., p. 97) rightly opines that the data furnished

thus by the Artha^astra and Manusmriti go to prove “the

prevalence of image-worship in India of the 1st and 2nd

centuries B.C., if not of an earlier period.”

.While commenting on Panini’s aphorism, V. 3, 99,

Patafljali adds that “the Mauryas devised the expedient

of replenishing their royal coffer by the selling of images

of three gods called Siva, Skanda and Visakha,—the

images that were being made in his time for worship

{archchah prakalpituh—yas tu etdh sampraM-pujdr-

thdtdsu bhavishyanti). Patafijali’s source of information

about the fiscal expedient of the Mauryas is not disclosed.

Of the three gods, the first finds mention in the Artha-

ilastra, and the first two in the Jaina .TflatadharmakathS

Sutra. The Artha^astra does not as a whole bear out

Patafijali’s statement concerning the Maurya fiscal device.

He might be recording either what was known on hearsay

or what he was personally aware of in connexion with

certain local Maurya rulers.

The worship of images was undoubtedly prevalent in

India of pre-Ai^okan times. Apastamba’s Grihya Sutra

(Vn. 20. 3) distinctly mentions the image of I^ana or

!§iva. Panini in his Ashtadhyayi (V. 3. 96—100) devotes

five aphorisms to the topic of pratikriti or image, in the

first of which he defines a pratikriti as figuration in the

likeness of something {im pratikritau). By the second

aphorism he lays down the rule governing the naming of

the concrete representation of a likeness {saTnjndydm)
;
in

the third, he speaks of figuration in human forms
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{mmushye)
; the fourth sutra bears testimony to the use of

images as a means of livelihood, though not as articles of

trade {jimharthe cMfanye), while the fifth aphorism

refers to the 'pratihriti of devwpatha, “the heavenward

path”, and the like. The fourth aphorism, as the com-

mentators rightly point out, speaks of the profession of

the devalakas {devcdakdndm pvi-karthdh pratikritaydh) :

The pratikritis of Panini might as well he taken to stand

for portraits in the language of painting. The same fact

is borne out by the evidence of the Pali Sutta-vibhanga

(Vinaya Pitaka, III, p. 36) which refers to portraits in

fresco-painting ij,efachittan) and female figures in wood

{katthadhitalikd). It is moreover quite possible that in

the mmdna$ of Ai^okan time were installed either portraits

or idols of certain popular gods and goddesses.

But, howsoever old is the image worship in India, the

manner of reference to it takes the later form of the trea-

tise beyond the reign of Aioka. It not only speaks of the

worship of images but of their desecration (XII. 5
:
prdiya

pra,§am 6haityam, upas-tha/pya dawaia-pratimdchchMdram

praviSydHta, “he may lie concealed in a hole bored into the

body of an idol after eating sacramental food and setting

up an altar”). The same as to the Manu-samhita (IX.

285) which imposes a heavy fine on the desecrators of idols'

and temple flags and pillars {dhvaja-yashtiimm

pratvmandrn cha hhedakdK). No tvonder, then, that the

Pali Nettipakarana which ranks with the extant treatise

of the Artha^astra in respect of its methodology, speaks of

the desecrators of stupas (tJiupabhedaka) and condemns

the desecration of stupas as one of the heinous offences,

ivhereas the Pali canonical list of five heinous offePcei,

precludes thi^ altogether. As regards Indian epigraphs,

the Sanchi Stupa I Torana Inscription is the oldest known

record which declares the desecration of a stupa structure

to be a heinous sin. All these data, litetary and epi-
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graphic, point to the same conclusion, namely, that the

state of things to which they refer prevailed in an age

about the beginning of the Christian era.

It is for the first time in the Junagarh Rook Inscrip-

tion of Eudradaman I (150 A.D.) that we come across

the official designation of Sachims, distinguished into

two classes, Mati and Karma, but this is conspicuous by

its absence in the Artha^astra.

The Raiis or Signs of the Zodiac figure in duplicates

on the Bodhagaya stone-railing, erected towards the close

of the first century B.C. (Barua, Gaya and Buddhagaya,

Vol, II). This is the oldest known and monumental evi-

dence of India’s knowledge of the signs. But the prose

treatise of the Arthaiastra still conforms to the tradition

of an age when the nahshatras or lunar constellations had

formed the basis of astronomical calculations (II. 20).

Lastly, the Indian form of currency, referred to in

the Artha^astra, takes no notice of dinaras that find men-

tion in the Junagarh Rock Inscription of Rudradaman I.

Its preoccupation is still with such earlier media of ex-

change as hiranya, suvarna, dharana, fana and smaller

coins of gold, silver, copper, and other baser metals. As

Dr. Shama Sastri points out, Panini also mentions the

names of some of these coins {karshAfana, fana, fdda,

masha, V. 1. 29, V. 1. 34). We may add that these are

the very coins that find mention in the Pali canonical

texts. I find it difficult nonetheless to agree with Dr.

Shama Sastri in inferring from the Smrtis of Katyayana,

quoted in the Smritichandrika, that the earlier system

of currency was replaced by dinara and its subdivisions

in the time of Patafijali (Artha^astra, Transl., p. xxviii

f.). In commenting on Panini’s rule (V. 1. 29, V. 1.

34), Patafijali quotes the opinion of a grammarian ac-

cording to which “it was in times past that sixteen

mMshas made one kdrshdfana and sixteen folas one
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masha§amvatya” I fail to see how this may be taken

“to refer to the system of currency described in” Ch, 19

of Bk, 11 of the Arthasastra. The name of dharan^ as a

standard silver coin is unknown to Panini and absent from

the texts of the Pali canon. Patalljali’s grammarian

might be thinking of the replacement of the kdrshafaTia

system of currency by the Dharana, and not that of the

Dharana system by the Dinara.

From these facts, it may be reasonably concluded that

whatever the actual date of compilation of the extant

prose treatise of the Arthasastra, it is anterior to that of

the Junagarh Bock Inscription of Rudradaman I, and

may stand near about the beginning of the Christian era.





ESSENCE OF INDIAN CULTUEE

BY

D. B, Bhandabkar, M.A., Ph.D.

The Dhamrm'pada has a couplet saying : na hi verena

'oerdni sammanfidha kaddchanam averena cha sammanti

esa dhammo sanantano : “Hatred indeed never ceases with

hatred. Hatred ceases with love. This is law eternal.”

The same verse occurs in the sanskritised form in the

Mahabharata.^ In fact, it has by now become deep-

rooted in the Indian nature. It had certainly become an

integral part of the Indian mind as early as the tenth

century A.D.

From the eighth century onwards, India, especially

the Western Coast, was visited by a good many Arab

merchants who had settled down there. They have left

accounts of this country. The most eminent of them was
A1 Ma’sudi, a native of Baghdad, who came to India about

the beginning of the 10th century. Multan was then

under the Musalman rule and was famous for the idol of the

sun god. The inhabitants of Sind and India performed

pilgrimages to it from the most distant places. They

carried money, precious stones, aloe-wood, and all sorts of

perfumes there to fulfil their vows. The greatest part of

the revenue of the Musalman king of Multan was derived,

we are told, from the rich presents brought to the idol of

the pure aloe-wood of Kumar (Comorine) which was of

the finest quality and one m,a% of which was worth 200

dinars. One remark of A1 Ma’sudi in this connection is

noteworthy. “When the unbelievers,” says he, “march

against Multan, and the faithful do not feel themselves

1 Udyoga-P., 71 , 62-68.
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strong enough to oppose them, they threaten to break their

idol, and their enemies immediately withdraw. This

is one picture. Let us now look at the other. From

Kambaay (Cambay) to Saimur (Cheul), says A1 Istakhri

(A.D. 951), is the land of the Balhara, and in it there are

several Indian kings. As was pointed out long ago by

R, G. Bhandarkar,^ Balhara is equivalent to Vallabha-

raja, which was the epithet of the Rashtrakuta kings of

Manker (Manyakheta). “It is a land of infidels,” says A1

Istakhri, “but there are Musalmans in its cities, and

none but Musalmans rule over them on the part of the

Balhara. There are Jama’masjids in them.”^ “Of all

the kings of Sind and India,” says also Al-Ma’sudi (A.D.

943), “there is no one who pays greater respect to the

Musalmans than the Balhara. In his kingdom Islam is

honoured and protected.”® Nearly ten thousand Musal-

mans were settled in Saimur (Cheul) including some

(called Bayasirah) born in the land of Arab parents and

others from Siraf, and Persian Gulf, Basrah, Baghdad,

and other towns. A certain Musa-bin Is-hak had been

appointed Rais or ruler ’by the Balhara to adjudicate

Muhammadan disputes according to Musalman law and

customs.®

Let us now weigh and ponder over some of

the scraps of information conveyed by the two Arab

travellers and geographers. What we gather from these

accounts is that the sea-board stretching from Cambay to

Cheul contained cities peopled by the Musalmans and

adorned with Jami Masjids, that this province was com-

prised in the empire of the Rashtrakuta sovereign of

2 Elliot & Dowson’s History of India, Vol. I, p. 23.

8 Bomh. Gazet., Tol. I, Pt. II, p. 209.

* Elliot & Dowson, p. 27.

* Ibid., p. 24.

6 Bomb, Gazet., Vol. I. Pt. I, p. M6.
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Mi-nyaJkhS|a who outvied all other rulers in India in pay-

ing respect to the Musalmans and honouring and protect-

ing Islam and that he translated this mentality into action

by appointing a Musalman Bais for adjudicating Muham-
madan disputes according to Musalman law and ruling

over the Musalman province “on the part of the Balhara,’’

that is, under the auspices of the Eashtrakuta sovereign.

The tidings of the sword of Damocles, which the

Musalman ruler of Multan set hanging over the head
of the sun-god of that place, could not but have

reached the EUshtrakuta sovereign, who, however, true to

the heritage of the past of his countiy, meted out an
equitable treatment to the followers of Islam.

Whatever foreign races poured into India and
whatever they were by religious persuasion they

were before long imbued with the Indian spirit

of returning hatred, not with hatred, but with

love, provided they were settled down in lindia.

Let us here take a contrary example to prove our point.

As late as the close of the 18th century, the Marathas were

supposed to be the greatest champions of Hinduism, and
Tipu Sultan of Mysore was generally considered “as a
bigoted follower of the prophet of Mecca, and we learn

from the evidence of Hushein Aly—a contemporary and
by no means a hostile historian—^that Tipu was not at all

favourably disposed towards the Hindus.”’ But in 1916

my friend, Eao Saheb R. Narasimhachar, Archaeological

Ojfficer of Mysore, brought to light some records of Tipu

at the Srihggri Matha. “From one of them, addressed to

the Svami,” says he, “we learn that Mahratta horsemen

raided Sfinggri, killed and wounded many Brahmans

and other people, pulled out the goddess Sarada and car-

ried ojff everything found in the Matha; that the Svami,

’ 7. A., Vol. XLVIII, p. 103.
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having therefore left Sringgri, was living with four of

his disciples at K^rakala; and that on his writing to Tipu

informing him of all this and telling him that without

Grovernment help in the shape of money and things it

was not possible to re-consecrate the image of the goddess

Sarada, the latter replied thus :
—

“People who have

sinned against such a holy place are sure to suffer the con-

sequences of their misdeeds at no distant date in this

Kali age in accordance with the verse hasadhhih kriyate

karma rudadhhir=armhhuyate, ‘people do evil deeds

smiling, but will suffer the consequences weeping.’

Treachery to gurus will undoubtedly result in the de-

struction of the line of descent. An order is enclosed to

the asaf of Nagar directing him to give on behalf of

Government 200 rahati in cash and 200 rahati worth of

grain for the consecration of the goddess Sarada, and to

supply other articles, if desired, for money. You may also

get the necessary things from the indm villages. Having
thus consecrated the goddess and fed the Brahmans, please

pray for the increase of our prosperity and the destruc-

tion of our enemies.’’® There are many other letters from

Tipu Sultan found in the Sringeri Matha which are not

lacking in interest. Thus there is one where Tipu re-

quests the Svami to have the ceremonies ‘Sata-Chandl-

japa and Sakasra-Chandl-jaipa performed for the de-

struction not only of the traitors to gurus but also “of the

three groups of enemies {i.e., the English, the Mahrattas

and the Mzam) who are harassing the country and to

send details of the expenses to be incurred.” There are

several more letters which refer to the great loss sustain-

ed by the Matha in consequence of a raid by the Marathas

under Paraiuram Bhau Patwardhan. Now, the Svami

8 An. Rep, Mysore Arch. Dept., 1916, p. 74.

» I. A., Vol. XLVIII, pp. 102-3.
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of ^ringeri was generally styled as the Peshwa’s gv/ru.

Religious and social questions were often referred to him

for decision by the Peshwas. The details of these letters

from the last Sultan of Mysore are thus frima facie in-

credible. “All these details, however,” says Dr. Surendra

Nath Sen, “are confirmed by two letters written from

the Mahratta Camp. Both of these have been published

in the 9th volume of Mr. V. V. Khare’s Aitihmik Lekha-

Sahgraha . . . Trimbak Rau BallaJ wrote to Balasaheb

:

“Before the army crossed the Tungabhadra, the Lamans

and the Pendharis had gone towards ^ivamoghe. They

plundered the Svami’s village of §ringeri. They looted

the Sv^i’s belongings, including his Danda and Kaman-

dalu and left nothing. Women were violated and some

of them committed suicide. The Devalinga and other

images belonging to the Svami were plundered.” “These

Pendharis,” remarks Dr. Sen, “were not independent

freebooters, but they formed an integral part of the

Mahratta army. Moreover, their deeds were legalised by

the tacit sanction of the State . .
.” This is a very clear

instance of a foreign race identifying themselves with

Indian interests and welfare when they are once settled in

India. Hatred is forgotten and replaced by love, and

they become the staunchest champions of Hindus, what-

ever their religious persuasion is.





MATHEMATICS IN KARNATAKA OF
THE MIDDLE AGES

BY

M. Manappa Bhat, M.A., L.T.

Jagaddala Somanatha’s Kalyanakaraka (1175 A.D.)/

Kirtivarman’s Govaidya® (1100 A.D.) and Rajaditya’s

Vyavaharaganita® (1197 A.D.) are some of the treasures

that bear eloquent testimony to the fact that love of

Humanities had not made the Kannadigas of the Middle

Ages oblivious of their devotion to Sciences. It is a

great pity that none of these ancient scientific v^orks in

Kannada has yet seen the light of day and it is more dis-

tressing to note that it may not be worthwhile to take up
some of them for publication, as they are beyond the pale

of restoration due to the manuscripts being incomplete

and at some places moth-eaten.

In the course of this article it is proposed to give a
short account of Rajaditya’s Vyavaharaganita so that

the mathematical knowledge possessed by the Kannadigas
of the 12th century may be fairly judged. The author of

the work is one Rajaditya of Puvina Bage in Kunda
Mandala which place it is very difficult to locate now.

Nowhere in the work has he mentioned his date. He has

neither mentioned the name of any poet that preceded him
nor poets came after him have mentioned his name.

Afe such the fixing of his date is extremely difficult.

However there are problems in his text which throw some

1 A work on Indian medicine.

2 A work on Veterinary Science.

® A work on Mathematics,
—^All these works are written in verse—a rare combination

of poetic skill amd sci^tific knowledge.
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light on contemporary events such as the Battle of Soratur,

names of the Commander Billama, Vishnu Nripala and

Guru Shubha Chandra which have enabled scholars to

fix the date of the work as 1197. It is said that Rajaditya

wrote Vyavaharaganita, Kshetraganita, Vyavahararatna,

Lilavati and Jainaganita Sutratikodaharana Not one

of these works has been obtained complete. The manus-

cript of ‘Vyavaharaganita’ available in the Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library is incomplete and looks like

a disconnected jumbling of the portion of the various

works of Eajaditya. We find included in it some parts

of Kshetraganita also.

The work is not a very ambitious one and does not

deal with Advanced Mathematics. Perhaps Lilavati and

Jainaganita Sutratikodaharana whose manuscripts are

not available might be the author’s work on Advanced

Mathematics. For it is quite probable that the author

named his advanced treatise as LILAVATI after the

name of the great work of India's great Mathematician,

Bhaskara, who flourished in the 12th century. ‘Vyavahara-

ganita’ as the name suggests is Practical Mathematics and

in the manuscript now found we come across the follow-

ing sections :

—

(i) Technical Terms and Tables.

(it) Proportionate Division.

(iii) Proportion—^both direct and inverse.

(iv) Mixtures.

(«)) Interest.

(vi) Profit and Loss.

(vii) Discount.

(mii) Time and Distance.

(ix) Mensuration of Simple Geometric Figures.

In the treatment of his subject, Rajaditya first of all

enunciates a Rule (Sutra) which is followed by problems.

Rules and problems are in verse. Then a brief analysis
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of the problem together with the answer comes next.

Lastly there is a clear statement in prose explaining the

manipulation.

In the first chapter after mentioning a few technical

terms, Eajaditya gives the tables relating to length, area,

volume, weight, measures and coins that were in vogue

in those days in the Kannada country. Some of the

tables are detailed below. (In one of the stanzas he says

that the tables vary from locality to locality).

12 finger

Lengths.

1 g§n (span)

2 ge^ 1 mola

4 mola 1 danda

200 danda 1 krS^a

4 krOSa 1 yojana.

4 gidd

Measures-

1 soilage

4 soilage 1 mSna

4 mSna 1 balls

4 balla 1 kolaga

20 kolaga I khandaga

8 Bele

Weights

1 pana

16 pana 1 visa

60 galige

Time

1 day

30 days 1 month

12 months 1 year

4 ksioi

Coinage

1 visa

5 visa 1 haga

4 hSga 1 pana

10 pana 1 gadylna

In another stanza he gives

4 suvarna I karsha

4 karsha 1 pala

20 palas 1 tola

20 tola 1 bhara

F. 17
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Proportion :

He calls proportion by the name Trai-Ra^ika, Pafica-

Ra^ika, etc., and gives the rule (sutra) for the operation

of Trai-Ra^ika.

Rule

:

Multiply the middle term by the last and

divide by the first.

Then follovr a number of examples of graded diffi-

culty.

(0. 1. For 12 gadyana’s vpe can get 200 khanduga

of paddy

For 300”

Ansvrer is
— =5000 lOiandugas.

jLa

So on ... .

Among these questions there is one which requires

some knowledge of the sum of the natural numbers.

Q. A man employs men to look after 106 ele-

phants on the understanding that they will be paid at

the rate of 1 gadyana a day for 108 heads. But the

owner goes on selling an elephant each day. When at

the end of 25 days the workmen refuse to proceed with

the work, Bhaskara tell me how the account stands ?

Analysis

:

1 day.—elephants 108—^wages per day—

1

gadyana.

No. of elephants sold each day is 1, at this rate for

25 days the amount due is 22 and odd gadyanas.

(22-2-4).

Explanation ;

Add one to the original number of elephants, i.e.^

108 -f 1 = 109. This, multiplied by (the no. of days of

watch) 25, i.e,, 2725. Keep this aside. Square the no.

of days 25, i.e., 625. Add 25, i.e., 650 and half the
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result, i.e., 325. Subtract this from the previous 2725.

The balance is 2400. Divide this (2400) by the number

of elephants (108). You get the amount due.

Here is a bit of ingenuity that deserves notice. The

effective number of elephants are to be taken into aceount.

They are 108, 107, 106, 105 86, 85, 84, elephants for

one day. The sum of this series is to be got. He takes

109 + 109 + 109 .... +109 to 25 terms, instead of

108 + 107+106 ... 85 + 84 to 25 terms, which means

he has taken 1 + 2+3 + 4 . . . 24+25 elephants more.

Hence the required sum= (109 x25)-(l + 2 + 3 + 4 ....
+25). Now he gives the formula for the sum of the first

• OK

25, natural numbers : 1 + 2+ 3 + 4 .... +25as~-

—

which expressed symbolically becomes the formula for

the sum of the first ‘w.’ natural numbers - or
2 2

Hence the required number of elephants =2725 — 325

= 2400. The rest is easy, being ordinary proportion.

Elephant Gadya^a

108 1

2400 Answer—^22—2—4.

It takes so much time to explain but is quite easily

workable once the principle is grasped. However, it is

to be noted that he did not indicate the Arithmetic Pro-

gression formula S= |-(a+l).

There are several questions of this type.

There are several questions in mixtures and alloys :

e.g.

Q. 3. 8 gadyanas of 12| carats are mixed together

with 12 gadyanas of 7| carats. What is the fineness of

the resulting mixture?
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Clear Analysis

:

Convert 12J ct into haga (quarters) ... 50

Multiply by its weight 8 g : Product ... 400 units.

Convert 7^ ct into haga (quarter) ... 30

Multiply it by its weight 12 g : Product . . . 360 units.

Total units ... 760.

Total weight ... 20 g.

Therefore fineness in hagas 38 or 9-5 et.

This is the way in which such problems are taught in

a modern class room (except the ‘haga’ step, i.e., convert-

ing the carat into quarters).

Then in a beautiful verse he lays down the procedure

to be adopted in finding out the fineness of a specimen

of gold of known quantity which is an ingredient in an

alloy with other ingredients of known quantity and fine-

ness, when the fineness of the resulting mixture is given.

StJTEA': Add the weights of all the ingredients,

multiply this sum by the number indicating the fineness

of the mixture. Call the result (a). Multiply the num-
ber indicating the fineness of the other known ingredients

by their respective quantities. Add these. Let the sum
be (b). From (a) subtract (b). Divide this balance by

the weight whose fineness is not known. The quotient

is the fineness required.

Q. 4. Then a problem on that is given :

—

Carat 01 14 ? The resulting fine-

Gadyana 17 7 16 ness is 12 ct.

What is the fineness of the third specimen ?

Ans. 13| ct.

There are questions on Proportion Direct and In-

verse.
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Q. 5. DIEECT : 2000 arecanuts cost 3 pa;ias.

300000

Ans. 49| gadyana.

Q. 6. INVERSE:

A horse of age 4 years costs 4000 gadyanas.

What will be the cost of a horse of age 14 years ?

4/14 X 4000=1142 f gadyanas.

Then there are several questions on Profit and Loss

and Interest,

We can come across interesting questions that re-

quire keen intellect and clear thinking : e.g.

Q. 7. Two goats bring forth two kids each every

year, and every kid brings forth two kids every year. At
this rate, what will be the total number of goats at the

end of seven years.

With the help of clear reasoning he has arrived at

the result 2 x 2187 =4374.

He takes into account one goat first

:

One goat brings forth 2 kids in the first year

:

Total for the first year is 1 -1-2=3 (which is 3^).

In the second year these three bring forth 6.

Hence the total for the second year is 3-1-6=9 (whidi

is 3").

Thus add, multiply, and proceed. You would not

miss.

This is nothing but 2x3^

Such examples will undoubtedly sharpen the

intellect and enable the student to analyse and reason

out.

Various interesting questions are given under pro-

portionate division.
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Q. 8. Three graziers put in 30, 10 and 16 horses

in a pasture for 22, 20 and 15 days respectively and pay

in all 22 gadyanas. What will be the share of each ?

AvMysis :

horses : 30 10 16 Total cost 22 gadya-

nas.

days 22 20 15 Ans : 13-2; 4, 4-8

Scholars had been so very engrossed with the study

of Mathematics and formulating laws after an inductive

study, that they took pains to count the number of seeds

in various fruits and arrive at a formula for calculating

the number of seeds inside them. This only bears testi-

mony to the people’s noble employment of leisure.

Rule to find the number of seeds in a certain kind of

fruit.

Multiply the number of bold stripes on the outer

surface of the fruit by 88, you get the number of seeds.

Q. 9. Illustration

:

In a fruit having 9 stripes,

the number of seeds is 88 x 9= 792.

Mensuration of Simfle Geometric Figures.

Formulae for the mensuration of some simple geo-

metric figures have been given by Rajaditya.

(1) AREA OF CIRCLE : Rule : Measure the cir-

cumference of the circular plot. Leave off half. Take

the other half and halve it again {i.e., |th circumference

and |th circumference).

Now multiply one by the other. The area (kambha)

is got.

The above formula expressed in modern terminology

is this

:
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= ~ X S"* X 2jtr
4 4

= ~r~ X TTr® which is roughly TTr® (error
4

of about 21%)

(2) ABJSA OF A TRIANGLE :

Rule

:

For the triangular plot measure the vertical

line between the two long sides. Multiply this by half

the short side (evidently the third side). Is this not our

famous formula A=| base x altitude ?

Some of the foregoing examples throw a flood of

light on the considerable mathematical knowledge attain-

ed by the people of Karnataka of the 12th century. In

addition to their knowledge of the very essential practical

Mathematics consisting of the four fundamental opera-

tions of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Divi-

sion and their applications, they were conversant with

simple summation of series, formulae for the mensuration

of geometric figures, etc. Another important point that

is noteworthy is that almost all the problems are of

practical interest and are projected on the back-ground

of life-situations. The beautiful problems provide a

glimpse into the conditions obtaining in the Karnataka

of the 12th century. Some historical incidents such as

the Battle of Soratur (1191) between the Hoysajas and

the Sevunas had supplied Eiajaditya data for construct-

ing problems of topical interest and incidentally such

problems today serve to illumine a page of History. By
the introduction of kings, queens, agriculturists, traders

and labourers, ponds, gardens, fields and the multitudi-

nous products of the land, the otherwise dry-as-dust sub-

ject is made extremely interesting and hence the human

aspect of the subject is not lost sight of. We have, evqry
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reason to believe that business flourished. There were

suitable means of communications. We come across

examples wherein ships are described as carrying cargo

which fact can credit the people of those days with

having carried on a certain amount of coastal trade also.

Paddy, arecanuts, pepper and coconut are the main com-

modities referred to in the problems. From one of the

problems cited above, we can gather that arecanut used to

fetch a very decent price.

^

’^300,000 areca nuts price is said to be 49l gadyanas. Taking
tkat 2,000 arecanuts go to make our modern maund, we have

2QQQ
150 maunds cost 150 sovereigns nearly, which will work

out at about Rs. 100/- per candy (which is practically the pre-
war rate).



A TRAVELLER’S IMPRESSIONS OE HINDU-
BUDDHIST RUINS IN CAMBODIAN CHINA.

BY

Paul Beunton, Ph. D.

Once the Cambodian-China border is crossed, the

autocar speeds for hours across flat colourless country until

at last it follows a road cut through dense entangled forest

Monkeys leap from branch to branch and scowl irritably

at our intrusion. Then night falls, the birds cease their

short cries, the jackals end their long howls, tbe cicadas

drop their brittle chirping and the foxes call no more to

their cubs. AJl-embracing silence entombs the jungle’s

diurnal noises.

The quietude lengthens. In this darkness the wheels

must run more slowly. And after the moon’s arc rises

triumphantly in the sky and countless stars have appeared

to keep it company, there break suddenly upon my
straining eyes the shadowy silhouettes of prodigiously-tall

towered buildings. Their heads top the forest trees

abruptly and are spread out over a wide area.

The lonely jungle road leads for miles through

uninhabited and uncleared tracts, and then without warn-

ing skirts these gigantic deserted monuments of a dead city

that once held a million living men and women.

These vast ruins of Angkor lay forgotten in their hidden

lair amongst virgin vegetation, until not much more than

two generations ago. Then they were discovert acciden-

tally by Mouhot, the French naturalist-hunter, whilst col-

lecting specimens of tigers, leopards and ap^ for scientific

purposes. Even so it was not till the opening years of the

twentieth century that European hunters of lost Asiatic

culture were able to set to work in real earnest. They dug

137
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out of their tombs in the soft red North Cambodian soil

these dulled architectural gems which had been waiting

for time and man to disinter them.

.Where the four main roads of the vanished town con-

verged on a common centre, there stood and still stands the

amazing temple of Bayon. Where on this world’s surface

exists another precisely like it? Grim, grotesque, fantastic,

monstrous ultra-primitive, benign, or beatific—each

on looker interprets at his will and carries away a different

impression according to his taste, temperament and know-

ledge. For the first eye-arresiting features of the Bayon

are four titanic heads which are repeatedly carved on

every one of the fifty domed towers which themselves rise

about fifty feet into the air above the corridors they crown,

except the central summit which is nearly one hundred

feet higher still. Each of the four giants’ faces varies but

slightly from the other in its tremendously powerful ex-

pression. The grandiose features are heavy, the full cheeks

and thick lips, the large flat semi-negroid nose belong to a

type of race which is neither Mongol nor Aryan but to my
mind, definitely Dravidian. The general effect of these

domes with unfamiliar human visages is to bring me back

again to Egypt, 'to set me down once more within the

sandy precinct of the colourful Sphinx.

Forest, brush and creeper still half hold Ithe Bayon in

their grasp. As in so many other important Oriental

temples, the side which greets the dawning sun is the most

honoured ; so here the entrance is wider, the stone steps more

numerous, and a specially decorative setting of lion-guards

and serpent-balustrades greets the visittor. The sandstone

lions half-squat on their hind legs angrily and show their

teeth. Carvings are everywhere, on pillars, walls and

porticoes. Life-like pictures represent the home, market
place, battlefield and sports ground; the pleasures and his-

tories of kings and commoners—the 'world of ordinary
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everyday life of a people whose close-cropped hair and

distinctive features label them as the Khmers. That there

is a definite plan behind this arrangement of themes become

clear when I ascend to the second storey, where the scenes

change their character and unroll a beautiful tableau of

religious story and mythical incident from the Hindu epic

“The Eamayana.”

I wander out of the sanctuary through a door which

opens on a high-vaulted passage and proceed thence

through antechambers and porches till I find the friendly

light in a carved stone window. Here I stand for awhile

to survey the forest and jungle remnants of the city wail

and its gates. The encircling road alone is about sixteen

miles in length. A medieval Imperial Chinese envoy to the

Cambodian Court estimated the population of the town as

being not less than one million inhabitants. Caesar’s

Eome was smaller and less populous. The lightly-built

wood, grass and mud cottages of the common herd have

disappeared into dust to-day under the attack of strong

virinds, rains and sun, but I see numerous relics of larger

stone buildings profusely piled—palaces, temples, royal

terraces and monasteries—^which have withstood the action

of tiTTift since the rest of the town was abandoned to the

invasion of thick forest trees and thorny jungle

bushes. Angkor is now a dead city and tropical

torpor holds these half-buried monuments in its paralys-

ing arms.

The most marked feature of the Bayon—^the four

gigantic mask-like faces which adorn each of the other

domes as well as the central cupola itself, totalling two

hundred heads and altogether appearing like an assembly

of the gods—^what do they mean? Archaeologists at

different dates have named them Siva, Brahma, Lokesvara

and Buddha. All these have indeed been honoured or

worshipped in ancient Cambodia by turns.
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On a man-made hill is the battered and broken frag-

ment of the main porch of a thousand-year old pyramidal

house of God—the Baphuon, which cam© second in impor-

tance to the Bayon and therefore received much of the best

efforts of Khmer artists and architects. Tcheou-Ta-Kwan,

the Chinese scholar, visited Angkor during the thirteenth

century and mentions the Baphuon in his diary as providing

one of the most impressive views in the city. But fate and

time brought medieval invading troops from east and west,

from Annam and Siam who, brutalised by the passions of

war, desecrated the flower-filled gardens in its tranquil

courts and dismembered the stone blocks of its rising tiers

and turrets. Yet enough of its charm remains to

attract me inside.

This four-hundred foot long building is simpler than

the Bayon and similar in possessing three lofty storeys,

several towers and a central dome covering the chief

sanctuary. But the motif of the faces of four gods is entire-

ly absent here. I climb the ancient stone steps and make

my passage along a terrace which leads to a broken gallery

pathetically lined with leaning and half-tumbled columns.

Little yellow lizards wi^ long tails stuck upright in the air

fix their quaint gaze at me. Blue and gold-coloured butter-

flies cross and re-cross the deserted thresholds. Vegetation

has forced its way into the building, but its invasion now
holds firmly together what the earlier human invaders had

endeavoured to tear apart. Giant tortuous banyan and

fig trees imprison floors and walls and terraces—even the

summits of half-tottering towers—‘in their monstrously

thick roots and creeping branches of white wood. Such

is their tremendous strength and age that these tentacles

cannot be pulled away and they appear to have embedded

themselv^ in the very stones.

Thus both man and Nature have tried to squeeze and

crush the body of the Baphuon like serpents attacking a
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defenceless beast. They have maimed it but the soul is

still untouched, the majestic atmosphere remains, the
superb carvings of the sacred epic of Rama, the divine

avatar, done in low relief on plain panels are unforgettable,

whilst inside the austere holy of holies the haunting echo

of its best days withdraws my mind into a state of unearth-
ly felicity.

Yet I leave the Baphuon with the depressing memory
of that terribly significant verse penned by the poetic Tent-

Maker of Naishapur :

“They say the Lion and the Lizard keep

The Courts where Jamshed gloried and drunk deep;

'And Bahram, that great Hunter

—

The Wild Ass stamps o’er his Head,

But cannot break his Sleep”.

As if to impress the lesson of these lines I find the

adjoining ruins to be those of the vast royal palace, which
is enclosed within a wall two-thousand feet long. Its one-

time luxury is now mocked by the few cows and buffaloes

which wander lazily to feed on the grass that grows around

its fallen stones. Almond-eyed Tcheou-Ta-Kwan saw
window frames made of solid gold when he sat in the palace

audience chamber nearly seven hundred years ago but I,

alas! perceive only crumbling grey walls and aimless

wandering ghosts.

A great paved platform, shaped like a gigantic fallen

cross, suddenly thrusts itself up amongst all this tangled

forest of slender areca-palms, dark banana trees and fea-

thered doco-groves whose foliage hems me in like an
encircling wall. A sandstone stela still remains to tell

unwittingly the mournful story of life’s impermanence.

It is carved with lengthy inscriptions which cover each of

the four sides in the usual style of the country. Two
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languages are used, tlie one Sanskrit and the other, old

Klinier. It bears a thousand-year old date and narrates

the foundation by king Yasovarman of the Buddhist

monastery of Tep Pranam which stood upon this platform..

The refuge was clearly a wooden and brick structure for

nothing at all remains to-day; the monastic hall has

crumbled into dust, the monk’s houses have vanished and
their little chapel is as dead as themselves.

Yet one thing was not made of such perishable stuff

and has therefore lived 'to appear to modern gaze. It is

an enormous isolated statue of the teacher Gautama, well

preserved and calmly defiant of the test of time. Some
pious living monks of the neighbourhood have built a tiled

roof to protect the enduring granite of their Master’s head,

but their act seems more a gesture of reverence than one

of need. The woolly curls of hair are arranged, accord-

ing to the stiff conventional fashion, in regular rows all

over the Buddha’s head. The cotton monk’s robe hangs

tightly and assumes the mould of the body’s lines. The

mild gently-expressive stone lips speak to me silently with

a message that comes like an unexpected voice out of the

Infinite. The legs are crossed upon a lotus-shaped throne.

The left palm is placed on the folded hnees, but the fingers

of the right hand point downwards, for Gautama is thus

symbolically taking the whole earth as a witness that

Nirvana has truly been attained, that the baffling mystery

of the finite ego has been solved.

The Wat is the best preserved and the least ruined of

all the lOimer fanes. 'I pass under the pediment and

project a torch light upon the carvings of men, beasts and

gods which ornament the wall in crowds. Here are

fragments of the old Indian epics unrolled as storied

tableaux whilst I walk. They run in a continuous frieze,

not in panels, and bear the appearance of time-blackened

tapesijry. And they run for not less than half a mile
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aroimd the temple. The Cambodian sculptors clearly

worked on these walls after the blocks were already in posi-

tion. They cut delicately and shallowly into the fine

sandstone to make these polished low reliefs and they

worked so hard that hardly any available surface was left

untouched. Valmiki’s verse is re-inscribed here as a

wordless mural and appears in a tumultous profusion of

chiselled pictures, once painted and gilded but now
bereft of all original colouring. The Mahabharata and
the Harivamsa are here too. I observe the familiar faces

of ancient gods—^Yama and Siva and Surya and Vishnu.

A vestibule leads to open courtyards, alleys and shrines.

In one sanctuary an assemblage of many statues lies scat-

tered; it is the Shrine of the Thousand Buddhas. The
place is torpid; environed by vague silence and imdefined

sadness.

At its farthest end is the penumbral shrine, the holy

of holies of Angkor Wat, placed as in all Edimer-built

fanes in the precise centre of the topmost tier. Over its

head rears the sumptuously ornamented central cupola,

two hundred feet high and shaped like a delicate lotus

bud. The Chinese envoy who visited Angkor more than

seven hundred years ago, found the tower covered with

gold and noticed that its gleaming height could be seen

from any point in the vanished town.

Other wanderings on other days bring me to many
ruins which lie within and beyond Angkor. Hundreds of

miles away there still remain imprisoned in the jungle which

spreads with such swift and extraordinary abundance here,

many scattered ruins of this lost Khmer world. But I

must keep my pen within the bounds of Angkor and tell

briefly of two more places that impress themselves upon

memory. The first is a group of old buildings, the Ta
prohm, whose ruins the sun has burned for eight hundred

years. Here a mossy Buddhist temple, a crumbling house
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and a treasure depository combine with invading forest to

present a truly picturesque scene. The builders were wise

enough to put up an inscription from which one may read

that more than forty thousand precious stones were kept in

the treasury and that no less then two thousand resident

priests ofl&ciated in the rites. The grounds are encumber-

ed with thickly-growing tropical vegetation, with half-

buried displaced blocks of stone, with limbless statues,

c<arved fragments and mere rubbish. A figure of the dying

Buddha lies on the grass-grown paved floor. A stray

chink of light caresses his brow. The silent sage rests in

his final meditation.

When the inhabitants fled from endangered Angkor

the city deserted by men began to be inhabited by Nature.

White ants, dampness and heat gradually destroyed the

wooden homes which survived the invaders’ fires. Finally

vegetation wrestled with stones—and won. The leafy

bo—^tree, octopus-like, a yard in girth, now creeps slowly

to certain victory over most buildings in Ta prohm, insin-

uating its ashen-white paper-thin roots between stones and

around columns. They grow, extend and thicken into

masterly rulers and handsome jailers who hold the

structures in their grasp.

At Pre Rup is a grandiose temple topped by a terraced

pyramid and stretched on an elaborate base four hundred

feet long. A long flight of wide steps intimidate me with

their steepness, but once climbed I stroll between carved

goddesses into a shrine of the pyramid. A couple of

lacquered Buddhas fit with some uneasiness into this

Brahmaniclly-styled fane. The sun, which gleams so

weakly near the forest-filled horizon, has passed eleven

hundred times around the Zodiacal circle since Pre Rup
was planned. A few broken standing columns alone re-

main of the sanctuary in which a royal sarcophagus was
confined and guarded. The queer Khmer roof famed for
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its tortuous jutting homed cornices set at odd angles, has

vanished and the centuries of mystic rites with it, I leave

through a doorway fringed with creepers and bearded with

moss. The air of neglected loneliness lies pathetically on

this place, now abandoned to snakes which hide in dark

holes and to centipedes which creep under mossy stones.

Such is the city of ruins which I find in hTorthern

Cambodia; but seven centuries ago the capital of a great

empire and now silhouetted on the nightly horizon of tigers

when they emerge from their diurnal sleep.

I turn my steps away, conscious that these silent

monuments are not so silent after all. Their own fallen

grandeur constitutes a solemn warning to every modern

civilization which would pin its happiness within the

circumscribed limits of a sensuous life alone. They have

spoken too in their own mysterious way of that ultimate

reality which, once glimpsed intuited or affirmed for even

a moment, explains to man why he is really here on earth,

what is the glorious task which he has to accomplish and

whither he must look to gain a true profit from his passage

through the tribulations and temptations of his all-too-

brief existence. This is the final message of Angkor.

F. 19





THE ATTEIBUTION OF ANCIENT INDIANi COINS.

BY

Sm Eichard Burn, I.C.S. (Eietd.), Oxford.

It is often advantageous to look back on the history of a

study, to reflect on the errors which were made in the early

stages and to examine our own procedure in the light of

that experience. Some recent speculations and theories

make such a practice desirable if we are to proc^d on right

lines in the history of ancient Indian coinage.

An early attempt to decipher an Indian coin was made
in 1808 when a gold coin purchased by Lord Valentia in

Lucknow was shown at a meeting of the Eoyal Society of

Antiquaries in London. From the plate we can now re-

cognise it as a coin of Huvishka with the reverse of

MIIIPO.^ Dr. Weston who read a paper on it recognised

that the reverse inscription was in Greek. Probably the

obverse was rather worn as he thought that the inscrip-

tion on that side should be read from right to left, and he

took the mint mark on the reverse as two Greek letters

standing for 215 which he interpreted as a date in die

Parthian era equivalent to 96 B.C. On the basis of this

date and a fancied resemblance between the head-dress

of the Euler on the obverse to that of a figure on a coin of

another series. Dr. Weston assigned it to a king of Edessa

in Mesopotamia. The only item in which he was nearly

correct was his reading of the reverse as MIPPO (instead

of MIIPO or MIOPO) and in comparing this with the

Persian Mihr meaning Sun.

In 1808 three silver punch-marked coins were sent to

the same Society which had been found by Colonel Caldwell

^ Punjiab Catalogue PI. XVIII,. No. 117.
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in a tumulus in the Coimbatore District about 1800.

These were examined by R. Payne Knight, a celebrated

numismatist, in a paper read in 1822. The coins were

worn and he could recognise only the figure of a sun.

While Mr. Knight thought they were possibly “the most

ancient and primitive specimens of money extant” he

thought it “vain to offer any conjecture concerning

their date or to seek for any accounts of the nation by

which they were fabricated or employed”. His caution

was wise in view of the ignorance of Ancient Indian History

which then prevailed in Europe.

Mr. Knight also examined some of the large find of

gold Gupta coins made about 1783 at Kalighat, ten miles

from Calcutta, specimens of which were sent by Warren
Hastings to the East India Company in London. He
thought they were imitations of Greek coins. Marsden,

however, in his Numismata Orientalia published in 1823,

who figured several of these coins, successfully read the

name Chandra and the title Sri Vikrama. Probably he

was helped by Charles Wilkins, who had been successful

in deciphering an inscription of the Gupta period many
years before, though his readings had been neglected. It

is of some interest to note as an example of accurate work

in engraving at that time that coin No. MLI, which

Marsden read as Chandra also, and which was deciphered

in the same way in the British Museum Catalogue (1914,

p. 144 and PL XXIII 617) is now clearly seen to be a coin

of Vainyagupta. The correct reading was first pointed

out by D.C. Ganguly {Indian Historical Quarterly, IX,

p. 784). Marsden guessed the date of these coins to be

about the fourth century A.D., but his reasoning was based

on material which would now be rejected.

In 1814 the Asiatic Society of Bengal began to form a

museum, one class of exhibits being coins. Dr. Unvala

has recently complained that “every antiquity found in
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India was bought up by highly paid Britidi Officials and

taken by them out of the country and ultimately deposited

by them in the British Museum of London.”^. If his sugges-

tion is that the European was competing with 'Indians and

had the unfair advantage of higher income he is complete-

ly mistaken. In 1833 Dr. Swiney who made a great collec-

tion explained that when he was marching he employed “an

intelligent servant, generally a Musalman tailor, to buy up

old paisa which the haniyas in some towns are in the habit

of putting aside as useless, perhaps from father to son,

and which rarely see the light except on occasions of this

sort.” Colonel Tod who collected many thousand coins

had employed a similar method, but Prinsep, who was him-

self tied by his ofl&cial duties to Calcutta wrote :-“Give me
rather the unity of design and quickness of execution of

(I will not say an agent as Colonel Tod suggests but of) an

independent pursuer of the object, for its own sake, or for

his own amusement and instruction.” Sixty years after

Dr. Swiney wrote, C. J. Eodgers in his book “Coin Collect-

ing in Northern India*’ (which prompted me to begin) told

how he had himself ransacked the bazars of the Punjab,

and added the warning : “You won’t get old coin? at bul-

lion rates, but you may get them for their double intrin-

sic value, which is cheap.” The explanation is, of course,

that the revival of interest in ancient Indian history, as

distinct from literature, was first stimulated by European

Officials, and there was no question of competition with

Indians who were then not interested in the subject as

they have rightly become. It was not till 1832, nearly

fifty years after its foundation, that Dwarka Nath Tagore

was the first Indian to join the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The establishment of the Museum soon began to attract

coins, and a paper by Colonel Tod, the gifted author of a

^Journal, Numismatic Society of India, IV, p. 38.
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work on Rajasthan, though published in the Transactions

of the Royal Asiatic Society stimulated the study, especial-

ly of the Bactrian series. Some of Tod’s coins, and many

duplicates of the large collection made by Colonel Macke-

nzie in Southern India were presented to the Museum of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and a paper was contributed

to Asiatic Researches Vol. XVII by H. H. Wilson on the

collection as it stood in 1832. The plates which illustrate

this paper were drawn by James Prinsep who was Wilson’s

assistant in the Calcutta Mint and engraved by Kashi

Nath. The excellence of both drawing and engraving

enable us to identify most of the coins. At that stage

neither Wilson nor Prinsep could make much of the early

series, which included the great Kushans, the later

Kushans, the Guptas, and some coins of Kashmir. Wilson

thought the letters on the Kushan coins resembled Greek

but was less successful in reading any than Weston had

been. On the reverse of a coin of Samudra Gupta (Stan-

dard Type) he recognised fa ra and ka but could not com-

plete the word farakramaJ},, and made nothing of the

obverse. On a coin of Chandra Gupta II (Archer Type)

he notes that Tod had included several similar specimens

in his paper which Charles Wilkins had assigned to a

Chandra. Wilson thought the last two syllables on the

obverse might be Gupta, but the letters preceding were

more like Nara. No body except Marsden had realised

that the name was written in a perpendicular fashion. On

the reverse of a coin of Prakasaditya Wilson suggested Sri

Praki for Sri Praka (Saditya) and thought the reading

might be Sri Prakirtti. Coins of the Yaudheyas could not

be read at all, and two square copper cast coins, with no

inscriptions, like B.M.C., p. 88, variety j, Plate XI—^9

were thought probably to be the coins of some Hindu prince

of Oude, in a comparatively recent period.

With mediaeval coins Wilson was more successful.
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reading Sri Mad Dera (for Adi) Varaha on coins of Bhoja

Deva (though without the attribution) and Sri Mad
Govinda Chandra on the coins of the ruler of Kanauj.

These results, after the existence of the Society for

50 years, may appear barren, but one or two hints may
be obtained from them. The first, which many of us have

neglected, is that the find spots were carefully recorded

when known. Next comes the accuracy with which the

drawings were made, and the descriptions were given, and
lastly may be noted the sobriety of conjecture in the absence

of material relating to the history. Tar more progress

had been made with the identification of Muslim coins

because Persian and Arabic annals were available to check

the readings of the inscriptions as Marsden’s great work
^‘Numismata Orientalia” shows.

These two papers by Tod and Wilson had a great

effect in stimulating interest in Indian coins. It was
natural that the Bactrian, Saka and Pahlava series

drew most attention at first as the Greek and Latin

historians gave information about a few rulers whose names
could be read. In particular, James Prinsep who in 18S2
succeeded Wilson as Assay Master of the Mint and as

Secretary to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, began his great

work in epigraphy and archaeology. Papers on inscript-

ions from all parts of India were being received for the

Society’s Journal and Prinsep as Secretary made it his

task to check these carefully with the rubbings or drawings

which accompanied them. In 1833 he read the inscription

on a coin of Kanishka, taking the name as Kanerkas,® and
suggested that this was the ruler mentioned in the Rajtar-

ariginl among the rulers of Kashmir.

An inscription of the Gupta period had been success-

fully read by Charles Wilkins fifty years earlier but

® The identification of tlie Greek letter Sh wMck resembles
r came much later.
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epigraphy had then been neglected for other studies. It

was again pursued and between 1834 and 1838 when many

of the important Gupta inscriptions were interpreted by

Burt, Troyer, Mill and Prinsep. In 1837 Prinsep first

began to recognise the value of the letters in the Asoka

inscriptions, and thus found the key to read the Brahml

of the most ancient inscribed coins. His success with

KharoshthI began a year later.

In 1834 he was still unable to read coins of the Kunin-

das and Yaudheyas found at Behat in the Saharanpur Dis-

trict, and Saurashtra and Gupta silver from Kanauj. His
attempt to read a Gupta gold coin of Kumara Gupta was
also not successful. As an example of the mistakes made
at that time by more rash persons it may be noted that

Major Stacy, reading a Sibi coin upside down thought he

recognised the Greek word Soter. A year later Prinsep

had made progress in reading the marginal inscriptions on

Gupta coins and had shown that their style indicated that

they followed the Indo-Scythic rulers but were purely

Indian in execution. He also gave n warning against in-

discriminate faith in the authority of bards and panegy-

rists. “We must then maintain a thorough independence

of all such traditionary documents [sc. Tod’s genealogical

lists], and adhere in preference to the faithful evidence

of monuments and coins.” He showed how the names

read on the Gupta coins harmonised with those in the

Gupta inscriptions and in a later paper found similar

harmony between the mediaeval Eajput series and inscrip-

tions, some of which had already been deciphered by

Wilson. Names on some of the Saurashtra coins were

also correctly read, though the title Kshatrcupa was

thought to be Kritrima and interpreted as ‘elected’ or

‘adopted’, i.e., by the people. Prinsep ’s general accuracy

is confirmed by the fact that he read this word correct-

ly in the first place, but being modest about his own
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knowledge of Sanskrit accepted the assurance of the

Pandit who helped him that the title Kshatrafa was

unknown in Sanskrit. The correct reading appear-

ed beyond doubt from the Girnar inscription.

After reading the earliest Brahmi inscriptions Prinsep

made the first attempt to identify numerals and read the

names correctly on some of the Mathura coins without

attempting to assign them to any particular dynasty. In

this as well as in the working out of the KharosTithl script

Prinsep was helped by Cunningham, then (1836) a young

Engineer Officer. Unlike Prinsep, who was stationed

first at Benares and then at Calcutta, Cunningham’s dut-

ies enabled him to tour, and it is to his careful record of

places, where he collected coins, that correct attributions

became possible. His work, partly contributed to the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and partly to the

Numismatic Chronicle, is summed up in his Coins of

Ancient India (1891). Cunningham had greater oppor-

tunities of accumulating correct information during fifty

years than any other collector has had, for his official

duties as an Engineer took him to many parts of India,

and" after retiring from that service in 1861 he was employ-

ed in Archaeological survey work from 1863 till 1880.

Many years ago at a meeting of the Royal Numismatic

Society when the attribution of an ancient Greek coin was

under discussion and stress was laid on the place where it

was found, an old experienced Fellow said he wished some-

body would write a paper on coins found where they ought

not to be. The find-spot of a single coin or even of a hoard

is by itself not always reliable evidence on which to base

conclusions regarding the kingdom of the striker. But

when coins of a particular class turn up year after year at

an ancient site or in villages which may reasonably be thou-

ght to have beai included in the realm to which the ancient

site belongs, more certain conclusions can be formed.

F. 20
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Cunningham’s attributions were based on eviderice of that

kind. My own experience from 1894 to 1926 was chiefly

in the United Provinces, so my remarks relate chiefly to

the series which Cunningham describes as Kosambi,

Panchala, Mathura, Ayodhya, and perhaps Yaudheya.

It must, of course, be remembered that coins pass from

hand to hand and from place to place, and also that since

the spread of railways in India, and the greater opportun-

ity of travel owing to long settled Government, movement

is greater than in the years before the Christian era. The

late M. Hackin in a most illuminating article on the dis-

tribution of find-spots of ancient coins in Afghanistan

{Journal Asiatique, Vol. 226, pp. 287—292) lays great

stress on this. His tours began in 1924 when there were

practically no metalled roads in that country and no motor

traffic, and were continued in 1929-30, 1931 and 1933.

He noted that by the last year coins were coming

into Kabul and it was difficult to trace their provenance.

Cunningham notes (Coins of Ancient India, pp. 114—5)

that many ancient coins of Nepal were obtained in

Kashmir, and his own specimens were bought at Benares

and Gaya or dug up in votive stupas at Buddha Gaya.

The first Kashmir coin that came to me was bought in the

Mathura bazar. As Cunningham suggests, even in early

days pilgrims must have taken their current coins when
they visited holy sites and temples. Such examples and

early hypotheses based on insufficient data have led to

mistakes. As most of the Gupta coins first collected were

found or purchased at Kanauj it was long believed that

that was the Capital of the Gupta Empire. An early

mistake of Cunningham’s has led Pandit Gaurishankar

Ojha astray. Cunningham (J.A.S.B. 1865, p. 125)

published a coin he obtained at Narwar and read the name
as Sri Guhilapati. On other coins he read the name
Pasupati which he took to be that of a son of Toramapa
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the White Hun, Carlleyle (Arch. Survey Beports, iV, pp.
95—6), thought he eould read Sri Guhila on 2,000 silver

coins found near Agra in 1869. On this evidence Ojha
{History of Rajputana, I, p. 400) argues that after the

fall of Mihirakula the Gjahlot rulers extended their

sway nearly to Agra. But the plate in Cunning-

ham’s article shows that the two coins referred to are really

coins of Nepal, one being a coin of Gunangka. Nteither

Carlleyle nor Cunningham seems to have published the

Agra find. The British Museum received 70 silver coins

from Cunningham which may belong to the find, but the

reading of the five letters on them is quite uncertain, and

Dr. H. C. R&j {Dynastie History of N. India, p. 1164, no. 3)

is rightly cautious. It is certainly desirable and even neces-

sary if knowledge is to advance that theories should be

formed as to the effect of new discoveries, but care must
be taken not to violate the facts. Cunningham’s conclu-

sions in his book of 1891 are the result of long thought and
wide experience and should not lightly be rejected. Most
of them were accepted by E. J. Bapson {Indian Coins,

1897) and are confirmed by John Allan {British Musenm
Catalogue of Coins of Ancient India, 1936) who worked
over the British Museum collection which includes most
of Cunningham’s. Where Cunningham did make a pal-

pable blunder in includii^ a coin of the Kosambi series in

a plate of Panchala coins (C.A.I., pi.VII—18) he felt

there was something wrong about it {ih. p. 83).

Cunningham’s mature opinion was that the coins of

N. Panchala were struck by a local dynasty {C.A .1. p. 79)

and this is borne out by the fact that they are rarely found
elsewhere. Carlleyle, who said that he obtained large

numbers in the Basti district, is not so reliable an authority

though it is of course quite possible that coins were carried

so far. A similar argument applies to the coins of

Mathura, but there we have to consider twp series. One
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of these belongs to a line of Hindu rulers who reigned pro-

bably before Menander penetrated the United Provinces.

After the Indo-Scythians came into this part of the

country coins were struck by Satraps with non-Indian

names and more rarely by two at least with Hindu names.

For Ajodhya also we have two series, the earlier

square in shape and cast and then probably struck, and a

later round series. Kosambi coins, chiefly found in the

lower Doab, begin with cast coins at first uninscribed and

rarely with the name of the country. These are followed

by inscribed coins earlier than the Christian era, which

seem to be followed, possibly a couple of centuries later, by

a fresh series. It seems to me probable that the break was

caused by the Kushan invasion of the Doab. Some light

was thrown on the question under discussion by the excava-

tions at Bhita in the Allahabad District conducted by Sir

John Marshall (Arch. Surv. India, Eeport 1911—2, pp 62

and 99) . The ancient coins found may be summarised as

follows:

—

Almost all are copper.

Punchmarked 2 Ayodhya 3

Kuninda 1 Kushan 27 (-|-3 clay im-

pressions of

gold coins)

Kosambi 70 Andhra 2 (lead)

Anonymous cast

—

circular 2

rect. 7

Janapada (?) 1 Kalinga 1.

A comparison of the numbers shows clearly that

these early coinages of Ayodhya and Kosambi were local

artH issued by small States, and it may also be inferred

that the Kushan period intervened between the early

Kosambi series assigned by Allan (B.M.C. pp. 148—^153)
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to the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C. and those of the early

Christian era (pp. 153—8).

We are now in a position to date some of the latter

series more closely owing to the discovery of names on

coins which can plausibly be identified with names in

dated inscriptions. The first suggestion of this was due

to Mr. Ej'ishna Deva who pointed out to the late N. G.

Majumdar that the name of Vai^ravana whose inscrip-

tion from Kosam the latter published in Ef. Ind. XXBV,

p. 146, also occurs on coins of Kosam (B.M.C. p. 157

Nos. 62-3).^ In a later article Mr. Krishna Deva has

summarised the dates on inscriptions of rulers of Kau-

sambi {E'p. Ind. XXiEV. p. 254), which range from year

52 to year 130. A® he points out, the era of these dates

is still not absolutely certain and theories have varied-

from the Kushan era (Dr. Sten Konow, Ep. Ind. XXI'II,

p. 247) to the Gupta era (R.B. Daya Bam Sahni, Ep.

Ind. XVIII, pp. 159-60). Palaeographical considerations

are against the Gupta era, and there seem good grounds

for holding that the Chedi era of 248 A'.D. is not appli-

cable. D. B. Bhandarkar's List for 'Northern India

shows that the earliest certain date in the Chedi era is

207 (No. 1199) and is found in Western India.® And
apart from the improbability of the use of the Chedi era

in the Doab at the early dates of the Kosam and Bhita

inscriptions there is a further dij05culty. Bhimavarman’s

latest date is 130 which would be equivalent to 378 A.D.

if it is in the Chedi era. This would show him as reign-

ing at Kosam towards the end of the reign of Samudra

Gupta (335—^380 A'.D.). Kosam was certainly included

^ I suggest tliat coins 'Nos. 71-2 at p. 158 are probably of

Bbadramegha of wbom inscriptions dated 81, 86, 287 are known.

5 K. N. Diksbit Has given a plausible explanation of tbe

difficulty in assigning tbe earlier date 191 of tbe Sobawal plate

to tbe Gupta era, vide Ep, Ind, XXI, p, 125,
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in Samudra Gupta’s dominions, but it is not mentioned

in Line 21 of his inscription on the Asoka pillar which

he took from Kosam to Prayag, and none of the names

given in that line can be identified with the names on

coins or inscriptions of Kosam, though Balavarman re-

sembles in form the name Bhimavarman. it would ap-

pear that the Kosam line had dwindled in power and this

is corroborated by the deterioration in the style of the

coins. An earlier era is thus suggested and Sten Konow’s

original proposal that the Kushana era should be applied

is the most probable. This is strengthened by the fact

that the dates use the ancient division of the year inta

seasons as Kushana inscriptions do, a method of dating

which is not found in the certain dates of the Chedi or

Gupta eras.

The late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal did useful work in

many fields and published a number of interesting ancient

coins. His interpretations, however, in many oases

offend against the canons described above, especially in

his History of India, 150 A.D. to 350 A.D. When he

wrote that book he had never (as he told me later himself)

seen a coin of Virasena, and thus from photographs or

casts of inferior specimens he entirely misinterpreted the

design. Taking one part of a nandi'pada as the letters

Pm he prefixed them to the name, converting it into

Pravarsena and he assigned the coin to a VaJkataka ruler

who was never near the area where yirasena coins are

commonly found. Other parts of that sjunbol he misread

as the dates 70 and 6, while he described the small circle

as a wheel which he claimed to be the Vakataka symbol.

This last mistake is even more glaring when on a cast

coin of Kausambi of the 2nd or 3rd Century B.C. part of

the nandi'pada is read as Rudra, and a swastika is taken

to be the symbol for 100 and the coin assigned to Rudra-
sena Vakataka. His reading of the coin from Kausambi
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shown in PL XX—

4

Indian Museum Catalogue as

Prithvi Sena instead of Pavata
(
= Parvata) as read by

V. A. Smith cannot be supported though I have two

coins which appear to read Prithvi Mitasa from the same

locality. At present there seems no ground at all for

supposing that the Valcatakas ever struck coin.

Besides his inaccuracy in readings and descriptions.

Dr. Jayaswal, in his attempts to assign coins to dynasties

mentioned in the records, has frequently neglected the

evidence to be obtained from find-spots. There are in-

stances of this in his treatment of the Naga coins in

History of India 150 A.D. to 350 A.D. which led Dr. A.

Banerji Sastri to write:
—“As such, a Bhara^iva Xaga

Empire must remain, pending further corroboration, a

figment of the imagination.” Dr. Jayaswal’s paper

‘'Early signed coins of India’* in J.B.O.P.S. XX p. 279,

which sets out to describe coins of the Maurya, Sunga
and Kanvayana dynasties is full of such errors and has

been dealt with elsewhere. Symbols have been mistaken

for letters and isolated coins from long series of local

rulers have been assigned to members of the Imperial

dynasties described in the Purajaas. It is doubtful

whether a single attribution can be accepted.





A POINT OF DISTINCTION
IN THE CONCEPT OF KHANDtIA IN BUDDHISM

BY

C. D. Chatterjee,

University of Luchnow.

In dealing witli tFe Khandha doctrine of the Buddha,

the scholars have generally missed a vital point of differ-

ence and distinction between the five Khandhas2iXi.A. the five

Ufciddna-Khandhas and with it, the main trend of the

early Buddhist thought. It is from the biological point

of view that we are interested in the problem of the origin

and composition of Individuality which is sought to be

represented by the five Khandhas, and it is from the psy-

chological point of view that the Buddha wants us to be

interested in the problem of the five Ufaddna-Khandhas}

One may agree with Prof. Barua in thinking that the

i^ain historical interest of the study of the rise of Jainism

and Buddhism lies in the opportunity of watching the

emergence of the psychological standpoint out of its biolo-

gical background.® Certain scientific and philosophical

thoughts in the earliest phase of Jainism and Buddhism

centre round Individuality as a biological concept, but the

supreme religious and ethical interests of both of them are

bound up with the psychological standpoint. While the

Jaina interest appears to have been equally divided

1 Samyutta-Nikaya, ed. Leon Feer, iii. pp. 1-188. London
1890. See specially, pp. 47-48 (§48); Visuddhimagga, ed. C. A.
I". Rhys Davids, ii. pp. 477-478. London 1921 ;

cf. Ahhidhamma-
tthasangaha, ed. T. W. Rhys Davids, Chap, vii (Journal of the

Pali Text Society, 1884, pp. 34-35); V^hhahga, ed. Mrs. Rhys
Davids, pp. 99 and 101. London 1904.

2 Buddha's Greatness and Role (Second Anniversary Lecture,

1944. Delivered hy Prof. B. M. Barna under the auspices of the

Buddhist Brotherhood of the University of Ceylon), p. 30. Colombo
1944.
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between tlie two standpoints in the approach to the problem

of Individuality, in Buddhism, we notice that the interest

is pre-eminently psychological or psycho-ethical.

The five Khancllias, or 'Aggregates’, viz, Rupa,

Vedana, Sanvd, Sarhkhdm, and Vinndna, are in reality

the five categories of thought in terms of which the living

individuals are or can be represented.^ These are again

broadly reducible to two, viz, Riipa and Arupa, i.e., 'the

1 The term Khandlia in Pali, plionelically eorrespouds to the

Sanskrit but the lueaning ascribed io it in the Canonical

Pali texts, is not to be mot -with in Prahniixiiioal literature.

Linguistically speaking, the use of tlie (erni Khmulha in the sense

of higgrcgate^ {c/uisa/tfjaha) or ‘heap’ {ici'ii) is puiely arbitrary

(V'i>iuddhi7iiaf/ria, ])p. 473 and 478).

Tlu^ five s(c1ions of (he riuindlia^ viz, lulpa Vedana

( b SaMd ( ), Samkiidni { ), and Vinnaim (

)

are merely diffeient factors, bodily and mental, into which the

living organism is supposed to have bom clivided. These five

sections have been taken l)y seliolars to stand for ^the Form’,
^Sensation’, ‘Perception^, ‘Confection’, and ‘Consciousness’; but
none of them ocumrs really in the narrow sense which has bee^
impnled to it. Alihough ilie term ordinarily means ‘the

Form’, as a section of the Klumdlia^ it stands for ‘all that relates

to the Body.’ In this connexion, attention may be drawn to a

])assage in the Visvddhimogga in which Buddhaghosa has record-

ed his own opinion on the subject. He says, ‘‘Bhagavd hitokdmo
tas,Ha tassa jrmassa sukliagalufvattharh cakhliu-ddlnam pi vuayor
hliufam ol/inkam pa}h(im}iu> iRnpaJMa7idlia7h dasseii^^ (p. 477).

It is evident therefore that all such things as are perceptible

through the sense-organs should come in the category of Rfipa,

Likewise, the other four sections of the Khandha are to be under-
stood in the sense of ‘all that relates to Feeling’ {Vedana), ‘all

that relates to Perception’ (Sanvd)^ ‘all that relates to Conation’
(Samkhdra), and ‘all that relates to Consciousness’ (ViilrldJia), It

is evident from the Visitddhnpagga that the scholiast Buddhaghosa
has taken the same view about them. {‘^Tato uthdnittJiarupasam^
7)edanikam Vedanom. Yam vedayati tarn sarljdndf/Ui evam
vedandvimyassa dJcd-ragdhikam S>amvam; sanndvasena ahhi-
samkhdrake Samkhdre; teaam vedanadinaTh nismyani adlii^

patiblivfail ca nemrh Vifiiianan fi.” Visuddliimagga^ p. 477, see

also p. 452 ; cf, Vihhanga, pp, 1-12). I perfes fly agree with
Mrs. Ehys Davids that this sort of division of the Khandhas, viz,

one section relating to the Bod^/ and four, to Mind, whether ori-

ginally Buddhistic or not, is not merely unwieldy but, in scheme
and. in name, not a very happy essay at analysis (Buddhism, Home
ITniversity Library, p. 71). Cf. Dhamannsafigani, ed. E, Muller,
pp. 1748 (§§ 69-63). London 1885.
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From and the Formless’, ‘the Corporeal and the Incorpor-

eal’, or, as one may say. Body and Mind, or Matter and

Consciousness, All the concepts that may be formed with

regard to the Body, living as well as dead, are placed in

the category of Rupa, and all the concepts that may be

formed with regard to Mind, in the category of Arupa.^

The Rupa is further subdivided into two categories,^ viz,

Bhutarupa, ‘Essential or Primary Form,’ and XJpadarupa,

^ In J3udd]iist terminology, an almost identical term for Aru'pa

is Ndma. Ti^jns, tlie expression Namarupa includes botli

Rupa and Arupa (cf. Ma]jhima-'Nihdya, i. ed. V. Trenckner, p.

53. London 1888; also see below, p. 164, n. 1).

2 ^^Tadetam TuppanahihlJiaue^M ehividhaih hhutopadaya
hhedaio duvidham.^* Vtsiiddliimagga, p. 443. Cf. Ndmarupa-
paricclieda, ed. A. P. Biiddiiadatla, v. 3 {Journal of the Rah
Tecct Society, 191344, p. 5); Abindhammdvatdm, ed. A.P. Bnd-
dhadatta, p. 64 (t?. G24). London 1915; AlhidJiammatthasangaha,
ed. T. W. Ebys Davids, Cbap. vi. (J,P,T,S., 1884, p. 27).

There are four attributes of Bhutarupa, which are as fol-

lows :
—
(i) pathavldlidtii (earth), (ii) dpodhdtu (water), (iii) tejo-

dhdtu (fire), and (iv) vdyodJidtu (air).

There are twenty’-four attributes of IJpdddrupa, which are
as follows :

—
(i) cakkhii (eye)

;

(ii) soiaih (ear)

;

(iii) ghdfiiam (nose);

(iv) ]ivhd (tongue);

(v) kayo (body);

(vi) Tupam (form);

(vii) saddo (sound);

(viii) gandho (smell);

(ix) raso (taste);

(x) ittliindnyam (female sex);

(xiii) liadayavatihu (conscience)

(xiv) kdyavinhaitl (gesture)

;

(xv) vaclviTmatti (sj)eech)

;

(xvi) dkdsadhdtu (space);

(xvii) rupassa lahutd

(buo3-ancy);

(xviii) ,, mudutd (elasticity);

(xix) ,, kammanfiatd
(activity)

;

,
upaca;yo (power of

integration)

;

,, mniaii (continuity

of identity);

,, jaiatd (subject to

decay)

;

,, aniccaid (undurabi-
lity); and

(xxiv) kavahnkdro dlidro

(sustaining through
morsels of nourish-

ing food).

(xs)

(xxi)

(xxii)

(xi) purisindriyam (male sex); (xxiii)

(xii) jlvitindriyam (vitality)

;
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'Derivative or Secondary Form/ Similarly, the Aruya or

Formless^ is also subdivided into two, viz, Citta, 'Mind',

and Cetasika, 'Mental/- According to this classification,

See Vibltafuja, pp. 2 and 13-14, etc.
;
Dhammasahgam, pp.

124—12'/ {U 084—5to), p. 132 (§ 688), and pp. 134—144 (§§ 59G
—646); VisudcUmnagga, pp. 443—45lj; Abhidhanwiatthamiigaha,
Chap, vi 1884, p. 27); Ncmiarupapariccheda, vv, 480

—

615. (J.F.T.S., 191344, pp. 33—40); Abhidhammdvatdm^ pp.
64—78.

Tliera Buddhadatta, an elder contemporary of Buddliagliosa,

informs us that, according to some expounders of the Ahladlifirnma

philosophy, there are five other attributes of Rapa, viz, halarupa,

mmbhavarupa, jdtinlpa, rogariipa, and fniddliarupa (strength,

coming into being, birth, disease, and mental torpor) (AbhidhaTn-
mdvaidni, p. 72). Buddliagliosa not only admits this fact but also

agrees with his learned contemporary that the first four new types

of Hupa mentioned in the Alihahathd (? SihalatthakatJui) are in no
way different from those specified by the Buddha and that the
fifth one, i.e., middliarupa^ is no Rdpa at all. In their opinion,

balaru'pa is equivalent to vdyodhutii, sainbhavarupa, to dpodhdUi,
jdtirupa^ io upacaya and sa7itati, and rogarupa^ to jarcitd and ani-

ccatd (Vistiddhiviagga, p, 450). I, however, find no jiustification

for accepting the suggestion of Buddhadatta and Buddhaghosa,
which appears to me to be too far-fetched.

The best Ahhulhamma interpretation of the 24th attribute of

Updddrupa is to be found in the Dhmimasahgatii^ where it has
been explained as, ‘‘Odaiio, kummdso, sattu, maccho, mamsarh^
khirarh, dadhi, sappi, navanliarfi, telam, madlmpplidnitam, yam
vd panafifiami pi atthi yamhi yamhi janapade tesarh tesarh sattd^

naih 7nukhdsiya7h, da7itavikliddanam, galajjliohaminyam^ kticchi-

vittliambl%ana7h^ ydya ojdya sattd ydpeTiti-idan tarn RdpaTh,
‘kavalinkdro dhdro’ ’’ (p. 144, § 646).

^ We have stated above that an almost identical term for

Ariipa is Ndbna. It may be noted here that the only difference

between Afupa and NdTna is, that while the former has two dis-

tinct aspects, viz, Citia and Cetasika, the latter has three, viz,

Citta, Cetasika, and Nihhdifia. So says Anuruddha:

lil Cittam, Cetasikaih, Nibbdnan Hi 7haruttaToj

Ndmarfi iiddhd 2JCtkdse^a, cakkhumd vaiatam varo^^ /

f

Ndinarvpapanccheda^ %\ 477 {J.P,T,S,^ 1913—14, p. 32); see also
v. 3; cf. Abhidhamviatthaaangaha, Chap. viii (J.P.T.S., 1884,
p. 39); Milinclapafiha, ed. V. Trenciner, p. 49. London 1880.
The terms Namn and R.vpa may he profitably compared with

and ?R!kr?iTT of the Mahahhusya (Pata!njali on Palnini,
iii. 1. 87).

® Vibhmga, p. 67. According to this authoritative test of
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the Aru'pa comprises the four aggregates of Vedana,

Sanfm, SamkMra, and Vinndna. In Theravada Buddhism

as well as in Sarvastivada, the concepts of RUfa and Arufa,

which is to say, of the five Khandhas are treated as Reals

(Vijjamdnapannatti).^ In other words, the early Bud-

dhist attitude towards the world as a whole is realistic.

But the living individuals, with reference to whom the

above concepts are significant, are treated as Unreals

{Avijjarmna/pannatti).^ They are considered to be so

many biological facts that are subject to the laws of birth

ijdti), decay (jard), and death {mara/m), and are also con-

ceived as composites of the five Khandhas that are both

the elements of existence and Reals as concepts. The in-

dividuals thus belong to the general order of existence as

made out of common experience, and also to the general

scheme of thought. According to the early Buddhist

thought, when it is said that a living individual is a com-

tke Abhidhamiiia-Pitaka, the classification of the five Khandhas
would be as follows

:

Pancakkbandha

r
Eui|)am

Rupakkhandho r
Cetasikarii

1

ArQ^am

VedanSkkhandho Sannak'

^

Cittaifa

I

Vinnapakkhandho

1

:handho. Samkharakkhandho

See also Vibhahga, pp. 418. 420. and 436; Ndmarupapari-

ccheda, vv. 645—651 {J.P.T.S., 1913-14, pp. 42).

1 PuggalapannatU-Atthahatha, ed. G. Landsberg and Mrs.

Rhys Davids {J.P.T.S., 1913-14, pp. 1< 1-172); NamaTupapari-
ccheda, vv. 861

—

8M(J.P.2' S., 1913-14, pp. 53-64); AbJudhammd-
vatara, p. 84; Abhidhammatthasahgaha. Chap, viii {J.P.T.S.,

1884, p. 39). By ‘Theravada’, we mean the orthodox or original

Buddhism, as opposed to its later ramifications like Sarvastivada,

M ahi^aisaka, Mahasaihghika, and others.

2 Ibid.
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posite or compound of the five lUiandhas, it is not meant

that the same is no more than the totality or mechanical

summation of those five aggregates as separate parts.

The notion of the individual (satta) is thus identifiable

neither with any one of the Kliandhas nor even with their

totality, mechanical or otherwise. To put it in the

early Buddhist logical form : imasmim sati idam hoti,

imass’ wpfadd idam up-pajjaii; imasmim asati idam na

hoti, imassa nirodhd idam nirujjhatUi,'^ if there are the

Khandhas in their organic unification, the notion of a

living individual is possible. An apt illustration of this

notion is to be found in a verse ascribed to Sister Vajira,

wherein it is said :

‘‘‘Yathd hi ahgasamhhdra hoti saddo ‘ratho’ itif

evam Khandhesu santesu hoti ‘saito’ ti sammutiti” j

[Just as when the components (of a chariot) are present

(and fitted up), we use the word ‘Chariot’, likewise when

the Khandhas are present (in organic unity), we talk of a

‘Being’].

The concepts of the five Khandhas or Aggregates, or,

in other words, of Body and Mind, thus follow from actual

experiences that are Reals as such. All our daily experi-

ences suggest at once the amiccatd or impermanence as the

fundamental attribute or general character of things.

Accordingly, the individuals as well as the concepts by

which they are represented share this common attribute.

1 Ma]}luma-Nikaya, i. ed. V. Treiickiier, pp. 262-263.

London 1888; ii. ed. E. Clialmers, p. 32. London 1898; iii. ed.

E. Chalmers, p. 63. London 1899; Samyutta-Niltaya, ed, Leon
Peer, ii. p. 65. London 1888; Uddna, ed. P. Steinthal, pp. 1 and
2. Jjondon 1885; Mnhavastu, ed. Emile Senart, ii. p. 285. Paris

1890; Madliyamaka-Vrili, ed. Tionis de la Vallee Potisisin, p. 9.

St. Petershonrg 1913.

~ Samyutta-Nihdya, ed. Leon Peer, i, p. 131. London 1884;
Katkmattliu, ed. Arnold C. Taylor, i. p. 06. London 1894;
Milindapanlia, ed. V. Trenckner, p. 28. London 1880; of. Ahlvi-

dhammavaiara, p. 88.
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.Whatever be the conception of Atma> as revealed in the

TJ'pmisads, by the Atman doctrine, the Buddha under-

stood a system of thought, implying the notion of a per-

sonal entity which is immutable, invariable, eternal, and

not subject to the law of change (nicco, dhnvo, sassato,

avi^arindmadhammo)

)

but, in his opinion, no such entity

really presents itself to experience.^ The early Bud-

dhist thought thus agrees with the Heraclitean view of

change, for, according to both Heraclitus and the Buddha,

‘in the ceaseless transformation of all things, or the

process of Becoming, nothing individual persists, but

only the order.^ The Buddhist terms for the continuity

1 The Pali variant of is Attd^ but tlie two widely differ

in meaning. In Pali, Attd means ^Self’ and not ^SonP, except

in some of the discourses of the Buddha, where it has been special-

ly used as a linguistic variant of Atmd to bring out the Brahmani-
cal conception of Soul. There is no place for Soul in Buddhism.

2 Majjliima-Niltdya, i. pp. 8 and 138; Kathdfvatthu. i. p. 6T.

s Barua, B. M., Buddha^s Greatness and Bole, p. 13; Windel-
band, W., A History of Philosophy^ p. 50. New York 1923.

Although both Heraclitus and his Indian contemporary, the

Buddha, believed in the existence of a system in the process of

Becoming, they fundamentally differed with regard to its nature.

According to the foimer, it is the order, by virtue o'f which Life
and Death, Youth and Old Age, or anv two such opposites are

continually, automatically, and mutually changing their places,

in this perpetual and ceaseless revolution of the universe and of

all individual things, visible or invisible. Thus, Life is replaced

by Death, and Death, by Life, and this endless process of Becom-
ing goes on uninterruptedly through the eternity. And the only

factor that governs this unending flux, is the order—the law of

change, which is the only reality in the midst of unreality.
^

The
Buddha, too, believed in the existence of an order, but that is the

law of Karma which causes transmigration and which also operates

through the eternity, because the identity of a sentient Being
continues, despite the uninterrupted succession of births and deaths.

That law only becomes inoperative, when that Being attains

Nirvana, Thus, while Heraclitus believed in the existence of a law
governing the process of Becoming and considered it to be absolute

and unrestricted in its scope of operation, the Buddha considered

it to be controllable and restricted under special circumstances.

In short, the Becoming to Heraclitus is uncaused, whereas the

same to the Buddha is caused.
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of that order are dhammasantati as well as samkJid-

rasantati} With the Buddha, therefore, the process of

change means a course of reaction (patibhaga) from one

kind of happening into another; and through this, one is

to seek the continuity of life-impulses or the true mean-

ing of Individuality. From the Buddha’s doctrine of

aniccata, it does not follow that a person, whether a

perfect saint or not, becomes completely annihilated or

utterly destroyed on the dissolution of his body and that

he ceases to be." The general opinion of the Buddhist

scholars formed on the basis of the Cula-Mdlunkya-Sutta

of the Majjhima-Nikdya is, that the Buddha deliberately

refrained from giving definite answers to the questions of

metaphysical importance and particularly to the question,

whether or not the Tathagata (a common epithet for all

the Buddhas) continues to be after death, and thereby

banned philosophy altogether.® But it may come as a

surprise to them that in the Khandha-Samyutta of the

Samyutia-Nikdya, a definite answer has been given to

this very question.^ The trend of Sariputta’s arguments

levelled against Yamaka’s erroneous opinion® makes it

perfectly clear that, according to the Buddha, the conti-

nuity of Individuality is not to he conceived afart from

the time to time combinations of the five Khandhas, both

the Individuality and the combinations being equally sub-

ject to the law of change.

1 MiUndapa^ha, pp. 40-41
;

Therag&thd-Atthakathd, ii. eel.

Rerukane Ariyafiana Thera, p. 151. Colombo 1925. Sinhalese
Edition (on Theragathd, v. 716).

^ SarnyuUa-Nilidya, Jiii. pp. 109 ff.

3 Majjhima-Nihaya, i. pp. 426—432, see specially p. 431
(bydkata and abydkata); pp. 483—4*^9 (Ag^vacchagotta-Sntta).

* Sarnyutia-NiMya, iii, pp, 109—112.

8 “Saccam, kira te dvuso Yamaha evarupaih papakam ditthi-
gatam uppannam ‘tathdhaih Bhagavata dhammam desitam ajdnami
yathd kMydsavo hhikkhu kdyassa hhedS ucchijjati, vinassaU, na
hoti param maravA’ti ? ” (ihid., pp. 109-110).
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From the facts stated above, it will be seen that it is

through the Upaddna and the V'padana alone that the in-

dividuals as individuals become personally interested and

affected in the cosmic process of life and thereby get them-

selves involved in the life’s vital problem of happiness and

misery [sukha and dukkha). According to the doctrine

of the Paticcasamuf'pdda, the very root or fundamental

basis of that Updddna is Tanka, or ‘Craving’ {Tanha-

'paccayd Ufaddnam), which impels the individual to

establish the idea of permanent ownership over things of

experience, over which such ownership can never be estab-

lished.^ The origin of the feelings of happiness and

misery is traceable to the failure to satisfy such a craving

in us : the natural clinging to the things of experience,

without realizing either their true character or as they

stand in reality. It is nowhere suggested in the Canoni-

cal Pali texts that the origin of TJ'pdddna lies elsewhere,

i.e., in the order of things. If so, the charge of pessimism

often brought against the doctrine of the Buddha is un-

founded. It follows, on the other hand, from the position

1 Perhaps the most lucid explanation of the term U'padana is

to be found in one of the sermons of the Buddha (Maha-Mdana-
Suttanta), from which the following extract has been cited

:

,
(Buddha) “Tanhapaccaya Upaddnan’ti-iti hJio pan’etam

vuttam; tad, Ananda, imina p'etam pariyayena veditabbam yatha

‘Tanhdpaccaya TJpadanarid . Tanhd va hi, Ananda, ndbhavissa

sabbena sabbarh, sabbaths sabbath, kassaci, kimhid, seyyatMdam

:

RvipatanhS', Saddatanha, Oandhatanha, Rasatanhd, Photthabba-

tanha, Dhatnmatanhd, sahbaso Tanhaya asati Taniidnirodha, a/pi

nu hho VpadLanam paniiMyethdti ?
”

(Ananda) “Na h’etam, Bhante.”

(Buddha) “Tasmat ih, Ananda, es’ eva hetu, etath nidanath, esa

samudayo, esa paccayo Upaddnassa, yadidarh Tanhd.” (Digha-

Nihaya, ii. ed. Ehys Davids and Carpenter, p. 58. London 1903).

Commenting on the term Upddana, the South-Indian scholiast

Dhammapala Thera writes : “gahatia-lakkhanam {scil. Tanha)

^Up^dwidih^ ,
dinun cciTiCLTdscifh^ Tdnhdddlhdttdditthipciccupdttji^

narh, Tanhapadatthdnam.” (Uddna-Atthakatha, ed. Khalpola

Devarakkhita Thera, p. 39. Colombo 1930. Sinhalese Edition).

Cf. Visuddhimagga, p. 5i69.

F. 23
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taken by him, that the individuals themselves are the

makers and unmakers of the drama of happiness and

misery of their own lives.

In the phraseology of the Buddha, the term Ufaddna
is both a genus and a species. As a general term, it carries

with it the notions conveyed by the words, chanda (incli-

nation), raga, (passion), nandi (delight), tanha (craving),

wpdya (approach), updddna (attachment), cetaso adhitt-

hdna (that on which the Mind rests), cetaso ahhinivesa

(that to which the Mind adheres), and cetaso anusaya

(that on which the Mind lies).^ All these proceed from

the three false ideas, viz, ‘this is mine’, which is induc-

ed by Tanha

\

‘I am this’, which is induced by Mdna; and

‘this is my true self’, which is induced by Ditthi. But

the cosmic process goes on governed by its own law!

The question for us therefore is, whether or not we should

be connected with it through desires. We cannot stop the

cosmic process, but we can surely check our desires.^ It

is by this means alone that we can dry up the well of

Craving [Tanha) at the very source and thereby pass out

of this play of happiness and misery going on through

the eternity.®

This aspect of the Buddha’s doctrine is generally

emphasized in Theravada Buddhism. It inculcates upon

us that on this side of our life, the three springs of action

[hamma) are the three unwholesome motives [akmalamuld),

viz, lobha (greed), dosn (malice), and moha (delusion).^

1 Sarnyufta-Nihlya, iii. p. 161 (§ 112).

2 Cf. “DuJchhameva uppajjamanam nppo'jjot.i, duJcl'/iam

niruddhamanam ninijjhatHi, no, karlklwti, na vinikicchafi, apam-
paccaya tiana/n eva’assa ettha hoti” (Ibid,, p. 135).

3 “Tassa acetayato anahhisamhharato id c’eca sauna
nirujjlianii, aiind ca olarihd sadHa na uppajjanti. So nirodharh
phusati” {Dlgha-Nikaya, i. ed. Ehys Davids and Carpenter,
p. 186. London 1890').

* Dhammasai)gay.i, p. 180 (§ 982). Vibhanga, pp. 208-209;
NdTuarnpapariccheda, v. 149 [J.P.T.S., 1913-14, p. 14).
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What is the other aspect of the Buddha’s doctrine, is

now the question. The non-understanding of the other

aspect has led to many misconceptions about the true

position of Buddhism as a religion. One might say that

the general impression created by the Canonical Pali

texts is, that just a negative result of the religious

efforts could be obtained through Buddhism, for the,

goal set before it, is a heaven of Nothingness {Nibhdna).

But the sermons of the Buddha as recorded in those texts,

speak not only of the three akusalamulas

,

or unwholesome

motives, but also of the three husalamulas, or wholesome

motives, viz, alobha (the opposite of greed), adosa (the

opposite of malice), and amoha (the opposite of delusion)^

It will be seen that, though each of the husalamulas is nega-

tive in form, it is clearly positive in connotation. Thus,

alohha is much more than the mere absence of greed; it is

no mere disinterestedness, for it is the benevolent trait of

an individual’s character. Similarly, adosa is much
more than the mere absence of hatred

; it is love, the com-

passionate trait of one’s character. Amoha, too, is much
more than the absence of delusion; it is knowledge {hdna)

ripening into wisdom (^ahhd). What is then the course

of life which proceeds from the husalamulas ? The Bud-

dha differs from the contemporary and other thinkers,

when he speaks not of the two ordinary kinds of Feeling

{Vedand), viz, sukha (pleasure) and d,uhkha (pain), but

of three, viz, sukha (pleasure), dukkha (pain), and

adukkhamasukha (neither pain nor pleasure).^ It might

appear to some that in adukkhamasukha, the two feelings

Dliammasaiiffani, p. 180 (§ 981). See also pp. 13-14 (§§32-

34) and pp. 66-66 (§§ 312—314); Ahhidhammatthasahgaha, Chap,

iii {J.P.T.S., 1884, p. Vl)-,Vihlianga, pp. 169 and 210.

^ Digha-Nikaya, ii. p. 66; Majjhima-Nikdya, i;_PP- 59, 270,

293 304, etc.; Ahhidhammatthasangaha, Chap, iii (J.P.T.S.,

1884, p. 11). „ , ...
The compilers of the Ahlndlnmma-Pitaht mention lour forms

of Veclo.n&, viz, sukha (pleasure), dukkha (pain), sukhadukkha
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01 sukha and dukkha are cither neutralized or transcend-

ed. It is, nevertheless, a feeling and a felt experience.

This achekkhamasukha feeling is therefore nothing but

(pleasure and paiii), and adiihkhamasukha (neither pleasure nor
pain) and also the dihorent categories to which they belong.
According to the Vihhanga (pp. 3-5), the four forms of Vedand
are to be classified as follows:

C {a)

(b)

ie)

VEDANA ^

id)

I (e)

[

1 Atm
j
2 Anagatd

13 Paccuppanna

f 4 Ajjhatta
I 5 Bahiddka

{ fi Olarika

17 Sukhuma

f8 Ulna

1 9 Panlta

" 10 Dure

.11 Santike

f Sukha
i Dukkha
I AdukkhamasukhS
r Sukha

\
Dukkha

I Adukkhamasukha
I Dukkha
\ Sukhadukkha
( Sukha
I AdukkhamasukhS

I
Dukkha

I Sukhadukkha

I
Sukha

I Adukkhamasukha
f Sukhs
) Dukkha

I

Sukhadukkha
L Adukkhamasukha
f
Sukha

i Dukkha
I Adukkhamasukha

As in the sermons of the Buddha preserved in the Suita-

Pilaka, only three forms of Vedand have been mentioned, the

introduction of sukhadulkha as a new type of Vedand by the

compilers of the AbhidhamviarPitaka is unwarranted and unjusti-

fiable. It may be noted here that even in the Madhyainika system

of Buddhist philosophy, which came into existence so late as the

second half of the first century A.D., only three forms of Vedand
have been rec()gnir-:ed, as ivS evident from the Pimnnnapadd {Mad>
hyamakavriti). Commenting on one of the Ldnkds {-^hllainad-

hyaviakakdnkds) of that great Buddhist philosopher Nagarjluna,

the learned commentator Candrakirti (7ih cent. A.D.), who also

belonged to the Madhyainika school, writes in his Prasannapa,dd:

To explain the relation between and ^T, as it stands
in reality, he further adds:

el L. de

la Vallee Poussin, pp. 554-555. St. Petersbourg 1913).
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ufekhM whicli is generally rendered in English by ‘in-

difference.’^ In the Cula-Vedalla-Sutta, the reaction of

this feeling is said to be avijjd, which is indeed puzzling

at first sight. ^ This avijja cannot surely be taken to

mean ‘delusion’ or ‘ignorance’ but a state of sub-conscious-

ness which is not brought into clear recognition. When
it is brought into clear recognition, it becomes mija, or true

knowledge. As a conscious state emerges out of its un-

conscious background, the reaction of vijjd is vimutti, or

feeling of emancipation. From vimutti follows Nibbdm.^

If it is asked what follows from Nibbdna by way of fur-

ther reaction, the question is stopped on the ground that

a limit must be set somewhere to the line of enquiry for

the sake of what the Sister Dhammadinna called ‘pan-

ha/nam pariyantam gahanam’^ or, as one might say, to

avoid i.e., infinite regress in thought. The re-

action (^atibhdga) between sukJia and dukkha or between

dukkha and sukka is one which, according to the early

Buddhist thought, may sometimes take place between the

two opposites. If it really takes place, in the opinion of

the scholiast Buddhaghosa, it is nothing but msabbJdga-

paiibhdga, i.e., ‘a reaction between the two opposites.’®

The reaction between vijjd (knowledge) and vimutti (feel-

ing of emancipation), or between vimutti (feeling of eman-

cipation) and Nibbdna (Emancipation) is a case of one

taking place between the two counterparts or compliments.

It is a case of sabhdgapaPibkdga, i.e., ‘a reaction between

^ 31aj}hima-Nika2ja, i. p. 90; Cf. Anuruddlia

:

“Sukham Dukkham Vpekkhd ti tividha tattha VedanaJ
Somanassam Domanassarh iti bhedena pailcadha” f I

AhhidhaTTi/matthasangaha, Chap, iii (J.P.T.S., 1884, p. 11. §3).

2 Majjldma-Nikaya, i. p. 304.

3 Ihid.

4 Ibid.

Papancasiidam, ed. J. Woods and 1). Kosumbi, ii. p. 370.

London 1928.
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two similar things’, as characterized by Buddhaghosad

When the opinion of Sister Dhammadinna was communi-

cated to the Buddha for his consideration, he fully en-

dorsed it, adding nothing further.^ As pointed out by

Prof. Barua, here lies the real point of difference between

the philosophical view of Heraclitus and the doctrine of

the Buddha. “ According to the former, when the things

constantly change rotating between the two opposites,

nothing individual persists but only the order (hiK-q)

—

the law of change, by virtue of which Life and Death,

Youth and Old Age, or any two such opposites are con-

tinually, automatically, and mutually changing their

places.^ Heraclitus thus discloses only one course of

cosmic life—the single process of change, implying the

notion of a cyclical order of things moving back and fro

between the two opposites. If such be the reality of Life,

there is naturally no escape from it, for we have nothing

to choose and no freedom of the will to exercise. In the

opinion of the Buddha, the change, i.e., the Becoming

(bhava), which is the essence of the life of reality, implies

two different courses of reaction- In one, the reaction

takes place between the two opposites as, for instance,

' PapaucasCidani, ii. p. 370.

“ Cf. “Ma'nutn, ce pi tram, VinaJdiu, lii. pucr.hejjydfih,

(I,ham. pi Inm evamevam hijdhareyyam, aathd iam Dluimmuid i iinnya

hhikkh'imiya hyahataiii; ci.o r’au’ctas.ui altJio, cramctcnh dlmrahiti."

(Majjhima-Nihdya, i. pp. 304-305).

3 Barua, B. M., Buddha's Greatness and Hole, p. 13.

* Cf. “I'his ordt’i', ilio Kainc fur all things, no one of gods or

men has made, but it always was, and is, and ever shall be . .

(20) —Heraclitus.

“Opposition unites. From what draws agart results the

most beautiful harmony. All things take place by strife.” (46)

—Heraclitus.

“Life and Death, and waking and sleeping, and youth, and
old age, are the same; for the latter change and are the former,
and the former change hack to the latter.” (78)—^Heraclitus.

(Smith, T. V., Philosophers Speak for Themselves, pp. 11-12,
tJhicago 1935.)
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between sukha and dukkha, or between dukkha and sukha,

precisely in the same manner as conceived by Heraclitus,

while, in the other, it takes place between the two com-

pliments or counterparts that serve to complete the pro-

cess towards the fulfilment of a life of effort. Thus, if

there be only two courses left open to us, we may choose

between the two and exercise the freedom of our will. If

the first course is taken to be Sanhsara, or continuous

Bebirth, the second would naturally be Nihhana, or the

end of Bebirth, which is theoretically only the last

state of perfection or fulfilment. Samsdra and Nibhdna

are merely two relative ideas, and there is no absolute

distinction between the two (
)' in

respect of the process or mode of operation as inculcated

by the great Buddhist philosopher Nagarjuna,^ though

their difference lies in the ultimate end to which they res-

pectively direct. As the significance of the former de-

pends on that of the latter, they naturally stand on the

same footing in respect of each other. That common foot-

ing or point of reference is evidently the Paticcasamup-

pdda, or ‘Causal Origination’, which in its samuppdda
(origination) aspect is Samsdra and in its nirodha (cessa-

_

^ Candrakirti on the Mula-Madhyamahx-Karika, xxy. 19-30;
V. infra.

^ Cf. "
5T I

^ II iVK)

^ ^rr ^ i

5T II (5?o)

So also Candrakirti:

—Prasanna^ada on KdrikS, xsv. 19.

{Madhyamaka-Vrtti, ed. L. de la Vallee Ponssin, p. 535)

For a further discussion on the relation between Samsdra and
NirySna by Ndga^juna, see his Mahdyana-Virhiaka {Tibetan and
Chinese Te,vts of the Mahaydna-VimSaka, ed. and trans. Susumu
Tamaguchi. The Eastern Buddhist, iv. pp. 56 ff. and 169 ff.

Kyoto, Japan).
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tion) aspect is Nibhana} Nibhana is not precisely the

name of the process but the goal towai-ds which the Being

is directed. Its mathematical value in the process of

thought is like that of n in an ascending series of the

cardinals. It is only conceivable as a process, when it is taken

to be a synonym of vimokkha or vimutti, i.e., the eman-

cipation of a sentient Being, the successive stages of which

are realizable by the aspirant during his onward course.

To a progressive life, the second course is therefore the

one which proceeds from the three kosulamulas, viz,

alobha, adosa, aad amoha. It is undeniable that the whole

trend of religious thought has been so devised by the Bud-

dha that an aspirant may proceed from good to greater good

and from happiness to greater happiness by avoiding the

aknsala, i.e., the mental state, the reaction of which on

life and the world is unwholesome. There is no place for

the akusala in the Jhanic life, i.e., in the life of Reflection,

either in the sphere of Form {Rupdvacara) or in that of the

Formless {Arupdvacara)

;

nor has it any place in the sphere

of the Supra-mundane (Lokuttara) The Jhanist pro-

gresses through the successive stages of effort and fruition

unhindered and undistracted, experiencing the different

types of Consciousness (Vinnana), whether Kusala, Vifd-

ka, or Kiiyu, that come into play during the onward course

of Jhdna and Yoga.^

1 For tbe doctrine of Paticcasamuppada,see Malimagga (i. 1)

of the Vinaya-Pitaka (ed. Hermann Oldenberg, i. pp. 1-3.

London 1879). See also Uddna, i. 1—3 (ed, Paul Steinthal, pp.
1—3. London 1885).

^ Abhidhammatthasangaha, Chap. i. (J.P.T.S., 1884, pp.
3-4. §§ 8—13); AbMdhammSnjatdra, pp. 4-5; VisuddJiimagga,

p. 463. See also the classification of Vimmia given below.

^ I}hammasangam,i, pp. 31—55 (§§160—^264: Etipavacara-
Knsala), pp. 58—60 (§§ 373—^276: Arupavacara-Knsala), pp.
60—70 (§1 277—364; Lokuttara-Knsala), p. 97 (§§499-500: Eupa-
vacara-Vipaka), pp. 97—99 (§§501—504: Arupavacara-Vipaka),
pp. 99—^117 (§§ 606—655: Lokuttara-Vipaka), p. 123 (§§ 577-
678: Enpavacara-Kriya), pp. 123-124 (§§ 579—583; Arupgvacara-
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It is nowhere suggested in the Canonical Pali texts

that the five Khandhas as ingredients of existence, would

E.riya); NamarupcipaTiocTieda^ 'vv, 634-635 (J.P.T,S., 1913^14,

p. 41); AbhidhaTnmatthasangaha, Chap, i (/.P.T.aS., 1884, pp, 2-3),

In the Visuddhimagga, Buddhaghosa has drami a distinction

between Jhana and Yoga which I have followed

here, although it is contrary to the usual practice of the Buddhist
writers, according to whom the term JJmna implies all the stages

or levels of mental concentration. In the opinion of that learned

scholiast, if we distinguish between the two (jlidnangayogahhe--

dato), the first five stages (same as the first four of the Nikdyas)

of meditation, which relate to Hhe Sphere of Eorm^^ (Rupavacara),

are the Jhdnas, while the remaining four (excluding the Sanfid-

vedayitanirodhasamdipatti) which have a bearing on ^the Sphere
of the Termless^ (Arupavacara)

^

are the Yogas {druppanam yogor
vasena). Of. AhhidhammdvatdTa, p. 5 (Lokuttara).

The different types of Vinnana^ or Consciousness, as mention-
ed in the Abhidhamma texts, may be classified as follows:—

Akusala
(MU)

Vinnsrna

I

'

Kusala
(JUti)

Avyakata
iJUti)

r ^ I T ^
KsmSvacara EupS^cara Artipavacara Lokuttara
(Bhumi) (Bhumi) (Bhumi) (Bhund)

KsmSvacara
(JBhumi)

Vipska
(Jaii)

r ~1
KriyE
(JUf-i)

r
KamSvacara Riipavacara Arupavacara Lokuttara
(BhUmi) (BhUmi) [Bhumi) (BhUmi)

L
r i ^

Kamavacara Rupavacara ArQpavacara
[BhUmit [Bhumi) [Bhumi)

On tke basis of the above, it is possible to ascertain the vari-

ous t3T)es of Vinndna experienced by a Jhanist, either as a Sehha
(Sotapattimaggattha to Arahattamaggattha, i.e., seven classes) or

as an Asekha [Arahattaphalattha or Arhat), during the succes-

sive stages of meditation (jhdnahga) and trance (yoga), and also

to specify the number of each of those types. The different types

of Vinmm thus experienced and their respective numbers may

be tabled in the following iway

:

F. 23
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cease to exist, save and except one by implication and that

is the Rufahkhandha, the twenty-eight attributes of which,

as concomitants of identity have no physical significance

in the highest sphere of cosmic life, i.e., in the world of

the Formless Brahmas {Arupa-Brahmaloka). All the

Kha/ndhas, however, can be eliminated only as objects of

meditation, mental concentration, or thought, that is, as

arammmias} The possibility of their elimination as

objects of thought or mental concentration suggests to us

the possibility of the withdrawal of our personal interest

from them. To enjoy the world best is to withdraw com-

pletely our self-interest from them, as the trouble is likely

to begin, if we feel or begin to think that our personal in-

terest is at stake. Thus, the Jhanic life is helpful to us

in getting away mentally from things that may land us

on the shore of pleasure and pain, happiness and misery,

good and evil, virtue and vice—in short, the opposites. It

helps us also to proceed from enjoyment to enjoyment with-

out the least feeling of there being any personal stake. ^

To think that the elimination of the five Khandhas as

objects of thought or mental concentration means the eli-

mination also of them as the constituents of existence or

Individuality, is to make a confusion between the psycho-

logical and the biological standpoint. A Buddha or an

Arhat remains as much an individual after the attainment

of the Supreme Enlightenment (Nibbdna) as the rest of the

sentient Beings. Individuality, though a changing one,

is inconceivable apart from the combinations of the five

Khandhas. As the Tathagata (Buddha) on the dissolu-

tion of the body, i.e., after death, continues to be, it logi-

1 Ahhidhammatthasangaha, Chaps, iii and viii {J.P.T.S.,

1884, pp. 13-14 and 37-38).

® Barua, B. M., Buddhism as a Personal Religion (Fifth

Lecture under the auspices of the Dona Alpina Eatnayake Trust),

p. 8 'f. Colombo 1944.
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cally follows that the continuity of Individuality or Per-

sonality is possible only in and through a series of indivi-

dual existences, resulting from the combinations of those

five aggregates. This is the upshot of Sariputta’s argu-

ments pressed against Yamaha’ s erroneous opinion that

an Arhat ceases to be after death {khlnasavo hhikkhu

kayassa hheda ucchijjati, vinassati, no, hoti 'param mara-

It is evident from the arguments of that great Bud-

dhist apostle Sariputta that a KMndsava or Arhat on the

dissolution of his body, i.e., after death, goes beyond the

reach of the five sinful (sdsavam), base-forming {updda-

ntyam), and pain-producing (dukkham) Updddnak-

khandhas,^ but the five Khandhas as such, without their

evil qualities or potency, continue to exist only as objects

of thought or mental concentration.^* In other words, for

a sentient Being who dies after the attainment of

Nibbdna (Anupddisesanibbdna), the upddana aspect of the

Khandha totally disappears but not so its anupada/m aspect

which exists as a matter of cosmic process, whereby the

identity of that Being is continued. This explains the

reason why the Buddha on being questioned by some of

the Wandering ascetics (p>aribb(ijaka) of his time, admit-

ted that the Tathagata exists and, at the same time, does

not exist after death {hoti ca, na ca hoti Tathdgato param,

marana; n’ em hoti, na na hoti Tathdgato param marana

ti)A

The distinction between the five Khandhas and the

five Updddna-Khandhas as pointed out by Sariputta during

1 SamyuU(i-Nihaya, iii. p. 109.

2 Ihid., pp. 47 and 114. Of. Ndviuruixiyunccheda, v. 652
{J.P.T.S., 1913-14, p. 42).

3 SamyuUa-Nikaya, iii. pp. Ill—115.

^ Majjhima-Nih'tya, i. pp. 426—432 and 483—489; Dlgha-
Nikaya, ii. p. 68. Of. Madhyamakn-Vriti, od. L. de la Vallde
Poussin, p. 446. St. Petersbourg, 1913.
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the lifetime of the Buddha, which gives a new orientation

to the concepts of Khandha and Nihldna, has been, we

regret to admit, hitherto overlooked by all the writers on

Buddhism and Buddhist philosophy, thus giving rise to a

number of intricate problems which could neither be ex-

plained nor clearly understood. The differentiation be-

tween the two aspects of Khandha in relation to Arhatship,

is perhaps the most valuable and important apostolic con-

tribution towards the proper understanding of Buddhism

as a new system in the realm of religious thought.





THE BIMETALLIC SCHEME OE CLIVE

BY

Nandalal Chatterji, M.A., Ph.D., D.Litt.,

University of -Lucknow.

The East India Company maintained silver mono-

metallism in Bengal up to 1766, when for the first time

Clive introduced a new gold coinage to supplement the

sicca rupees of silver. This bimetallic plan of 1766 has

not so far received the attention it deserves, although in his

own day Clive had to answer the charge of having perpe-

trated frauds in his gold coinage. {Vide Lord Clive’s

Speech in the House of Commons, 30th March, 1772).

Opponents of the Calcutta authorities such as Bolts

characterised such a gold currency as no better than

cheating. {Vide Bolts’ Considerations, p. 204.) Actu-

ally, Clive had no selfish motives in this matter, and he

was actuated only by an honest d^ire to improve the state

of existing currency.

The underlying motive of the scheme of 1766 was
only to relieve the increasing scarcity of silver, which had
become serious owing mainly to the continued drain of

silver from Bengal to other settlements and China, and
the virtual stoppage of the import of bullion after the

acquisition of the Diwani. The extent of the drain of

silver will be apparent from the fact that from 1757 to

1766 Bengal lost, by deficiency in the import of bullion

and by actual drain of silver, more than eight millions

sterling! {Vide Verelst’s View, etc., p. 86.) The evil

was aggravated by such other contributory factors as the

decline of trade with the neighbouring countries, the sus-

pension of importation of silver by the European Com-
panies, the large expenses incurred on the troops stationed

183
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outside Bengal; the flight of Mir Qasim with specie

worth no less than 13 millions sterling, the annual tri-

bute of 26 lakhs to Shah Alam, and the continued use of

the surplus territorial revenues for the provision of the

Company’s annual investment.

Clive was fully cognisant of the gravity of the grow-

ing evil of the scarcity of coin, and he repeatedly request-

ed the Directors to consider some plan to obviate the

unfortunate results of the ceaseless drain of bullion from

Bengal. In their letter of 31st January, 1766, Clive

and the Select Committee warned the Directors that ‘"^the

annual exports of treasure to China” would lead to the

gradual impoverishment of Bengal. {Vide Letter to

Court, January 31, 1766.) Again, on 24th March they

pleaded for some effectual remedy for the evil of the

scarcity of silver. {Vide Letter to Court, March 24,

1766.) And, in the letter of 9th December they expressed

their earnest hope that the annual exports of silver to

China would soon be stopped by the Directors. {Vide

Letter to Court, December 9, 1766.)

These repeated remonstrances and representations,

however, went unheeded, and the Directors failed to

realise the gravity of the situation. Irfluenced obvious-

ly by an extravagant notion of the opulence of Bengal,

they under-rated the evils pointed out to them by the

authorities of Port William, and were disinclined to face

the difficulties they were likely to encounter by an opposi-

tion to the popular expectations. {Vide Letter from

Court, November 21, 1766.)

To obviate in some measure the alarming consequences

of the scarcity of the current specie, Clive decided in

1766 to introduce a gold currency. It. has been wrongly

assumed so far that Clive considered his bimetallic scheme

as a permanent or effective remedy for the scarcity of

silver. It clearly appears from the original records that
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Clive thought of the bimetallic plan as no more than a
temporary palliative. He informed the Directors on
January 31, 1766, that the proposal for a gold coinage

would rather tend palliate than e^fectwlly to remedy
the evil.” {Vide Letter to Court, January 31, 1766.)

Again, a few weeks later Clive reiterated this in the

following words, “This expedient, you are already in-

formed, we only consider as a palliative . . . we have

adopted it without scruple, until some more effectual

remedy he devised.” {Vide Letter to Court, March 24,

1766.)

Before introducing the gold coinage, Clive and the

Select Committee had to discover the relative value of

the two metals, gold and silver. From the data received

through reliable sources, it appeared that the value of

gold nearly approximated to the proportions recognised

by the mint indenture in England, and this valuation had
already been adopted in the case of the gold pagodas of

Madras. This pagoda weighed 2 dwt. 6 grains, and

was of the fineness of 20 carats, and contained 45 grains

of pure gold. A valuation on a lower scale than that of

Madras was not desired, and there were reasons which

justified a higher valuation.

For example, it was anticipated that a new demand
for gold as current coin was bound to enhance its price.

-Besides, it was necessary to hold out some inducement to

the indigenous bankers to bring gold to the mint Again,

it was apprehended that gold might be exported from

Bengal to Europe, if the two metals were to be valued

according to the European standard. The Select Com-
mittee therefore proposed to establish the par of exchange

between the new gold mohur and the silver sicca rupee at

the rate of fifteen to one. The Council, however, thought

that this rate would mean “too considerable a profit for

the merchants and proprietors for bringing their gold to

F. 24
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the mint” {Vide Beng. Pub. Cons., June 2, 1766.)

Ultimately, after mature deliberations, it was resolved

that the new gold mohur should be issued at a valuation

of 8 fer cent above its intrinsic relative value, according

to the proportions of the two metals established by the

mint indenture in England.

The regulations for the proppsed gold currency were

finally approved by the Council on 2nd June, 1766. These

are embodied in the consultations of this date, and are

as follows :

—

“1. That the gold mohurs shall be struck bearing the

same impression with the present Murshedabad sicca, and

that this mohur shall also be issued in the subdivisions of

halves, quarters, and eighths.

“2. That the new coin shall be of the fineness of

twenty carats, or it shall contain one-sixth part of an

alloy, which reduces it to Es. 16 :9 :4 per cent, below the

value of pure gold, to 14 :7 :7 below the mean fineness of

the Sicca and Dehly mohurs, and to 8 :2 ;2 one-third be-

neath the standard of the present Arcot gold mohurs. The
reasons for fixing upon this standard are, that it is deemed

the most convenient for allowing the proposed encourage-

ment to the merchants and the proprietors of gold, and

likewise for avoiding the great delay and expence of re-

fining in a country where the process is not understood,

and the materials for conducting it are obtained with
difficulty.

“3. That the gold mohur shall be increased from
fifteen annas, the present actual weight, to sixteen annas,

the better to avoid the inconvenience of fractional numbers
in the subdivisional parts and the exchange.

‘4. That the par of exchange between the gold

mohurs and the silver Sicca rupee shall for the present be

estimated at the rate of fourteen to one, reckoning upon
the intrinsic value of either. Thus, a gold mohur weigh-
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ing sixteen annas shall be deemed equivalent to fourteen

sicca rupees.

“5. That the silver sicca rupee shall not be less than

the standard of 11 oz. 15 dwt. or 13 dwt. better than

English standard, whence will arise :

—

A profit to the merchant of gold 3 per cent.

A batta on the gold mohur 3 ,, „

A charge of coinage and duties 2 „ „

8 per cent.

which increased value is calculated from the generally-

received exchange of gold and silver, and not upon the

market-price of gold, which fluctuates daily.

“6. That all payments, whether of a public or a

private nature, shall be made at the established batta, and

every attempt to create an artificial batta, or exchange,

shall be rigorously punished.

“7. That a tender of payment, either public or

private, shall in future be equally valid in gold and silver,

and that a refusal of the established gold currency shall

incur such punishment as this Board may think proper

to inflict.

“8. That public notice shall be given to all zemeen-

dars, collectors of the revenue, and others, that the col-

lections may be made indiscriminately in gold and in

silver, the former to be received at the mint and treasury,

at the rate proposed in the second article; that in the

Sicca and Dehly mohurs to be reckoned with an alloy of

14 :7 :7 percent, and the Arcot mohur, with an alloy of

8 :2 :2J, which will produce, agreeably to the principle of

exchange laid down, the advantage proposed in article the

fifth.”

Mr. A. Campbell, the assay master, by whose advice

and judgment Clive was mainly guided, warned the Coun-
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cil against the danger of debasement and other frauds

which the over-valuation of gold might encourage. In his

letter to the Council, we come across some very interesting

remarks and suggestions. (Vzda. Beng. Pub. Cons
, June

2, 1766.) These deserve to be quoted in full. He wrote

as follows :

—

“The establishing a gold currency in the country ap-

pears to me the only practicable method of abolishing that

pernicious system of reducing the Batta on Sicca rupees

annually. There being now a fixed standard of value for

silver, that metal must in time necessarily settle at

the precise point which determines the proportion it bears

to gold. Neither will the scarcity of any species of rupees

affect the Batta, since the gold currency will always afford

the means of payment without loss by the exchange. The
Batta of the Mohur being invariable, will soon render

that of the silver invariable also; or else the principle of

exchange will be destroyed, and of consequence the profit

to the merchant will become precarious. This effect I

think must necessarily flow from the full establishment of

a gold currency, and were there no other advantage attend-

ing it than reducing to a fixed determinate value the great

variety of coins with which business is distracted in this

country, that alone would be well worth the experiment.

It will be absolutely necessary that the utmost care be

taken to prevent any debasement of the fixed standard of

the gold Mohur, which is already rated so high in the ex-

change. I should myself apprehend that a fraud of such

dangerous tendency to the public credit should be punish-

ed with death; and as the English laws will not authorize

so rigorous a punishment, except for the adulteration of

the current coin of Great Britain, that the laws of the

country should take place. Your resolution on this head

should be published in the mint at Murshedabad; and as

a farther check on the coiners, the resident might be re-
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quired occasionally to send down specimens of the money

to be assayed in Calcutta.

I should likewise imagine that severe penalties should

be annexed to the secreting, defacing, clipping, or melt-

ing down the new coinage; and that the same, together

with the punishment to be inflicted on every attempt

to vary the Batta, or obstruct the currency, should be

promulgated in every district of the Nabob’s dominions.”

The objects that Clive had in view in introducing bi-

metallism may now be analysed. They were, firstly, to

alleviate the scarcity of the silver coin, secondly, to cheek

the impositions of the bankers in their arbitrary enhance-

ment and reduction of Batta by establishing a coin which

would bear a fixed value, thirdly, to encourage the im-

port of gold by putting a current value upon it consider-

ably above its intrinsic one, fourthly, to check the hoard-

ing of gold, and fifthly, to discourage the exportation of

gold from Bengal from a certain loss of the established

advance. {Vide Beng. Pub. Cons., Sept. 1, 1768.)

Clive’s plan, however, proved a failure, and the ob-

jects underlying it were wholly frustrated. In fact, the

scheme made the existing situation still worse, and silver

began to disappear from circulation more rapidly. The

circumstances which contributed to the frustration of the

bimetallic scheme of 1766 are not difficult to under-

stand.

In the first place, gold had so far been only an article

of merchandise in Bengal, and its present use in the form

of coinage was a novelty to which the people could not be

easily accustomed. Verelst points out, “When gold

became money, and the mohur had a fixt relation to the

Sicca rupee hy law, such was the effect of habit, that the

people continued still to regard the gold mohur rather as

bullion than coin, comparing it with merchandize, through

the medium of the silver rupee. The consequence was
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that when the price of silver increased from the growing

scarcity of this metal, a more sensible check was given to

the currency of the gold coin, than in countries where

the people had been habituated to cosider gold and silver

equally as standard price or current coin.” {Jide

Verelst’s View, etc., p. 101, footnote.)

In the second place, the foreign companies preferred

silver in exchange for their bills of remittance. This

compelled people to purchase silver at an enhanced price

for the purposes of bills and investments.

In the third place, the necessity of providing for the

annual China investment in silver obliged the Fort

William authorities themselves to exchange gold at a con-

siderable loss.

In the fourth place, the increasing demand for silver

raised its price considerably, and made the gold mohurs

all the more unpopular, and the latter had to be exchang-

ed for rupees at a loss of 38 fer cent, in Calcutta.

In the fifth place, the authorities suspected that the

sarrafs wilfully obstructed the new currency. Verelst

too has casually referred to “the intrigues of the shroffs,”

but no detailed information is available on this point.

{Vide Verelst’s View, etc., p. 102.)

In the sixth place, it appears that Jagat Seth had

advised the authorities to allow some annual Batta on the

gold mohurs in the same manner as had ever been the

practice in the case of the sicca rupees, but the neglect of

this advice was, in the opinion of Verelst, “the greatest

error in the flan of 1766.”

In the seventh place, the gold coins were not used by

the Company for procuring their annual investments.

It was evidently considered too risky an experiment to

make payments in a coin to which the people had never

been accustomed.

In the last place, the chief reason for the failure of
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the scheme was, however, the excessive valuation of the

new gold coin. The ratio between gold and silver v^as

officially fixed at 16-45 to 1, although the market ratio

was only 14 to 1. Thus, the official rate was 17^ per cent,

higher than the market rate. It is this over-rating of

gold which was the real error of Clive’s plan, as it made

the hoarding and exportation of silver profitable. Silver

in consequence became- more and more scarce, and when

it was obtainable at all, it sold at a very high premium,

and gold mohurs could be exchanged at a heavy discount.

The following is the number of gold mohurs coined

at different mints in Bengal, according to the regulations

of 1766, from August 1 of that year to 1768 when these

were recalled and the gold currency was abolished {Vide

Beng. Pub. Cons., Sept. 1, 1768) :
—

Minted at Calcutta ... ... 177,871

,, ,, Patna ... ... 15,274

,, ,, Murshidabad ... ... 70,000

Total ... 263,145

Of the above—sent to Madras ... 134,417

Returned to the Treasury of Calcutta

from circulation ... ... 120,161

Balance not brought in ... 8,467

The bimetallic scheme of 1766 is the first serious

attempt made by the English in India in the direction of

currency reform, and its failure due to inexperience and

also ignorance of the laws of economic science was a lesson

which proved of some value to Clive’s immediate successor,

Verelst, when the latter issued another gold coinage in

1769.





INDIA AND POLYNESIA : AUSTEIC BASES OF
INDIAN CIVILISATION AND THOUGHT

BY

SuNiTi Kumar Chattbeji, M.A., D.Lit.,

Professor, Calcutta University.

The languages of India belong to the four great

families—^Austric, Dravidian, Indo-European and Sino-

Tibetan, and through her languages which form very

manifest and char^acteristic expressions of her culture

(apart from deeper racial connexions which are not

patent so easily) she can claim a relationship with vast

spaces on the earth. Her Austric languages link her up

with the Polynesian islands in the eastern waters of the

Pacific through Burma, Indo-China, Malaya, and the

islands of Indonesia, Melanesia and Micronesia: langu-

ages allied to Santali and Mundari, and Khasi are spoken

in all these tracts. The Dravidian languages of India

(including Balochistan) have no relations outside India

at the present day, but if the view now becoming estab-

lished that the original Dravidians who came to India in

prehistoric times were a people of Mediterranean speech

and culture is the correct one, then we could claim

"Western Asia (Asia Minor) and Greece and the Greek

islands of ancient timies as lands of allied speech with

India. Our Indo-European, i.e., Aryan speech forms our

great spiritual and mental bond of union with Iran, Ar-

_ menia and the countries of Europe and with ancient

Asia Minor (with Hittite) and Central Asia (Sogdian, Old

Khotanese and Kachean) . Then the Sino-Tibetan speeches

and dialects which touch the fringes of India in the North

and the East connect us with China and Siam and with

Burma and Tibet.

193
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These languages were brought to India at different

times by diverse racial groups, mostly from the west, and

some of these races with their characteristic speeches pass-

ed out of India into the lands of south-east Asia, and into

the Indonesian, Micronesian and Melanesian and Poly-

nesian islands further beyond, in prehistoric times. A
rSsume of the present views about these racial and lin-

guistic migrations into India from the west (and from

the east) and from India into the east, will be found in

the Report Volume on India in general, (Vol. I, Part I)

of the Census of India for 19S1 (Delhi 1933, pp. 357

—

369, and pp. 425—460). It may not be out of place to

recapitulate these views once again in the present context,

when we are trying to appraise the Austric contribution

in the evolution of Indian civilisation. As many as

eight distinct races are believed to have come to India in

pre-historic times, and the present-day people of India

are the descendants of these eight races of people more
or less mixed with each other. India appears not to have

been a country which witnessed the evolution of some
kind of man from some anthropoid ape, and no race is

autochthonous to India, all her peoples ultimately com-

ing to dwell in her from the outside.

The first race of men to come to India were a
Negroid or Negrito people from Africa coming through the

coasts of Arabia and Iran, and in India proper they have
left very little trace. Their language has not survived,

although traces of Negrito blood persists here and there,

particularly in some backward tribes in South India and
among the Nagas in Assam. The Andamanese who still

retain their own language, and some tribes in Malaya
speaking dialects of Austric, are the only Negrito survi-

vals in the lands of the Indian Ocean. Further to the

east they survive in the Papuans of New Guinea. The
Negritos had no culture of their own,—^they were just
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food-gatherers belonging to the palaeolithic stage of civi-

lisation. The sacredness attributed to the fig tree—'ptfol

or ahaitha—is one of the cult ideas possibly originating

among the Negritos.

Following the Negritos, we have second race

coming to India in the Proto-Australoids, or

Nishadas. They came from the west from Palestine in

all likelihood but they appear to have stayed long enough

in India to have developed some of their noteworthy

racial and cultural characteristics. They were a long-

headed people, dark of skin, with flat noses. Th^ prob-

ably brought to India the art of pottery, the boomerang and

the blow-gun, and totemism was probably the character-

istic form of their religion. Tribes of them passed out of

India in prehistoric times, and went to Australia : in the

Indian area they survive in the Veddahs of Ceylon and

in the Malavedans, the Irulas, the Sholagar and similar

tribes in southern India, and this type is not uncommon
in the lower ranks of India society all over India. The

Melanesians probably represent “a stabilised type derived

from mixed Negrito and Proto-Australoid elements,” and

this Melanesian mixed type is found as survivals within

India itself. We have no knowledge of the kind of

language which was used by the Proto-Australoids.

After these, we have the Austrics in India. A great

Austric {i.e., southern) family of speeches was postulated

by the German linguistician Father W. Schmidt in 1906,

after he had demonstrated a linguistic kinship between

the ‘Austronesian’ languages (the languages of Indonesia

or the islands of the Indian Archepelago, e.g., Malay,

Javanese, Sundanese, Madurese, Balinese and these of

the neighbouring other islands, including the Philippines,

as well as Malagas! of Madagascar ; those of Melanesia and

Micronesia, like Fiji, Solomon Is., New Hebrides, New
Caledonia, etc., and the Polynesian speeches—Samoan,
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Tongan, Tahitian, Marquesan, Maori of New Zealand,

Hawaiian, etc.) on the one hand and certain languages of

the Asiatic mainland and islands in the south and south-

east (e.g., the Kol or Munda speeches of India like San-

tali, Mundari, Ho, Korku, Savara, Gadaba, etc.; Ediasi

of Assam; Mon or Talaing of south Burma and South

Thailand; Palaung and Wa of Burma; KJimer or Cam-

bodian, and some dialects of Indo-China; probably also

Cham of Champa; and Sakai and Semang of Malaya,

besides Nicobarese of the Nicobar Islands—these have

been labelled as Austro-Asiatic or southern Asiatic lan-

guages) on the other. It has been necessary to assume a

single Primitive Austric Speech as the ultimate sources

of all these modern Austric languages in their two main

gTOups, Austronesian (with its three branches Indonesian

or Malayan, Melanesian and Polynesian) and Austro-

Asiatic (with its branches Kol or Munda, Mon-Khmer

and Nicobarese). The original Austric speech has

through contact with other languages and through inde-

pendent lines of development over the vast area extending

from North India to Eastern Pacific has split up in its

modern descendants : and the primitive Austric people

among whom the language had characterised originally,

similarly became modified racially and culturally through

contact and commingling with other peoples. Where the

original Austric language had become characterised,

when exactly, and among what people are problems which

have not yet seen solved, it was believed that the Austrics

had evolved as a distinct group somewhere in Northern

Indo-China, from where they spread south and east into

Malaya and the Islands, and west through Assam into

India. The Austrics are believed to have been a long-

headed people with straight noses, and the other view

would connect them with western Asia and the eastern

Mediterranean area. According to this second view, they
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are probably a very early branch of the Mediterranean race

with an agglutinative language, the ancestor of Santali

and the rest, who came to India in the wake of the Proto-

Australoids, and they mixed a great deal with these

latter, modifying their racial type in this manner in some

tracts : and from India they penetrated into south-east

Asia, and went even further beyond, into the islands of

distant Polynesia, their language modifying itself as they

progressed further and further to the east in the course

of centuries.

This second view would appear to be the more plaus-

ible hypothesis. Certain fundamental items in Indian

civilisation would appear to go to these primitive Austrics

(or Austro-Asiatics) of India—^the Austro-Asiatics from

India according to this second theory became Austronesians

in the Indonesian and in the Pacific islands. The Poly-

nesians of the furthest east with their regular Caucasian

features would in that case appear to be the Austrics

from India who travelled farthest—of course in stages

extending over centuries—and who appear not to have

mingled with Negritos and Proto-Australoids either in

India or outside India, although in later times there was

some Mongoloid admixture. Subsequently, as it would

appear, there was a resurgence of Polynesian and Indo-

nesian emigration from the east to the west by the sea,

and it came to south India via Ceylon ; and it may be that

from this westward emigration of the Austronesians back

to the country of their forbears, which took place in pre-

historic times, the cultivation of the coconut and certain

matters of social culture were introduced into India.

The Austrics were much in advance of the Proto-

Australoids; and the cultivation of rice, of some charac-

teristic Indian plants and vegetables, possibly of weaving,

and the taming of the elephant, among other things in the

material domain, besides certain spiritual concepts and
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religious cults or practices, we owe to them. The Austries

would appear to have spread throughout the greater part

of India, but the riverain, plains of northern India and the

plateaux of central India were the places where they mus-

tered in their strongest. They may even have penetrated

into the Himalayan regions in the north and beyond, and

in the south they appear to have been reinforced by their

Indonesian and Polynesian kinsmen who came by sea

from the east.

To come back to the sequence of racial and linguistic

migrations into India. Next after the Austries came the

civilised Mediterranean people, long-headed and straight-

nosed, of the same stock as the pre-Indo-European ^Egean
people of Greece, the Islands and Asia Minor, who
settled in the Panjab and Sindh and there built up the

great city civilisation the remains of which are in

Harappa, Mohen-jo-Daro and elsewhere. Along with
this civilised Mediterranean people appear to have come
some of their neighbours from Anatolia in Asia Minor

—

tribes of the Armenoid race, short-headed and long-nosed,

furnishing the fifth racial element in India. These civi-

lised Mediterraneans and the Armenoids would appear to

have spoken the same language—^some kind of Primitive
Dravidian : and without any reference to their racial type,
they can be lumped together linguistically as Dravidians,
or Primitive Dravidians of India. These Dravidians
appear to have been settled also in Tran, and two of their
great tribes the Dasas and Dasyus (in Iran Dahas
Dahyus) met the onslaught of the Aryan invaders during
the middle and second half of the 2nd TnillPTminTw b.C,
They had spread over Northern India, as far east as
Bengal and Assam, and their greatest settlements were
made in the south, Aryan pressure in northern and
western India probably furnishing the urge. The
Austries and Dravidians evidently lived side bv Jn
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the north Indian plains, and there was certainly some

amount of inevitable commingling of blood and culture;

but the Dravidians were city-builders while the Austric

culture was essentially a village culture, and the religious

notions and ideas and languages of the two peoples differ-

ed notably. Hence there could be no complete fusion,

and it was the diversity of speech and culture presented by

Austric and Dravidian in North India that gave tfie

Aryan his great opportunity in imposing upon both his

own speech and certain things from his own culture,

though he had to make very large compromises. Certain

fundamental notions of Hinduism came from the Austrics

and Dravidians, and the religion of the Dravidians has

been quite properly described as “pre-Vedic Hinduism,”

considering that so many important items of Hinduism

as we find it to-day go back to the Dravidians.

Finally, after Negrito, Proto-AUstraloid, Austric,

Civilised Mediterranean and Armenoid, we have the

short-headed Alpine race who spoke in probability an

Indo-European tongue—a form of the Aryan speech

which was also the language of another and a distinct

race of people, the large-limbed, long-headed, straight-

nosed Indo-Aryans. The speakers of the Aryan language

were thus in two groups, the Alpines, and the (Nordic)

Indo-Aryans. Vedic culture took its shape among the

latter, but both worked together in the dissemination of

the Aryan speech over Northern India; although it must

be admitted we cannot be very certain about the Alpines

being really Indo-European or Aryan in speech. Any
way, after the advent of the long-headed Indo-Aryans

from Iran, who came with the Vedic hymns, the final

elements in the formation of a composite Austric-Dravi-

dian-Aryan Hindu culture of Ancient India were brought

in; and after this we have a most remarkable religious

synthesis, which began from the days of the Vedas in
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India, culminating in the establishment of what may be

called Puranic Hinduism in the early centuries of the

Christian era.

The last racial element was furnished by the Mongo-

loid Sino-Tibetan tribes, short-headed, slant-eyed and

snub-nosed, with their distinctive speech, who came to

North India and Eastern India through Nepal and Assam
as well as Bengal, but who did not penetrate beyond the

southern slopes of the Himalayas and the Brahmaputra

valley and the plains of North and East Bengal. Prob-

ably their advent is posterior to the middle of the 1st

millennium B.C., and they just touched the fringe of

India in the north and the north-east. Apart from a

slight racial admixture in these parts of India, the

Mongoloid contribution in the evolution of Indian culture

is exceedingly negligible.

Subsequent invasions and immigrations into India

in historical times do not present any new race or new
kind of speech except for the short-lived episode of the

Muslim Arab invasion and conquest of Sindh during the

1st half of the 8th century A.D. There was no further

element added, no fresh disturbance of racial types so

far established.

The old view that Indian civilisation is mainly the

creation of the Aryans has finally been abandoned, through
the accession of a mass of new evidences to the contrary.

As in other lands, civilisation in India, both in its mate-
rial and spiritual side, is the result of the inevitable

fusion of the culture worlds of the component elements

in its population none of which could be annihilated to

make room for the others. National cultures take their

rise out of international or inter-racial conflicts and
adjustments. The culture of ancient India similarly

arose from the initial conflicts and subsequent syntheses

among the culture worlds of the Austrics, the Dravidians
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and the Aryans. The importance of the Aryans in this

synthesis is primarily in their furnishing through their

language and their strong capacity for organisation the

essential bond of union which gathered together the diverse

elements into a single unit, howsoever loosely combined that

unit might be, and the co-operation of the thinking sections

among all these three groups of people sought to har-

monise and systematise these elements into the single all-

inclusive whole that is Hindu religion and culture. The
mysticism of the Austrio and Dravidian worked hand in

hand with the imagination and practical common sense

of the Aryan in evolving that attitude of balance between

the unseen world and the seen which is one of the most

noteworthy things in the Hindu view of life as it has

struck disinterested observers. The sense of a divine

substance or spirit pervading the whole universe
; the feel-

ing of a profound kinship between man and his surround-

ings in nature static and nature dynamic through this

substance or spirit; the absence of the conception of a

jealous god who would not tolerate a rival deity : these

notions were deeply seated among the Austrics, and were

passed on to the Dravidians and Aryans as the fusion of

the three peoples progressed. When accommodation

had to be made for diverse mentalities, toleration of the

other man’s point of view was a virtue which came by it-

self; and it was thus both from the non-Aryan attitude

to life and being and the new philosophy of approach to

the unseen by diverse ways combined with the Aryan con-

quistadores’ gradual approximation to the pre-Aryan

ways of living and thinking that the distinctive Indian

feeling of charity and toleration took its rise.

It is not yet possible to separate the various strands

in the non-Aryan or pre-Aryan {i.e., Austric and Dravi-

dian) warp and the Aryan weft which go to make up the

fabric of Hindu or Ancient Indian civilisation. The
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fundamental ideas in Aryan culture we can cull from the

earlier books of the Eigveda, and also from some of the

hymns of the Atharvaveda; the last book of the Rigveda

(the compilation of the four Veda books could not have

taken place earlier than the 10th century B.C., about

which time it would seem a simplified form of the script

in use among the civilised Dravidians in the PanJab and

Sindh as found in the Harappa and Mohen-jo-Daro seals

—a sort of Proto-Brahmi—^was first employed to reduce to

writing the Aryan’s language) already shows considerable

Austric and Dravidian as well as extra-Indian western

influence, as does most of the Atharvaveda. The Aryan
god-world was inhabited by strongly individualised anthro-

promorphic deities, Indra, Agni, Vayu, Pushan, Surya,

Ushas, the two Alvins, the Maratus, etc.; the Aryan’s

religion was more materialistic and less spiritual than

later Hinduism. His conception of the hereafter was
crude—man was gathered unto his fathers in a vague sort

of existence
; the later philosophical notions of Karma and

Samsdra were as yet unknown when the Aryans were com-
posing their hymns outside India and within India, say
prior to 1000 B.C. His approach to his gods was frank-
ly in a spirit of do nt des ,—^he offered to them the good
things he ate and drank—meat, barley-cakes, butter and
milk and the so7?ia-drink—^through the fire, so that he
might get in life what he coveted most,—sons, cattle and
horses, wealth, land, victory over his foes. This sort of
religion was given official or formal recognition when the
Aryan dominated the scene in Northern India. But the
religion and mentality of the Austric and Dravidian
masses, ignored in the Aryan’s official religious literature
Vedas and their appendages the Brahmanas, did not
die, but made a slow reconquest of the entire Indian
domain'' of thought, bringing the descendants of the
Aryan conquerors also within its pale. The great con*
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cepts of the divinity in later Hinduism which centre

round the figures of Siva and Uma and Vifeu; the Hindu

ritual of fuia, infinitely more spiritual in its import than

the Aryan ritual of homa or sacrifice through the fire; the

ideas and practices which may be summed up by the term

yoga; probably also the organisation of society into castes

which were much more elastic in ancient times than now

:

all these are now looked upon as the gifts of the city-

dwelling civilised Dravidians of India. Script, architec-

ture and many other crafts also came from the same source.

The contribution of the Austrics on the material side

can be more satisfactorily appraised through linguistic

palaeontology than that on the religious, that is, mental

and spiritual side. Jean Przyluski and others have at-

tempted to give some indications in this line (cf. Pre-

Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India, a series of articles by

Jean Przyluski, Sylvain L^vi and Jules Bloch, translated

from the French, with other new material, by Dr. Prabodh

Chandra Bagchi, Calcutta University, 1929). On the

religious side, in the direction of both religio-philosophical

notions on the one hand and cults and ceremonies on the

other, it is not so easy to propose definite inheritances from

the Austric world in the composite Hindu domam, as

except among certain backward survivals like the Kol or

Munda peoples, the masses of Austrics have become ab-

sorbed in the Hindu and Musalman masses of Northern

India. Yet things like the use of the betel leaf and betel

nut and of turmeric and Vermillion in Hindu ritual would

appear to be Austric in origin; and some cults and prac-

tices of a magical import, like nichdwar in Northern India

and nichani or barati in Bengal, which are meant to avert

evils, and the rite of Strl-acara in marriages in Bengal,

are also of Austric origin.

Nothing more characteristically Indian and Hindu

in the philosophic plane can be mentioned than the doctrine
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of transmigration. Yet it was not known to the Aryans,

and their Indo-European kinsmen outside India did not

come to develop this or any similar doctrine till very late

times (the Celtic Druids probably borrowed the notion

from the Iberian precursors of the Celtic Indo-European

in Western Europe and Britain, and the case of the Greek
philosopher Pythagoras teaching the doctrine of metem-
psychosis is quite on another plane). It has been suggest-

ed that this doctrine together with philosophical notions

of Karma evolved on the basis of certain primitive beliefs

among the Austrics of the human soul passing after death
into animals and plants.

The Polynesians were the easternmost branch of the
Austrics, and if India were really the centre of dispersion
for this race, the Polynesian expansion must have been
fairly ancient. Probably the first bands left India in the

early centuries of the first millennium B.C., when the

Vedic Aryans were already in the field. By the first half
of the 1st millennium A.D. the Polynesians had estab-

lished themselves in their centre of dispersion which was
Tahiti. The religions including cosmogonic notions which
the Polynesians took with them (these are found among
all sections of them, extending from Hawaii in the North
to New Zealand in the South, and Rapa Nui or Eastern
Island in the east to Samoa in the West) have a strange
resemblance with philosophic Hinduism as in the Upa-
nishads and in one or two stray hymns of the 10th book
of the Rigveda

:
particularly the Nasadlya Hymn

(Ragveda X. 129). A study of Polynesian Religion in
that invaluable monograph on the subject by E. S.
Craighiil Handy (Bernice P. Bishop Museum Bulletin
34, Bayard Dominick Expedition Publication No. 12,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1927) will make the resemblances most
palpable. “The ancient esoteric teaching in cosmology
postulated the pre-existence of a self-created World Soul
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which evolved the world and the universe out of itself, and

called manifest existence out of nothingness by the power

of the Word. Many of the creational accounts make no

mention of this Being—-the evolutionary process by which

the universe evolved from nothingness is stated merely as

a succession of stages, the first of which is characterised

as Void or Night. [Desire is one stage in a Maori enu-

meration of 18 such stages]. But other records that de-

scribe the course of evolution in terms similar to these

definitely attribute to a Supreme Being as the Cause the

emergence of tangible and visible reality out of or in the

empty and lightless Void in which this Being existed

alone.” This history of creation is described in magni-
ficent hymns in New Zealand, in Hawaii, in Tahiti and
elsewhere which seem to be echoes or paraphrases of the

Rdgvedic Hymn of Creation.

The question on this, and similar other vital matters

where we have agreement in early 'Indian thought and
Polynesian thought, early Indian usage and Polynesian

usage, would be—did the ancestors of the Polynesians

borrow these ideas and usages and practices from the

Aryans in India, and then developed them in their own
special island environment in the Pacific; or, did the

ancient Indian notions as in the Aryan books—^the Vedas
and the Upanishads and the rest—and the Polynesian

ones derive themselves from a common source—the Indian

Austric, contemporaneous with the Vedas and with the

period inaugurating fusion of Austric, Dravidian and
Aryan ideas in a composite whole, and the ultimate an-

cestor of the Polynesian world in some of its most essen-

tial aspects? Considering that the Indo-European world
outside India does not show any trace of these and similar

ideas, and that these are found in the Austric domains

outside India, and further that the Austric world within

India survives in the present day Hindu world which it
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helped to build up, say during the first millennium B.C.,

it would be only reasonable to assume that the Indo-

Europeans in India, the Aryans, after their contact with

the Austrics, found a deep element of thought and mysti-

cism, with which they had themselves nothing to compare,

and it was inevitable that these great ideas should find

an important place, a basic position, in the philosophical

system built up jointly by the Austric, Dravidian and

Aryan.

Thus, this notion of Brahman, the Supreme Spirit

beyond the conception of the manifest gods, dwelling in

the Void by Itself and creating the world out of Itself,

through Its Will or Desire, can be looked upon as an

Austric contribution in the evolution of Indian thought.

Connected with this is the analogous concept known to us

by the Polynesian term Mana, the “psychic dynamism of

Nature,” the inherent mystic force or power in everything

which manifests itself as its special virtue or excellence

or effectivity. This concept we have in ancient (Aryan

Hindu) India as brahman, Sakti, tapas, tejas, hrahma-

tejas, mbhUti, etc., as an inexplicable, but cultivable and

transmissible force in man and nature. Another Poly-

nesian idea was that of the tapu or tabu, a thing, a place

or an act forbidden as “psychically dangerous,” because

it is either divine in itself and must be kept from contami-

nation from the common and the corrupt, or it is corrupt

and vicious in itself and hence dangerous to the common
and the divine. A. Weber saw (as early as 1876) in the

unexplained Atharvaveda word tabuva, a very old form of

this Polynesian word, as it was current in India, 3000
years ago, as we can postulate now with less daring, among
the non-Aryan Austrics. In any case ideas analogous
to tapu have a prominent place in India, and we have in

Hinduism an elaborate system of things forbidden

—

niqiddha, leading to certain excesses like untouchability
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in social life. The quality in nature—'the higher, spiri-

tual Purusha or the Male Principle, and the lower mate-

rialistic PraKfti or the Female Principle, has its anologues

in Austria religion as in Polynesia and elsewhere; but

here we have to reckon with similar conceptions, of both

Aryan and Dravidian origin (that of the Sky Father

—

Dyaush Pitar—and Earth Mother—Prthim Mata, among

the Aryans ; and of Vma or Ma the Great Mother Goddess

and Siva her male counterpart, the Absolute in its passive

aspect, among the Dravidians and among their kinsmen

in Asia Minor and in the ^gean Islands and Pre-Indo-

European Greece).

A perusal of Polynesian religion in its fundamentals

is sure to be thought-provoking in studying the evolution

of our ancient Indian religion and culture in its true pre-

Aryan bases below the outward Aryan superstructure, as

through language at least the Polynesian culture world

shows basic links with pre-Aryan India. A new orienta-

tion is in this way presented in the unravelling and

understanding of the hidden contexts of ancient Indian

philosophico-religious and cultural concepts and usages.

I shall close the present paper by referring (I had occa-

sion to refer to it on a previous occasion) to an unexpected

point of contact between the Aryan world and the Austric

world in India. The late Professor Panchanan Mitra,

our colleague in the University Department of Anthro-

pology, was the first Indian scholar to tour in

Polynesia studying the Polynesian people in their cul-

tural evolution, and it struck him that the Aryan

Indian computation of the days of the lunar

month by separate names for the thirty nights of

the moon agreed with the practice among the

Polynesians; and the Sanskrit (Vedic) names 12aM= ‘full-

moon, full-moon night’, and Kuhu= 'new moon, new-moon

night’, have their exact counterparts in Polynesian Ian-
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guages; e.g., Maori Rahau-nui, Maaagaian Rakau, TaM-

tian Ra'au-mua, Hawaiian, ifl’aM=Tull-nioon night;

and Kuhu may be compared with Marquesan Ku^u which

does not mean ‘New moon’ or ‘New Moon night’ but rather

‘the night after the full-moon, the 17th night, the first

night of the new moon.’ (A Vedic Night of the Moon

from Polynesia by Dr. Panchanan Mitra, Calcutta Orien-

tal Journal I, 30, July 1934.) (The unexplained Vedic

name 5mmZ«=‘the new moon night with the crescent

visible’ is in all likelihood a further instance of Polyglo-

thism in Indo-Aryan, being a combination of a Semitic

Babylonian—Akkadian—^Sm==‘Moon’ and a Dravidian

nel ‘white light,? moon’—cf. Tamil ‘white’, 'celic-

cam, oZi= ‘light’ ‘silver, evening star’, with which

we may compare New Indo-Aryan Hindi = ‘silver’

ixom cad— candra—‘\h.Q moon'). In the absence of other

evidence, it will be quite permissible to assume that the

Polynesian words on the one hand and the Vedic ones

Rdka and Kuhu on the other are both derived from com-

mon source-forms in Indian Austric speech of three

thousand years ago. Professor Mitra also compared the

Polynesian name for the constellation of the Pleiades

—

viz., Matariki (with the heliacal rising of which they

counted the commencement of the year), with Sanskrit

matrkd= ‘little mother, nurse’ : the legend of the six

stars of the constellation of the Pleiades nursing the infant

God of War Skanda or Kumara may have had something

to do with an old Austric name for the constellation, the

source of the Polynesian Matariki (Maori), Mata-riH

(Tahitian), etc., being Sanskritised as Matrkd, followed

by an explanatory legend of the Krttikds or the Pleiades

being Mothers to Skanda, named Kdrttikeya or ‘son of the

Krttikas’ because of that.
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The method adopted by Panini (=P) in arranging

tne Sutras (=S.), prescribing TADDHITA (=T) suffixes,

is in line with his genius seen in the composition of the

ASTADHYAYI. In dealing with T. formations, he

had to tackle a vast variety of words. On the one hand, a

number of words required the same suflSx in quite a good

number of meanings, e.^., the sufiBx was prescribed

for expressing a large number of meanings, including

among others the following :— (‘t-2-92)
;

ereq'

(4.-2.37)
;

(4-2-59) ; ^ (4-2-67)
;
^

(4-3-6?)
;

(4-2-69)
; (4-2-70);

(4-3-29)
;

cpr (4-8-53)
;
erg wrgg; (4-3-74)

;

(4-3-89)
;

(4-3-101) ;
(4-3-1 20) ;

(4-3- 134)

and many others. On the other hand, different suffixes were

to be prescribed for expressing the same sufBx-meaning, e.g.

the following are the suffixes prescribed for expressing the

meaning of possession (iRgsffg);— (5-2-94)
; ^ ( ...96);

( ...99); ?r and g( ...100); gr ( ...101); ^
( ...102); ...103); ^t=^( ...106); ?: ( ...lO?); Ji:

( ...104); g ( ...109); and ( ...101); gspq;

( ...112); ffg and ...115); ( ...US); ( ...120);

••t 123); FJTig ( ...124); and ( ...126);

srg ( ...127); g, f^, 5, g, g, g ( ...138); ^7 («.139);and

fg ( ...140).

F. 27

209
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Thus we see that P. had to arrange the S., prescrib-

ing Taddhita-sufBxes in such a way as to bring together

words, ending with the same suffix (though in different

suffix-meanings), and also those words, which (though

receiving different suffixes) have the same suffix-meaning.

We have, therefore, in the arrangement of Taddhita S.,

a double principle of classification, based on the considera-

tion of suffixes and meanings thereof. In the first place,

general S., laying down the same suffix (in different mean-

ings), are grouped together; and then within that group

each general S. is followed by special S., laying down in

the same meaning a different suffix or suffixes in connec-

tion with specific stems, e.g., under the of 51^
suffix, each of the general S. (See the list of S. aboye),

prescribing the sw suffix in different meanings, is fol-

lowed in its turn by a number of special S. which pre-

scribe a different suffix or suffixes in the same meaning in

connection with specific stems. (See specially S. 4-1-95 to

4-1-161 following the general S. 4-1-92).

But this is not all. There are other complexities to

be dealt with. There are special S prescribing for speci-

fic stems a suffix in a number of meanings. But in some
meanings these special S. should not operate, e.g., the

stem JTcff receives (4-2-97) the suffix 3^ in a number
of meanings, such as crt (4-3-25)

; cRT w»rar: (. . . 74)

;

(. . . . 83); (. . . . 89);

(. . . .129) ; but not in such meanings as |^?rT(4-2-24)

;

( ...37)
; ( ...67) ; ( ...7o)

To solve this’ difficulty, P. has arranged these special S.

in such a manner that they operate only in certain (desir-

able) suffix-meanings, and not in other (undesirable)
suffix-meanings. With a view to bring out clearly the
method and rationale in the arrangement of TABDHITA
S. we propose to give below an analysis of those S. a-tkI

discuss the problem arising therefrom in the end.
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A. SR? suffix

;

4-1-83 to 4-3- end.

B, -s\ suffix

;

4-4-1 to 4-4-74.

C. m. suffix

;

4-4-75 to 4-4-eiid.

D. suffix

;

5-1-1 to 5-1-36.

E. suffix

;

5-1-18 to 5-1-114.

suffix

;

5-1-19 to 5-1-63.]

F. Miscellaneous groups. (For details see the end).

The S. under the or suflSx may be

further grouped under four heads

;

1. The S. 4-1-84 to 4-1-87.

2. The S. 4-1-92 to 4-2-91.

3. The S. 4-2-92 to 4-3-24.

4. The S. 4-3-25 to 4-3-end.

The S. under the sub-heads 1. and 3. prescribe special

suffixes for specific stems in meanings mentioned in S. (4-1-

92 to 4-3-end) and (4-3-25 to 4-3-133) respectively. But

the sub-heads 2 and 4 include general S., which prescribe

the general suffix iu a good number of suffix-meanings

and are followed by special S. (prescribing special suffix^

for specific stems), where necessary. A question may

arise as to why the S. under 1. and 3. are not grouped

together. In answering this question we get an idea of

P.’s genius. A close study of these S. wijl reveal that

P. had a special purpose in dividing them in two froups.

The scope of the S. is not the same. The S. (4-1-84 to 87)

are to be distinguished from the S. (4-2-92 to 4-3-24). The

former are applied in a wider range of suffix-meanings,

i.e., all the meanings mentioned in the S. from 4-1-92 to

the end of the third quarter of the fourth chapter; while

the latter are applicable in the suffix.-meanings, other than

those given in the S. (4-1-92 to 4-2-91). Thus e.g., the S.

(4-1-84), under the head 1. is applied in the suffix-meanings

mentioned in the general S. (4-2-68) as well as in the

suffix-meaning mentioned in the general S. (4-3-116).
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But the S. (4-2-94) under the sub-head 3. will not be

applied in the suffix-meaning mentioned in the general S.

/4-2-37). In short, the S. under 1. are applied in the

suffix-meanings of the S. under 2. and 4. both : but the S.

under 3. are applied in the suffix-meanings of the S.

under 4. only.

Similarly, there is a special significance in the loca-

tion of the S. (5-1-1), It may be argued that

this S, should have been placed immediately before 5-1-4

as other (?rf«i^) sutras are. Cf : the S. 4-4-75

placed immediately before the S. 4-4-76 (?rgi%

the end of the of the suffix. But this

reasoning would not stand scrutiny. P, had a

special purpose in ullowing the S. (5-1-2 to 5-1-4)

to intervene between 5-1-1 and 5-1-5. If the S. 5-1-2-4

were placed before 5-1-1 or at the end of the fourth chap-

ter, we would not have obtained the optional suffix % i

addition to in 5-1-4. One may ask how we know the

suffix-meaning in 5-1-2/4, for the accepted meaning is

mentioned in the following S. and no meaning is mention-

ed in these sutras. Thfe reply to this querry is that the S,

5-1-1 is an ^ and supplies to the S. in

sequel the suffix-meanings, i.e., it lays down that the S.

5-1-2/37 will prescribe the suffix ^ (if no suffix is

specially mentioned) in the suffix-meanings mentioned in

5-1-2/37. The suggestion that the S. 5-1-2/4 should have

been placed after 5-1-5 to solve the above difficulty is not

acceptable; for then these S. would be applicable in the

meaning of 5-1-5 only, and not inall meanings mentioned

in 5-1-2/37. Consequently we would not have obtained

ilie form ^ by 5-1-2 in the suffix-meaning of the

S. 5-1-12.

In the same way, there is a special purpose in the

location of the S. 5-1-37 (Isr Apparently it seems
that this S. diould have been placed before the S. 5-1-18;
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for in fact the of the suffix ^ goes upto 5-1-18

and not upto 5-1-87, Cf . the remark in the Tattmhodhinl

commentary on 5-1-17, Besides in its present place this

S, serves no purpose; because all the S. prescribing for

specific stems specific suffixes in the sense of ^ are

placed before and not after 5-1-37, But all this is only

a conjecture. If this suggestion were accepted, the S,

5-1-20/36 would be applicable in the meaning of ^
only. In the present order of these S,, the S. 5-1-^/36

prescribe specific suffixes in meanings mentioned in

5-1-37/63; and the meaning #ni. is included therein.

Thus here again the specific suffixes for specific

stems are shown earlier and their meanings later, Cf.

the S. placed in groups 1 and 3 under the of the

suffix

From 5-2-1 begins the miscellaneous group of S.,

having no general suffix as a rule. In different suffix-

meanings, suffixes are laid down for specific stems or stems

of indicated type. The S. in the later three quarters of

the fifth chapter are comprised under this group, which

marks the end of the TADDHITA suffixes. But even

here P. has a plan in arranging the S. and has not put

them haphazardly. The following is an analysis of these

S.

A.

B.

0.

D.

E.

P.

G.

H.

Miscellaneous suffixes (1)

suffixes

Suffixes added to stems

Suffixes added to and other stems

Suffixes under the of 5

Suffixes meaning similarity

51^ suffixes

Miscellaneous suffixes (2)

5-2-1 to 5-2-end.

5-3-1 to 5-3-26-

5-3-27 to 5-3-41.

5-3-42 to 5-3-69.

5-3-70 to 5-3-96.

5-3-96 to 5-3-110.

5-3-112 to 5-3-end.

5-4-1 to 5-4-end.

,We shall close this cursory treatment of the

TADDHITA suffixes by pointing out the reason for
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groupiog Miscellaneous suffixes under two heads, A and

H. The S. under the head A. are governed by the lead-

ing S. 4-1-82, the operation of which extends to the end

of the second quarter of the fi^fth chapter. The applica-

tion of the S. 4-1-82 is necessary in case of the S. under

the head A, for otherwise it will remain undetermined

whether the suffixes are to be added to the first or the

other word of the analytic-statement (%rf of the

(5omplex-formation (crfeefi%) desired to be f(®qaed. In

the case of the S. under the head H. this question does

not arise, as there is only one word in their analytic state-

ment. Cf . The remark of Nagesha on the S. 4-1-82.

The operation of the leading S. (4-1-82) is therefore not

seen in the case of the S. after 5-2-end. Hence the two

miscellaneous groups are separated by P. by inserting the

third quarter between them. As each of these two miscel-

laneous groups occupy exactly one quarter of the

ASHTADHYAYl, we have a fine symmetry of the miscel-

laneous suffixes grouped in the beginning and the end of

the Miscellaneous group, mentioned earlier in our analysis

of T. sutras.
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BY

B. Ch. Chhabra, M.A., M.O.L., Ph.D, (Lugd.)

A recently discovered copper-plate charter^ has proved

of immense value to the student of early history of India

inasmuch as it illuminates a dark spot, introduces a

hitherto unknown line of rulers, reveals the existence of a
separate kingdom, rectifies the current notions thereabout

and, last but not least, furnishes us with a perfect speci-

men of a very rare type of an old alphabet.

The record in question hails from a village, called

Bamhani, in the Sohagpur taJisU of the Rewa State,

'Baghelkhand, Central India. It is gratifying to note

that the Rewa State has of late yielded some very impor-

tant early inscriptions.^ In that respect it is no longer

behind its neighbour, the Nagaudh State, which is

already well-known for a number of ancient epigraphs®

found within its bounds. Now that the Rewa Durbar
has an archaeological department of its own, one

may expect that many more antiquities will soon come to

light within the state.

^ It has been edited by the writer of the present paper and is

nnder publication in the Epigraphic Indica.

® For instance, Silahara cave inscriptions (Bpigraphic Indica,
Vol. XXIII, pp. 30 ff.); Bandhogarh cave inscriptions (Ibid.,

Vol. XXVI,); Annual Repcrt, Archaeological Survey of India,
193P-39); Singrauli plate of MahdrSja Lakshmana (4». Rep.,
A.S.I., 1936-37, p. 88); etc.

8 Especially those belonging to the Parivrajaka and Uchcha-
kalpa kings (Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, Xos. 21—23, 27—31).
It may be recalled that the dates of the Uehehakalpa kings are
referred by some to the Kalachuri era and by others to the Gupta
era. The latter view has recently been shown to be more accept-
able {Ep. Ind., Vol. XXIII, pp. 171 ff.).
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The epigraph with whieh we are concerned here is a

land-grant of the usual type. It is, however, the preamble

of the document that is of chief interest to us. This gives

the genealogy of the grantor and also supplies certain other

information concerning him. He is called Bharatabala,

or simply Bharata. His pedigree is as follows:

1. Jayabala

2. Vatsaraja (son of 1).

3. Nagabala {Maharaja, s. of 2 from Queen

Dronabhattarika)

.

4. Bharata or Bharatabala {alias Indra, Maharaja,

s. of 3 from Queen Indrabhattarika).

It is noteworthy that no such title as Maharaja is

attached to the names of the first two members. Nagabala

and his son Bharatabala, besides being styled MahJaraja,

bear also the epithets ParamamahUmraParamabrahma'iyya

and ParamagurudevatadhidaivatavUesha, Further,

Bharatabala is stated to have had only one wife, namely

Queen Lokapraka^a, who was a princess of Kosala. This

state of affairs naturally lends itself to the inference that

the present royal house originated with Jayabala whose

status might have been that of a mere chieftain but whose

successors managed to acquire greater authority by annex-

ing more territory to their dominions.

These kings belonged, as the inscriptions disclosed,

to the Pan^ava lineage of Mekala,* and herein lies the

importance of the present record. The Pan^ava kings of

Kosala are known to us through various inscriptions

pertaining to them, that have already been discovered and

^ The inscription under discussion further substantiates the
late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal’s statement : “Prof. Kielborn who
thought that the spellings ‘Kdsala, and *Me1tai£ 'were -wrong, sub-
stituted ‘Eosala^, ‘Mekala’, But the Purina text sho-ws that the
insoriptional forms are correct . . (K.’P. Jayas-wal. History
of India ISO A.D, to 350 A.D., p. n. ij.
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published.® The present record introduces to us a

separate branch of that ancient house of the epic fame,

having Mekala as its kingdom. Presumably the Kosala

and Mekala branches of the Pandavas were two rival clans,

later on united in friendship by ties of matrimony, as the

alleged union of Bharatabala with a Kosala princess tends

to show. It is a pity that the inscription is silent as to

the family and parentage of this lady. Such information

would have shed welcome light on the relation between

the royal families of Mekala and Kosala. The two

copious verses devoted to the description of Lokapraka^

mostly recount her excellent virtues and impart little of

historical interest beyond the fact that she hailed from

Kosala.® It is, however, with some emphasis that she has

been spoken of as one having a divine origin,'^ which might

point to the high family she had come of, and there is

nothing against the supposition that this alludes to the

Pandava family of Kosala.

Of outstanding interest is the reference to Mekala as

a country, constituting a separate kingdom, ruled over by

a line of Pandava king in the early centuries of the

Christian era. ,We are familiar with Mekala and

Mekalakanyaka, the former referring to the Maikal range

of hills and the latter to the river Nerbuda (Narmada), but

Mekala, as a country, is little known. All the same, the

Raimyana, the Mahabhdrata and some of the Puranas do

mention Mekala, occasionally spelt as Mekhala, as a

country and also as a people inhabiting it. Even in

® See No. 47 of the Geuealogical Lists of the Various Dynas-
ties appended to Dr. D. E. Bhandarkar’s of Inscriptions of
Northern India.

® The original reads jdta ya Kausalay&m. The last word has
been taken as a mistake for Kosaldyam. The context is not in

'favour of taking Kausala as the name, like Kau^alya, of a lady
to he the mother of Lokapraka^a.

^ The original has svayam=iha suraldkdd=agata Jdhnav
=iva and amarajakulajuth kirtim—uchchair=:dadhSna.

P. 28
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Varahamihira’s Brihatsamhita it finds a place among the

mountains and the peoples of the eastern region.® Draw-

ing upon such sources, Dr. B. C. Law has given us a brief

account of the Mgkalas whom he describes as “a small

tribe inhabiting the tract of country comprising the modern

Amarakantaka hills and the surrounding region.”® The

utmost that we learn from the Puranas is that there was

a line of seven kings in M§kala.^“ They do not mention

the name of any of the kings or that of the dynasty. This

want is supplied by the newly discovered record.

It was left to the late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal to sift the

Puranic data and attempt a connected history of the

Mekala rulers. Most of his conclusions on this question,

however, stand contradicted in the light of the informa-

tion furnished by the inscription under consideration.

For instance, according to him, Mekala was then a province

in the Vakataka empire and was ruled over by the Pallavas

whom he considers to be relatives of the Vakatakas.^^

Speaking of the re-establishment of the empire of the

Vakatakas, Dr, Jayaswal says : “On the fall of the

Gupta Empire, under Narendrasena, they once more be-

came a sovereign power in the Berar-Maratha country in-

cluding Konkana and up to Kuntala, in .Western Malwa;

and Gujarat, and in Kosala and Mekala including

Andhra. This statement, it may be pointed out, is

largely based upon an expression in the Balaghat plates

of Prithvishena II, which refers to the V^atpska monarch
Nargndrasgna, the father of Prithvishena II, and reads

as follows : 'Kdsald-Mekala-Malav-adhi'paty-ahhyarch-

® See Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXII, 1893, pp. 110, 186.
® B. C. Law, Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II, p. 28.
10 See Pargiter’s, Dynasties of the Kali Age, p. 51. Accord-

ing to Dr. B. 0. Law, ‘the Vishnupurana refers to ten tin^gs who
had Mekala as their land of birth.’ Op. cit.

11 K. P. Jayaswal, op. cit., pp. ^—84, 87, 92, 93, 181, etc.
is/Jwf., p. 82.
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cMta-iasana. It may be observed that we have no right

to infer, as has obviously been done, from this that the

countries mentioned herein come under the direct sway of

Narendrasena, for the passage describes him simply as

one ‘whose commands were honoured or obeyed by the

lords of Kosala, Mekala and Malava.’ On the contrary,

according to it, each of the named countries had a lord of

its own, though in a way subordinate to Narendrasgna,

Curiously enough, one of the verses in our inscription

seems to contain a veiled reference to this overlord,

Narendrasena. The contents of that stanza are am-

biguous. In the natural sequence, it speaks of Bharata-

bala, but, at the same time, allows itself to be construed

as descriptive of Nargndrasena also. Among the words

with double entendre the chief one is narendra, which,

when applied to Bharatabala, means ‘king’, while other-

wise it stands for the proper name of the Vakataka

sovereign concerned. It may therefore be inferred that

the Pandavas of Mekala acknowledged the suzerainty of

the Vakatakas and, further, that Bharatabala was a con-

temporary of Narendrasena who is known to have flourish-

ed about A.I>. 435—470,

The latter inference is borne out also by the script

employed in Bharatabala’s charter. It very closely re-

sembles that used in the Majhgawam plates of the

Parivrajaka Maharaja Hastin,^® sharing with it the

peculiarity of being nail-headed or acute-angled, but, at

the same time, differs from it in showing southern

characteristics instead of northern.

18 Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptiom, No. 23.





TAmJKRT

BY

Ananda K. Coomaeaswamy

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass., TJ.S.A.

RV. VIII. 79. 3 reads : Tvam soma tanuJcrdbhyah

dvesohhyo^nyahrtehhyo uru yantdsi varutham, and this is

quoted yerbatim in TS. I. 3. 4. 1, VI. 3. 2. 2, SB, III.

6.3.7 and elsewhere. I translate, “Thou, 0 Soma, dost

hold up (for us) a broad shield against the shape-shifters,

the hatreds, those who make themselves out to be others”;

the reference being to the Raksasa and Asura Soma-

guardians such as Kr^anu who attempt to recover the Soma
as the Falcon brings it down from the Sky. Our transla-

tion will be justified as we proceed.

We are chiefly concerned with the word tanukrt, but

also with anyakrt. There can be no doubt that both are

Tatpurusa compounds, with tanu and anya as objects of

the verbal noun, and comparable with such words as

mantra-kft and jyotiskrt. Sayana in comment on the

RV. context renders tanukrdhkyah by kritkurvadbhyah,

“those who make themselves little”, or alternatively by

angdndm vicchedihyah, “those who cut off their bodies”;

in comment on the TS. contexts he says kafiram krntanti,

“they cut away their body”. Mahidhara on the SB. pas-

sage has tanum kpitanti, chindanti, “they cut away, or

cut off, their bodies”. Grassmann’s first meaning is “Leib

schaffend”. For Keith on the TS. passages, the meaning

of tanukrt is “uncertain”, but krt can only mean “mak-

ing”; for him, “anyakrtdni is nonsense”. Eggeling on

the SB. context remarks that tanukrt should mean “body-

making”. Actually, there can be no doubt that the verb

221
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is krt, and tlie literal meanings of the two con[ipounds,

“body-making” and “other-making”.

Sayana’s explanations of KVi. I'll. 48. 4 and VII.

101. 3 yatM vaiam tmvam cdkre are naiMmdharufOfetam

cdhte and sDdkxyo/ni so/nTdm . . .
ydthdJcdTfiOi'ni, . . . coJctb,

“assumed various forms” and “shaped his body as he

would”; and this is manifestly correct. Similarly EV.

III. 53. 8. where Indra rufwm, rufom . . . hohhavlti,

imydh Icrntidnas tanvam fari sv&m, i.e., “assumes one

form after another (cf. EiV. VI. 47. 18), making around

himself magical appearances”; Sayana interpreting

yddrufam Tcdmdyate . . . tddru'patmdko hhamti . . .

TMndvidhani §d'nra,iii nirmiTMte. A case in point is when

he steals Medhatithi’s Soma, “assuming the form of a

ram” {mesdsyd rwpam, krtvd) and conversely his own form-

(svdm eva rupaih krtvd, JB. III. 233, JAOS. XVIII. 38).

It is hard to see how any commentator at all familiar with

the texts can ever have been mystified. A full explana-

tion of both words can be found in §B. III. 4. 3. 6, Ydh

sdmidhharo vd svadhydyam vd visrjate^ tam ha smetaror

syaivkaram rufenetarasyetaram asura-raksasdni jighdfi-

santl. Teha fd'pamvadantawpasameyur, iti vdi rmm
tvam aoiklrnr iti, md jighdnsa/fmriti. Agnirhaiva tathd

ndnyam uvdddgnim tathd nsayah, “Now (of the Gods that

had been initiated), whichever of them brought firewood

or uttered his text, him the Asura-Eaksasas sought to

strike, one in the shape of one of them, and another in the

shape of the other. They (the Gods), indeed, came to-

gether, evilly speaking, and said ‘This is what you have

done to me ! You tried to strike me !’. But Agni neither

spoke thus to any other, nor did any other speak so to

him”. So (ib. 8, 9) the Gods saw that the only way to

avoid this predicament was to be like Agni, and they said.

^ Tte reference is to tte Vaisarjana offerings of TS. VI. S-. 2.
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“Let us be of his shape {asyaiva rwyam, asama), thereby

we shall altogether avoid the Raksasas, and thereby attain

to the world of heavenly-light”. They became of Agni’s

shape, saying to him, “O Agni, Defender of the Opera-

tion” [vrataya)^, what thy body is, be that in me, and
what my body is, be that in thee (ya tava tanur iyam sa

mayi, ya mama tanur em sa tvayi)
; may the operations of

us two operators, 0 thou Lord of the Operation, be com-

bined” (sdha nau matayate vratinor vratdni). Thus VS.
V. 6, to which §B. adds “Whereby he (the sacrificer wraps
a skin® about his body, by means of Agni”* {tad agnind

tvacam myalyafigayate). The “skin” referred to is that

of Agni’s “Rudra-body” (rudriyd tanus, TS. H. 2. 11. 2),
^

i.e., one of roaring flame. This all means that the Asura-

Raksasas put on the shapes of the Gods and start a quarrel

2 Vrata=karma=yajna, Sacrifice.

® Here of Fire, but analc^ous to the “sunskin” (siirya-tvak)
that the sacrificer finally obtains at the Sundoor in so many other
contexts.

The shape-shifter’s art is always, and in all traditions,
thought as the putting on of a disguise, from which one can
again emerge at will; or if an enchantment, then as a form from
which one can be liberated by a counter-charm. Thus, in stories
of swan-maidens or were-wolves, the swan-skin or wolf-skin is a
sort of costume that can be put on or taken off. In the same way,
to “disappear” m to haye “wrapped up one’s body in the (tarn-)
cap of contemplation” (jhand-v&thanena sanrarh vetheiva, Jataka
V. 126). This power of shape-shifting or skin-changing is a
rddhi, acquired and dependent upon the contemplative practice
(dhyana), and can be lost if the power of contemplation itself is
lost.

* Agni, himself tanukrt, RV. I. 31. 9. The AMns are also
invoked “for body-making” {tanukrthe, RV. VIII. 86. 1), an art
which they must have learnt from the same Dadhyanc who’ taught
them how to cut off and put back heads on bodies.

'

With tanus and tvak in the contexts cited above, cf. tanus
as the garment of initiation (diha) and ardor (tapas) that the
sacrificer puts on before he can enter the sacrificial hall (SB. III.
1. 2. 20); in doing so he assimilates himself to “aU the Gods”
thought of as present within (i5. 18). Wearing this garment, the
sacrificer is already virtually within those “two razor-edged
leaves” (ksurapavi kuSi) of the active door that protects the
veritable Soma from any profane violation (SB. III. 6. 2. 9).
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amongst them; while the Gods, who are also able to change

their skins by Agni’s help, put on his likeness while he

takes theirs. In that way they are able to escape the

Baksasas, and do not come up against one another in anger.

TS. I. 2. 11. 1, 2 repeats VS. V. 6 ya tava .... as

quoted from SB. in the same connection, it is, however,

a rule, that when any rite has been completed and is to be

relinquished, the sacrificer, who has been a God for the

time being, must return to himself (cf . SB. I. 9. 3 23, etc.)

lest, indeed, he should die prematurely; and such a return

is always provided for. In the present case the incanta-

tion is reversed in TS. I. 3. 4. 3 where we find “What
was my body in thee, be that now in me, and what was
thy body in me, be that now in thee,” with the conclusion

“Proper to each be now, the operations of us twain opera-

tors, 0 thou Lord of the Operation”; yathayatham (“so

and so” or “thus and thus”, i.e., “distinguished”) taking
the place of the former saha, “combined”.® The first

words of I. 3. 5, aiy anyan agann, anydn mwpdgdm,
“Some I have escaped, and others I hs^ve not run up
against” refer (1) to the Baksasas that have been avoided,

and (2) to the Gods who have not come up against one
another in anger.

No further explanation of the meaning of tanuhrt and
(Knyakrt seems to be needed. But it will be of interest to

consider a case in which the sacrificer exchanges, not
bodies, but names or identities with Agni . In TS . 1 . 5 . 10.

1 the sacrificer is going on a journey, and will be absent
for a night or more; he addresses himself to his Ahavaniya
Pire thus, * The name that first, O Knower-of-births, my
father and mother gave me aforetime, do thou bear it

5 The copapottduig Brahmana passage, TS. YI. 3. 2. 6, has
only should resume his former body’, they sav, ‘for who
knows If the wealthier one will give it hack again, once one is in
his power (sve -ooie hhute), i.e., whether God will return us to
ourselves, once we have given ourselves to him.
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until I return”. When be returns he addresses the Fire

again, saying,
—“My name and thine, 0 Knower-of-

bitths, which like two persons exchanging garments we
use (vasasl iva vivasanau ye caravah), again let us ex-

change, thou unto Life, we unto living, thus and thus”

{dyiise tvam, jwase vayam, yathdyatham, vifaridadJid-

vahai fimas te).

An equation of bodily shapes or appearances {tanu,

rv/pd) or names with “garments” is, of course, familiar in

Sanskrit (BG. 11. 22), as it is in Greek (Plato, Phaedo 87

D; Hermes Trismegistus, Lib. X. 16). One puts off one

and assumes another of these garments throughout one’s

life; and when the last of all these material determinants

has been cast off, then the perfected Self (sukrtdtman)

puts on a body of gold, glory or immortality. Cwr deus

homol If he puts on our garment of flesh, it is in order

that we may put on his robes of light.

The analogies are obvious where it becomes a matter

of actual changes of clothing. One can assume an enemy’s

uniform in order to deceive him; or that of a friend in

order to be like him. In the later rhetoric and the

Vaisnava literature such an exchange of garments as

between lovers, generally Radha and Krishna, is known as

lild, and such an exchange of roles is one of the ten

srhgdra-cestdh {Dasarupa II. 60), or Uld-hdva (Kesava-

dasa, Rasikapriyd, Bhdvalaksana 21, “where the lover is

disguised as the beloved, there arises lUd-hdvd’). Such

an exchange is an implication that, as Vidyapati says,

“Each is both” {duho dohd hoi).





OALCUTTA-BATAVIA CORKESPONBENCE RE-
GARDING THE RESTORATION OF DUTCH

SETTLEMENTS IN INDIA, 1734*

BY

De. KIalikinkar Datta, M.A., Ph.D., P.R.S.,

Patna College, Patna.

The years 1778-83 formed indeed a very critical period

in the history of the rising British Empire in different

quarters. England was then confronted not only with the

revolt of the American colonies but also with a formidable

coalition of her foes in Europe. These events had

undoubtedly significant repercussions on contemporary

Indian politics, and particularly the attempt of France

to fish in the troubled waters of India through her friend-

ship with Hyder and Tipu, the most inveterate foes of the

English m India, made the situation here also extremely

critical for the British power. ^ British reprisals were,

therefore, directed against the hostile powers in all

theatres of their activities including India.

The United Netherlands having joined the anti-

British league in the autumn of 1780®, England declar-

ed war against Holland and captured her settlements in-

cluding those in India.® Thus Chinsura, Earanagore,

Cassimbazar, Kalkapur and Patna in Bengal and Bihar*

and Madras, Pulicut and Negapatam in southern

* Discovered by me in. tbe collections of tbe Imperial Record

Department, Ifew Delhi.

1 Warren Hastings’ Minute, dated the 25th September, 1780.

2 C. Grant Robertson, England under the Hanoverians, p.

279.

^Proceedings, Secret Department, Fort William, 7th March,

1782 (Imperial Record Department).

* Proceedings, Secret Department, Fort William, 3rd to 21st

Jnly, 1781 (Imperial Record Department).
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India, were seized by the English in the course of the year1781.
® Further, a British fleet under the command of

Sir Edward Hughes captured the Dutch possessions of

Trincomali (Trincomalai) and Fort Ostenburgh ( ? or

Olenburg) on the island of Ceylon on the 6th January
1782.

® But Trincomali was lost by the English. Sir

Edward Hughes was forced to surrender it to the French

naval commander Mlons. Suffrein on the last day of

August 1782.'^

The next year saw the cessation of hostilities among
the European powers; and the treaties of peace and friend-

ship concluded between England and France as well as

between England and the United Netherlands, in the

month of September, 1783, provided for the mutual re-

stitution of occupied territories. But several factors®

prevented the immediate fulfilment of the terms relating

to the restoration to the Dutch their possessions in India
and Ceylon.

The Dutch government at Batav'a thereupon wrote a
letter to the Council in Calcutta, dated the 27th July,

1784, soliciting the speedy execution of the points stipulat-

ed in the peace-articles for mutual restitution of terri-

tories. This letter was delivered to the Council in Calcutta

on the 8th October, 1784, by Messers Van Hongwitz and
Eilbracht, two members of the Council at Chinsura deput-

ed for that task.

Fulllarton, A View of the English Interests in India, p. 30.
e Proceedings, Secret Department, Fort William,, 28th Febru-

ary, 1783 (I.B.D.). For further details on this point vide my
^per on “4 Letter of the Council in Calcutta to Marquis de
Mus^, p84,” read before the Modem Indian History Section of
tne rLyderabad Session of the Indian History Congress.

Mill, History of British India, Vol. IV, ps. 221—36 : Secret
Consultations, 3rd October, No. I, 1782 (I.B,.D.).

8 Warren Hastings’ Minute of the Mth November, 1784
.Vovembgr, 1784
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In reply to it the Council in Calcutta wrote the

following® to the Batavia government on the 23rd
November, 1784:

—

have been known to your Excellency

and Honors before your Eeceipt of this letter that some
correspondence has passed between the Governor of

Colombo and Lord Macartney, the Governor of Fort St.

G!eor^ on the subjects of the 4th and 9th Article of the

preliminary Treaty between His Britannic Majesty and the

States General, and particularly that Part of it which res-

pects the cession of Trineomale and you will also probably

have been informed that a period was put to a correspon-

dence on the same subject between the Marquis De Bussy
and Lord Macartney by a reference of matter in dispute

to the proper authorities in Europe.

The letter which we have had the Honor to receive

from you as well as one which has been addressed to us by

the Governor and Council of Colombo have brought this

important subject recently and regularly before us.

In is our wish to evince to your Excellency and your

Honors, that we are no less desirous, on the happy Termina-

tion of hostilities beween our respective Nations, to remove,

in as far as depends on us, every possible impediment to

the entire re-establishment of that harmony which had so

long prevailed between our Sovereign and the States

General before the commencement of the War, than we
shall be studiously attentive to the Eights of your

Eepublic, and especially to rights that have their founda-

tion in a solemn Treaty. Had we had the Honor of receiv-

ing your representations to us on the subject of those

established by the later Treaty sooner, we should have been

happy to have afforded you an earlier proof of our decided

regard to these principles.

® Foreign Department Proceedings, 23rd November, 1784.
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The orders that we have received from our superiors

direct us to fulfill the stipulations of that Treaty and on

this account as well as for the reasons which we have had

the Honor of stating to you, we are ready to carry those

stipulations into effect.

In a letter therefore which we have this day written

to the Marquis De Bussy, we have proposed to him that,

in conformity to the instructions which he received from

France under date the 25th October 1783, and communicat-

ed to the Presidency of Fort St. George, his Excellency do

immediately deliver up the Fort of Trinoomale and its

Dependencies to the Representatives of your Government
at Columbo ,—We have proposed also that whatever Com-
missaries of Agents His Excellency may be pleased to ap-

point to deliver our Trincomale to the Dutch, may be con-

sidered as executing that office on the part of the British

Nation and we have declared them to be fully authorized
for that purpose.

It is merely possible that the Marquis De Bussy having
referred to France the questions that ^arose between His
Excellency and Lord Macartney in respect to Trincomale,
may be desirous of waiting for an answer to his Dispatches
before he takes any further measures on that subject, but
we are hopeful that this will not happen, and supposing
the Reverse, after the explicit Declaration which we hs-ve
transmitted to His Excellency of our Sentiments, and
after so incontestible a Demonstration as we have afforded
oLour readiness to carry into immediate execution the
stipulations of the late Treaty of Peace, no blame can be
henceforward attributed to the English for any delay in
completing the wishes and arrangements of our respective
Sovereigns and Governments in Europe. In effect we
have executed it as far as the execution can possibly rest
with us by the Reference which we have implicitly made
to the Marquis De Bussy—The rest depends on him He
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alone possesses the Means of carrying it into execution,

being in possession of the places which are to be ceded.

We are sure that Gentlemen at Chinsura will not

omit to inform your Excellency and Honors of the early

attention that we paid to your claims and to those of the

Governor and Council of Columbo and the readiness that

we declared to replace the Dutch Company in possession

of Chinsura, and the Factories dependant upon it on the

footing on which they formerly possessed that Establish

ment—But as the 9 Article of the preliminaries directs

that the Eestitutions and evacuations to be exchanged on

the respective behalfs of your Nation and ours should he

exchanged at the same periods as those between Great

Britain and France, and as the Marquis De Bussy had not

yet agreed to deliver up Trincomale and Cuddalore, we

were concerned that we could not consent to the formal

and regular cession of Chinsura till we should hear from

the Marquis De Bussy, to whom we promised to write for

a Definitive Answer relative to the cessions stipulated to

be made by the Definitive Treaty with France.

In the meantime however we agreed that the Gentle-

men who had been authorized to receive back the Dutch

Settlements in this country, should take possession of the

warehouses belonging to your Company at Chinsura and

land their goods, and establish their own laws and such

regulations as they might think proper in every respect,

but that of hoisting their colours in the place, or introduc-

ing, any troops or military stores. We assured them of

every just protection they could require to themselves and
their Trade, and that we should only station a commis-
sary on our part at Chinsura to correspond with them and
with us until matters might be finally adjusted with His
Excellency the Marquis De Bussy, and with the Governor
and Council of Columbo for a formal restitution of all

your establishments in conformity to the 9th Article of
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the preliminaries between Great Britain and the States

General.

The Keys of the Factory and public Warehouses at

Chinsura have accordingly been given up, and in conse-

quence of the Desire expressed by the Gentlemen at that

place, we have directed our Commissary to deliver over

the warehouses at Patna and Cossimbazar which formerly

belonged to the Dutch East India Company to such persons

as might be appointed by the Council at Chinsura to receive

charge of them.

We have the Honor to transmit to you enclosed a

translation of a letter that we have received from the Chief

and Council at Chinsura, in which they render us their

Thanks for our favourable and speedy determinations on
the application made to us allowing at the same timfi full

weight to the reasons assigned by us against a further com-

pliance with them for the present.”

The sincerity of the sentiments expressed in this letter

is well proved by the despatches of the Council in Calcutta

of the same date to Marquis de Bussy, to the Governor and
Council of Fort St. George, to the Governor and Council

of Bombay, to the Hon’ble Imam William Valek, Governor

and Director of the Island of Ceylon with all its depen-

dencies, and to the gentlemen of the Council at Colombo.^®

In fact all its members were in perfect agreement

with the Governor General’s Minute, dated the 16th

November, 1784, wherein he recommended that “a letter

be immediately written to the Marquis de Bussy, both re-

quiring him in the Terms of his own instructions to deliver

up the Fort of Trincomale and its dependencies to the

Eepresentatives of the Dutch Government of Colombo; and
empowering him to constitute such Agents as he may t.bink

proper to perform so much of this process as may be con-

strued to appertain formally to the representatives of our
10 lliA.
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Nation; and at the same time to require him to deliver

over the Fort, Tovm and Districts of Cuddalore to such

Agents as diall be deputed for that purpose to receive the

same from the President and Select Committee of Fort

Saint George, receiving from them their formal cession of

Pondicherry * *

It is interesting to note that the English in India had

already, in the course of the last few months, received some

assistance from the Dutch at Batavia. The Council in

Calcutta stated in another letter^^ to the Council at

Batavia, also dated the 23rd November, 1784:

—

“ * * * We beg leave to assure you that we are truly

sensible of the favourable attention which you have shewn

to the Eequest contained in our letter of the 15th of

December 1783 in permitting a supply of rice to be sent

from Batavia for the Eelief of the Carnatic; a kindness

enhanced in the value of it by the state of your own wants

and the other circumstances which you have recited to us.

We have been mformed by the President and Council

at Fort St. George that no invoice accompanied the rice

which you did us the favor to embark in the Vansittart.

They have however transmitted to us an account of the

quantity actually landed at Madras, and we have the

Honor to enclose a copy of it.

We propose to furnish the Chief and Council at

Chiasura with another Transcript of it, and as there are

some charges to be paid by this Government, the amount of

which we cannot exactly ascertain, we mean to request

that the gentlemen at Chinsura will be pleased to propose

an account of what may be due to your nation for the

Gram, that we may know our exact debt which wiU be

discharged partly in money and partly in Salt Petre,

agreeably to your desire.”

Ibid.

F. 30





SOME PEOBLEMS IN INDIAN' AECHAEOLOGZ'

BY

Eao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, M.A.,

Late Director General of Archaeology in India.

In this article it is proposed to discuss some of the

main problems that confront the investigator in Indian

archaeology at the present time. Before the discovery of

the Indus Valley civilization it was easy to deny any know-

ledge about the existence of material culture before

the Mauryan period except for the disjointed fragments

of the knowledge of the early stone and copper ages. With

the flood of light on the existence of a highly developed

civilization in the late 4th and early 3rd millenia B.C.

brought by the investigations in the north-western India

during the past two decades, it is more than ever necessary

to work out the ramifications and missing links in the

complete chain of human evolution on the basis of cultural

remains in India. It is now becoming increasingly clear

that in spite of the gaps in our knowledge, such an attempt

is feasible, provided trained investigators are able to con-

tinue their researches in this field all over the length and

breadth of this land. It is for the Governments, Universi-

ties, Museums and Eesearch Societies in this country to

combine in a properly co-ordinated effort to make this

consummation possible. It has, however, to be said with

regret that there seems little awakening yet on the part of

our Universities and Eesearch Societies, and unless this

were forthcoming, India is bound to lag far tehind Europe

and America in the matter of scientific r^arch in this

almost limitless field.

235
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The history of human cultures commences with the

palaeolithic age. We have not yet properly known the

geographical limits of investigation in this field. The first

workers in this line were geologists, and unfortunately

archaeologists have not seriously taken up the thread of the

work where it was left by pioneers like Bruce Foote. New
stimulus was afforded by the De Terra expedition from

America, which visited this comitry seven years ago, col-

lected considerable material in valleys of the Sohan river in

the Punjab, the Narmada region in C.P. and around

Madras, and discussed the bearings of the various ice ages

in Kashmir and pluvial epochs on the Indian continent on

the occurrence and sequence of palaeolithic industries in

the North West. They have shown the way, but much
further work is needed in this field of investigation on the

part of Indian workers. A complete outline of the

palaeolithic times throughout India and an attempt at

fixing the chronology on palaeontological and stratigraphi-

cal as well as typological considerations have yet to be
attempted. Vast areas including in particular the gravels

in river beds all over Central, Western, Eastern and South-
ern India have to be searched by scientific expeditions
and the material properly collated. Wherever and in
whichever areas in the Bombay Presidency (in the valleys
of the Sabarmati, lower Narmada, Godavari and Tunga-
bhadra) investigations have been extended to, new material
is forthcoming, but the work yet to be done is so vast in
ccmparison with that so far attempted that many moro
organised research parties will be needed.

The problem of the supposed hiatus between the
palaeolithic and neolithic epochs of culture was not touch-
ed for the last 50 years till it was taken up again two years
ago by the investigations of the Gujarat Prehistoric Ex-
pedition. It will require more inv^tigation in places,
where both the early and late stone age cultures can be
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connected stratigraphically as in the areas of the ancient

Deccan and Gujarat. Within the neolithic period itself

much material is now accumulated concerning the

microlithic phase, which has been found in certain places

(e.g. Brahmagiri in Mysore State and Knllur in Hydera-

bad) to precede the regular neolithic, while in other areas

such as the caves in the Mahadev Hills and in the loess

mounds of Gujarat, it occurs by itself. The beginning of

agriculture, the domestication of animals, the use of fire,

the makiTig of pottery, the working of conch shell—^all

these appear to have been introduced in the neolithic age

before the knowledge of metal.

The clear sequence of various stages in the neolithic

period cannot be worked out, as very little work has been

done in the areas where these finds have been made. The

transition from the neolithic to the copper age in the North

and the iron age in the South is, at the present state of our

knowledge, a problem awaiting solution. The find of

copper implements, cult objects, etc., from a number of

places in the Gangetic valley has not yet yielded any

satisfactory clue to the solution of this problem. None of

the sites connected with these finds have yielded any other

tangible finds, and the surface examination of many of the

places shows as yet no prospect of any successful digging.

On the other hand, the proximity of a number of the

neolithic sites, such as Kupgal and cinder mounds (for

example one at Kudatini), which appear to be the rem-

nants of large scale smelting of iron, shows the possi-

bility of the connections between the later neolithic an.d

iron ages in the Bellary-Raichur region. The actual

evidence from excavations recently carried out by the

Mysore Archaeological Department at Brahmagiri is even

more direct, in that it shows that in the Deccan a purely

neolithic culture was followed by an early iron age stratum

with which iron implements are associated. In North
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India sucli evidence connecting the stone and metal ages

has not unfortunately been forthcoming. The persistence

of chert scrapers in Mohenjodaro, Harappa and other

sites connected with the Indus period is the only existing

link which led to the appellation ‘chalcolithic’ being (with-

out any strong reason) applied to the well developed cop-

per age civilization of the Indus valley. Although several

stages of this civilization have by now been recognised as

a result of the investigations in several Baluchistan sites,in

the excavations at Mohenjodaro, Amri, Jhukar and Chan-

hu-daro and more recently in the Bahawalpur State by

Sir Aurel Stein, a purely neolithic stage of culture has

not been discovered in association with or in the earlier

levels of any Indus site.

The extension of the Indus culture towards the North

East and South East is another problem yet facing the

archaeologists. In the area between the Sutlej and the

Jumna the only site yet discovered is Kotla Nihang near

Rupar, but the finds do not indicate a full-fledged settle-

ment comparable with the sites of Sind, Baluchistan and

south-west Punjab. In the neighbourhood of Rupar there

occur other sites of the definitely historic period, which

require further investigation to see whether any of jhem
can be traced down to the Indus culture. Besides this,

the western U.P. and eastern Punjab have not yielded any
surface finds which may indicate any connection with the

earlier Indus civilization, but there can be no doubt that

some of these will, when properly investigated, lead to

definite links, which will carry our knowledge to the pre-

Mauryan periods.

In the South, however, the prospects are much bright-

er for bridging the gulf between the prehistoric and the
historic periods. The part, which appears to teem with
material worth examination, is what may be called the

ancient Deccan or Karnatak, the middle Krishna-Tunga-
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bhadra basin, which is now divided between four jurisdic-

tions, the Bombay-Karnatak consisting of Bijapur,

Belgaum and Dharwar Districts; the Chitaldrug District

of Mysore; the Bellaiy, Anantpur and Kumool Districts

of the Madras Presidency and the Baichur District of

H.E.H. the Nizam’s Dominions. The sites of Maski and

Kallur in the Raichur District, and Brahmagiri and
Chandravalli in the Chitaldrug District have been ex-

cavated by the Hyderabad and Mysore Archaeological

Departments respectively, and the results show a distinc-

tive painted ware culture (white lattice ware pattern on
a dull red background) dating before the Mauryan period,

which is apparently not paralleled anywhere else. The
surface finds from the Bombay and Madras Presidencies,

which include varieties of pottery, conch-shell objects,

etc., suggest a chain of sites in the Bilgipetah of Bijapur
District to old Belgaum and to Sasankottah in the Anant-
pur District, which provide evidence of the extension of

this culture westward and eastward. What is now re-

quired is systematic and sustained attempts at the listing

and excavation of promising sites of the four geographical

divisions and the co-ordination of the results on strict

scientific lines. This work opens up a new vista of

archaeological possibilities and with the resources of the

two premier Indian States of Hyderabad and Mysore at the

back of the respective Archaeological Departments, we
can expect more work from them in this direction. It is

Up to the Universities and Research Societies and Depart-

ments in the Bombay and Madras Provinces to take up the

threads of work in British India.

In North India, the researches conducted recently in

, British India as well as in Rajputana and Central India

have thrown a flood of light on life in the period between
the Mauryan and Gupta Empires, roughly the three

centuries on either side of the Christian era, so that one
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can no longer with any justification find any ‘dark’ age

in this period. The excavations at the ancient city of

Ahichhatra have now yielded material for building

up a regular sequence of pottery, terracotta and other

minor antiquities ranged over some 8 periods from the 2nd

Century B.C. to the 8th Century A.D. This will hereafter

constitute the standard of reference for other sites,

particularly in the Western United Provinces. When the

results of the systematic study of pottery from this site,

stratum by stratum, have been published, any student of

antiquity in India will be in a position to date a niound
from rapid survey of the pottery finds on the surface, as

they do in the middle east and Egypt. We have yet, how-
ever, to find a site where the regular stratification leading

to pre-Mauryan times can be discovered. It is quite clear

that there were settled kingdoms previous to and contem-
porary with the founder of Buddhism, and it should be
possible to visualise the material remains of those times by
deep diggings at such places as Raj agriha, Benares,
Kausambi and Sravasti. The excavations at Rairh in the
Jaipur State have shown the existence of a prosperous com-
munity in the period of the Malavas who appear to have
been a vigorous tribe migrating from the Punjab devoted
to the Brahmanical religion and were responsible for the
constitution of what later became known as the Vikrama
era. It is clear that the excavation of Nagar or
Karkota Nagar in the Jaipur State, which was the
main^ city of the Malavas, probably abandoned after
the invasion of Samudragupta in the 4th Century,
wiU throw considerable light on the Malavas and their
times. The diggings at Ujjain, the capital of Malwa
and as^ciated in popular tradition with Vikramaditya and
the Vikrama era, have yielded valuable material for the
study of the Gupta and later periods but have as yet
thrown no Hght on the question of the migration of
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the Malavas to the country which bears their name.

It is hoped that the ancient capitals in this region,

such as Vidisa (modern Bhilsa) and Dasapur (modern

Mandasor) will, if carefully investigated, yield further

important material bearing on this and other ques-

tions, Vast areas in Cutch and Kathiawar are archaeolo-

gically unexplored but have immense possibilities in that

they occur within the zone of the prehistoric as well as the

historic phases of Indian culture.

In the South, the antiquities of the Maurya period

characterised by the universally found polished pottery

ware are followed by the remains of the Andhra or

Satavahana period, which introduce a note of individuality

and independent development, as seen from the excava-

tions at Kondapur and Paithan in Hyderabad State and

in Kolhapur and Belgaum in Bombay Presidency. The

brilliant Andhra Buddhist culture of the lower Krishna

valley as exemplified by the finds at Amaravati and Nagar-

junikonda has yet to be amplified by the systematic dig-

ging of a city site. In the Tamilian lands we are as yet

unaware of tih.e historical development of Dravidian

material culture but the wealth of material available from

the sporadic digging at the sea-side mart of Adikamedu

near Pondichery shows the way to what may be expected

when systematic excavation is attempted at promising

sites like Conjeeveram, Uraiyur near Trichinopoly and

Korkar in Tirunelvely. The entire picture so sketchily

drawn here shows how wide and deep are the gaps still

left in our knowledge of the ancients which ought to

stimulate the enthusiasm of scientific investigators all over

the country. It is hoped that the recently awakened his-

torical and scientific consciousness in this country will be

properly harnessed to the cause of archaeological research

for the lasting benefit of India’s status in the world of

science and scholarship.

F. 31
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NIDHAMAL : THE LAST REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE MUGHAL SCHOOL OF PAINTING

- BY

0. C. Gangoly

The view that the Mughal School founded by Akbar

(1556—1605) at the Imperial Studio at Delhi came to an

end with the termination of the reign of Shahjahan (June

1658) is a misconception, belied by the numerous produc-

tions of the Mughal artists during the whole of the 18th

century and some part of the early nineteenth century.

Even the productions of paintings during the reign of

Aurangzib (1658—1707) including numerous portraits

of the Emperor himself and of the ladies of the Harem
(e.g,, portraits of Zebunnissa)'—^maintain the high wa.er-

mark and the finest technique of the “Mughal” brush. The

achievements and the high standards attained by the Artists

under the royal patronage of the three earlier reigns could

not disappear immediately, and persisted, with wonderful

vitality and technical virtuosity, for over a century after

the death of Aurangzib. Thougb. the puritanical prejudi-

ces of the monarch did not contribute to the further deve-

lopment of the Art and, on the other hand, prevented his

continuing the patronage and support hitherto enjoyed by

the royal artists, the skill of the Mughal Painter continued

to keep their brushes busy under private patronage—even

after the Royal Studio at Delhi was broken up and dis-

banded. The closing up of the Imperial Studio led to

decentralization of Mughal Culture and Art. The artists

and craftsmen hitherto maintained by royal patronage at

the centre of Mughal culture had to migrate from Delhi,

—

seeking the patronage and support of petty chiefs in

different parts of India. In this way, many minor
243
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branches of the Mughal School were transplanted to dis-

tant centres far away from Delhi. Thus the Adil Shahi

kingdom (Bijapur), the Nizam Shahi kingdom (Haidera-

bad) , and the principalities of Oudh, Lucknow and Patna

became new centres of the traditional culture of the

Mughals. The School of Kangra Painting was actually

founded by an Artist who accompanied Suleiman Shukoh,

when the latter fled from Delhi to Kangra (G-arhwal).

Of course, the plant of the transplanted culture developed

new manners of fruits and flowers of newer and richer

fragrance, not identical with those of the original stem.

Various local characteristics and qualities gave a new
flavour to these distant derivatives of the School of Mughal
Painting.

Although many artists of the original branch of the

Mughal School at Delhi must have left the Imperial City

to seek their fortunes at the courts of minor Chiefs and
Nawabs in distant centres, many of the artists continued
to stay at Delhi seeking such patronage as they could

enjoy from the local grandees, amirs, and mansabdars.
And the surviving miniature paintings and portraits of

the reign of Bahadur Shah (1707—1712), Farruksiyar
(1713—^1719), Mahamad Shah (1719—1748), and Ahmad
Shah (1748—1754) amply prove that at Delhi itself—^there

were practising artists throughout the reigns of the later

Mughals,—producing quite distinguished works in the
Mughal style, and keeping up the traditions of an ancient
pictorial craft through the political vicissitudes of the

precarious reigns frequently cut short by political intri-

gues, murders, and invasions. That many artists conti-

nued the traditions of the old Mughal School, throughout
the eighteenth century would seem to prove, (as the Me-
moirs of Manucci support with authentic testimony),
that private patronage was not lacking to keep the Lamp
of Art burning at Delhi, even during the gloomy days of
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the dying empire. There are evidences which support the

view that even about the fag-end of the eighteenth century,

Delhi still enjoyed the reputation of a centre of artistic

culture and the home of practising artists

A very surprising piece of evidence has recently crop-

ped up which shows that some of the Peshwas, interested in

pictorial art, had sought for help from the Imperial City

in matters relating to pictures and painters. It is a letter

addressed to Nana Fadnavis (1774—'1800) from Sankarji

Sakhdar, his agent at Delhi. I am indebted for a transla-

tion of this letter (printed by Parsanis in his Itihas-

Sangraka-Aitihasik Tipane, Part I, No. 11) to the gene-

rous courtesy of Eao Bahadur G. S. Sardesai, the veteran

scholar and the foremost living authority on Maharatta

History. The translation of the letter together with his

valuable notes is set out below :

—

“To Shrimant EAJASHEI NANA^ from his ser-

vant Sankerji Sakhader® with profound respects

and salutations. Am keeping all right at

Delhi through your good graces upto 19th

Safar.® Now the particulars.

I most respectfully acknowledge your letter of high

favour dated 10th Sawal,^ which reached me
on 19th Zillej .® Your commands in this letter

1 Nana stands for Jfana Fadnavis ^vlio was tlie sole inler of

the Maharatta State during the minority of the Peshwa Madhav
Eao II, i.e., from 1774 to 1802 when xfana. died.

2 Sankarji Sakhader is a clerk in the employ of the Maharatta
Vakil at Delhi surnamed Hingne. He writes the letter on behalf

of his master who might have been away.
® As the year is not mentioned, the exact date cannot be as-

certained. It may be taken to be 23rd Januarj', 1783, from cir-

cumstantial evidences.

^ Sawal 10th is 18th September, 178?, the date of the letter

as it is despatched from Poona.

® Zillejl 19th is 25th November, 17^, the date on which the
letter reached Delhi. It took more than two months for the
journey from Poona to Delhi.
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are thus communicated ; ‘We are in need of

an album of divine pictures. Will you please

procure and buy fine pictures of Shri Krishna

painted by old renowned artists like NIDHA-
MAL of Delhi, put gold ornamented borders

on them, bind them properly and carefully iu

a volume and despatch the same to us. We
will gladly pay the price that would be de-

manded. But the pictures should indeed be

the finest available.’

In reply to these commands I beg to inform you

that. There lived a painter here named NIDHA-
MAL, a Hindu during the reign of the Em-
peror Ahmad Shah. As he was himself a

pious devotee of Shri Krishna and other dei-

ties, he was fond of painting various pictures;

and as in those days many rich gentle-

men, Kayasthas, Kshatriyas, Ambassadors,

Zamindars, Diplomats, and Vakils were

resident in Delhi, they gave profuse

orders for such pictures. Thereupon the raids

of Abdali ruined Delhi and NIDHAMAL had

to leave this place and take his residence at

Lucknow, where he died. He had two sons at

Lucknow, one of whom is worthless the other

practises the profession of his father, but is

not I learn, equally clever like his father. I

made enquiries about him. But he cannot

prepare any picture so perfect and fine as the

one of Shri Krishna which Deorao ® Jatya

has given you. And now no Hindu artist

exists. There are Muslim artists who prepare

pictures suited to the present times; but they

® Devrao Hingne, tie Maharatta Vakil at Delhi,
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cannot paint a picture of “Shri Krishna in

an attitude of contemplation,” possessing the

high quality that you need.

I also enquired for old pictures being available for

sale; but have so far not been successful. I am
still prosecuting my enquiry. If I catch hold

of any good old paintings, shall certainly

carry out your orders. There no longer exists,

here, any old Hindu artist of talent. Most of

them have left the place for Lucknow and

other towns, as they all had to suffer starva-

tion and absence of demand for their art.

Many have died also. They have left behind

their descendants who are worthless. This is

the present state of Delhi. Delhi now is not

what people had seen in days gone by. Only

the name exists.

I am sending you the sesamum and sugar offering

customary for the Sankranti Season. Pray

accept them and inform your servant of your

having done so.”

The letter is not actually dated, though a date is re-

ferred to therein from which Rao Bahadur Sardesai de-

duces the date of the letter to be 23rd January 1783, that is

to say written during the reign of Alamgir II (accession

1754), the successor of Ahmad Shah (1748—1754) who
is actually mentioned in the letter. iNisna Fa(^avis died

in 1800. The “raids of Abdali” referred to in the letter

must be the three raids of Ahmad Shah Abdali or Durrani

the first of which took place a month before the death of

Muhammad Shah (1748) and which was repulsed by Prince

Ahmad Shah and his Vizir Kamal-ud-diu at Sirhind on

the Sutlej. After the accession of Ahmad Shah (1748)

to the throne of Itelhi, Durrani made a second raid. Six
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years later Ahmad Shah was deposed and replaced by

Alamgir II (1754). “Two years later Ahmad Shah

Durrani (Abdali) invaded India for the third time, and

captured Delhi, which again suffered from the horrors of

massacre and pillage (1756)”—(Vincent Smith). Any

how, through these troublous times, the Lamp of Picto-

rial Art was kept burning by the genius and persistence

of individual artists, like the one referred to in the letter

—^Nidhamal, a Hindu painter, who appears to have been

the last representative of the Delhi School, and who speci-

alized in Vaishnavite themes and whose skill and fame

reached Poona. It appears Mdhamal was liberally

patronized by the local cultured gentry at Delhi who kept

him busy by loading him with incessent commissions. But

“the raids of Durrani (Abdali) ruined Delhi, and Nidha-

mal had to leave this place and take his residence at

Lucknow where he died,” leaving two sons one of whom
practised the craft, but lacked the genius and skill of his

father. As the letter says, there were Musalman artists,

contemporaries of Mdhamal practising at Delhi, but

their works were, probably, not of a very high standard

and they appear to have catered to the degraded tastes of

local patrons. There are authenticated and signed pic-

tures of Hindu religious themes from the brush of Musal-

man artists, of distinguished quality, so that it cannot be

said that Hindu subjects were the sole monopoly of Hindu
artists of the Mughal School. Nidhamal’s excellence in

Krishna subjects appears to be based on the fact that he

was himseK a passionate devotee, and his religious faith

imparted a sincerity and nobility to his illustrations of

Krishna subjects which others could not excel. Appar-
ently, as referred to in the letter, Nana Fadnavis, already

possessed a picture drawn by Mdhamal which was sent

to Mm by Deorao Jatya (Devrao Hingne), probably,

Nana’s former agent (Vakil) at Delhi, and Nana was
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anxious to acquire other pictures from his brush. The

letter apparently proves that politics and wars were not

the only preoccupations of' the great personages who fill the

large canvas of Maharatta History, and interest in pic-

tures and spiritual culture formed a vital background to

their lives, as is proved by other evidences supported by

documents, literary and pictorial.

Our letter gives a pathetic glimpse into the state of

artistic culture of Delhi at the time and draws a tragic

picture of the migrations of practising artist of the still

surviving Mughal School to Lucknow and other distant

centres of new cultural activities thus bringing to a

termination the great School of Mughal painting which

began sometime during the early part of the reign of

Akbar (circa, 1560) and which flourished and continued

its activity right up to the reign of Ahmad Shah (1754)

and over which the curtain was rung down by the cruel

raids of Ahmad Shah Durrani, with such fatal con-

sequences to the activities of contemporary artists, ac-

tivities which neither the puritanical prejudices of

Aurangzib could suppress, nor the withdrawal of imperial

patronages could stamp out.

But has any picture from the brush of Nidhamal, the

last representative of the Mughal School, survived 1 It

is my privilege to answer the question in the happy

afflrmative. By an accident, my friend the Curator of

the Itihasa Samsodhaka Mandala of Poona, helped me to

identify a picture of this talented artist, the last star in

the brilliant firmament of Mughal pictorial culture;’ the

I have had with me amongst my hundreds of photographs
o'f pictures of the Mughal School, one representing ‘Young Princes
practising archery.’ It originally belonged to the Tagore collec-

tion and was photographed by me for study and reference pur-
poses. I, accidently, showed the photograph to the Curator of

Itihasa Mandala to demonstrate how the style of costumes and
head dresses can help one to fix the date and chronology of pic-
tures and pointed out that the head-gears (pagns) of the Princes

P. 32
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picture, which formerly belonged to the famous Tagore col-

lection, represents a “Competition in Archery” and bears

the signature of the artist, clearly written in fine Persian

characters
—“Amal-i-NidhamaV’ just at the end of the

stone railing running at the centre of the miniature. It

is a very lively group forcefully & skilfully composed, with

one of the competitors actually aiming at the target,

while the other two competitors are awaiting their turn.

The elders,—apparently a panel of three judges, are im-

mediately behind, keenly watching the contest, but are

too ardent a devotee of the tobacco to dispense with their

huqqds & pipes, which their retainers {huqqd-harkanddz)

are carrying behind, adding an effective group to build up

a very happy and well-knit composition. It is well known
that English “Nababs” of the nineteenth century used to

smoke at their elaborate huqqds carried by their retainers

from place to place, as numerous paintings & engravings

attest the practice up to a very late date in the nine-

teenth century.® The scene here is laid on an open ter-

race, bounded by low railings, and overlooking a spacious

garden, crowded with trees, plants, and fiower-beds

stretching right up to the boundary wall (broken up by

two gates) painted & decorated at the top, over which

the leaves of plantain trees lean over and perpendicular

rows of other trees rear their heads at regular intervals.

The human figures skilfuUy drawn with great precision &
characterization up-hold the refined manners of the

Mughal School, and its highest power of realistic delinea-

tion. It is impossible to say if the picture was drawn by
the artist before or after his sojourn to Lucknow. The

in tliis picture pointed to a Tery late date—approximately about
the end of tbe 18tb century. Upon tbat be examined tbe pboto-
grapb and read tbe signature of tbe artist, so tbat tbe credit of
tbe discovery belongs not to tbe writer but to In'm

,

® Tbe portraits of Colonel Todd, and tbe Banker Johnson are
very convenient and well known examples.
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architectural setting does not appear to re-call the at-

mosphere of Delhi, and seems to depict the “stucco” style

of Lucknow and of the Eajput Courts of the Punjab-

Himalyas. The subject depicted must have represented

an actual scene. And the clue to the identity of the per-

sonages has to be sought in the peculiar head-gears which

are not the typical turbans of the Mughal Courts, but are

met with in various pictures of the Hill School and other

related miniatures. It represents a late fashion of the

mid-eighteenth century.





ENDINGLESS NUMERALS IN THE ^IGVEDA

BY

Batakrishna Ghosh, M.A., D.Phil., D.Lit.

Wackernagel {Altindische G^rammatih, III §180a),

like others before him, has recognised the category of

endingless numerals in the ^gvedic language and also

shown parallels in other cognate languages. The ques-

tion, however, must be decided solely on the basis of the

data in Sanskrit so far as Sanskrit numerals are concern-

ed. The evidence of cognate languages may be regarded

as additional support, but by itself it would be no proof

at all. The evidence of Sanskrit in this regard is, how-

ever, less solid than could be wished for.

Let us first look at the forms in question. Three

times we have 'pdrica hsiUndm (1. 7. 9; I. 176. 3; VI 46.

7) and once 'pdnca krstisu^ (I'l. 2. 10).—^Eight times we
have sapid used instrumentally; thus saptd dhamabhih

(I. 22. 16; IV. 7. 5; IX. 102. 2), saptd kdtrbhih

(III. 10. 4; X. 63. 7), saptd raimibhih (VIII. 72

16), saptd dhltibhih (IX. 9. 4)* and saptd dhdtfbhih

(IX. 10. 3). Once sajd:d seems to have been used

in genitive, viz., rsliidm saptd (IX. 103. 3), but the

whole passage being abhi vdnir fsinam saptd nusata it is

better perhaps to construe the numeral as adjective to

vdnih, specially in view of the passage aksdreria mimate

saptd vdnd} (I. 164. 24). Both the passages IX. 62. 17

and IX. 103. 3 being ambiguous, it would be best not to

insist on saptd as an actually attested form in genitive

plural. Once saptd has been used in locative plural, viz.,

* 17ot 'pdnca as in Wackernagel, loc. oit.

2 We have saptd dhltibhih in IX. 62. 17, but here
tbe numeral may be construed also with rslnmn.

253
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saptd sindhusu (VIII. 24. 27).—The third numeral that

shows an endingless flexional form is ddian, but that only

once, viz., ddia kaJcKyabhih (X. 101. 10), the form daid-

hhih occurring no less than sixteen times.

All the three numerals showing these apparently

endingless forms are an—stems {pdncan, m'ptdn, ddian),

—which is to say, in compounds they would normally

appear as a-stems. But what prevents us from taking

expressions like ‘^Pdnca ksiftnam” and “sa^td sindJium”

as real compounds? The answer must be, that in the

Padapatha they are not treated as such. Otherwise

there is no valid reason why they should not be

treated as compounds accenting both components, not at

all uncommon in the Egveda. The combinations in which

they appear are very suggestive ‘'Pdnea krstim” and

“pdnca les^finam” are self-explanatory. Hillebrandt® has

shown that in the older Egvedic age there was a fixed

tradition about five original Aryan tribes which found

expression in standing locutions such as “pdnca jdndh”

(III. 37. 9), “pdnca krstdyah” (II. 2. 10), “pdnca carsa-

ndyah” (V. 86. 2) and “pdnca ksitdyah^' (I. 7. 9).^

Through the constant association of pdncan with jd'mh

(or its equivalents) in the tradition and the language

“pdnca jdndh,*’ etc., must have become veritable com-

pounds in the speech consciousness of the Vedic Aryans;

and this stage once reached, the association of the numeral

in the same form with oblique cases of the second com-

ponent (such as ksit'inam, krstisu) would naturally follow

in due course. All things considered, it would be best

therefore to take “pdnca krstisu” and “pdnca hsitinam” as

split-compounds, if not as real compounds.

Not so transparent, though closely analogous, is the

case of saptd for saptd^kih and saptdsu. We find saptd

3 Zeitschr, f. Indologie «. Iranistih, Vol. YI, pp. 174 S.

* More references in Grassmann s. v. 'p&hcan.
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thrice associated with “the somewhat vague term

dhaman/’^ The general vagueness of the term® is un-

fortunate no doubt, but in two of the three passages in

which saptd appears as qualifying dhamabhih the meaning

of the word is fairly clear. Only in the first passage (I.

22. 16)
:
prihivyah sa/ptd dhamabhih) there is room for

doubt, but that doubt too is due only to the fact that the

poet did not consider it necessary to be fully explicit on a

point of traditional cosmology. As Gieldner^ aptly says,

“die sieben Schichten {i.e., dhdmd7n) der Erden sind wohl

mit bekannter Breviloquenz die drei Erden, Luftreich

und die drei BQmmel.” In the other two passages (IV.

7. 5 and IX. 102. 2), '‘saptd dhamabhih” certainly refers

to the traditional seven forms of the sacrifice.® It is thus

clear that in all the three passages in which saptd appears

as an adjective qualifying a piui'al oblique form of

dhamaa there is a particularly close association between

the numeral adjective and the substantive it qualifies In

the first case the association is of traditional cosmology,

and in the other two it is of the sacrificial cult : in other

words, the association is such as would tend to fuse the'

two t4rms into one idea in the minds of sacerdotes. Under

the circumstances, should we not take “saptd dhamabhih’*

too as a split-compound like “pdhca ksitmam”?—It is

much easier to explain in the same way the locution

“saptd hotrhhih.” The tradition of seven priests parti-

cipating in Soma-sacrifices dates, as is well known at

least from the Indo-Iranian era, and already in the

Rgvedic age it had become something like a fixed formula,

® Keith., Th& Seligion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upa-
nishads, p. 487.

® Confirmed rather than dispelled by Geldner in his Glossar.

In the note on this passage in his TJbersetznng.

® See Geldner’s Kommentar on IV. 7. 5 and also his Uberset-

sung of the same passage.
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SO that the number seven is rather inconsistently insisted

upon even though the idividual members of the list may

vary.® There exists, therefore, a particularly close relation

between the two members of the locution under discussion,

—a relation sanctified by a living sacerdotal tradition of

immemorial antiquity. To all appearance, “saftd hotr-

hhih” has an equal if not a better right tnan “'pdnea

k^ittndm” to be regarded as a split-compound.—^Now we

come to “sapid raSmibhih” in the passage “suryasya

sapid raimibhih” (VIIl. 72. 16). The usual meaning of

the word rasmi is no doubt “ray” from the Rgveda on-

wards. But this meaning certainly does not suit our

passage, for why should the sun have only seven rays?

We have therefore to fall back on the other meaning of

the word, namely “reins”, which, too, is well attested in

the ?,gveda, and which, in view of its obvious etymological

relation with raiana “cord” should have been the original

meaning of the word.^® If rakmi means “reins”, as it

must in our passage,—then the numeral must correspond

to the number of animals attributed to Surya’s chariot in

mythology! This is exactly what we find, cf, sapid tva

harito^^ rdihe vdhanii deva surya (RV. I. 60. 9). The evi-

dence of Rgvedic mythology therefore clearly suggests a

close association between “sapid” and “ra§mi” particular-

ly in connection with Surya’s mares. Can we then doubt

that “sapid rakmibhW’ too is in reality a split-compound?

It must be admitted however that ddhuksat . . . w-jam

sapid raimibhih (VIII. 72. 16) does not make good sense

if raimi is taken to mean “reins”, but that only from the

® See particularly Oldenberg, Eeligion des Veda^, pp. 383—1

;

also Eeith, op. cit., p. 294.

Look under Rasana and Ealmi in tke Vedic Index, where
however the etymological relation between the two words has been
ignored.

Hartt is the conventionalised designation for 'Surya’s mare
just as hdri is that of Indra’s horse and hradJmd that of Agni’s.
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view-point of classical Sanskrit syntax. We have to re-

member that Panini’s definition sadhakataman karanam

does not at all apply to Rgvedic instruments. Everything

that even in the most indirect way may contribute to the

fulfilment of an object can appear in the instrumental

case in the Rgveda. In our passage Surya is clearly

contemplated as riding down to earth to fetch sap. But

his ride would not have been possible without reins

!

Hence the instrumental ra^mihhih in the meaning reins

would be perfectly justified in our passage.—^An explana-

tion of the locution ‘‘sa-ptd dhUibhih” (IX. 9. 4; 62. 17)

is rather difficult on account of the uncertainty of the

meaning of dhlti. Yet, inspite of this obscurity of the

accompanying word, the obvious and only explanation will

at once spring to the eye if we do but look at the passages

:

IX. 4^: $d saptd dMtibhir Mto mdyb ajinmd

adruhah,

and IX. 62. 17 ; tdm . . . rdthe yunjanti yatave, m-
Tvdin saptd dhitibhih and compare them with

IX. 8.4: mrjdTiti tvd ddka k§ipo Mnvdnti sapta

dhitdyah

and IX. 15. 8

:

etdm v, tydm ddia ksipo mrjdnti sapta

dMtdyalp.

We have thus a fixed locution “saptd dMtdyaJi'’^^ cor-

responding to “sapid dMtibMh.” It is clear that “saptd

dhitdyah'” having become a veritable compound in the

speech-consciousness of the Vedic Aryans passed the way
to the split-compound “saptd dhitibhih'’ with an oblique

case-form of the second component.—So far as “ending-

less” saptd in instrumental is concerned, we have now only

to explain “saptd dhdtfhhih” in IX. 10. 3 : rajano ndprd-

iastibhih, somdso gSbhir anjate, yajho nd saptd dhdtfbhih'

Can it be that AbUi here means “metre” or “melody” like

'yoni? Cf. VI. 34. 3; na ydm, hirnsanti dkitdyo nd

F. 33
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For the meaning of the word dhdtf^^ in this passage we

have to keep in view the perfect parallelism between the

first pada and the third
:
princes are praised with pane-

gyrics just as the sacrifice (is praised) by seven Dhatrs.

Ts it not clear that dhdtf in this passage is equivalent to

kdtr'i. “Saptd dkdtrbkih” would therefore be adequately

explained by what has been said above in regard to

“saftd hdtrlhih” As regards “sapid sindJmsu,” the

case for a split-compound is irresistible. The Ilgvedic

tradition of seven rivers is too well known to require any

discussion or elucidation.

Alone remains “ddia hahsyabhih’' (X. 101. 10) which

might lend any substantial support to the theory of end-

ingless numerals in the Rgveda. Nevertheless, it is our

ignorance about the customary accoutrement of horse-

chariots in the ?,vedic age from which flows this support.

If it could be proved that ten Kaksyas—whatever that

may mean—^were a constant feature of ?,gvedic chariots,

then “ddia kak^ahhil}” too should have to have been

taken as a split-compound. But that cannot be proved.

To regard ddia in this passage as a grammatical equi-

valent of daidbhih is not however the only possible alter-

native. Under the circumstances it would be best perhaps

to take ddia in X. 101. 10 as a momentary formation like

rocanS for roeanisu in I. 105. 5.^*

Sayana takes it to mean Adlivarsra. Bnt the use of the
root icaris- in prdiastibhih would ratter suggest Hotr-priests.

Let us mention in conclusion that at least one split-com-
pound with a numeral as the first component tas been recognised
m Faninean tradition, for what else is “sapta rsinam” beside
saptco'^nam?



AHNIKAPADDHATI OF gElNIVASACARYA—
BETWEEN A.D. 1750 AND 1850

BY

P. Gode, M.A.

In. the list of ?rr works recorded by Prof. P.

V. Kane in his History of Dharmaiastra^ no mention is

made of a work called by ®

Aufrecht also makes no mention of such a work. I find,

however, a MS of this work in the B. 0. R. Institute

Collection of MSS and I propose to describe it in this

paper to enable scholars interested in the history of

Dharmasdstra to trace any more MSS of the work in other

libraries, private or public. This MS begins with fol. 3

as follows :

—

SifsqTOTrqt STtfcT

Verse 12 quoted above is followed by verses 13 to ^
which are obviously quoted from a work called by

as the following line indicates ;

—

These verses describe the naivedya offered to the deity

and refer to many articles of diet such as Jif, fcf,

?rf^, prepared of with 'sflw and

1 Vol. I, 1930 (B. O R. Institute Pooiiab p. 520.

* "Works of the title 'TSi'h reco-ded by Prof. Kane are

as follows :-{l) By ftmw; (2) By Son of Son

of ; he was younger brother of and SPTRK ; (3) By

® Ibid. p. 520—Of by pupil of ‘(i<tsNl4

{Baroda O. I. No. 8809) This is a Comm. On of stPP^”
* Aufrecht (CCI,413) mentions a tantric teacher

mentioned in Oxf. 101 ‘'but no MSS of any work of the

title have been recorded against his name.

259
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'RR—^UTS’-wr^I, |?r3^ IIRT-

T%t?r ^^r:, 5[i^55irj ff?r:, p¥r:,

^2i%< 'S5rn%, etc.

The Colophon of the 3rd Pariccheda^ on folio 354 reads

as follows :

—

“cm ^^l^^RRfc^T%^r sfiRMyr-

=gTf?ir Ktf^^Rwrff^wr ^ <Rr%%T

It is clear from the above lines that com-

posed the and that he was the son of 5?lfnwr4

and pupil of The Colophon of the last and

the Mh Pariccheda runs as follows :

—

It? II

^ ^ cMifirt l

t ^^^iTHTRPlf tgsfMWr IRII

3f«I RslT?=f cTCRR I

ftc R^lW: ll^ll

ir^tcr^Mf g?!rT iivii^ii

cfe »ftJTRFrfR%ir

'MW (m) ?a% ^nr =53^: |iy|| gMHT

%w{f^ II

^^317% ?rsRt ir«R-c^ srprr^ f^
C^ 5^7? ?RIM II sftT^fr^JT JTMTRTj sfkt^ IRI

•v

“The year 1862 is found in watermarks on some folios

of the MS. This copy of ^rr!^ 7^ was made in Saka

1787=A.D. 1865 at ^rgM^. The MS is written on

® C£. Folio 7 1 -‘'fi%?f!7«rKaC(3UCit str^ spw

Folio 155—“?f^ «f!w^T3lClt5T etc.... 75^1 TlTff^siW
%fl7:

* Vide p. 656 of P. V. Kane : His. of Dh. I. (1930)—“eCRI^Rt
by in 40 verses—-Comm, by and nHl^I7”

Kane also mentions a by sftf^lTra (C. P. Oata.
6192)
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bluish paper (13" x 4" in size). The last numbered folio

of the MS is 275 which is followed by the closing folio

without folio number. It appears that the closing por-

tion of the 4th Pariccheda after folio 275 has been lost,

though the Colophon of this Pariccheda has been preserv-

ed on the last unnumbered folio from which the above

extract has been quoted.

On folios 65-67 we find 42 verses of of

quoted in extenso and concluded by the re-

mark:

Other works mentioned and quoted from in this

work may be briefly indicated here :

—

Folio 6—“ffk ^
11—“*rpRi%

51—“^ hurt”

" Anfrecht {CCI, 694) records a Comm, on fay

—O ppert II, 64s. Oppert describes as a
by The MS of this work was a paper MS in

the possession of Varadeadra Cari of Bellary in 188.o. It may be
possible to suaigest that this also compos^ the *rtft<W14,f?l.

If this identity of the two authors and is proved
independently we shall have to suppose that s[T%i was composed

®CCI, 381— Burnel 1 201*. A Stotra with this name
from VarUhaptirUna and Visnupnr^na is given in ^^c*i4y0i< and
explained by —from BrahmUndapurZna.

9 OCI, 689— previously Bama Candra Carya succes-

sor of Satyavijayatlrtha, died im. 1745. Bhr. p. 205
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Folio 53—“?r«r sTfi^ir:

^d53rcft#c^ sTTij^rTcRfrc^ ^ irn% ii

Folio 129—“ffg- ?r5i^Rl^“ JJfsrswSRJR:” (See folio 140—

Folio 147— JTrflr^PR^”

Folio 154—-‘ff^ «ftJT53T3Tcft^ ^yR^5ir^:

7?mMT ?nnm”

Folio 80—“?% «ft T^^T5frii%

q^JTtssjw”

Folio 93—“?% sftjT?iis^'Tr?R^ g?Ri^ =g3«if«fr!n^

TT?:”

Folio 204—“?% ?ftJT?rJT?rft^ qiT^cqr<^Ri4

5K^s«tr; lU^ii”

Folio 246 —“?% ^»T?pMtt ^pT^cfTRJ^

—“?% ?r^%?T% =^4N:rT:”

^ Vide Kane : His of Dh. I, 698

—

or e^wriiR ?%? (or

Son of *irow ; aOthor of (of which ^IcRIW is first

part) and for Latef* than 1675 A. D*

Anfrecht GCL 222— by ^'Comm. by
Eice 96^" M8 ‘'Rice 96"^ belonged to one of Mysore. It is

a gloss on called "^4^ (Vide p. 96 of Mysore and
Goorg MSS Gaia by Rice^ 1884:).

AnErecht GGZ 20B,— from Burnell 20 1'*

Bbr. 42.551. Taylor 1. 286.287. Oppert 58..-i623.5044. See

Aiifrecht,
’ GGL 264— by 4.1312 and

Comm. Burnell 10?^ Bhr. t)94. Taylor i, 398. Rice 272. SB.
396.^

Aufrecbt, GGL 6— by Ramasastrin. Rice 130^^

On pp. 46- i7 Anfreclit records ajist of the works of in

which no work o£ the title ^^4^r^is mentioned. The MS of
indicated by Aufrecht as ^^Rice 130^^ coiisisted of 1000

grantha. The text of as quoted in the *irf^ consists

of as follows :

—

jmrf^ ^rrc^u

^ ^#sntr: 'mmm, s#’

Chap. I—Verses 1 to 8 ]

„ 11— ,, 1 to8 !

,, in— ,, 1 to7
f

« IV— „ 1 to 10 J

= 33 verses.
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The text of the quoted by is

identical with that of the by (=frr?F^'l^)

{Sarmmula Edition, Vol. I, pp. 158—160).

Folio 252—
* ® Wcf”

Folio 257— UJiR% wxii' g^OTTTW

JiTU ir«w; €?f:”

Folio 260— 3TFRt JT|Tft(% UfTfR^ Jr^JTfKqr^:”

Fol;o 260— ^ff^Rnr q^”

Folio 265

—

Folio 270

—

It would appear from the extracts recorded above that

the author of the ?iT%'T.q^&, was a follower of

the Madhva School in South India or the Maharashtra.

Though I am unable to identify him or his family in his-

torical or literary records I .shall indicate the possible

chronology of his present work

On folio 63 of the MS refers to an author

who appears to be identical with his

namesake ;Kfg|R r4 belonging to the Chalari family,

which made “Solid Contribution to the Commentorial

literature of the Dvaita Vedanta” according to Prof.

B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma,^^ who tells us that

Chalari Nrsimha or Narasimha was the son of Chalari

Verse 9 o£ Chap. FV treads as follows ;— gPiSTf ?l'<??rrai4

1 of the authorship
of (33 verses) ascribed to in the colophons is

supported by the text itself.

^ ® Aufrecht GCI, p. 472— a summary of the Mahz-
bhSrata in alliterative verse by

^ is another name for tniqrfll'3. (Vide Aufrecht
COI, 54— or

Vide New Indian Antiquary, Vol. I, pp. 667 fP—article by
Prof. Sarma on “Post—VyUsaraya Commmtafors”
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Narayanacirya and a contemporary of (1648

—

1674) of the Uttaradi Mutt.^®

In view of the above Chronology I am inclined to

conclude that the author of the is

definitely later than A.D. 1700 or so. Then again on

folio 51 sftiTRiR refers to who according to

Sir B. G. Bhandarkar died in A.D. 1745. If the author

mentioned by is identical with his

name-sake mentioned by Bhandarkar, the date of sftftwre'

becomes posterior to A.D. 1750 or so, and as the MS of his

^ rff^qsfd was copied at ?rsJirfT in A.D. 1865 on paper

Ibid, p. 6t)9— is reported to be^ village near Malkhed-

The four distinguished writers of the wrft family are (1* •TKWT,

(2) (3) fW and (4)

^^^^Anfrecht (CC I, 670) mentions the following name-sakes

(1) Secular name of Madhva Sect.

He died in A.I). 1842 Bhr. 205

(2) —later died in 1872. Bhr. p. 206-

(3) later died in 1880. These entries

may be useful for the identification o^ the

author of the At any rate (No. 1

above) fits in with my limits for the chronology of

A.D. 175<?-iS50

*® No. 696 of 1884-87—iolios 83. The MS begins as follows

y^«jrf4s4r ii^ii

JT»rT4 ll?ll (verse 4 as quoted above)

5RiR5i^ *prT

The MS ends :

—

sr^jRfrr i

II

4KHgi'l^R«ir 9»nHT i tiRiiRii”

This is the only MB of the work referred to by Aufrecht (CCII,

iSSlas^EgbeOe’'
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containing in watermarks tlie year 1862 I am in-

clined to fix the limits of the date of the

between A.D. 1750 and 1850.

Aufrecht mentions one as the author of

a MS-® of which is available in the Govt.

MSS Library at the B.O.R. Institute, Poona. This MSS
is also modern like the MS of the and is

written on paper which has water-marks with some

English letters (vide folios 82 and 831. It contains

6 introductory verses. Verse 4 reads as follows :

—

irKsrr5rrqf^%%^%I^Rllvii”

This verse bears close resemblance to the 2nd verse

at the end of the which reads as follows ;

—

Whether §riniva, the author of the work

is identical with his name-sake, the author of the

cannot be determined at present. The

resemblance in the cast of the two verses quoted already

from the above works may, however, suggest the identity of

the authors of these works. But this question needs to

be examined closely on the strength of data available in

these works. My only object in writing this paper is to

bring the MS of the ^rrff'W^l to the notice of scholars

and to determine the limits for the chronology of this

work, which seem to lie between A.D. 1750 and 1850.

F. 34





THE NAGAE INSCRIPTION OF DHANIKA
[VIKEAMA-] SAMVAT 741

BY

Shaktidhar Sharma Guleri, M.A.

This inscription, which is edited here for the first

time, is reported to have been discovered some sis years

ago during the clearance of a well at Agra, a village three

miles west of Nagar in the Uniyara thikand of Jaipur.

It wa-s removed from its original find spot and deposited

at Nagar in the fort {gadh) of Shri Sardar SinghJ the

Eao Raja of Uniyara. The discovery was brought to light

by Mr. S. G. Tewari, then photographer, Archaeological

Department, Jaipur and was communicated by Dr. K. N.

Puri, then Superintendent of Archaeology, Jaipur to

E. B. K. N. Dikshit, the Director General of Archaeology

in India, who made necessary arrangements for taking a

set of excellent estampages of the inscription. It was
deciphered Jointly by me and my colleague Mr. Krishna-

deva, M.A., a scholar in the Archaeological Survey of

India. I am thankful to E. B. K. N. Dikshit and Dr.

N. P. Chakravarti for their kind permission to edit the

record in the pages of this Journal.

The inscription is engraved on a stone-slab contain-

ing twenty-four lines of well-engraved writing which

covers a space measuring 3' x 2' 2" . The letters are deep-

ly cut and the record is in an excellent state of preservation.

The lime coating, which covered the stone-slab, seems to

have served a good stone preservative. The average size

of the letters is Y^V-
267
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The Characters belong to the northern class of al-

phabets of the 7th century A.D. They are similar to

those of the Vasantgarh inscription of Varmalata^ of

[Vikrama-] year 682, of the Udaipur inscription of the

Guhila prince Aparajita^ of [Vikrama-] year 718 and

the Jhalarapatan inscription of Durgagana® of [Vikrama-]

year 746. The chief characteristic of this type is the

representation of the medial vowels «, i, % and the dip-

thongs far more frequently by superscript signs placed

above the letters than by signs which wholly or partly are

attached to the sides of the letters. The characters are

almost identical with the Jhalarapatan inscription, both

representing the signs for test letters ha, ja, ta and na

in more developed forms than the Vasantgarh and

Udaipur inscriptions. The letter ya occurs here, as in

the Jhalarapatan inscription in the cursive form only;

its tridented form, which is met with in the Vasantgarh

and Udaipur inscriptions is, however, conspicuous by

its absence.^ As in the Vasantgarh and Udaipur inscrip-

tions, the almost square form of the sign for h, represent-

ing more antique style of writing than the Jhalarapatan

inscription, is to be seen in the present record as for

instance in hrahma (1. 1) and ba° (1. 2). For various signs

used to denote the medial vowel a, see e.g. hrahma (1. 1)

and oteja (1. 2); for i, see e.g. -visha- (1. 7), -bhdji (1, 9)

and -vishamd (1. 7); for %, see e.g. -gajdll, -hMm° (1. 11).

For signs for the dipthong d see e.g. -tapo (1. 8), -dyota-

(1. 11) and kd=pi (1. 13). For somewhat rare signs for

the initial a, see e.g. asakrita- (1. 12); for a dditya

1 Ef. Ind., Vol. IX, p. 187 ff.

2 Ihid., Vol. IV, p. 29 ff.

3 ItkZ. Vol. V, p. 180 ff.

* For Prof. Kielkorn’s discussion on the tridented 'form of
Ya in 7th century inscriptions of Northern India, see Ep. Ind.,
Vol. IV, pp. 29-30.
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(1. 1); for t iha (1. 2), for u ut-kuyat (1. 15) and for e

eva (1. 17).

The Language of the inscription is Sanskpit, and
excepting for the words namo varundya, a short sentence

in line 22 and the date at the end, the text is in verse. In
respect of OrthogpiAPHy the following points call for re-

mark : consonant followed or preceded by v is usually

doubled, see e.g. sarv'cattra (1. 3); anusvdra preceding a
consonant is usually changed into the nasal of that class,

see e.g. -sahgrdm (1. 7) and -Idnchhito (1. 8), but olam-

kritdh (1. 18); anusvdra Suipooojd^a changes into the

guttral nasal, as in -afiH- (1. 20) and chatvdriMa (1. 24);

and dukkha is used for duhkha in line 17.

The inscription belongs to Dhanika, who is known
from his Mewar inscription^ of [Gupta-] year 407 (=725
A.D.) and the Chatsu inscription of Baladitya® as one of

the rulers of the hitherto less known dynasty of the so-

called Guhilas of Chatsu. It opens with an obeisance to

Varuna and an invocation of blessings from §iva followed

by a verse in praise of Varuna, who is called here a per-

sonification of §iva (vs. 1-2). Then follows the genealogy

of Dhanika beginning with Isdnabhata. His son was
Upendrabhata. TJpendrabhata’s son was the illustrious

and proud ruler Guhila[I]. From him sprang Dhanika
(vs. 3—7). Verses 8—18 are in praise of his innumer-
able virtues, agreeable appearance, good administration

and military exploits. The object of the inscription is

to record the construction of a step-well by Dhanika for

the use of his subjects, for performing the abhisheka of

Sankara and for acquiring religious merit (vs. 18—^28).

The step-well referred to seems to be the same as the

^P. B. A. s. W. 0., 1905-06, p. 61, No. 2212 and Ep. Ind.
Vol. XII, p. 12, n. 1.

® Ep. Ind. Vol. XII, pp. 11 ff. and PI.
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one at Agra, the provenance of the record. It was con-

structed by the suttradhuras Suryyavarmman, Graha -

VARMMAN and Gastgavaemman
,
sons of Geahabhata, a

suttradhdra of Bhillamala.'^ They were expert sculptors

and architects and were efficient in the duties of a sMtra-

dhara (v. 29 and 11. 22-23). The eulogy was composed by

Saivtgata, son of Vaeddhana. It was incised by Naga-
VAEMMAN, son of Ya^ovabmman (vs. 30-31). It was in-

cised in the [Vikrama-] year seven hundred increased
BY FORTY-ONE (1. 24). This inscription is the earliest

known record (=A.D. 684) of this local dynasty of the

Guhilas which, as is evinced from the find-spots of its

three records, was ruling from Chatsu to Nagar in the

Jaipur state and in Jahajpur district in the Udaipur
state during the 6th—10th centuries A.D. The second

inscription of Dhanika, dated [Gupta-] year 407 (=A.D.
725), was discovered at Dabok in Mewar. It mentions

Sri Dhanika as ruling over Dhavalagartta as a feuda-

tory chief under 'garamad)ha^draharmaMr^MMrd]d-

2>aramesmm-Sn-DHAVALAPPADEVA. According to Prof.

D. B. Bhandarkar, the paramount ruler mentioned in the

record is the same as the king Dhavala of the Maurya
dynasty referred to in the Kai^suvam inscription® of V.S.
795 (=A.D. 738). From the scanty material at our dis-

posal it is not yet safe to adopt such an identification.

The Maurya dynasty referred to is not yet fully known;
and it is unsafe to attribute any connection between this

local dynasty of the Guhilas with the Maurya dynasty
ruling in territories now in the Kotah state. From the

Chatsu inscription of Baladitya, again, we learn that

Harsharaja, fourth in suwsession to Dhanika, was a feu-

datory of Pratihara Bhoja [I]. It may not be unlikely
that these rulers were feudatories of the Pratiharas a

’ Bliuimal in Jodltpnr State.

8 Ind. Ant., Tol. XIX, p. 5T ff, and PI,
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few generations before as well; and that Dbavalappadeva

may have been a predecessor of Bhoja I. The third record

is the undated Chatsu inscription of Baladitya of about

10th century A.D. The genealogy of the family is trac-

ed here from Bhartripatta, a hrahmaTcshatriya, father of

I^nabhata, the first ruler of the present record. It men-

tions seven more rulers who succeeded Dhanika : Auka,

Krishnaraja, samkaeagana, Harsharaja, Guhila, Bhatta

and Baladitya. Baladitya, the last known ruler of the

dynasty, had three sons, viz., Vallabharaja, Vigraha-

raja, and Devaraja.

This important document, it is noteworthy to observe,

hails from Nagar, one of the important Archaeological

sites in Eajputana. The mounds of Nagar, or Karkota

Nagar, covering an area of about four square miles,

were carefully surveyed by Carlleyl, who is said to have

collected as many as 6,000 copper coins of the MSlavas,

which, according to him, ‘lay in some places as thick as

shells on sea shore.’ Carlleyl has utilized in detail the

traditional and numismatic data in support of the anti-

quity of the site. The coins are inscribed in the BrahmT

script of the 2nd century B.C. to the 4th century A.D.,

during which period Nagar must have been an important

city. After the extinction of the tribal republic of the

Malavas and the consequent cessation df indigenous coin-

age in the 4th-6th century A.D., Nagar, according to

Carlleyl, ceased to be a city of importance. The records

of this Guhila dynasty show that Nagar came under the

Guhilas in the 6th century A.D. During the 6th—10th

centuries A.D. Nagar was under the Guhilas, when, I

think, it may have regained some of its lost importance.

The theory is also borne out by another hitherto unnoticed

inscription, dated Y.S. 1043, which was discovered in

1940 at Mandkila Tal in Nagar. It consists of thirty-

five lines containing thirty seven verses in good classical
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Sanskrit.® The record inter alia describes in detail the

prosperity of Nagar, which is called Malavanagaea in the

record. It contained various shrines, and was the abode

of many wealthy men and Brahmanas devoted to religion

and pursuit of learning. The name of the ruler, however,

is not given. He is simply called Idkanri'pah. In this city

was born Nagahaei, a rich DharTcata-VaisTiya, who erect-

ed a Vishnu-itm^lQ near Vaidyatadaga. To his grand-

son Naeayana is also ascribed the construction of many a

^ikharas to temples. The object of the inscription is to

record that Stjnanda, grandson of Narayana, constructed

along with shrines of Vishnu, §im, l^ardyarm and Garuda

many cabins and wells in the temple originally erected by

Nagahari, The installation took place on Sunday, on

Akshayatritlyd, the bright fortnight of VaUdkha in the

Vikrama year 1043.

Nagar thus continued to remain a prosperous town
till at least the 10th century A.D. It then seems to have

‘passed through the hands of the Solankis, the Chahma-
nas,’ and the Kachhwahas, until now, when it is under

the Shekhawat Rao Raja of tJniyara, a feudatory of

Jaipur state.

TEXT

[Metres : Sragdhara, Vv. 1, 9, 12, 19 ;
Mdlinl, Vv. 2,

14, 16; Aryyd, V. 3; VasantatiUkd, Vv. 4,11, 15, 22, 23;

» Tbe poet has used parisamJchya in some places after Sana’s
style, c/. as in:

—

SWIT I

[h*]

p. 6, 11. r0--18 (Peter Person’s
ano. XXI V, parts I, II of Bombay Sanskrit series).

edition,
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§aTdulamkrldita, Vv. 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 20, 21, 24, 26, 27,

28; Anushtulh, W. 7, 17, 18, 25, 29, 30.]

L. 2—^ ?nTR-r^<H4' ^5wni [? *] ^Rf^ f^RiTf%j|MgTR?r

"t*® I ^<11 If vRRt ^pir^^w

^ 'SRf^ srpRgWt ^3ir: ii [ ^ *
]
sfRRt^ hj:

ly. 3—^ I ’Tir’Wi^ IJR II (^*) «ftHR-

WRf?^'i'^5«rRTRR: SFlf^R I SRlf^

OiR RfopRirNr ^ (^ )
ii

[ V *] jtrV ^rff??:

L. 4— TlfRHWdiJRR:*® <H4|u^wp;
(
R: )

[ ? *
] R^RRter IfRRORST ^tTr

?a'ri<?Jdir=tWK'iNH^: II [ '^ *
] (l )^ t^^-

|fO[f+V|q^c('V jtR —
L. 5—^f^r: :3^; 5rf%^^ <T?t qR I

i-O uf ^-(j^lifdiiRlTt RRHIW STRt ^ 'T^T HRT 5R5R

^wr W? II [ ^ *]

=^RR: I f^fRR^RfRRRR: «ft srfq^t ’(R^T II [ « *]

I^. 6— R HW RRi
JTHRRt I IR# ITRT 3R>?R^ hRt RR
^JI4dl4d RfRFRRRSf^ II [ <J *] RT (l )

^^TRcT

fiRT-

From ink estampages.

Expressed by a symbol.

Tbe matrd of d is not completely incised and the letter

looks like dd,

Tbe mdtrd of d bas not fully been engraved on ^rvvd.

Tbe subscript t in ®nta is not fully engraved.

Tbe anusvdra on tva is very faint.

E. 35
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|T sftOTfent: 5rF?ra?rrJT #?x3=5nfifiTTl7

-f^if fw<?5TT^ 'ft Tmtf^: II [ ''i *] ^l<i<i'<?<<=l'^lRmr<d'5

^ft T^qr f-

It. 8—f? i (^)

fq- 'sr^qqqq cnrat q;|q^^?tTO ^5#?5yw crqrfq q fcft qr

[ 5^>t] II [
?o *] aqr^ft^ 5y>q?r 'si^c'i'fe^yTfs^^nffr

«5T^T^yq#r

h. 9—

^

qfM^qi ?r (qr) ci'Rr^qr'mifs^ q^r ^tqqqraR

qqqpqft (wPi;) ii f ? ? *] ft? qq qra^Rra'

«ftq^r^rTf?q^5r qq^rr# tqsrrfiq ftsRsrq^yqqfr sqF^fqqqqv-

qr^i qra

L. 10—q^q^[?qYq^]qftq qrflr

qrpqftfqii [ IR *]w?r'fqT Ypqq^qqfefw: ?Rqq^ qirw

[^] q: <'ftiwiq' [g-l^M qrRiqinTRt TTq?Tq¥RT:i

q'FqKlfaWfqr qqq^: —
L. 11—ft'TT tqar fycftw^Tq^qq STRFJ? qR^RT (cW) II [ *]

< R iqq iiitfii' f^ftfq^ 'tfiqivqqqf I fq^R?

fssrfcqYf fq'Mqcai [ wt] fq'ftq: [
?v

]

fwr fq

—

L- 12— qqqiqRyrfNq qfRq^q^i qtfqqfqw^^-

q?«y5Rft prq^ qq^yr fq^^oq qY%: ii [ %\ *] qqqf^

^[qr]?TT: qyfteT: feq ^fqqf qm q^ i srifq

qfwTT qw

13—^^[sT^:^8]qq;5yR5rq#qTqFrqjtfq snrqni [?^*]3fT-

fqsfqnq: q^m? qqwRf fq^qqi fqsrt: qqq

MfMq: flqq (^) i [ ? *] [ ?\9 *] frq^iqr:

q^qRmrfqqqrq: i qRrr^qqq^qrsntqqq#^;^® ii [ ?<i *]

1® .Tile matrd of e on °nge is not fully incised.

1'? Tlie matra on HltP is not clear : The letter following
°ti:[ol has also been corroded partially in the lower left portion.
The word has not come out clearly in the other estampage, so

much so that the reading appears to be yat~kdma°.

It appears that the slab is corroded at this place. The
letters s—ta^Sicah have not come out clearly in the estampage.
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I/. 14— 5^ sr??S3T% ?RT qK^Hi q^Rimri

^ fwwifn: [ c^] i srss =5f^?rfir

qc<;rin?41 «rwc*{^r ^
fqrfs^qf^ir^ II [ {% *]

L. 15—^®3rF!T>:^>3r 5^T55f?rJ?^' (<t)

f^5F^lJTTf^ HMlwW^I H5^3RqK^?r HRH|5IT qiT^[f«f]

T«i H?T cRqjf'qfemf?^ fqgf^r ^ q^FRif?^ ii [
^o *]

(t ? )
5T —

L. 1

6

—fcPiT ^ ’TfTqr: qcr?^j?1fq^qiq^«TqiR i

prqr qfq?r: 5if>jTnTH: II [ ^? *] qrom qqq qq fqqnqR^rfT

qii qrfT qRq

—

L. 1
7—fgr fqji (|;^) q^fq qqr i tpfgf^rpT fer qrqoW qrfrf^rr

fqp^lq 5^11 [ ^^ *] sn^'tq:^^

qsqfTor fiTfqfqq q^fqt 1 ^psnr: fq^ cr<|cqp;p ’pq

qr

—

L* 18—^q^fq^Tfr qpqr: 11 [ *] a^qt |f% ^r arqif?!-

f=cqfeq q^1qqif«rq%: srqqftrar qfr^F'ffMq^Irfq 1 q^qr^r

(q) ?q fqqifq q qVq quR^qw Tpqqcffqqiq qq qf^
qsqf fqqfr 11 [

^v*] fq

—

19—^qr [ ’^qt] q ^ ^q fqrrfqq IqqqiTT 1 ^qr q?i^ ^
^qqq^qr ti [ *] qqqrfc fq?| qq^; stmt: spqqrqqV

qrqr fqfqqqqq® qqrfqq q>qq 1 qt fqeseq fqrqqr fqqfqqr

^TTT

—

L. 20—f^Mq?q qxfq^ qrqfqq^ qqqf qqpqrqT: 11 [ ^'^*]^
fq fqrrqqcq ^ qif^ rnliqii^ q qifq qqqr

qi% qqlfrfqfq 1 qq^ (qq) qiq qfqqqpRqiq^fq

L. 21 —qTqpqifqf^iq^Rfqfqq q^-qe^qvqriqq 11 [ *] qrq^qqq-

qqs=qqfqqf^qtspiqsq': fqiqV q’^iqqifqpr qR^^qq qfl H''s-

qqfl qq: 1 qrq^qpTqqqqfsqqji q<it fqqq qqqqqcqlfqfqq qqr-

A danda occurs at tlie begiuning of tbe Hue.
20 Tbe letter is corroded.

The first ^dda of tbe verse is short by oue syllable.

The engraver has inadvertently incised a stroke to the right

side of the letter °rai.
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L. 22—1^^ TTlft 3R-I#lcrt II [ *] 'STM

?l'|^ TnfT^T#T: ^

—

L. 23—pT|W5wf?| i^<-*iTf?i''Tfef^:^ ii

g^isT ^wi sr^iflcr^

ftr=E5?rr ii [
^o *] fiTWW sRifw-

I^, 24—^c#iOTf ^^‘kwf^ll [ ^? *] 51%^ w#^-
(fer) f?r%^:*®ii

TRANSLATION
(L. 1)—Om! Obeisance to Varu^l

(V. 1)—May that Lord {§iva) long bestow happiness upon

you !—{the Lord) who is the cause of the annihi-

lation of the universe ; whose body is composed

of the sun and the moon, water, fire and earth,

air, sky and the sacrificing priest, who though

half of his form is shared by {his consort) Gaurl,

is foremost amongst ascetics of controlled minds;

{and) who, though all powerful {and) propitiat-

ed by {even) Brahma and Vishnu, never cherishes

conceit.

(V. 2)—^And victorious here is Yaruna, the Lord of the

people, the conqueror of infirmity and the gene-

rator of happiness in the world; who is the

progenitor of mankind, i^nd) a personification

of ^ira {and) a guardian deity of the quarters;

whose effulgence is manifest, {and) who infuses

23 A floral device occurs here.

21 The eight 'forms of Siva consisting of five elements, the
sun and moon and the sacrificing priest, so often met with in
literature are eulogized here;

5i5f qsi ^?iN?5[jr^ ?wr i sjr^Ri f^^nf^sr: ii also
Sakuntalam, 1, 1; and EiiTnarasambhava, canto 7, verse 76.
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life {by swpflying the life-giving water) in the

unconscious, the helpless, the frightened, the

hungry, the traveller and the miserable.

[V. 3)—^There was born the ruler, the illustrious Kana-

bhata, a very sandal-paste on the forehead of the

earth, whose stable fame, though secured by a

series of virtues, used to travel far and wide.

'y. 4)—His son was the ruler, the illustrious UpenbrA-

BHATA by name, who had exterminated the power-

ful rank of enemies; {and) whose hand, while

distributing riches to the needy always remained

wet {or alternately, never abandoned the feeling

of comfossion)

.

y. 6)—His son was the proud ruler, the illustrious

Guhila, who was leader (of chiefs), {and) was

foremost among the group of kings of the whole

world; who was agreeable in appearance, {and)

was adorned with skill in arts; who was expert

in piercing the array of elephants of the emi-

nent and haughty enemies; who was endowed

with forbearance; {and) was high-minded; whose

intelllect was expanding, {and) who was a very

forest fire in destroying the expanse of ereepers

in the form of vicious men.

y. 6)

—

{Guhila). To him,—^the scars of wounds inflicted

on his two arms by the elephants of {his) ene-

mies served as a row of armlets, the loud recital

of well composed religious texts served his ear-

ornament; the only garland on whose head was

his fame which was resplendent with flowers in

the form of stable virtues; by whom was {thus)

often discarded all beauty resulting from facti-

tious decorations which are favoured by mean
men.
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(V. 7)—From him (Guhila), the repository of virtues, who

was pure-minded, (and) who had warded off in-

numerable calamities, sprang Dhaijika., like the

moon from the pure milky ocean, the treasure

of gems, which has appeased the immense heat

(of the earth).

(V. 8)

—

(Dhanikd)—His two eyes bore resemblance to the

petals of a blue lotus, his countenance the lustre

of the moon, (and) his two hands the pleasing

beauty of the red sprigs of an Aioka tree; while

such handsome form of the king caused delight

to the women-folk, his prowess grew resplendent

by the extermination of the conceit of haughty

feudatory chiefs.

(V. 9)—'By him (Dhanika),
—^who was proud, (and) was

expert in cleaning the infuriated and intoxicat-

ed array of mighty elephants,—due to his vir-

tue of forbearance,—^was never hurt a person

who was distressed, (or) frightened, pitiable (or)

helpless. .While he,—^the performer of many

excellent deeds, who had completely exterminat-

ed his enemies,—^was enjoying the fame acquir-

ed in the battle-fields, his policy of administra-

tion was not distorted from the venomous smiles

of fortune.

(V. 10)—The increasing heat of whose anger was not

cooled by the beloved of the king though she

placed on (his) chest agreeable garlands, which

had their impurities washed by the sandal-water,

and placed her moon-like face, having charming

eyes, on (his) temples, and applied the unguent

containing camphor power wet with water, on

(his) frail body.

(V. 11)—Whose anger made the faces of the beautiful
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wives of enemies possessed of lips devoid of

the red colour of betel leaves; {faces)—^whieh

*Vere devoid of coquetish smiles and which had

hairs loosened and dishevelled with tears trickl-

ing from their trembling eyes.

(V. 12)—iWhat wonder is there if on a distant

glimpse of the king, while he is arme'd with

sword, even the quartan fever of the living

beings is completely destroyed ;—{the king), who

is liberal and is endowed with prosperity, for-

bearance and innumerable virtues; who is the

repository of courage; whose stable and unstinted

fame has enveloped the circle of quarters; who

is brightened with the powder of pearls falling

during the cleaving of the frontal globes of in-

toxicated elephants of the adversaries. . .

(V. 13)—^Whose bathroom was flooded with tears of the

wives of his enemies, which,—as there was no

occasion left {for them) for an amorous play,

—

were shed, {as if) to appease the immense {heat

of) grief caused by {their) widowhood, from

their motionless eyes which were devoid of co-

quetish glances, {and) had given up the applica-

tion of black collyrium, and the lashes of which

were becoming heavy with particles of tears ooz-

ing out of red corners.

(V. 14)—To him, who had abandoned fear of death,

,
warfare was {just) a sport,

—

{warfare) where

dust raised from the sharp ends of the hooves of

horses forms a canopy; where intense dark-

ness is produced by the row of elephants

exhilarated by intoxication, (but) where the

array of enemies can only be spotted by the flash

of transparent and glittering swords.
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(V. 15)—The glory of this eminent {hero),—^who had pro-

pitiated the great deity of war with fruits in

the form of pearls which were wet {wUh Uood)

as they had been cleft from the frontal globes of

the elephants of his enemies,^®—shone forth

above the heads of lords of kings as pure as the

row of white swans.

(V. 16)—By him were destroyed elephants having temples

soiled with the rut-juice; the row of whose aus-

picious and pure houses shines in all quarters;

—

whose country with its calamities warded off

resembled a very pool;

—

(and) whose each effort

(how so ever 'trifling) conquered all (Jiis) adver-

saries.

(V. 17)—^His enemies, who were running from the battle-

field, stopped for a while panting for breath

vrith their internal affliction manifest and with

glances distracted with fear.

(V. 18)—Whose glories, resembling the brightness of

Siva's laughter, the garlands of manddra flowers

and the beauty of the moon shine forth (in the

world).

(V . 19)—What surprise is there in the fact that the

lovely and transparent water generates happi-

ness to the mankind;

—

(water) which is resplen-

dent with pure and costly gems dropped by

beautiful women during {their) ablution; which
cures unconsciousness, and which adorns quar-

ters with green vegetation?

_
It is not nnlikely tliat tli© autlior of tlie Kansuva inscrip-

tion lias borrowed this idea in the following verse:—
^ (Ind. Ant, Vol XIX p. 58, 1 6).

”
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(V. 20)—WIio can witliout God’s favour, drink that water

by holding it in {his) two hands?—(the water)

which is profusely adorned with petals of lotuses

;

which abounds in the mass of kalhara flowers;

which is resplendent with the row of trees grow-

ing on its bank, having bees clinging to and

sporting with {its) unblossomed flowers; {and)

which is always agreeable with its ripples cover-

ed with the assemblage of swans and cranes

making inarticulate sounds.

(V. 21)—^The same pure water of the Ganges, falling

from great height and resembling pearls in shape,

which was formerly held by the high-armed Siva,

the lord of the gods, stands now manifestly filled

in the step-well,—otherwise what other lowly

water has the potentiality of yielding happiness

to all creatures ?

(V. 22)
—‘Who can even in distress deprive men from

water which infuses life and nourishes face and

the eyes?’ having pondered over it for a long

time was this step-well filled with shining and

pure water by him, the conqueror of enemies.

(V. 23)—Blessed people, whose conduct is righteous,

drink the water of this step-well, which has the

splendour of an emerald, and the agreeable frag-

rance of lotuses floating on it
;
which, on its very

sight attracts the heart of ail people, {and) cuts

as if it were the joints of fingers with its cool-

ness.

(V. 24)—All the quarters were decorated here by the

king thinking that water quenches thirst,

The poet seems to have borrowed this idea from Kalidasa

;

af. ^ ’W I himainmmhhm'a, canto

1, verse 11.

P. 36
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overcomes the diseases in men and completely

allays the heat even of Vishnu the lord of the

three worlds, whose great power is manifest
; and

what else does it, resplendent with virtues, not

do for generating happiness in the living beings ?

(V. 25)—This {stei>well), which has made the quarters

resplendent with the row of pollen of its lotuses,

was constructed by that {ruler) with the desire of

performing §im's ablutions, {and) for the sake

of {achieving) fame,

(V. 26)

—

{Thinking) ‘that the life of mankind is as

unstable as the hundred drops of water {resting)

on the tips of grass, {and) this youth of men is

as frivolous as the leaves of the tremulous in-

fantine reeds; {and) the prosperity is as transi-

tory as the splendour of light, in the rays of the

autumnal moon,’—^the wisemen should have

regard for fame.

(V. 27)—The illustrious {ruler), with the desire of attain-

ing religious merit, caused this extensive reser-

voir of water to be constructed during the season

when the world is pleasant with cooings of

swans; when water is transparent and is spring-

ing upwards; and when the fragrant and pleas-

ant breeze, which infuses enthusiasm in life is

blowing; {and) when the sun has {its) brilliance

resplendent due to its profusely dense mass of

glittering rays.

(V. 28)—-May the king’s glory, which is as lustrous as

the moon, be sung by the people as long as the

,
mountain Meru, with {its) high golden peaks,

remains uncrossed on the earth;—and as long as

the moon and the sun, having resplendent lus-

ture, adorn Uie sky;— as long as ;§esha
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carries (on his hoods) the earth with its surface

bounded by the seven oceans.

(V. 29)—There were born to Grahabhata three sons, who
frightened (their) rivals (in profession) whose

glory, resembling the rays of the autumnal moon,

spread in the three worlds.

(LI. 29—^33)—This (step well) was constructed by holding

the measuring chord by those very Sdryva-

VARMMAN, Grahavarmman and Gai^gavabmman,

sons of the illustrious Grahabhata, the sutra-

dhMra of Bhillamala; who were efficient in the

duties of a sutradhdra', who were accomplished

sculptors, (and) profound (scholars) in the science

of architecture, (and) who were in charge of the

execution of the work.

(V . 30)—This eulogy was composed by SaStgata, soir-cf-

the illustrious Varddhana, who was endowed with
intelligence (and) who was desirous of eulogising
the Lord.

(V. 31)—This excellent eulogy was incised by the noble
Nagavarmman, son of Ya^ovarmman, who was
endowed with skill in arts.

(L. 24)

—

(It was) incised in the year seven hundred in-
creased BY forty-one.





TWO RINGS OF THE MUSEUM OF IBIZA (SPAIN)

BY

H. Heras, S. J.,

Bombay.

In the Museum of Ibiza, the capital of the third

Balearic island, there are two simple golden rings, dis-

covered in the necropolis of the “Puig des Molins” (Hill of

the Mills), which are of extraordinary interest to the

student of the Proto-Indian Civilization. Each of these

rings bears a small signet with some sign or signs inscribed

on it, which signs reveal some intimate relationship be-

tween those rings and the East.

The first ring bears this sign only :

—

This sign is one of the signs of the proto-Indian script

and it reads kon, and means “king”^ Consequently
this seems to have been a royal signet and therefore the
ring itself had belonged to a king.

The partisans of the Carthagenean origin of that
necropolis will probably say that this is a sign or symbol
found inscribed on many a Carthagenean piece of sculpture
and which is the symbol of Baal. We shall not discuss
here the question of the origin of that very interesting
necropolis. But we must say that the symbol of Baal is

Cf. Heas, Ija Escritiira Proto-Iiidica y sxi descifrainifiiito
Amx)urias, I, p. 26.

' ’
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somewhat different from the above si^. The Carthage-

nean sign is as follows

This is a compound sign, the compounding elements of

which are the following :

—

A , k0, “high”

Q > el, “the sun”

cjj ’ maga, “the son”

Therefore the compound sign will read thus: “kdvel-

maga” (The -^-between kd and el, is a euphonic consonant

between two vowels). This reading may be rendered

into English : “The son of the high Sun.’’^ Now in the

Phoenician pantheon the son of El, “the sun”, is Aleyan,

who receives the generic denomination of Baal, which

means “the Lord.”®

The sign inscribed on the ring of Ibiza is clearly

different from this, though having a common element,

which is 4 •

The signs of the other ring are still more interesting.

They appear within the pointed oval signet thus

:

and style of the sharks

Mediterranean coins of

which very often appear on
littoral cities, for instance

2 Cf. Ihid., pp. 22, 27.

3 Contenau, La Civilisation Phenioiemie, pp. 107-108
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Syracuse.* Each of these two fishes has a small open

angle over its head. This small angle is the determina-

tive of personality in the Proto-Indian script.® Thus the

sign is the stylized sign for fish, which reads mvn

and means "fish”. Now by placing that little angle over

this sign, thus ^ ,the reading and meaning is already

changed. It reads mman which means "a fish man”, "a

man of the tribe of the fish”.

Now on the Ibiza signet the two little angles were not

placed in a hazardous and careless way. They are not

over the tails, but clearly over the heads. Nor are they

added there to fill up the space left free at both ends of the

oval, because if that were the intention of the engraver,

the angle would be between the head of one fish and the

tail of the other. But the angles are unmistakably placed

over the head of each fish.

The fishes shown on this signet are two, which is

plural in the proto-Indian script, for whatever is more
than one is plural. Whenever they wish to express plural

they repeat the sign, thus

:

which reads: Paravir 'pali, i.e., "the city of the Para-

vas”; or

which reads : Tirayir adu, i.e., "of the Tirayars” or

< Forrer, The Weher Collection, Vol. T, PI. GH, Nos.
18.

® Cf. Heras, op. cit., p. 35.
6 Marshall, Mohenjo Daro, IIT, iil. CXI, No. 338.

at Hamppa, TT, p], LXXXTX, No
150.
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“These (are) the Tirayars”. In our ease the sign of the

fish with the determinative of personality will read rmna/n,

and adding the plural termination will become mmanir,

i.e., “the men of the tribe of the fish” or “the Minas”.

This therefore seems to be a signet of the tribe of the

Minas or a section of them. How could such a signet

migrate so far to the Western Mediterranean?

We readily admit that the signet under study is of

purely Mediterranean manufacture. The two fishes or

sharks are thoroughly Mediterranean. We have never

found in India such representation of fishes. Yet though

Mediterranean in their execution they are purely Indian

as regards the script. The Minas vmre a tribe of the

Proto-Indian nation dedicated to maritime trade. That
was the reason why they were called Mims, “Fishes” A
section of the tribe settled in Yemen in the Arabian

peninsula, where they were called Mincei by Strabo.®

Another group was established in continental Greece,

being styled Minycs by Herodotus.® Among the number
of ofl-shoots of the proto-Indian nation which travelled

to the Mediterranean, there must have been another sec-

tion established further west, to whom the signet in ques-

tion belonged.

The finding of this seal of the Minas in Ibiza may
finally lead us to accept either of these two conclusions.

Either a section of the Minas was settled in the Balearic

Archipelago, or at least in Ibiza
; or this ring was import-

ed to Ibiza by some of the merchants coming from the
eastern Mediterranean regions. One of these merchants,
or perhaps the whole band, were very likely Minas. One
of them may have died while in Ibiza and eventually was
buried there with his signet ring in his finger. We have
no sufiicient data to settle this question at present. In

® Strabo, XVI, 4.

Herodotus, IV, 146-1'46.
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any case this is the first time that the name of the Minas

is found in connection with the western Mediterranean,

and this is a very important piece of information for the

history of early European civilization. Shall we some

day discover new data about the Minas in continental

Spain itself ?

P 37





THE VAIYYAKARAIjrA CONCEPTION OF
“OENHER”

BY

K. A. SUBRAMANIA IyER, M.A.,

Head of the Deft, of Sanskrit and Hindi,

University of Lucknow.

The modern linguist’s knowledge of many langu-

ages belonging to different families has enabled him to

collect a very large number of facts on gender and other

similar distinctions in languages. As a result of his

labours, we now know that corresponding to the division of

words into masculine, feminine and neuter in some

Indo-European languages some other languages divide

them into animate and inanimate or names of big things

and names of small things etc. The word ‘gender’ is

now used by linguists to designate all such distinctions.

As Jespersen puts it : “By the term ‘gender’ is here meant

any grammatical class-division presenting some analogy

to the distinction in the Aryan languages between mascu-

line, feminine and neuter, whether the division be based

on the natural division into the two sexes or on that

between animate and inanimate or on something else.”^

All these divisions are based upon some feeling or appre-

ciation of things and events outside. But it has been

noticed that none of these distinctions is based upon a
consistent and logical division of things and events. The
lack of correspondence between distinctions of gender and
divisions of reality outside has become a commonplace in

the literature on Linguistics. A few examples will

suffice. Masculine words can denote female beings : ?rRn

^ Je.spei’sen—The Philosophy of Grammar, i). 226 .

OA1
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for ‘wife’ in Sanskrit; ‘weisel’ for ‘queen-bee’ in German;

neuter words can stand for female beings : for ‘wife’

in Sanskrit, ‘madchen’ for ‘maiden’ in German. Mascu-

line and feminine words denote sex-less things in many
languages.

Modern Linguists have tried to give an explanation

of these facts. As in the case of their enquiry into other

aspects of language, here also, their point of view has

been an historical one. They have tried to find out, if

possible, what feelings or appreciations of things and
events led men to divide the words standing for them into

various kinds and to follow those divisions in the different

stages in the history of a language to see what changes

occur in them. Neither on the question of the origin of

these distinctions nor on that of the causes of change in

them are all linguists in complete agreement. But certain

points havenow become clear. Whether gender distinctions

were originally based on a division of things into animate

and inanimate or male and female, or small and big, the

history of these distinctions in particular languages is

determined by external and formal reasons only.

In Ancient India, the thinkers were not particularly

concerned with historical questions. They must have

noticed that certain words changed their gender while

passing from Sanskrit into Prakrit, but they did not

enquire as to why the change occurred. Instead of that,

they raised the more fundamental question of the nature of

gender itself. Ever though they had only data derived

from Indian languages before them, particularly from
Sanskrit, they realised the main dif&culties in regard to

gender. The lack of correspondence between gender

and sex was the first thing which came to their notice also.

In languages like English, the word ‘sex’ stands for the

distinction found in objects and the word ‘gender’ for

the distinction -found in languages. In spite of this
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difference in terminology, the two distinctions belonging

to two different worlds are sometimes confused and the

popular mind expects to find a close correspondence be-

tween the two. In Sanskrit there is only one word stand-

ing for both kinds of distinctions and it is only natural

that a belief in the existence of a close relation between

the two should have arisen very early in the history of

linguistic studies in India. The following are some of

the facts which were noticed by Sanskrit grammarians ;

(1) Some words like ^ and are both masculine

and neuter. (2) Others are feminine and neuter like

vTTiT^'t. (3) Others are masculine and feminine
like etc. (4) Others have all the three

genders : gz;, er^, (5) Some words like are mascu-
line only. (6) Others like are feminine only.

(7) Others still like ^ are neuter only. It is these

seven facts which are referred to by Bhartrhari when he
says

:

5r%'ciT;

Other facts which they had noticed are
: (1) Gender

sometimes varies with number, ex. and

(2) Gender varies with meaning : in? is neuter when
it means ‘half’, but masculine when it means a ‘part’.

(3) The words and all denote femini-
nity, but they are in three different genders. (4) Sometimes
gender varies when the idea of magnitude has also to be ex-
pressed : etc. On the basis
of the above facts, the problem, as it arose in India, was
this : Is the distinction of masculine, feminine and neutei’
found in the nouns and adjectives of the Sanskrit langu-
age, based on some real attributes found in the things
denoted by these words or is it only a distinction belonging

* Bhartrh --VskyapadTyam Til. LiuRa- 3.
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to the realm of words. In other words, is gender

or ?

Indian thinkers have always conceived of the relation

between words and meanings or things—the word sr*? in

Sanskrit stands for both—^as being particularly close and

intimate. Some of them have even maintained that the

relation between the two is identity Even those

who maintained that there was only a conventional rela-

tion between the two conceived of this convention as

having been established by God. The view that the rela-

tion between the two is arbitrary and due to human con-

vention only was very rarely held. If the relation be-

tween words and things was so intimate, it is only natural

that words should reflect in some way the nature of

things, that the properties of words should be symbolic

of the properties of things. One of the properties of

words'in the Sanskrit language was It was, there-

fore, held that ilrw was also the property of things.

There was, however, a certain amount of disagree-

ment as to the nature of this property. From the fact that

some words of masculine gender denoted male beings, some

of feminine gender female beings and some of neuter gender

sexless things, some drew the conclusion that as a

property of things stood for sex. It is this view which is

expressed in the following verse quoted in the Mahabhasya

Bhartrhari puts it in his own words as follows :

—

This is the popular conception of according to

which there are three kinds of things in this world, male,

female and sex-less things and masculine, feminine and

® Mahabhasya on Patiini IV- 1.3

* Vakyapadlyam, III. Linga. 1.
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neuter words denote 'these three kinds of things. Though

the above verse looks like a definition of rw 8-s a pro-

perty of things, it was meant to explain MW as a pro

perty of words and this point becomes clear from the way

in which is defined. ‘Male’ and ‘female’ have

been defined by reference to the male and female sex-

signs taken in their widest possible sense. Neuter has

been defined as that which has not got the signs of the

male or the female sex and yet resembles that which has.

This partly negative and partly positive character of the

neuter is meant to explain certain facts of the Sanskrit

language. The meaning expressed by verbs in Sanskrit

does not possess sex-signs of the male or the female and

if that was the only characteristic of the sex-less or the

neuter, verbs should be neuter in gender. But we know

that they are not. That is because the things which verbs

stand for do not possess the other characteristics of the

sex-less referred to above, namely, that it should resemble

the male and the female in having its own characteristic.

Verbs denote processes and not things and processes can-

not have any characteristics resembling sex-signs. This

popular definition of obviously suffers from certain

defects. It does not explain why words like and

expressive of things which do not possess the male

or the female sex-signs are yet feminine and masculine

in gender. Two explanations might be offered. The
first is that though the objects denoted by Mswr and

have no female and male sex-signs respectively, we
cognise them through error, as we cognise water in a

desert or a gandharva city in the sky.'"’ This en'oneons

cognition is reflected in the words which we use for these

two objects. Language is as good an instiaiment for con-

veying invalid cognitions as for conveying valid cogni-

®
I nfwfspTfw i Varttika on P. IV, I,.*?
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tions. Some words, therefore, express the persistent

erroneous cognitions of a speech—community and

and are examples of such words.® Facts of language

can be explained not only by reference to reality outside,

but also by our valid and invalid cognitions of them. The

second explanation which might be offered is that objects

like and have sex-signs, but we never perceive

them. We infer their existence from their effect, namely,

that the words which express these objects are feminine

or masculine. But this explanation is unsatisfactory.

How can we tell that the gender of words is an effect if

we never perceive their alleged cause, namely, the sex of

the objects denoted by these words ? Do we say that a bed

has sex because the word is feminine or do we say

that the word is feminine because the bed has

sex 1 It is not clear. We seem to be arguing in a circle.’

So far we have been considering the popular concep-

tion of expressed in the verse quoted from the

Mahabhasya. According to this conception, means

‘sex’ and the gender of words expresses ‘sex.’ But one

and the same thing may be expressed by the same word in

three different genders, and all mean the same

thing. How can one and the same thing be presumed to

have all the sexes ? Sometimes the same thing may be re-

ferred to by three different words in three different genders.

The words wsf, and and ^can refer to any object in

the world and they have three different genders. They,

therefore, point to the existence of three different sexes

UR<I% I Udyota or Pradxpa on Bhasya on P. IV- 1.3.

i ^ i Var of Bhasya on

P. IV. 1.3.
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in the same thing aEtd that is impossible. The popuJai’

conception of thus becomes inadmissible.

Some people, therefore, believe that is a ‘jati,’

a Universal. This ‘jati’ is revealed to us by the sex-signs,

but it is something different from the sex-signs. In the

popular conception, the sex-signs themselves constituted

I
Here i%ff is a Universal revealed by the sex-

signs and not the sex-signs themselves.*’ The cognition

of different things belonging to different classes, arising

from words, has ss one of its elements or consti-

tuents. The things may vary, but some or other

persists. An element which persists when other ele-

ments vary is just what is called ‘jati’ or Universal, fef
is, therefore, a Universal. Not only that, but each

is a Universal. Femininity, for example, is a Universal

because it is a persistent constituent in our cognition of

such widely different things as a female elephant and a

mare. Words present things (H?5r) and they must
present them as possessing one or other of the three

‘lihgas’ which are attributes of things.® A particular

word is capable of manifesting this ‘lihgajati’ or that.

The same thing can be presented as having a different

‘lihgajati’ by another word, hr, HtTI and hthtr
present more or less the same thing as having different

‘lihgas.’^® Even words whose fundamental meaning is a
particular ‘lihga’ itself can present it as characterised

^ 5rTf%q!TOrJR i HelSraja on Vak. Ill, Liriga 2.

s[RPnm!r ^ asr si^ i Hela. on Vak. nr,
Liliga. 5.

I Hela on Vak. JU. Liiiga. 5.

F. 38
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by another ‘linga’. The word fundamentally means

the idea of femininity but the v/ord #5^ presents it

as having the I

‘ ‘

Patafijali declares quite cleai’ly that there is need

for a Vaiyyakarana definition of which will ex-

plain the facts of the Sanskrit language relating to

gender : crwr?r Jcr'T’f

?^piT?cr 1
(Bhasya on P. IV. 1. 3). And he gives

the following Varttika defining it

—

^r'??!ir;TsrR^ fjcTP^fcr: i

* -

It is in the course of the explanation of this Varttika

that Patafijali sets forth the grammarian’s conception of

The points which are worthy of notice in this

conception are

—

1. What is called is ^rtst^ra It is a property

of things and objects, of what is talked about and ex-

pressed in words. The three genders of words only reveal

this property belonging to things. To this extent, the

grammarian’s conception agrees with the popular one and

with that of the Vai^sikas.

2. But the properties of things which the three '

genders reveal are not the sex. signs, as in the popular

conception, but the three conditions of the three qualities

or gunas of which every thing is made according to the

Sahkhya philosophy. The Sankhyas believe that every-

thing is an evolute of Prakrti or primordial matter of

which the three constituents are Hc?, and ^ntru-

These are the three gunas or qualities. Because every-

thing in the Universe is a development from Prakrti

everything is made up of these three gunas. Things differ

^ i Hela. on Vsk. Linga. 7.

ViCrttika on P. IV. l.§.
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from one another dufe to the predominance of one of the

three gunas. They cannot be perceived, they can only be

inferred from their effects. Among their effects are the

five things, also called ‘gunas,’ namely !^,
and which, like their causes, are constantly chang-

ing. Everything is a product of these five gunas and

ultimately of the former three gunas. They are constantly

developing, increasing, manifesting or declining, de-

creasing, disappearing. The former condition or function

is called hhw and the latter
,

and it is these two

functions or conditions of everything in this world which

are called and respectively.^®

.While explaining this conception of JWIT and

Patafijali has used the terms ‘increases’ for

and ?nTT^H ‘decreases’ for Once he uses

‘activity’ as the synonym of Jre? The mean-

ing of these two words and their implications must

have been much discussed in grammatical circles in the old

days, because we see a great many words used in explanation

of them. A quotation from the Jfef found in Helaraja

runs as follows

:

Jif%:

It is a great pity that we do not possess the h*

J

if. With-
out it, we are not in a position to understand the full

^nsnRFT: e^}, g*n^ 1^ jfsr:

^ S’JPi I s^sTRra: 1 1
1

gsr-

I Bhssya on P. IV. 1.3.

qi I Bhssya on P, IV. 1.3.

Bhasya on P. IV. 1-3.

Hell, on VakyapadTyam, Liuga. 1-2.
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meaning of all the expressions used 'to bring out the im-

plications of the words and The occur-

rence of the word ufffr in the explanation of both the

words is a little surprising. The word obviously cannot

mean the same thing in both cases. Bhartrhari picks out

three out of this long list of words used by the

and declares that they stand for the three lihgas igft,

and The three words are : wif^ruf^r,

and Every thing in the world is in a state of

flux like boiling water. Nothing is the same at any

two moments of its existence. A new condition comes

into being (3ni%*Tf^) and the former condition disappears

(fedurw). It is these two aspects of change which are

meant by and

3 . As these two aspects are found in everything,

both the ‘lihgas’ are found in everything. Even inanimate

things possess these two lihgas, because they are also in a

state of flux. According to the SMkhyas, the Self is

eternal and without change and yet the two words

and fefui, one masculine and the other feminine refer to

it. That is because the Self is the the Enjoyer, and

the attributes of the things enjoyed are ascribed to the

Enjoyer. The things enjoyed are in a constant state of

flux and the Enjoyer is presented as in a state of flux by

these two words. The two aspects of change wriruf?

and in other words, and are attribut-

ed to him and it is these superimposed attributes

which are expressed the words 55^: and

This superimposition may not be true to reality, but as

'w!^ 11

^ t Bh5?ya on P. IV 1-3.

V^l^VPTlf»<^Tv«»TYi TIT. Tiiiicra 1A
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pointed out before, "words get their forms on the basis of

valid as well as invalid cognitions.

If ‘lihga’ means the two aspects of the change of the

five qualities which are the constituents of every thing,

what about each one of these qualities ? The words expres-

sive of each one of them have also gender, which means

that the two aspects of change must exist in each one of

these qualities, even though they cannot be made up of

all the five of them. The truth is that change, in its two

aspects, is found in each one of them. Change is the

universal law of life.^® This change is imperceptible to

ordinary mortals. It can be seen only by those who are

gifted with a superior vision. Others have to understand

it from its effects.

4. So far we have been considering the nature of

and and we found that according to the

sastra, they stand for ?rr%¥rf=r and the coming
into being of a new condition and the disappearance of an
old one and it is these two aspects of change which are

expressed by the masculine and feminine gender of words.

But some words in Sanskrit are in a third gender, the

neuter and we have now to see what attributes of things

the neuter gender expresses. Like the other two
genders, the neuter also expresses something really be-

longing to things. Patanjali has contented himself with
a very brief reference to this gender. All that he says is :

When disappearance (h WTO) is meant to be expressed,

^19 30} 30} I i . VsL HI. Liiiga. 14.

^ 51% 30} 30}

I Hels. on above.

I Hels. on Vak. HI. Linga 15.

Tibssva on P. TV. 1.3,
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the word is in the feminine gender
; when ap-

pearance is meant to be expressed, the word is mascu-

line. When neither is meant to be expressed, the word

is in the neuter gender. This is rather a negative way of

defining neuter and it was left to later grammarians to

bring out its positive side. The quotation from the irVf

given above gives a string of words, some of which seem to

have a positive content. Of all the words, it is the word
which Bhartrhari chooses to designate this third

condition of all things and in two verses, he tries to ex-

plain what is meant by it and suggests four ways of look-

ing at it

:

1. Development and decay are the law of life to

which everything is subject. When there is a stream of

development, there is increase at every moment and when
the increases of many moments are looked upon as one

whole there is what is called Similarly when the

decreases of many moments are looked upon as one, there

is also

2. Increase and decrease, or development and decay

are both changes. Change, then, is the common point in

both and this common point is looked upon as or

neuter.^*

3. When something disappears something else

comes in its place at once. Thus disappearance is never

II

ii Vak. m. Liuga. 17-18.

«rr fwpgjii sTf^: ^ i

mJTT %fcr: 1 Hela. on
above.

%Rr: i Hela. on Vak. HI. Linga. 17.
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final. This non-fiAality of disappearance is what is

called neuter.®®

4. Finally, neuter is that thing by which we per-

ceive the gunas as gunas even when they are constantly

changing. Even then, the gunas enable us to perceive

their identity. The cause of this perception of identity

is or It may be looked upon as the

Universal of which the other two are the visesa.®® These

different interpretations of are attempts to under-

stand and explain the very brief statement of the Bhasya

:

5. These three states or conditions are present in

everything and thus all the three lingas’ are present in

everything and the three genders of words are expressive

of these conditions. Any particular word expresses only

one of these conditions of a thing, even though all the

conditions are present in every thing. It is the nature

of words to pick out one particular attribute of things

from among many and express that. A carpenter, in the

course of his work, has to perform various acts such as

etc. and yet he is called after one of

these acts. All the ‘lingas’ are properties of things, but

it is open to a word to pick out one of them and express it

through its form. That word is correct only when it has

the particular form which expresses that particular

gender and this particular form of the word is known to

us only from the usage of cultured people gifted with
insight The gender of a word means the particular

PifeijiWK 1 sEswrtspf

?n-«f f^(%r i Hels. on Vak. III.

Llriga. 17.

i ft ii Hela. on Vak. HI.
Jjiriga. 18,
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form which it has in order to express a particular

one of the three ‘lingas’ found in everything. Panini has

declared quite clearly that this form can be known only

from the usage of cultured people. It is not the business

of grammar to teach it. Sistas, gifted with insight, can

see which gender associated with which word can lead to

vn? or merit and they reveal it to others.®'^ Sistas may
see it and reveal it to others, but it is not they who decide

what the gender of a word should be. If all the three

lingas exist in everything, there must be some way of

deciding which particular one a word must express. The

deciding factor is or the desire to express.^^ It

is made clear in the ^astra that it is not the individual

speaker’s desire which is the deciding factor. It is the

of the speech community which is the deciding

factor. Only usage can tell us what the of the

Speech-Community is and only §ist.as can tell us what

correct usage is.

From what has been said above, it is clear that even

though ‘lihga’ is an attribute really existing in things, we
cannot cognise it through direct perception or inference.

It is only words which reveal them to us. When we hear

the word, we cognise the object as characterised by a

particular ‘linga’ because of the particular gender of the

word. The gender of the word and that alone can reveal

the liiiga’ existing in the thing. Any given word can

reveal only one of them, but the other two existing in the

” m f^%rrr: i i

I Hels. on Vak. in. Liiig. 21.

s^rrrn:: ii Vak. HI. Liiis* 19

w 'Ef *wrflr I

Hela, on Vak. in. Ling. 21.
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same thing may be,revealed by other words having other'

genders,®® In spite of this ^astraic definition of ‘linga’,

it was clear that some masculine words did denote male

things, some feminine words female things and some

neuter words sex-less things. It was difficult to ignore

this fact. That is why Nage^a has declared that the

worldly conception of ‘linga’ rejected above, can also be

made use of for explaining the formation of words.®^

This Sastraic conception of is somewhat mystic.

It declares that it can be directly perceived only by the

few who are gifted with a mystic vision. Ordinary

mortals come to know of ‘linga’ as a property of things

only when they see the words which express them. Ac-

cording to this view, the cognition which we have of things

even of inanimate things, through words has ‘linga’ as one

of its constituents because of the gender of words. This

was, however, contested by some who pointed out that

while the cognition of the word may have ‘linga’ or gender

as one of its constituents, the cognition of the thing is in

no way affected by it. and two words both

meaning wife in Sanskrit, arouse in us the cognition of

the same object and the cognition in each case, has the

same constituents, even though the gender and number of

the two words are quite different. The gender of the

word has, therefore, nothing to do with the ‘linga’ of

things. It is a property or attribute of words and

words only, I .Without this attribute, the word

would not be correct. When, therefore, the formation of

Pradipa ou Bhasya onP.IV
1-3.

on above.

I P. IV, 1-3

F. 39
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the word is explained by the grammarian, he must take

this gender into consideration. It is an attribute of

words which he derives from the words themselves and he

makes use of it when he is called upon to explain the

formation of words. It does not point to the existence

in the object of any thing corresponding to itself. There

are, in Sanskrit, the three words and

of three different genders, but capable of denoting the

thing in general This again shows that the

gender of words has nothing to do with any attribute of

things. It is a mere i

It differs, however, from other attributes of words

like accent.®^ Accent never appears to us to be an attri-

bute of things. We never think that accent, as an attri-

bute of words, points to the existence in things of some-

thing corresponding to it. That is not the case with gender.

It makes us believe that things might have an attribute

corresponding to it.

This view that gender is only ^ is akin to

the views held by most modern linguists on ‘gender’. For

them it is only an attribute of words to-day, whatever may
have been its origin. They all seem to admit that it

might have begun as an expression of some attribute

actually belonging to some things; but when it was ex-

tended to all the words in a language, it ceased to have

any significance. It became a mere attribute of words.

Helaraja says quite plainly that such a view is held only

by those who are not capable of understanding the orthodox

conception of the three genders, namely, that they are ex-

pressive of the three states and

Vark. ITI Liiig. 2. ?ra?cr«it

f*I5%Trfq ^ I

Hels. on above. ^ ^ S'ffr

Hels. on above.
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through which everything passes. To hold the view that

gender is only is to betray one’s deficiency

in intellectual and spiritual development. It is only the

second best.®*

Hela. oil Vsk. Ill, Ling. 30.





A BUDDHIST DHAEANl WOESHIPPED
BY THE JAINS

BY

Banaesi Das Jain, M.A., Ph.D.,

Jain Vidya Bhawan, Lahore.

In the MSS Bhandars of the Svetambara Jains

numerous copies of a Buddhist DharanI, the Vasudhara-

dhdranl are found. The existence of this dharani among
the Jains was first brought to the notice of scholars by

the compiler of the Jama-Granthdmll (Bombay, 1909)

where in a footnote on p. 367 he remarks that the dharani

appears to be the work of a Buddhist acarya. Even in

the Punjab an examination of five bhandars only has
brought to light nine copies of this dharani.

^

It is no wonder to come across a Buddhist work in a
Jain Bhandar, for both Jainism and Buddhism arose al-

most contemporaneously in one and the same region, and
for centuries flourished together side by side. Their
doctrines, too, bear a close resemblance, and their follow-
ers are known to have frequently met one another. Under
these circumstances it is not strange that a Buddhist work
that was long supposed to have been lost was carefully
preserved in some Jain Bhandar from where it makes a
sudden appearance. ^ Such works usually deal with
philosophy and have been treated as foreign and never
claimed as their own by the Jains. But the wonder is how

Catalogue of Manuscripts in the

*1*1® appeals as or Ofthese, fom copies are dated, t]ie earliest date being Sam. 1801.

BomW, SzKT’
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a work that bears a clear stamp of Buddhism came to be

worshipped by the Jains. On this point something will

be said later on.

A dharani is a magical formula, somewhat akin to a

mmtra, especially a tantric one containing mystical syl-

lables, with this difference that a mantra is more or less

connected with worship whereas a dharani is rather for a

personal use, a spell to ward off evil and bring good luck.

A dharani is so called because it possesses superhuman

power, and possibly like a talisman it was written down
and borne on the body. A mantra is shorter than a dha-

rani. The latter has a multitude of syllables having no

sense. Again the term mantra is common to Brahmanism
and Jainism also whereas the term dharani is peculiar to

the Budddhists.

The dharanis constitute an extensive and important

branch of the Mahayanist literature of Buddhism, and ,

their composition covers a wide range of time. Even the

Buddha himself was visited by a host of spirits who want-

ed to impart him a formula to keep his disciples safe from

harm. As to the relative age of the dharanis, some of

them are very old. The Chinese pilgrim Hsiian Chuang
states that the sect of the Mahasahghikas which in his

opinion arose in connection with the first council, compiled

a pitaka of dharanis.

The practice of magic is so old in India that numer-

ous Vedic hymns, especially those of the Atharva Veda
were used as magic formulae for bringing about desired

end. The influence of magic had a very powerful hold on

the mind of the people. Even Jainism and Buddhism,

though predominantly moral and ethical systems, had

resort to it. In the Pali literature there are several

suttas which came to be used as parittas, i.e., a guard

against evil spirits. The Mahayana Sect, too, adopted

some of its slitras to serve as dharani’s, e.g., Saddharma-
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'pundarlka, Sutra 21, Lankavatara Sutra 9, Suva7'na-

frabhasa, Sutra 9, etc.

In form a dharani consists of three parts. First

there is an introduction stating how and to whom a parti-

cular dharani was revealed. Next comes the dharani

proper, i.e., the formulae invoking its deities followed by

mystical syllables with long strings of rhyming epithets

some of which defy interpretation. Lastly there is the

Mdhatmya of the dharani which describes the benefits

resulting from its repetition and worship. The language

of the dharanis is Sanskrit showing clear influence of Pali,

The Vasudhara dharani was imparted by the Bud-

dha to the householder, Sucandra who had been born in a

very wealthy family, but through ill luck, lost his riches

in the later years of his life. Having a large family and

numerous dependents to support, he deeply felt the grip

of poverty. So much so that he found it hard to procure

even daily bread for all his children and others. But in

spite of all this, he reihained faithful and firm in the

doctrines of the Buddha.

Once he approached the Buddha, and relating his

own story, enquired from him if there was any remedy by

which he (i.e. Sucandra) could regain his lost wealth.

Thereupon the Buddha revealed to Sucandra the Vasu-
dharadharani. Sucandra worshiped it in the right

way. Pleased with this worship the gods came down and
entering Sucandra’s house rained there showers of wealth
and jewels. Some time afterwards the Buddha sent his

disciple Ananda to Sucandra’s house. When Ananda
came there he was astonished to find Sucandra become
wealthy as before.®

To visualise the circumstances that led to the adoption
of this dharani by the Jains it is useful to cast a cursory

8 Text of the dharani was published in the Oriental Colleqe
Magazine, Lahore; Tebruary 1940, pp. 35—40,
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glance over the history of the Jain cliurch. Even in the

life-time of its founder the church showed signs of

schism. During the long period after him it underwent

further disintegration and lost the central authority,

getting divided into numerous sects and sub-sects The

heads of some of these sub-sects became so much attached

to ^particular places that ignoring the vow of constant

wandering they settled themselves in one place. They

came to be called caityavdsin (living in a caitya or temple).

Gradually they came to possess wealth and hold property

and developed into what are called yatis whose status in

many respects is similar to that of the maharits of Hindu
temples.

These yatis had their residence in ufdsmyas to which

was attached a temple and a small or large landed proper-

ty. They took to the practice of astrology, medicine and

black 'arts, which were forbidden things for a true monk.

Indeed they cared more for money than for religion.

Some of them went so far as to advise their clients even to

make offerings of meat to evil spirits.

Probably one of these yatis was responsible for the

introduction of the Vasudharadharanl among the Jains.

Somehow or other the yati must have come across a copy

of the dharani. .Whether he himself fetched it from

Nepal, the homeland of dharanis in India, or a Lama
brought it to him cannot be determined. However among
the Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts brought by Hodgson
from Nepal, there is a copy of the Suryaprajfiapti with

Malayagiri’s commentary. This is perhaps the only Jain

MS so far found in Nepal. The existence of this MS in

Nepal and that of the Vasudharadharanl among the Jains

possibly points to a meeting between a Jain Yati and a

Buddhist Lama, resulting in the exchange of books.

Moreover the Jains are proverbially a wealthy com-
munity. The title of the dharani—^Vasudhara—^whieh
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literally means a “shower of wealth” would have natur-

ally appealed to their mind. In the sacred scriptures of

the Jains there are copious references to the gods shower-

ing wealth in the houses of the pious people. The style

and wording of the dharani, though distinctly Buddhis-

tic, have, yet, a good deal in common with the Jain style

and phraseology. All these facts must have greatly faci-

litated the adoption of the dharani by the Jains.

The worship of the dharani has remained confined to

the Svetambara Jains of Rajputana where the yatis are

predominant. It is performed on the night of the Diwali

when Lakshmi is supposed to pay visits to the houses of

needy householders. To assure her a free access a night

vigil is observed and the worship of dharani is performed

as a means of propitiating her. Besides worship of the

manuscript of the dharani, its text is recited by the house-

holder or by a yati for him. During the time of recitation

a continuous stream of milk diluted with water is allow-

ed to fall from a vessel having a small hole in the bottom

on a statue of Lakshmi, Jina or some other deity. The
whole night is passed in reciting the namas-kara mantra

and similar stotras.

That at one time the dharani was held in great respect

is shown by its manuscripts, some of which are artistically

copied with gold and silver ink. Now however, as a gen-

eral trend of the times and due to spread of education

among igravakas the worship of the dharani is falling out

of vogue.

F. 40





TIJACES OF AN OLD METEICAL PRAKRIT
GRAMMAR

BY

Hira Lal Jain, M.A.

All the old Prakrit grammars that hare become avail-

able upto the present, are found composed in Sanskrit in

the Sutra style of prose. Their commentaries are also in

Sanskrit prose, and the only Prakrit verses or parts of

such verses that are found in them are quotations from

earlier writers, and are meant to illustrate the rules.

Trivikrama’s Sutras, no doubt, when read continuously,

are metrical in form
; and in the Prakrta Manjarl we find

an amplification of Vararuci’s Sutras, in verses. But

these are all in Sanskrit and not in Prakrit,

For the last few years, I have been editing the Sat-

khmMgama of Puspadanta and Bhutabali who wrote the

Sutras on Jaina Philosophy about two thousand years

back. On these Sutras, we have a very thorough and

exhaustive commentary called Dhamld written by Vira-

sena and completed in 816 A.D. under the Rastrakutas.

The extent of this commentary is about seventy thousand

i^lokas. By the same author we have another commentary

called Jayadhavala on the Kasaya Pahuda Sutras of

Gunadharacarya, and the Cunni Sutras of Yativrsabha.

Of this work, however, only the first part equal to twenty

thousand ^okas was written by Virasena, while the last

portion, equal to forty thousand ^lokas, was added by his

able disciple Jinasena. These works are mostly in Prakrit

prose with a sprinkling of Sanskrit here and there by the

Mtcmi-pravala-nyaya, as the author himself declares.

Here, thus, we have the largest contributions to Prakrit

literature by any single individuals. In the body of the

315
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prose of these works, we find embedded a number of

Prakrit verses quoted by the commentators from more

ancient works. Thus, we find in these commentaries three

strata of Prakrit writings, namely, (1) the old Sutras of

Puspadanta and Bhutabali on the one hand, and of Guna-

dhara and Yativrsabha on the other, composed about the

beginning of the Christian Era;

(2) the verses quoted by the commentators, and, thus,

belonging to a period earlier than the 9th century; and,

(3) the commentaries of Virasena and Jinasena be-

longing to the 9th century.

In all these three strata of literary composition, we
find numerous points of interest and importance to the

student of the Prakrit languages, and, when the whole

work is properly edited and published, many of our ideas

about the phonetics, morphology and syntax of the langu-

ages will have to be revised. Amongst all the known
Prakrit grammarians, it is only Trivikrama who claims

to have made use of the writings of Virasena and Jina-

sena in his Prakrit Grammar.^ But it is evident that

even if he had any direct access to the works mentioned

above, he could utilize them to a very limited extent only.

The purpose of the present paper, however, is only to

draw attention to a few mentions in these works which
throw light upon the existence of a Prakrit Grammar in

Prakrit verse at the time of the commentators.

The first place that interests us in this connection is

where the commentator explains the fourth Sutra of Sat-

'praru'pcMW of Satkhandagama which runs as follows :

—

^ ^ ^ %% spgrq; ^ ?r«Rr
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Commenting upon the linguistic construction of this

Sutra, yirasena says :

—

qw TRqTql q^ cRTTm-

i.e. Wherever in words like gati and others (less^

etc.) in the Sutra, the case-termination is not audible,

there also it should be inferred that the case-termination is

understood, in accordance with the rule, namely, “An
initial, medial, or final consonant or vowel may be

dropped.” Presumably, the rule srrv-TrsqjT is a

quotation, and probably, it is the second foot of a Prakrit

verse as it contains eighteen matras metrically balanced.

The next spot that catches our attention is where the

commentator explains the Sixth Sutra Dravyaframaim-

nugama in which the word occurs

Explaining the formation of the word the

commentator says

—

Rf
I f?: ^qfffTRr: ? i sitcw ?

rrtwt’ t

Here, the commentator justifies the presence of aft

in by quoting another rule which, again, appears

to be the first or third quarter of a Prakrit' verse, as it

consists of twelve metrically balanced matras. The same

quotation recurs in the Jayadhavala also where the

commentator explains the substitution of 3r in place of

% in the term for equivalent to Sanskrit

I He says ffir: ciu: RRcqfefqt mfr

Pifir 1 'qcr ®=5q qflToir’ ffq siqqv: I

Thus, observing the application of the rule at the two

places we might be able to say that the rule justifies the

substitution of one vowel in place of another. But the

meaning of the quoted formula is not quite clear, because,

obviously, it is only a portion of a fuller text, and, by

quoting only the beginning of the rule the commentator
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implies that it was well known to the Prakrit students of

his time.

At another place in the Jayadhavala, while justifying

the form in place of (SK.

the commentator quotes yet another rule as follows :

—

3j5«Rncr' if? ^ 1

In this quotation, the first part, namely,

is a metrical foot, and the rule ?5tif

clearly means that the letters ^r, etc., are dropped.

But the meaning of the last word is not clear.

After due consideration of the rule and its application in

the context, it appears to me that there is an omission and
a mistake in the quotation. The full line may have been

something like this :— ^ srss utt i

i.e., “The consonants »t, etc., are dropped, but their

constituent vowels which may be any of the eight vowels

(sr, srr, i, i, n, 35, % sfr) are retained.” If this conjecture be

right, then we have here a second line of a Prakrit verse

quoted.

Ever since I came across some of these fragmentary
quotations in the Dhavala, one of which I could not under-
stand at all, I was seeking hard for fuller light on the
subject, till at last, very recently, I discovered a few more
complete quotations of a similar nature in the Jayadha-
vala. The point under discussion is the derivation of the

word srnfT, and its Prakrit equivalent qip- which
forms part of the name of the Sutra text Kasdya Pdhuda.
yirasena first explains the Sanskrit word sm|w as
follows :

—

1 JTfw arppf sTFnf'Rf 1% srr^w 1

srrfef 5qnsaf ld4^ l»fld^Hfe • m strot »

1 ^ siri#-

^T#ciT t spthqW
I

w: (wfir:) 11
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Having thus explained the derivation of the Sanskrit

word Prabhfta, the cjommentator proceeds on to explain

the formation of its Prakrit equivalent Pahu^a as

follows :

—

NOT?

—

5? ^TPfr 'Hf#' I 'Rtf^ fw I

S? (wM) gw pgfgfg qif# i

'#1? ggiw^ fg ii ?ii

fw ggnriOT gggs^ i

s=sg- wgpJiT gX^" sr w sjf i

3iwift<ror^^rfg^"tfT ^ wgrqg' tivn

fg^ qgrd wpRgt i

gXw gwiiT Rwwr sr g f^fow wtuft: i

giw ^sgw-^ grraw grjfr (w) wsgt’ii^ii

gi^ wm wtsft wrgaft i

‘gnf ?pg srrf srgfksqT gXH g grorr i

^ wgg Rg grir gpragg ggggfg’ iivn

ggraw (’ggnpg) wd, wgnsw ggnt (sgKW
ggrit) ^rg3g>iM

%J5^-g (g)-gTgg |w’ (k) ggR?w ^nk wq grfg

fg

The available text is corrupt at various places, and
I have su^sted my emendations in brackets. The fol-

lowing points emerge more or less clearly from the

passage :

—

Yativrsfibha is said to have composed one Curni Sutra

on the etymology of the word Pahu^a which he explains

as—gXf ^g {i|t) (gt: WK sggg, fggg) 5^s=qg+?«g5r

i.e., a text constituted by expressive words. The phonetic

changes involved in the formation of the word gifg from
qg+WK are explained in detail by Virasena as
follows :

—

Firstly, the medial \ is dropped by the rule con-
tained in half verse ^'Vwrgrgr etc., which means “In the
case of some words the initial, medial or final consonant
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or vowel is dropped.” This rule appears to be a further

generalisation of the rule quoted above, namely,

etc., and is a complete text of what was quoted at

the fourth Sutra of Satprarupana.

Secondly, the constituent vowel of q is lengthened

by the rule contained in the verse sETTrFrr etc.,

which means “These six simple vowels (i.e., sr, % and

short and long), and the two conjunct vowels (i.e. q;

and sft ), in all, the eight vowels, come in place of one

another without any restraint.” Thus, the mystery of

the fragmentary quotation on solved.

Thirdly, the initial letter of the conjunct is dropped,

in accordance with the rule contained in the verse

cftfwjT etc., which means “When there are seen

two letters in close proximity, or three, or four, the weak

amongst them should be dropped, and the process should

be continued.”

Fourthly, the medial q? is changed into ^ and the

final z. is changed into ^ by the rule contained in the

verse ^ srrfetc., which may be translated as

follows :
—“In every class of letters the two consonants

that stand at the beginning, get changed variously (tilqTT=

)
iuto the third letter of its own class.”

Lastly, the commentator completes his etymological

disquisition by changing the ^ into f in accordance

with what the author calls a verse (gatha), but of which

only a quarter is quoted which means

“The letters m, qs, ?r are changed into

This whole process of mutation involved in the forma-

tion of the word qip' may be summarised as follows :

—

q%f| = +

(i)=<T+3r+^ by etc.

(ii)~qr+^e by etc.

(m)=qT+’^ by ^^ffir^'ir^WTetc,
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(iv) = TT
. by ^ srrt etc.

(v)«»'iT f 5 by

Those of us who are familiar with the derivation of

the Sanskrit word Prdhhrta from the root ^ with the

prepositions ji and srr and the termination ^ in the

sense, of and are used to derive from

it the Prakrit word Pdhuda by the application of the well-

known rules of Prakrit grammar, namely,

(Var. Ill, ^ ); (Hem., I, 184);

(Hem. I, 131); and siwrV (Hem. I, 206), are sure to

find these explanations and derivations of the same word

in two very different ways interesting and fresh indeed.

But, what particularly concerns us here is that we have

before us in all six different rules of Prakrit Grammar.
Three of these are contained in complete Prakrit verses,

two consist of half a verge each, and another is a quarter

verse which is, nevertheless, called a verse (gatha)*by the

author quoting it as an authority. It is quite clear

from these mentions that the commentators Virasena and

Jinasena, while writing their commentaries Dhavala and
Jayadhavala during the early part of the 9th century,

had before them a Prakrit Grammar which was written

in Prakrit verses. This work appears to have been re-

garded as authoritative and quite popular amongst the

students of Prakrit, so that even a brief or abbreviated

indication of its rules was sometimes considered enough.

Virasena and Jinasena are not the only ancient writers

who are found to have made use of a metrical Prakrit
Grammar.

. Haribhadra (ab. 8th century) in his commen-
tary on Daiamikalika Sutra, while discussing about a
case termination, remarks and then

quotes the following rule : KTwr?

This same rule we find quoted more fully by Malayagiri,

a contemporary of Hemacandra (12th century), in his

commentary on Nandisutra as follows ;—
F.t4i
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ft tfers^TT i ^ ^

—

g-piptor =Er3c«ft I

^ l?2rr ?ii mr
In another context he quotes as follows :

—

^Tprsrfi^ 3IT5j ^Tif Jf I

These rules® composed in Prakrit metre may also be

presumed to have been quoted from the same work as

above, ivhich thus appears to have been popular with

Prakrit writers at least from the 8th to the 12th century

A.D. Let us hope that this very interesting and valuable

old work on Prakrit Grammar may still be in existence,

awaiting the eye and the hand of some lucky explorer

2 See Anaals of Bhandaxkar Oriental Eeseaicli Institute:

“gubhacandra and bis Prakrit Grammar” by A. N. Fpadbye,



PURAljriC COSMOGONY.
(Its Proto-Indian Origin and Development)

BY

A. P. Karmarkar, M.A., LL. B.

The problem of Purajpic cosmogony is of an absorbing

interest. The Puranas, being the carriers of tradition

from far ancient times, naturally contain various theories

of creation whose origin can be traced to the Proto-

Dravidian period. They inculcate various kinds of

theories, and one would feel bewildered to find that they

have assumed any kind of shape at the hands of the Pur-
Siiic authors. Moreover, as the Puranas have been hand-
led by the followers of different sects the cosmogonic
theories also have been stamped by these sectarian" influ-

ences. Once, it is said that the un-manifest {avyakta)

happens to be the Supreme Being; on another occasion, it

is Brahma; on the third it is Visnu Narayana, the lord of
the waters

; and finally it is §iva, who is described to have
created the universe. Added to it, the Puranias generally
give a loi^ list of the various beings created :—The seven
or nine Brahmaiias and their progeny, (which includes the
Yaksas, Rak§asas, and Gandharvas also); the variou.s
worlds (Lokas) etc. It is proposed to deal here with the
problem of the various theories propounded in the Puranic
writings.

The Various Theories

The various theories of creation enunciated in the
Puranas may be enumerated as follows :

(1) That the Lord is the Supreme Being of the
universe, the waters either preceding Him
or coeval with Him;

323
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(2) That the whole world including Brahma, or

Brahma and others are produced out of the

primeval egg;

(3) That the whole world is created at the instance

of the Duality of Sex;

and finally,

(4) that one of the Gods Brahma, or Visnu, or Siva

is the main creator of the universe.

We shall summarize them briefly.

(1) There are many stories related in which the

Supreme Being himself creates the world or that the

waters precede immediately before he is created.

The Brahma Purana’^ describes that God created the

world as follows

:

‘He first created the waters and then released his

semen into the waters which are called as Nara; and that

they are the sons of Nara. Therefore he is called as

Naraya^a. (Further), the semen grew itself into a golden

egg from which Brahma was born of his own accord on

account of which he is called as Svayaihbhu. Brahma

divided the egg into two halves, which acted as heaven and

earth’. ^ The Brahmanda narrates that Brahma, known

as Narayana, slept on the surface of the ocean.® The

Vamana describes, that, when all the movable and im-

movable things were destroyed, it was all a terrible state

(of affairs), with the ocean alone (existing). Further

there was a golden egg, which possessed the capacity to

create the beings. Brahma was born out of it, and he

created this world out of the three qualities (Sattva,

1 Brahma Purdij.a, Purva-hJmga, Pra. Pa. 1, 38 ff.

2 Ihid.

3 Brahrna^a P., Prathama-pada, 1, Adh. 4. It says

:

NarS^am ayanam yasmat tena Ndrayanah smrtahj
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Eajas, and Tamas).^’. The Visnudharmottara relates that

Vi§nu created the waters, and that the creation of the egg

and Brahma took place afterwards.'* The Agni P.

details that, the waters were created first; that Naraya^a

was lying on the (surface of) waters ;
and that Brahma was

born afterwards and created the whole world.® The Lihga

relates that, as Brahma slept on the lone ocean in the

night-time; when all the movables and immovables were

destroyed, he is called as Narayana.’' The Markan^eya

details, that Brahma is of four kinds on account of his

being Saguna and Nirguna. The first three stages com-

prise the three Gunas. The last stage consists of the

lying of the serpent amidst waters.®

(2) Egg Theory. We have already given some ex-

amples, according to which the egg is always produced

after the creation of waters. But some of the Puranas

describe the production of the egg rather independently.

The Padma narrates that Visnu was born from the in-

describable and then the production and creation of the

egg and Brahma respectively took place.®

(3) Duality of Sex. Some of the Pur^as narrate

the version of the creation of the world from the duality

of sex, i.e., from the union of the male and the female

principles. The Brahmanda describes that originally

there were only Purusa and Prakrti ; and with the contact

of Prakrti, Brahma became threefold.^® The Bhagavata

states, that God Visnu having entered into his own Maya,

Here Braliina divides himself into three parts.

« Ydmana P., Adh. 43, 17 ff.

® Visnudharmottara P., Prathama Kh. Adh. 2.

^Ag'ni P., 17. 7.

lAhga P., Purvofhhfiga, 4, 68.

8 MarTtandeya, 4, 50.

8 Pad/ma^ S Srstikhan4a.

Brahmanda, Madliyama-kh., Adh. 3].
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became the creator, preserver, and -destroyer of the uni-

verse. The Brahmanda (Purva-bhaga) describes that

Brahma divided himself into two and then created the

world." With the one half he became the male (Purusa)

and from the other, the female Satarupa was born.^^

§iva P. narrates an account wherein igiva says, ‘You two,

Brahma and Visnu, were born from my Prakrti—from my
right and left sides. The Linga gives an interesting

account : Maya says, that ‘the seed arising from the

Linga was (thrown) into my Yoni, and an egg was produc-

ed out of it. And it was placed or situated into the

waters for a thousand years. It was divided through the

force of the wind into two halves. Brahma and the whole

world were created out of it.’^*

(4) Personalistie Theory. The Puranas have for-

warded various Personalistie theories of creation. In

them the whole creation is due to a single person or per-

sonality and that person is generally Brahma, Vis^u and

Eiudra or §iva. The Brahma-vaivarta states that Brahma
created the world.^® The Varaha describes that Praja-

pati was born from the figure of the right hand, and that

he created the world. The Padraa P. states that Visnu is

the first of the three {Tn-'prathamam).^'^ The Garuda P.

describes that Vi§nu becomes all the three, i.e., Brahma,

Rudxa and Hari." The Bhavisya states that, when
everywhere there had pervaded darkness, then only Rudra

Bhdgavcsta P., 4, 7, 60 fl.

IS Brahmanda, Purva-bhaga, h dh. 9.

IS Siva P. Ruirasamhita, 8, KHanda 1 Adh. 99, 16 ff.

1* lAnga, Purvardha, Adh. 38.

Brahmamaivarta, Brahmakhanda, Adh. 7 fE.

le Var&ha P., 2, 46 fE.

17 PadTTM, 5, Adh. 14, 130.

18 Garu^, PrathaTtianSa, Adh. 4.
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created mind, Alia^kara, the Mahabhutas, eight

Prakrtis, sixteen Vikaras, and then Visnn and Brahma.^®

The Harivaih^a narrates that, Narayana created BrahmS,

Visnu, §iva, Suras, Nagas, G'andharvas, Raksasas, who
were all located in the egg.®® The Markandeya states

that Brahma created the whole world, the nine Brahmanas

etc.®^

We have not, however, given all the other details of

these theories.

Earlier Accounts

If we now survey all the older accounts of creation,

we find that the Puranic theories exist there in

one form or the other. The gatapatha Brahmana,®®
the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad,®® the Manusmrti and other

texts describe that waters alone existed first. The theory

of the golden egg has become popular since the time of

the Puru§asukta®^ (e.g. Golden Embryo instead of the

golden egg); and it has been adopted by the Satapatha

Brahmana®® ' (i.e., after the waters were created), the

Chandogya,®® etc. The story of the creation out of the

duality of sex is related in the Praina®'^ (where it is men-
tioned that Eayi and Prana were first created), the Tait-

tiriya,®® in the Sankhya-system, and some other later

works. The personalistic theory of creation is narrated
in the early Vedic, Brahmanic and other literature. The

Bhavisya, cf. Supra.
20 Harivarhia, p. 3, 7 fE.

21 MarTtandeya, Adi.. 46 ff.

22 Satapatha Brahmana, VI. 1. 1.

22 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, V. 6. 1.

2* X. 90.

2® Satapatha Bra., op. cit.

Chandogya Upanisad, III. 15. 1.

21 Prahta Up., I. 3. 13.

28 Taittiriya Upanisad, II, 6,
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Book XV of the Atharvaveda describes that the Ekavratya

or God Mahadgva was the Supreme Being of the universe.

The Vratya is evidently a Dravidian religious mendicant.

The Svetasvatara gives a succinct account of creation by

saying that Siva is the Supreme Being of the universe.

But where can we really find the source of inspiration for

all these theories?

The Proto-Dravidiav Period

The marvellous representations and the inscriptions

obtaining on the proto-Indian sites have provided us with

sufficient data in regard to the early philosophical notions

of the proto-Dravidians. We wish to deal with some

of the most important aspects of the problem here.

The Three-faced figure of Siva

Dn some of the seals discovered at Mohenjo Daro and

other sites there is a unique representation of the three-

faced figure of An-§iva (An, as designated by Father

Heras), which must be evidently a proto-type of the his-

toric Mahe^amurti. We know for certain that An-Siva

was considered as the Supreme Being of the universe by

the proto-Dravidians. Naturally this must have led the

artists to represent the three-faced figure of their God

representing His three-fold cosmogonic functions, namely,

as the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer of the universe.

Sir John Marshall has rightly pointed out that ‘of

the three-faced §iva—^that is, Siva without Brahma and

Visnu—^there is a fine example among the ruined temples

of Devahgana near Mount Abu’.-'* Some of the Kushano-

Sasanian Coins also contain the representation of the

2® Marshall, Mohenjo-daro and The Indus Civilization, p. 53.

D. R. Bhandarkar, Progress Report of the A.S.W.I., 1906-7,

p. 30—^Prof. Bhandarkar specifically says that this is an image of

Siva, not of the Triad, hut he does not make his reasons clear.

Other examples are illustrated in T, A. Gopinatha Bao’s Elements
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three faced figure of §iva.®® But regarding the mean-

ing conveyed by the image in the Mohenjo Daro times, he

says “Indeed, the question presents itself whether the

three-faced deity on our Mohenjo Daro seal is not a syn-

cretic form of three deities rolled into one. I do not

mean by this that the philosophic idea of a Triad asso-

ciated with the doctrine of the absolute had taken shape

at this early period, but simply that the cult of this parti-

cular god—call him giva or by whatever name we like

—

had been amalgamated with other cults, and that the fact

was signified by giving him three faces instead of one.

It is more likely, however, that in the first instance the

god was provided with a plurality of faces in token of his

all-seeing nature, that these images afterwards suggested

the Trimurti of giva, Brahma, and Visnu; and that the

latter in their turn subsequently inspired such images as

those referred to above” Eecently Dr. D. R. Bh’andar-

kar also maintained such a view.®^

But looking to the various representations of An and

to what is contained in the Mohenjo Daro inscriptions, we
find that the Mohenjo Darians had their own deity, which

formed at once the Supreme Being of the universe, and

performing the three functions of the creator, preserver

and destroyer of the universe. The Mohenjo Daro re-

of Hindu Iconography, notably one at Melcberi, near KSveri
Joskkam in tbe If. Arcot Diet., another near Gl-okak falls in the
Belgaum Dist., and a third at Chitorgarh in Udaipnr State (cf.

pp. 380—6 and Pis. CXVI, CXIV, I, and CXVIII). Mr. Gopi-
natha Eao also takes the famous three-headed sculpture in the
Elephanta Cave to be a representation of Mahe^amurti and not
the Trimurti, as commonly supposed (Jhid., 382). For another
example cf. in a temple at Jagatmukh, 8 miles north of Ifagar
in Eullu, see A.S.R. 1926-7, p. 282.

30 Her^feld, Kushano-Sasanian Coins, Memoirs of Arch.
Sur. of Ind., I no. 38.

31 Marshall, op. cit., I, p. 53.

D. E. Bhandarkar, Some Aspects of Andent Indian Cul-
ture, p. 42.

P. 42
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presentations indicate that the religions ideas had attain-

ed a definite stage, so that they could form a basis for

future mythology. In fact the proto-Dravidians had

already proceeded from the abstract to the concrete, in so

far as they had their own images of Gods (representing

their various functionings), temples, and a cult of their

own. Thus, there is every possibility of the above repre-

sentations indicating the exact nature of the three cosmo-

gonic functions of God—a fact which is conveyed by the

later idea of the Hindu Trinity consisting of Brahma,

Visnu and §iva. Best of all, the Kushano-Sasanian coins

also contain the representations of the three-faced figure

of Siva standing by the side of Nandi.

The tradition is maintained in other archaeological

centres also. Some gold coins of Huvishka show the

three-faced and four-armed Siva, having water-vessel,

thunderbolt, trident, and club from the lower right up-

wards.®^ Another instance of the three-faced figure_ of

Siva comes from Charsada. The deity is three-headed,

three-eyed and six-armed, and stands before the bull

(Nandi), holding the Pamaru, Tri^ula and Kamandalu.

This type is very close to that of Vasudeva’s coins (fig.

126).®® There is also a three-headed figure, probably Siva,

in the Brahmanical fragments found at Mathura. The
representation of the Mahe^amurti at Elephanta seems to

be the final reminiscence of this early idea,—after

which we mainly find the three-faced figures representing

either the Hindu Trinity or Dattatreya.

All this data clearly proves beyond doubt that the

early Mohenjo Darians had a clear-cut notion regarding a

88 Herzfeld, Kushano-Sasanian Coins, Memoirs of Arch.
Stir, India, no. 38.

8* Banerjiea, Development of Hindu Iconography, p. 13-7.

8® Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art,
p* 65^
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monotlieistic god, wjio could act at once as the Creator,

Preserver and Destroyer of the universe.

Rgvedie evidence.

For such a conclusion, we also get a wonderful corro-

boration from one of the passages of the Rgveda. The

Vedic bard is beseeching Rudra : “Thou, Lord (Indra),

humbled and subjugated the loud-shouting Dasa, with six

eyes and three-heads.”®® As we have proposed it else-

where all the expressions like the ‘Dasas, Dasyus and

Asuras’ were applied to the original inhabitants of 'India.

Then, who was really this Dasa, who was three-faced and

six-eyed? Especially in view of the finds obtaining at

Mohenjo Daro and other places, the Rgvedic poets, while

referring to this foe, must be having in view the three-

faced figure of the God belonging to their direct enemies.

However, we must wait for further corroboration on this

point.

God as the Lord of Waters

The other instance of borrowing is that of the crea-

tion of the waters. The Puranas and the Mahabharata

narrate emphatically that Narayana so obtained his name
on account of his lying on waters. The expression Nara;

in the word Narayana, which first occurs in the Taittiriya

Aranyaka is of a purely Dravidian origin. The word must

have been derived from the Dravidian word The
close association of the snake with' the waters and later

on with Narayana, clearly indicates the correctness of such

a view. Nay even the Ilgveda supports such a theory.

To quote the ^.gvedic stanza itself

:

Rgveda, XCIX. 6.

Comparative Grammar ^ the Dravidian Language, p. 571;
of. Kittel, Kanaresa-English Diet., p. xxxvi.
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“We bring the stay of Life {Jlvadhanyam),

who protects the waters {A^m Perum), swift

—

hearing, friend of Gods, who waits on sacrifice.”®*

The expression 'A.'pam Perum’ is very significant

here. Griffith translates it as ‘who makes the waters

swell.’ Ludwig interprets it as meaning ‘Drinker of

waters,’ and says that Soma is meant there. Saysugia

rightly interprets it as meaning ‘Protector,’ and the

expression 'Jlvadhanyam’’ as ‘the great souls residing in

him.’**

Now, the word ‘Perum’ is really of Dravidian origin,

it being derived from the root ‘Per.’ The word ‘Peru-

mdl’ is current as meaning ‘Overlord’ or giva. Then who
must be this Lord of Waters? The identification is clear

enough, namely, that it must be the God of the proto-

Indians.

God as ArdhandrUvara

According to Father Heras the idea of Ardhanarii^vara

Amma) was in vogue in the proto^Dravidian period.

This idea must have acted as a source of inspiration for

Kapila and other writers to develop the notion of the

Purusa and the Prakyti.

*8 j^gveda, X. 36. 8.
89 Sayana : XJdakanSm. Perum PahJcam Jivadhanyam, dhmya

j^a yasminnascw Jivadhanyah.



A FAMILY OF SCRIBES

BY

S. M. Katre, M.A., Ph.D.,

Poona.

The critical study of Manuscripts in India is still a
young pbject, although the collection and preservation

of these witnesses to our ancient heritage began in earn-

est during the sixties of the last century. As I recently

pointed out^ the critical editing of Indian texts has not

kept pace with the collection and preservation of MSS in

this country and barring such exceptional cases like the

critical edition of the Mahabharata, a deep study of MSS.
on a given topic is still a desideratum. We have dated as

well as undated MSS written on different materials, in
several Indian and extra-Indian scripts, from which a
systematic study will bring out valuable historical and
paleographical data. In the first place we have no
study of the Descent of MSS in order to enable us to trace

the history of Manuscript Transmission in our country.

Where a text has been critically edited, from the colla-

tion of several MSS. of the text, some work has been done
to trace the genealogical relationship between them; but
this is microscopic as compared to the number of MSS of
different works in existence. Similarly we have not at-
tempted to study in detail the story of textual transmission
through the unrecorded labour of scribes but for whose
constant, even if somewhat mechanical or unintelligent
copying activities, most of our ancient treasures would
have been irretrievably lost. If part of this responsibility
is to be ascribed to the scribes themselves who remain

1 Introduction to Indian Textual Ciiticiam, 1941. Bombay
333
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unapproachable through not recording any data about

themselves, a great part of the responsil^ility for

this comparative inattention rests with the scholars

themselves. No systematic attempt has been made

so far to trace in detail the history of this, mode

of transmission through the scribes themselves, and

the present paper merely indicates briefly the lines

on which such an attempt should be made, on the

basis, of Indie Manuscripts deposited in the libraries of

the United Sates of America.^

The subject of the paper is connected with a family

of scribes who record their surname as Dadekara. The

table below gives a chronological list of works transcribed

by several Dadekaras according to the date of transcrip-

tion.

Serial no. accord- xran>o nf Date of
ing to Poleman's Title of Work transcrip-

C4nsus tion.

1. 1236 Aditvah^dayastotra. 22f. ParS8ur3ma 1656

5.9 4.9 lines. Dsdekara,
son of Ma-
hsdeva.

2. 3156 KaustubbSnusSrl-prSyas-
cittaprayoga. 5 fP. 8 3.9.

9-11 lines.

Bhaskara
(bbatta)

Ddeakara.

6. 1709

3. 3161 *SarvaprayaScitta. 20 ff. BbSskara
8 3.9. 8 line& (bbatta)

Dadekara

1 1709

4. 3387 PavanapSvana. 4 ff. 8 3.9«

9 lines.

ib. 1709

5. 3164 *Sthallpaka-isti-prayas-

citta. 18 ff . 8.25 4.9 lines

ib. 1710

6. 1235 Adityab|dayastotra. 14 ff.

5.75 4.9. 11 lines.

ib. 1717

7. 828 Vi^^udivyasahasranama-
vali'stotra. 16 ff. 5.3 4.2.9

lines.

ib. 1720

2 A C&nsm of India Manuscrifts in the United States and
Canada, 1938, by H. I. Polemau.
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Serial no.accord-
ing to Poleman's Title of Works

Census

Name of
Scribe.

Date o£
transcrip-

tion

8. 1816 SivaparSdhastotra. 4 ff.

5.75 3.6. 9 lines.

ih. S. 1720

9. 1549 GangasahasranSma from
the Kssikhanda. 28 ff. 5.9

4.9 lines.

ih. 8. 1723

10. 3023 Asaucanirnaya. 9 ff. 8.1

3.9. 10-11 lines.

ib. 1734

11 3110 StrlSudranSm tirthavidhih

4 ff. 8.1 3.9. 8 lines.

ih. 1736

12. 3450 AnantapujakathS. 20 ff.

8.1 3.9. 9 lines.

ib. S. 1740

13. 164 AitareySranyaka. 53 ff. 8.1

3.9. 9-10 lines.

ib. {5. 1741

14. 1029 Rsipancamlpuja. 4ff. 6 4. Esmacandra
9 lines- Dsdekara

1745

15. 42 *Lagliu Plgvidhana. 11 ff. EIrsna (bhat- Sam. 1914
8.4 4.1. 9 lines. ta) Dsdekar

16. 1217 HalasasthivratakathS. 5 ff.

8.5 4.3. 9 lines.

ib. Sam. 1914

17. 4581 BatukadlpadSnaprakS^ra.
2 ff. 8.4 4.1. 9 lines*

' ib. Sam, 1914

18. 1241 *Rnaliara!sadaksaracintS-

manistotra. 1 f . 8.5 3.3 8
lines.

ib.

19. 1565 Prajnsvardhanastotra. If,

8.5 3,3.

ib.

Thus the most ancient work of transcription in this

list is that of Para^urama Dadekara, son of Mahadeva
B'adekara, in the §aka year 1656 corresponding to A'.D.

1734. The earliest work of Bhaskara (bhatta) DSi^ekara

in this line is in A.D. 1787 and the latest in A.D. 1819,,

indicating an activity of nearly 23 years. On the other

hand the scribal activity of Krsna (bhatta) Dadekara is
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particularly recorded for the Samvat era 1914, correspond-

ing to A.D. 1858. Practically all these MSS. belong to

the University of Pennsylvania collection, the largest in

America, and may be presumed to have come from a

common locality, purchased through one particular family

or dijfferent members of the same family. During 124

years of scribal activities we notice four names of scribes :

(a) Para^urama, son of Mahadeva Dadekara, (b) Bhas-

kara (bhatta) Dadekara, (c) Ramacandra and (d) Kpsna

(bhatta) Dadekara. Of these (b) and (d) are characteris-

ed by the optional use of the title -bhatta with the names.

In the absence of further details (if any are I’ecorded) it

is not possible to describe the genealogical relationship

between these four scribes. But a consideration of the

size of the material used, of the nature of the works tran-

scribed, etc., indicates strongly in favour of the presump-

tion that all the four must belong to the same family, and

in spite of the small number of copies available to us,

must have been a very active family of scribes. It will

probably be possible to trace their inter-relationship by a

further study of these very MSS. which are at present

beyond our immediate reach.

It will thus be seen that if a systematic study of the

names of scribes, wherever and whenever recorded, with

the relevant data gathered round them, is attempted

with reference to all Indian MSS. collections, a great

forward step will have been taken in unravelling the

tangled history of textual transmission in India.







DHAMMA—OAKKA

BY

D. D. Katjsambi.

The word cahka chiefly means a wheel. There are

several wheels which are very useful to the human society

.

The potter’s wheel had made production of pots very

easy. The spinning-wheel produced enough cloth for

home consumption and export. The wheel of cart moved

the commodities where they were needed. Of course,

there was the boat plying through rivers. But it could

not carry the goods to the distant places from a river.

The wheel of cart did it, and so it was the most useful

wheel; it revolutionized the trade.

When life was obstructed by an internal rising,

then it was only good for running away to a place of

safety.

“Then, again, o bhikkhus, there comes a time when there

arises the danger of an internal rising, and the people

riding on wheel run here and there.” (AnguttaraniMya,

Tikanipata, Sutta No. 62).

'Here the Atthakathd explains the phrase cakkasarmrulJca-

as follows

:

fq qffh qrrq# fq i

f? ^ qFTT^ 31^, % sRRt qf^TW^ sfrd^r

^ qqtq qr strut 'qr ^sf^qcqr

qqqqfscT ^ I ^ =qqq)5PTnr3T qur i

Here iriyapatha-cakka means one of the four ways of

behaviour, i.e., walking, standing, sitting and lying down.^

1 See also Sanyutta, Vol. I, p. 16 and 63. **CdimcahJmh
navadvaraih.”

F. 43
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Then the Buddha added four more cakkas to these, i.e.,

dwelling in a fitting place, association with the worthy

ones, right application of the self and merit done afore-

time.

Dhamma—cakka.

I

{Anguttara, catukkanipata, sutta No.31).

All these eakkas made life easy and happy, and a good king

was expected to keep them moving by means of his just and

pious rule.®

Then arose the legend of the cakkaratana (the celestial

wheel). It appears to a pious monarch, moves in the four

directions followed by the monarch and his army. All

the small kings submit to it, and then it comes and stands

in the front of the Judgment Hall {atthakaranapamvkhe)

or the monarch. He is called cakkavattl, because of his

virtues, he lets the cakka move in all the directions and

makes the people happy keeping the other wheels moving

freely.

% ff tc qgf?r,

q7:%rPT ^ ^ sRsfV fh T'Ff<=(€ir i

(Dlgha Atthakathd I, 308-9, Siamese edition)

‘-‘One who turns the cakkaratana, endowed with the four

blessed eakkas, who lets others move with them, and whose

four behaviour eakkas are for the happiness of others, is

called a cakkavattl.”

The Dhammacakka (the wheel of the Dhamma) is al-

ways compared to the cakkarataTia. As the cakkaratana

2 **Dadahhuflja ea md, ca pamado, edkkam vattaya KosalS-
dhipa.” Jataka^kakatha

xfj ^ WKt, l”

rousboll’s edition, Vol. Ill, 413.
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appears to the pious 'monarch who fulfils all his duties,

and moves in all the directions, bringing peaee and

prosperity everywhere, so the Dhammacakka appears to

the Buddha under the Bodhi tree, by the virtue of the

Paramitas which he fulfils in his previous births, and by

the preaching of his first sermon at Benares, he lets it

move in all the directions making the people happy who
submit to its rule.

fk fiTir. . .

.

fir ^cflciT-

fir. . . T. . . sr^fenfu^ fir srwr-

'TOT ^ 5Tr>Ti 3rTftrrw5Ww "w ^ ’S'rrf^

JTnr. ..^ JTTTT? wlfirqn^

rfry^ri ftfgprrJrf^ fwn# ^>R?r^^

^npir^sR>aiq^.^gF^ 'R#fir ^iwi jrt

CPT 3r53n^>33:'3Rq^
v*

{Anguttara-Atthakathd. Siamese edition I. 128-129).

He (the Buddha as the Bodhisatta) fulfilling the per-

fection of charity, it is said, lets the 'Dhammacakka come
to being ... He fulfilling the perfecion of equanimity

lets the Dhammacakka come to being. He sitting under

the supreme Bodhi tree . . and attending the sotafat-

timagga . . . arahdttamagga also lets the Dhammacakka
cOme to being. But when he attends the ardhattayhoda,

then by him, so to say, it is brought into existence. When
does he let it movel Having spent seven weeks near the

supreme Bodhi tree, he comes to Hsipatana Migadaya, and
addressing to the elder Afifiakondaflfia preaches the

Dhamma-cakkappavattana sutta, then it is said he lets

the Dhammacakka move. But when, having obtained the

chance of hearing (the sermon), which was produced by

the power of the preaching knowledge of the Dasabala
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(Buddha), the Dhanima was undei-stood by the elder

Afifiakondaflna, then, it should be known, that the Dham-

macakka was caused to be moved.

'Here I give the sutta in which the Dhammacakka is

compared to the cakkaratana.

“Bhikkhus, a ruler, who is a cakkavattl, just and

pious ruler, even he is not without a chief.” At

these words. a bhikkhu said to the Blessed

Qpe ; “who then, lord, is the chief of a

cakkavattl, just and pious?” ‘‘Dhamma, 0‘

bhikkhu” replied the Blessed One, and fur-

ther said : “In this world, bhikkhu, a ruler

who is a cakkavattl, a just and pious monarch

in dependence on Dhamma, honouring

Dhamma, respectful and deferential to

Dhamma, with Dhamma as his banner, with

Dhamma as his standard, with Dhamma as his

chief, keeps watch and ward amongst his

household.

“Then again o bhikkhu, a ruler . . . keeps wateh

and ward amongst the warriors who follow in

his host, amongst brahmins and house-fathers,

dwellers in outlying parts, amongst recluses

and brahmins, beasts and birds, alike.

“He it is that ruler . . . who keeps watch and

ward . . . that lets the cakka move, on ac-

count of the Dhamma. That cakka is not to

be set back by any human foe whatsoever.

“Just so, o bhikkhu, the Tathagata, that Arahat
who is a Fully Enlightened One, the just and
pious ruler, in dependence on Dhamma, hon-

ouring Dhamma, respectful and deferential to

Dhamma, with Dhamma as his banner, Dhamma
as his standard, Dhamma as his chief, keeps
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the watch and ward over the actions of body,

preaching that such and such actions of body

must be practised, and such and such actions of

body must not be practised . . . And the same

to be said of actions of speech and mind . . .

He it is, 0 bhikkhu, that Tathagata, that

Arahat . . . thus keeping watch and ward

over the acts of body, speech and mind, let the

unsurpassed Dhammacakka move on account of

Dhamma. That cakka is not to be set back by

any recluse, brahmin, deva, Mara or Brahma

whatsoever in the world.” (Anguttarajiikdya,

Tikanipata, Sutta no. 14).®

With this sutta the Cakkamttisutta* also should be

read. The knowledge of these two suttas is essential to

understand the full meaning of the Dhammacakka, and

the symbol of wheel {cakka) which represents the Dhamma.

* See translation in 'the Book of the Gradual Sayings/ part
i, 96-86.

4 Dighanikaya part iii, sutta 3, translated by Prof. T. W.
Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, part iii, pp. 59—76.





PANINI’S VOCABULABY

BY

A. Bebmedale Keith, M.A., D.C.L.

S. P. Caturvedi in an interesting contribution to

the Woolner Commemoration Volume^ starts with the

assertion that the language which forms the subject of

Panini’s Astadhyayi must have been once a current lan-

guage and not the creation of Panini’s imagination. He
recognises that his treatment of Vedic Sanskrit is cursory,

and holds that it is reasonable to regard the classical

Sanskrit literature as the basis of his grammar, and conse-

quently to expect the use in the literature preserved of

words formed in accordance with the grammar.
The view of Dr. Bi. Gr. Bhandarkar seems to suit the

position adequately. He holds that the language of the

A^arreya and the Satapatha Br&hmanas was known to

PSnini, There was also known to him the current lan-

guage of the day, the bhdsd which he contrasts with
chandasi or mantre, denoting specifically the Vedic litera-

ture. Now it is clear that Patanjali found many expres-

sions in Pacini which were not in use in his time, and
from this fact Mr. Caturvedi concludes that an interval

of three or four centuries would not be sufficient to account
for the change in vocabulary. In fact, if Papini’s lan-

guage belongs to the pre-Mahabharata period, we shall

have to shift back the date of Panini to a period earlier
than the ninth century B.C., as accepted by C V
Vaidya.2

To confirm this opinion, we are given a list of obscure
words found in Panini’s grammar, which have either

ipp. 46-50.
2 History of InMaji Idterature, section iii, p. ]69.
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undergone change in meaning or haVe become obsolete.

Words enumerated in the Gana'patha are not included, for

clearly many words have been added to it later. The list

is interesting:® it covers aikagarika, a thief; ulldgkctA,

able, recently recovered from sickness; wpasamvada, to

stake; asandl, a seat; indriya, pertaining to Tndra; tipajud

to teach -or propound foi' the first time; avara, not less

than; amka, insignificant or small; atimrga, to allow one

to do what one likes; atyddkdna, a wooden support on

which other wooden pieces are cut; agavlna,, a labourer

who works in return for a cow given temporarily
;
adMsta,

to employ with honour; mimvasUo, not an outcaste;

antarvatm, pregnant; anmjeknmna, to strengthen; afo-

mitya, being in debt; apaskara, part of a chariot; upa-

mmadMna, to collect; ahhresa, non-deviation; amatra, a

vessel; amnas, unawares; aydnaya, particular movements

of the pawns on a chessboard; arma, a ruined village;

ailUa-drdharupd, ugly; dprapada, reaching up to foot;

iidgha, praiseworthy; ttpayamana, to marry; tidahit,

buttermilk; Mdmdsa, eatables; k^etriya, an incurable

disease or adulterer; v.daya, following letter; upottama,

last but one letter; saldln, a fragrant substance; sthdltbila,

rice fit for boiling; pralamhhana, to make false statements;

kulija, a kind of measure; maskara, pipe; pratyavasma.,

one who eats, but does not work; ni^ravdnih, a blanket

recently made; potd, with both male and female signs;

sarmnisamiTM, one having delivery every year; kama-

prmedmd, to express one’s desire; adya^tam* delivering

today or tomorrow; sdmi, half; kanehatya, to the full

satisfaction
;
riHsta, different

;
vicdla, to unify or to divide

one in many; pratiyatha, to adopt quality of others;

bhag&la, skull; parut, last year.

_

s Some of the references given the inaccurate and the meanings
assigned are occasionally doubtful.

* Correct, adyaivina (V. S. Agrawala)
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Do any of these , expressions require us to place

Panini in say the tenth century B.C. ? Are they not

phrases which might easily have been used six centuries

later, and yet have evaded occurring in any text of the

Brahmana or Upanisad literature ? We must remember’

that Pacini knew varieties of the speech of northerners

and of easterners, and we do not know with certainty

where he himself dwelt, though we reasonably believe that

it was in the land which knew well the Aitareya, and w©
understand that he was a native of Salatura, near the

modern Atak, where Hiuen Tsang saw a statue to his

memory. We must recognise that the word YavananI was

known to him, if his text is to be trusted, and with that

mark we cannot insist on placing him before the fifth

century B.C. on the assumption that YavananI had be-

come known to him from the period when Persia had en-

tered into conflict with Greece. It is of course possible

to place the date further-'back, but it cannot be said to be

at all necessary. On the whole, it still appears to me to

be more probable to assign him to circa 350 B.C. than to

any earlier date.

A later date is forbidden by the date which is fairly

certainly to be assigned to Patafijali, somewhere about 150

B.C., and to Katyayana, who must be about fifty years

older.® But the difficulty here arises that Patalijali’s •

date may be wrongly deduced from references in the

MaMbMsya, which may merely reproduce older material.

On the whole, however, this is improbable; if older mate-

rial were preserved it would be curious to find nothing

more recent than the references which point to 150 B.C.,

and for the present at least we have the right to accept

this as one of the better attested parts of our knowledge

of Indian literary history.

® Of. Keith, Sanskrit Idterature, pp. 426 ff.

P. 44





THE UALAVAI FAMILr OF MYSORE

BY

Dr. M. H. Krishna, M.A., D.Litt. (Lond.),

Director of Archaeology, Mysore.

Introduction.

It is well known that when the Empire of Vijayanagar

declined, the Hindu state of Mysore gradually rose in

importance until at last it came to occupy the predominant

position in the politics of South Dakhan by 1748 A.D. Its

further progress under the dynasty of Hyder has been

usually studied with greater interest because of the conflict

with the British Power. Really, the foundations of the

power of Mysore were well and truly laid long before the

days of Hyder. The credit for this political achievement

is due to the reigning family of Mysore, advised, assisted

and loyally served by numerous families belonging to the

Mysore District and its neighbourhood. The most im-

portant of these great families which contributed to the

rise of Mysore was doubtless the family of the Chiefs of

Kalale who held the Dalavaiship or Chief-generalship of

the Mysore forces for many generations during a century'

and a half extending between 1610 and 1760 A.D. Ah
attempt is made in this paper to give a short sketch of the

part played by this Kalal^ family in the History of

Mysore.

Sources.

In addition to the inscriptions connected with the

Kalale family collected and published in the Epigraphia

Carnatica, the Mysore Archaeological Reports, etc., a few

useful literary sources are available in Kannada and
347
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Sanskrit. Of these the Kannada manuscript work
“ Kalale Doregala Vam^avali” is a paper manuscript

giving a traditional account of the Kalale family down to

the year 1799 A.D. A detailed review of it appears in

the Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Survey

for the year 1942.^ This is a useful work which corro-

borates and supplements the information which is con-

tained in that valuable source of Mysore History “Mysore

Maharajara Vam^avali.” A manuscript called “Vsnu-

purada Kshatriya Vams'avali”^ gives a detailed genealogy

of the family. For the history of some of the most im-

portant Halavais of the eighteenth century useful informa-

tion is available in the following works

:

Nanjaraja Yasobhushana®

Nanjaraja Yasassamullasa^

Hyder-Nama®

Piexoto’s Hyder Ali®

Chikkad§varaja Vam^avali

Kantmirava Narasaraja Vijaya, etc.

Wilks has recorded in his History of Mysore much valu-

able information derived from the sources which he had

before him.

Genealogy.

Several genealogies of the family, slightly differing

from each other, are available. Of these the one furnkhed

by the Kalale Doregala Vam^avali needs sevei al corrections

in the light of the evidence of epigraphy,^ the Nanjaraja

iPp. 78—09.
2 Mysore Govt. Oriental Library Catalogue No. K.B. 424.

® Gaekwad Or. Series, No. XLYII, vi.

* Mys. Govt. Or. Library Catalogue Ms. K. B. 999.

5M. A. R. 1930.

« M. A. R. 1937.

7 Te^atore 41 of 1741 and T-Narsipur 36 of 1748.
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Ya^bhusha9.a® and o'ther sources. The following genea-

logy may, perhaps, be adopted as a result of the combined

study of these several sources.

GENEALOGICAL TREE OF THE DALAVAI FAMILY
(abbreviated)

I

Ksnta.

Mai

Mai

Mai

arSja

arSja

arSja

Timmaraja

1
Krishna

LakshmlkSnta Kariksla Mallaraja

Mallarija alias TimmarSja Nanjaraja
Kempe Arasu.

|

I Muppina Kanta

Dal^Ii Dalavai
NandiiMthayya Kumarayyct

(

Daievai
K.nta„.

Naniaraja
of Maddagiri

Dalavai
Nanjaraja

1
Dalavai

Basavarajayya
Sarvadhikari
NanjarUja of

Bellur c

—

Dalavai
Do(j4ayya

Viraraja

Dalavai •

Mallaraja

Nanjaraja

Dalavai DevarUja Doddayya Karachnri
Dalanri Dalavai NanjwrUji

Viraraja

® Gaekwad Oriental Series No. XLVII, vi.
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Early History.

The traditional origin of the Kalale family is curi-

ously similar to that of the Mysore Odeyar family.® Two
brothers Kanta and Krishna are stated to have left their

original home in Dvaravati or Dvaraka and to have settled

down at Kalale in the Kanjangud Taluk of the Mysore

District in the year 1499 A.D., probably as subordinates

of the chiefs of Ummattur who were related to the im-

perial family of Vijayanagar and claimed to be local

governors on their behalf.^® In course of time the Kajale

family became related by marriage with the neighbouring

Arasu Paleyagars like those of Mysore, Bettadakote,

Yelandur, etc.

Karikala Mallard,jayya.

It is said that before 1610 the chiefs of Kalale had

an income of about 40,000 gadyanas while those of Mysore

had 33 villages yielding an income of over 25,000 gadyanas.

They were practically of equal importance. The rise of

Raja Odeyar, Raja of Mysore, to the position of the

Viceroy of the Vijayanagar Empire at Seringapatam on

that date brought the Kalale family also into prominence

since its head Karikala Mallarajayya was the son of a

sister of Raja Odeyar. During his boyhood Mallarajaj^a

'who feared the enmity of some of his neighbours had

sought refuge with Raja Odeyar,” his maternal uncle and

lived in the Mysore Court for some time. When he grew

up Raja Odeyar restored his nephew to the Kalale prin-

cipality with the help of the latter’s father-in-law, the

chief of Yelandur. The Kalale Vam^tvali claims that in

about 1616 A.D. Raja Odeyar and Mallarajayya entered

° See Annals of the Mysore Royal Ramily, pp. 4-5.

The Vennpurada Kskatriya Vaiii^avali—Catalogue of the
• Mysore Govt. Oriental Library, K. B. 424.

Annals of the Mysore Royal Family, p. 47.
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into a written agreerpent in the presencje of the former’s

family deity Chamunda to the effect that so long as the two

dynasties endured, the descendants of Raja Odeyar should

rule Mysore as its Rajas (Kartas) and the descendants

of Mallarajayya should hold the position of the chief

-

generalship of the Mysore forces (Dalavais) and that they

should both cooperate to extend the territories of the

Mysore Kingdom, The Annals of the Mysore Royal

Family mention no such agreement and allege that Kari-

kala Mallarajayya did not stay in the Mysore Court to

serve his uncle but retired to his principality at Kalale.

There were besides a number of breaks in the continuity

of the Kalale Dajavais since several other Dalavais also

are known to have served the state simultaneously. Thus
the existence of an agreement at so early a date as 1616

has no evidence to support it,^* But even if there was no
such definite agreement, the Kalale family did hold the

Dalavaiship of Mysore with a few breaks from generation

to generation between 1616 and 1761.

NandiTiMhayya.

Maharaja’s grandson Nandinathayya is said to have
been appointed Dalavai towards the close of 1616 A.D.^®
Between that year and 1637 there appears to have been

four other Dalavais, viz., Bettada Arasu, Bannur Lin-
ganna, Basavalinganna and Vikramaraya, the last being

'

a son of Chamaraja Odeyar. But the Kalale Vaiii^avali

claims that Nandinathayya was the chief leader of the

Mysore armies against the neighbouring powers. But
according to the Annals’^* all these conquests were accom-

plished before 1616 A.D. in which year the first Dalavai
was appointed. The Kalale Vam^avali states that Nandi-

For details see M, A. R. 1&42, pp. 80-81.

But see Annals, pp. 45—48.

P, 48.
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nathayya defeated and subdued the chiefs of Bannur,

Mugur, Talkad, etc. He also defeated the chief of

Hagalvadi who was supporting the Nayaks of Madura,

and occupied Satyagala, Ummattur and Haradanahalli,

plundering their elephants and camels. Yelandur was

however bestowed on Ramarajaraya and the chief of

Tagadur was given protection. The gifts to the temples,

Brahmins, etc., in the Mysore territory were maintained

and reorganised. In 1617 A.D. Raja Odeyar died at

Seringapatam and his grandson Chamaraja Odeyar came

to the throne. Under him Nandinathayya conquered

Maddur and Channapatna.^'"’ When the troops of Baira-

nayaka, Salanayaka, Belur Krishnappa Nlyaka and other

confederates marched against the Dalavai,^® he defeated

them and acquired ChennarSyapatna and other places.

He plundered all their insignia and arms. After Chama-

raja Odeyar II was enthroned with the support of the

Dalavai and other notables, Nandinathayya defeated

Krishnappa Nayaka of Arkalgud and made him a vassal

of the Mysore Kingdom wresting from him a large sum

of money, elephants and horses. Many other chiefs were

conquered and their birvdas like Hanuman, Garuda, San-

kha, Chakra, Makara, Tekke, etc., were annexed to the

Mysore king. Chamaraja II died in 1638 A.B. having

•ruled for a year and a half and was succeeded by Kanthl-

rava Narasaraja Ocjleyar, son of Bettada Chamaraja

Odeyar who was a brother of Raja Odeyar. Some days

after the coronation Dalavai Nandinathayya passed away.

Kumarayya.

The Kajale Vami^avali claims that in succession to

Nandinathayya, the king appointed as Dalavai his younger

Cp. Aimals, pp. 50--62 for the conquests.

16 Not mentioned in the Annals,
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brother Kumarayya*. The Mysore Annals^’ do not even

name Kumarayya during the period though several other

Dalavais like Vikramaraya are named and their existence

is supported by inscriptions,^® Perhaps Kumarayya was
one of the several Dalavais early in the reign and had

later on a greater share in the heroic exploits of the king

like the repulse of Eanadulla Kian’s invasion of Seringa-

patam^® and his defeat and retreat, the heroic battle of

Periyapatna and its conquest,®® the defeat of Virappa

Nayak of Madura and the annexation of Satyamangala,

Danayakanakote,®^ etc. Being pleased with the Dalavai

for his services, the king is said to have conferred on him

the title “Pararaja Harina §ardula” and presented him
with various jewels. The Dalavai next conquered Yela-

hankanad (Yelvanka), north of Bangalore, and besieged

Magadi,®® whose chief Chikka Kempe Gowda sought his

protection by paying tribute. Kallur, Kadaba, TuruvS-

kere, Mayasandra and other places were then annexed to

Mysore, and a number of minor chiefs were subdued as

also the chiefs of Malaysia and Konkana.®® Samgti

Eangappa Nayaka was offered protection and granted

Ratnagiri, while the emperor Srlrangaraya of Vijayanagar
who had transferred his capital to Belur was promised

support.

When the famous Kanthlrava Narasaraja passed,

away in 1659 and Dodda Devaraja Oideyar succeeded bim

See p. 94. As many as eight Dalavais are mentioned.

Nanjangud 9 of 1643.

Ranadulla Khan was the Bijiapur General. For details of
the invasion see the Annals, pp. 7^76. But the name of Kuma-
rayya does not occur there.

®° Ballad of Periyapatna.

®^Cp. the list of the Annals, pp. 68 ff.

®2 Not mentioned in the Annals.—But see Wilks’ Historv of
Mysore, Vol. I, pp. 33—36.

^

Not mentioned in the Aimals,

F. 45
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on the Mysore throne, Keladi givappa 'Nayaka made great

preparations-^ for a war and besieged Seringapatam.

Dalavai Kumarayya^® marched against him with the

Mysore army and totally routed his forces. His ally

Lakshmappa Nayaka of Narasimhapura (Holenarsipur)

was beaten and humbled while all his belongings were

plundered and Narasimhapura itself was taken. The

chief of Arkalgud submitted and agreed to pay an annual

tribute. The territories of Sivappa Nayaka of Keladi

like Sakkarepatna, Vasudhare, Hassan, etc., were an-

nexed. Chikkanayakanahalli which belonged to the

Mahomedan rulers of Bijapuv was also captured. The

chiefs of Hagalvadi and other places submitted and re-

ceived protection. Chokka Nayaka of Madura who offer-

ed war was beaten and driven out. His territories, namely

Erode, Vamanur, Dharapura, etc., were all annexed. It

is claimed that the Mysore forces even besieged Trichino-

poly and obtained a large looty in the shape of horses,

money and jewels from Chokkanatha Nayaka. The pre-

cious stones thus obtained were inlaid into the sandals of

Do^da Devaraja and tributes were levied on Chilanayaka

and others. The battle of Dharapura and the heroism of

Dalavai Kumarayya are grandly described in epic style in

the manuscript called Nanjaraja Ya^assamullasa.®’^ A
large number of gifts®® consisting of precious stones, etc.,

were made to God Venkatesvara of Tirupati and generous

Op. Annals, p. 97 and Wilks, op. cit., p. 37. The siege

of Seringapatam hy Eeladi Sivappa Nayaka and thi capture of

Narasimhapura are not mentioned in the Annals. But Wilks
mentions them.

2® A series of six Dalavais are mentioned in the Annals, (p.

103) of whom Eumaras^a was the last,

2® See note 24 ahove.

2'^ Mysore Govt. Oriental Library Catalogue B. 999.

28 jPoy details see Annals, p. 109,
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gifts were made to temples and Brahmins. Thus did

Dalavai Kumarayya prosper under Dodda D§varaja.

When this king passed away in 1673 A.D., his brother

Devaraja II succeeded him and ruled till his death in

1678 when Chikkadsvaraja Odeyar was crowned at

Seringapattana by Dalavai Kumarayya, Yejandur Vidala-

kshapandita, Tirumalaiyengar and others. Kumarayya®®

now besieged Ganganagiridurga and demanded tribute

from Chikka Kempe Gowda. When the latter offered war,

he was totally defeated and captured. His allies also were

defeated and made tributary, while Ganganagiri®® was

occupied and Kempe Gowda’s palace was plundered.

Bangalore was purchased from the Marathas and the

Mughals.®^ The principality of Trichinopoly was then

invaded and several territories within the boundary of

that province were annexed.®®

Do($40'yyO' ’

While Kumarayya was besieging Trichinopoly, two

Maratha generals Jayaji Ghate and Dadoji Ghate®® who

appear to have belonged to the army of Sivaji passing

through Karna^ak on the latter’s way from Tanjore to

Poona launched an attack on the Mysore territory which

appeared to be defenceless in the absence of the Mysore

army and the Dalavai at Trichinopoly. The Maratha.

army laid siege to Seringapatam and was attempting to

take it. Chikka Devaraja sent word to DalavSi Kumarayya

29 A list of seven Dalavais is given in tlie Annals p. 115 for

the reign, of whom Kumarayya and Doddayya are also mentioned.
99 Por the conquests in detail see ihid., pp. 105 ff; Wilks, <yp.

cit., pp. 101-3.

91 The Kalale Vamsavali states that Bangalore was attacked

and taken from Sahaji Raya. This is evidently a mistake since

we know from other sources that the place was purchased. See
Annals, p. 110 and Wilks, op. cit., pp. 56-7.

82 Cp. Annals, p. 115.

93 See Annals, pp. 113—115 and Wilks, op. cit., pp. 59—61.
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asking him to return immediately. . The Dalavai on the

other hand was determined not to show his face to the king

without capturing Trichinopoly. So he appointed his

nephew (son according to the Kalale Vamdavaji) Doddayya
to deputise him as Dalavai and sent him with the army to

Seringapatam.®^ Doddayya marched night and day
and arrived near Kasalgere in the Kottatti hobli about

four miles from the modern district town of M'andya

where the Maratha army was camping probably after with-

drawing from Seringapatam. Here a great battle took

place.®" Doddayya adopted the stratagem of tying torches

to the horns of his bullocks and driving them in a false

direction at night. When the Marathas pursued this

herd, abandoning their position of defence, Doddayya fell

upon them and caused terrible loss. The credit of inflict-

ing a decisive defeat on Sivaji’s army at the battle of

Kasalagere in 1677 A.D. should go to Dalavai Dod(^ayya.®®

Both the Maratha generals were decapitated and their

army was captured. Chikkadevaraja Odeyar received

Doddayya in great pomp and state. It is said that

Aurangzeb also became greatly delighted. An uncorro-

borated story is told by the ‘Kalale Vam^avaji’ that Aur-

angazeb who had taken an oath that his daughter should

marry no other than the person who defeated the Maratha
generals, himself came down as far as the Krishna river

and requested Chikka Devaraja Odeyar to send Doddayya-

to his court. Chikka Devaraja however sent a reply to

the effect that Doddayya had died in the battle. The
Padshah is stated to have felt extremely sorry. There-

upon he sent for the sword and portrait of the Dajavai

84 What became of Kumarayya at Tricbinopoly id not known.

See Sivaji and the Mysore Raj, by Dr. M. H. Krishna;
Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol. XXXI, Nos. ^ and
4, pp, 880—83.

38 See Wilks, op. cit., pp. 60-61 and Annals, pp. 1J4-11& for
a graphic account of the war.
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and married his daughter to the sword. For the rest of

her life the princess remained worshipping the portrait.

It is well known, however, that this victory led to the

formation of an anti-§ivaji alliance between Mysore and
the Mughals. The conquests of Do^dayya are Sankha-

giri, Namakal,®’ Paramati, Syadamangala and the defeat

of Chinnamanayaka in the Salem district. Somewhere
about 1690 A'.D. Do(Jdayya appears to have died where-

upon Kantayya®® succeeded him. The latter was killed in

an attempt to take Chikkaballapur. His uncle Nanjara-

jayya who is said to have succeeded him as Hajavai also

tried to take the place but was defeated.

Bma/oarajayya .

About this time Chikka Dgvaraja Odeyar died in

1704 A.D. and Basavamjayya, son of Nanjarajayya be-

came the Dalavai under King Kanthirava Narasaraja O.
Basavarajayya®® defeated Bechegowda of Chikkaballapur

and compelled him to pay tribute. The Dalavai got the

title of “Saranagata Vajrapafijara.” Then Basava-

I’^j^-yya marched against the kingdom of Ikkgri and fought

a great battle at Attavara. The Ikkeri chief who was
defeated fled on horseback. Chikmagalur, Maharajana-
durga, Banavara and other places^® belonging to the king-

dom of Ikkeri were annexed. Further annexations were
prevented jvhen the king recalled the Dalavai to Seringa-

patam and made peace with Ikkeri.*^

Cp. list in. the Annals, pp. 105 ft. Niimakal is omitted.

38 gee ibid. -p. 316. It is said that Doddayya was succeeded

^ EollegSla Timmappayya after whom Mallarajayya, son of
Ealale Kantayya (i.e., Euppina Kanta was appointed theDaJavai.)

30 gee the list of the Dalavais in the Annals, p. 156i.
Basavarajayya is said to have belonged to the Kallahalli family.

*3 Cp. the account in ibid., pp. 156-7.

Not mentioned in the Annals or Wilks, op. cii.
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Mallardjayya II.

On the death of Basavarajayya, his uncle Mallarajay-

ya^^ was appointed to the post of Dalavai. Collecting

together a large army the latter set out on an expedition

which resulted in the defeat of the Paleyagars of Coimba-

tore, Satyamangala and other places^® and the annexa-

tion of further territories to Mysore. When King
Kanthlrava II died in 1714 A.D., his son Doddakrishna-

raja Odeyar was crowned king at Seringapatam by

Dalavai Mallarajayya and other important officers.

Devardjayya : the Kingmaker.

On the death of Mallarajayya, Cheluvayya^^ is said

to have succeeded him according to the Kalale Vamsa-

vali.^® But the Annals mention Virarajayya, son of

Do^dayya, as having held the office for short periods.

But when Virarajayya died, his son Dgvarajayya was

appointed Dalavai and his cousin Nanjarajayya became

‘Sarvadhikari’, a post comparable to the Dewanship of

the State. Three of the Baja’s queens were princesses

from the Kalale family and the Baja was devoted to the

enjoyment of music, literature, dancing and other fine

arts and to the preservation of wild animals. His fathers-

in-law held the two chief offices and gradually obtained

very great control over the administration. From about

1720 to 1761 A.D. administrative power in the state was

held more by members of the Dalavai family than by their

royal masters. The situation was to some extent similar

to that obtaining in Maharashtra after the Peshwas rose

42 See Hid., p. 159. Mallarajayya is not mentioned.

48 ISTot mentioned either by Wilks or in the Annals.
44 Not mentioned in the Annals. Accordii^ to the Venn-

pnrada Eshatriya Vam^avaji (Mysore Govt, wiental Library
Catalogue K. B. 424) Dajavai Mallarajayya, uncle of Basava-
rajlayya, had a son named Chibke Arasu.

4'p. m
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to power and before' the death of Sabu. Almost during

the same period Mysore also saw the concentration of the

ruling power in the hands of the Kalale family.

During the reign of Dodda Krishnaraja O'deyar

seven sardars, namely, Kasim Khan, Baram Alla, etc.,

rose in revolt and marched on Seringapatam. The

Dalavai met their forces near Kailancha^® and defeated

them with great slaughter. Kempe Gowda of Magadi

was next attacked, the fort was besieged and taken and

the chief was compelled to submit.^’ In 1724; A.D. Dewan
Sadulla Khan, Siddoji Ghorpade and others led a well-

equipped army against the capital and laid siege to it.

But after a severe battle lasting one day they were all com-

pletely routed. In 1726 A.D. Baji Eao, Peshwa of the

Marathas led a large army and besieged Seringapatam.

He was so far harrassed and defeated by the Mysore forces

that he gladly withdrew^® accepting what little was given

to him. In 1728 A.D. the Dalavai put down rebellions

and marched against Magadi Kempe Gowda and annex-

ed his kingdom bringing him over to Seringapatam as a

prisoner.

Krishnaraja Odeyar died in 1732, appointing the

Dalavai as regent and directing him to crown one of the

descendants of the Eoyal family whom his senior queen

would adopt. Accordingly Chamaraja Odeyar, son of

Ankanahalli Devaraja Arasu was adopted by the queen

and placed on the throne by the Kajale cousins, Sarva-

dhikari Nanjarajayya, Dalavai DSvarajayya and his

younger brother Karachuri Nanjarajayya. These three

exercised so much power that the king grew jealous of

them and dismissing them from oflSce appointed a Brahmin
D'evayya as Dalavai and one Vira Setty as Sarvadhikari

48 i5fot mentioned in the Annals.
4’’ Cp. Annals, p. 160.

48 See ihH,
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and constituted a new council of ministers to advise and

help him.

The Kalale cousins did not take their dismissal ly-

ing, Before the king had ruled in independence for 18

months, they obtained the support of the dowager queen

Dgvajammanni and a number of civil and military officers

including Maddagiri Mallarajayya, Gulam Hyder Ali and

others and besieged the palace. The king offered to rule

in obedience to the direction of Dalavai Dsvarajayya.

But the latter was firm.^® He deposed the king and sent

him with his family as prisoners to the hillfort of

Kabbaladurga near Kankanhalli. The king died there,

heaving a curse on Devarajayya and his descendants. The

king’s followers were all seized and imprisoned®® in

Seringapatam. The dowager queen again adopted a child

of 3 years and the Dalavai got the child crowned as

Elrishnaraja Odeyar II in 1734 A.D.

During the minority of Krishnaraja II, the power of

regency was exercised by Dalavai Devarajayya assisted

by Karachuri Nanjarajayya. Shortly after, the Dalavai’s

brother Karachuri Nanjarajayya led a large army and

besieged Devanhalli. It was at this time Hyder Naik,®^

his father Fathe Naik, his uncle Ali Naik and his brother

Shahbas Naik arrived at Devanhalli and sought help from

.Nanjarajayya through Mallaraja Arasu of Maddagiri,

The Dajavai advanced 10,000®® varahas for relieving their

families and Hyder Naik was appointed in command of

ten soldiers in the regiment of Katti Gopalaraja Aras.

Hyder received rapid promotions and the fort of Devan-

halli was taken in 1746.

Eegarding the great powers of the minister see Wilks, op.

dt., pp. 142-3.

Ibid., p. 14&.

Bee Hyder-Nama, M.A.B., 1930, pp. 81 ff.

B2 5000 according to the Kalale Vamlavali,
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Foreign A fairs.

At this time the Nawabs of Savanur, Kadapa and

Karnul accsompanied by Besalat Jung of Hyderabad came

over with their armies to Seringapatam and requested the

king to send the Mysore army with them against Nasir

Jung.®® In compliance with their request the cavalry and

infantry were sent under the command of Barakki Venkata

Rao, Balapati Naik and Konda Naik. Hyder Naik was
also sent with Barakki Venkata Rao in command of 50

horse and 300 foot. As a result of this expedition the

entire army of Nasir Jung broke up and fled. During

the plunder of the latter’s treasure Hyder secured four'’'‘

camel loads of booty which the Dalavai allowed him to

keep for himself. Hyder now managed to bribe the im-

portant officers under Karachuri Nanjarajayya and obtain-

ed his permission to augment his cavalry and infantry.

Ncmjardjayya.

In 1739 Sarvadhikiri Nanjarajayya died and

Dalavai Devarajayya continued to be Dalavai with his

younger brother Karachuri Nanjarajayya as the Sarva-

dhikarl. The latter was also the father-in-law of the king.

Thus the Kalale brothers exercised their higher political

power. The Kalale family had become so powerful that

a document (Nj. 267 and 268) was executed in which,

the Baja and Nanjarajayya, his father-in-law, stated

that as agreed to by their ancestors. Raja Odeyar and

Karikala Mallarajayya, the members of the Mysore family,

should reign as the ‘Kartas’ or sovereigns and the mem-
bers of the Kalale family should hold heriditarily the

58 According to the Annals it was Nasir Jung who sought the
aid of Mysore.

5* Cp. ibid., Hyder is said to have secured 15 camel loads of
treasure of which he was allowed by the king to keep 3 loads for
himself.

F. 46
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ofl&ce of Dalavais or commanders of - the Mysore ai-my.

This claim that an earlier agreement existed is not cor-

roborated by any other evidence. But there is no doubt

that in 1758 there arose this documentary evidence pur-

porting to confirm the existence of an agreeraeiit between

Kalale Nanjarajayya and his son-in-law Krishnaraja

Odeyar II. Under what circumstances this document

came into existence and to what extent it was due to undue

influence is not known. However, in 1761 the agreement

appears to have ended when Nanjarajayya surrendered

his powers, retired and got Hyder Ali appointed as his

successor and not any member of the Ka|.ale family.

Forward foUey :
TricMnopoly

.

The decline of the Moghal Empire of Delhi and its

virtual subordination to the Maratha Peshwa from 1739

A.D. and the internal dissensions of the Muslim dynas-

ties of Hyderabad and Arcot encouraged the Mysore State

to adopt a forward policy. The Mysore army was re-

organised, its cavalry was very greatly strengthened and

the impetuous and able Nanjarajayya was placed at its

head. When Chanda Khan, later known as Chanda

Saheb,'^® with the help of the French, besieged and captured

Trichinopoly, Mohamed AH of Arcot sent his younger

brother Mafuz Khan to Devarjijayya at Seringapatam

and offered to cede Trichinopoly to Mysore and remain as

Mysore’s vassal if Mysore would help him to get rid of

his enemy Chanda Saheb. Accordingly Dgvarajayya

gathered together Murari Rao of Gooty and other Paleya-

gars and sent an army of 20,000 horse and 100,000 foot

under the command of his brother Karachuri Nanjarajay-

ya. The latter was able to reconquer the territories

captured by Chanda Saheb and approached very near

For a fuller account see Wilks, ov. cit., pp. 172 ff and
M.A.B. 1930, p. 82,
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Trichinopoly where' the British artillery joined him.

Chanda Saheb wap defeated in a great battle and fled for

refuge to the temple of Jambukesvara. Nanjarajayya

besieged the temple. Mohamed Ali now appeared before

Nanjarajayya and formally made over to Mysore as per his

promise the province of Trichinopoly. Being pleased

with his honesty Nanjarajayya directed him to manage

its affairs on behalf of Mysore till the latter should be able

to send its own people to take charge of the province.

Chanda Saheb who now realised the futility of fighting

the Mysore army sent his messengers to Karachuri Nanja-

rajayya offering to be in charge of Trichinopoly as a

vassal of Mysore. Assuring that he would no longer

continue to fight, he sent away all his elephants and

cavalry out of the fort and surrendered himself. Mohamed

Ali meanwhile bribed Murari Eao and other prominent

men in the Mysore camp and requested them to kill

Chanda Saheb. Nanjarajayya, however, proposed to

take both of them under his protection and to confer

jagirs on them in the territories obtained by Mysore.

But Mohamed Ali secretly bribed Manoji, the Dalavai of

Tanjore and got Chanda Saheb murdered. At the same

time he treacherously made over the fort of Trichinopoly

to the charge of the English and himself went to Chan-

napattana or Madras. During the siege of Trichinopoly^

Hyder Naik was allowed to augment his troops further.

The title of Bahadur®® and the jS-gir of Dindigal were

conferred 'on him. With his assistance Nanjarajayya

prolonged the siege of Trichinopoly for a period of three

years spending as much as four crores of varahas. Mean-

while as Salabat Jung besieged®’ the capital, Devarajay-

According to Wilks, op. cit., p. 230, this title was bes-

towed on Hyder when he became virtually master of half of the

kingdom.

5- In 1766 A.T>,
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ya sent peremptory ordei-s to Nanjarajayya to return im-

mediately to Seringapatani. On Nanjarajayya’s return

Salabat Jung withdrew from Mysore accepting a com-

pensation of Es. 56,00,000.®**

Public Works.

Devarajayya and Nanjarajayya were also responsible

for a number of public works. In 1746 Devarajayya got

constructed the tank called Eamasagara or DalavSikere

to the south of Mysore. In 1749 he built and endowed an

agrahara called Eamachandrapura near Tirumakudlu-

Narslpura. In 1753 he got built a bridge called Eama-

setu across the Kapila river in the middle of Mallanamule

at Nanjangud. He also celebrated Udahhara and other

gifts and thus secured religious merit.

'Nanjarajayya.

When Devarajayya died®*’ in 1757 A.D., and

Karachuri Nanjarajayya continued in the position of

Sarvadhikari or Prime Minister and on his recommenda-

tion Hyder Ali was appointed Dalavai,*’** Nanjarajayya

dominated the administration of Mysore. He had great

trust in Hyder who was rapidly increasing his army and

power. Meanwhile Govind Gopal Hari, a Maratha

General who had overrun the northern parts of the Mysore

State, laid siege to the capital and demanded tribute to

the extent of about a crore of rupees. Since there was not

^ough money in the treasury and it was considered very

unfair to raise it from the people by putting unjust pres-

sure upon them, Karachuri NanjarS-jayya resigned his

ofiBce of Sarvadhikari. On his recommendation Hyder was

Cp. Hyder-Nama-M.A.E. 1&30, pp. and 82 n6. The
sum was not however completely paid.

89 Before his death there weremisunderstandings between him
and his brother, for which see Wilks, op. cit., pp. 219 ff.

80 Cp. Annals, p. 187 and Wilks, op. cit., p. 230.
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appointed to the post. He unscrupulously teased the

people, wrung out forty lakhs of rupees and pacified and

sent back GSpal Hari by paying him this sum. When
the Maratha army broke up and retired, Hyder fell upon

it and inflicted a severe defeat at the battle of Chinkurli.

Hyder was rewarded with the title of Nawab. Hyder

paid all arrears of salary due to the army and took charge

of the entire administration in 1761 A.D. Kliande Eao,

the king’s private secretary who carried tales against

him to the king and was responsible for his reverses for

about a year®^ was seized and imprisoned. Meanwhile

misunderstandings arose between Nanjarajayya and the

king®^ and Hyder is blamed as having helped to widen

the breach. Hyder made provision for the maintenance

of both their families and retinue by setting apart the

revenue of some local areas and the Dalavai family was

compelled to retire from active politics.®® Thus the

political supremacy of the Dalavai family was ended by

Hyder whom it had trusted and raised to a high position.

When Krishnaraja O^eyar 11 died in 1766 A.D.,

Karachuri Nanjarajayya and Dalavai Vlrarajayya took

part in the coronation of the late king’s son Nanjaraja

O^eyar. Since Nawab Hyder Bahadur was absent, his

brother-in-law Mukhdum Khan took part in the corona-

tion ceremonies. When Hyder returned and found the.

young king assertive about his prerogatives, he placed

guards upon the king®^ and himself occupied the house

of Dalavai DgvarSjayya and began ruling independently.

Very shortly afterwards the boy king was, as stated by

For fuller details see M.A.R. 1930, p. 85; 1937, pp. 89 ff;

Wilks, op. cit., 233.

See Annals, pp. 1 82 ff.

®3 Cp. Hyder-Nama, M.A.R. 1930, p, 86.

Cp. Peixoto’s account, M.A.R. 1937, p, 105 n. 3.
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several authorities, poisoned®® and killed at the instiga-

tion of Hyder Ali, who raised to the throne two nominal

Eajas, kept them in confinement and usurped all power

himself.

Suhsegueni History.

For the next thirty years the Dalavai family was

under a cloud since Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan wielded

all power. But when Tipu was killed in 1799 and

Krishnaraja Odeyar HI was restored to the throne of

his ancestors, he married a lady of the Kalale family and

appointed Virarajayya once again as DaHvai of Mysore.

Since that time the Dalavai family of Kalale has been

one of the leading families of the Mysore aristocracy and

has kept itself in intimate and loyal relationship, matri-

monial and personal with the Mysore Royal Family. The

late Mr. Dalavai Devaraja Urs, a member of the Mysore

Executive Council, and the late Sardar M. Kantaraja Urs,

Dewan of Mysore from 1923 to 1926, were both members

of the Kalale family, while the mother of H. H. the late

Krishnaraja Odeyar IV and the mother of H. H. the

Maharaja Jayachamaraja Odeyai', the present Ruler of

Mysore, are also descendants of the Kalale family.

Phee in Mysore History.

From the above account it is thus seen that the family

of the Kalale chiefs held for about a century and a half

with only a few interruptions, the Bajavaiship of -the

Mysore State and during the middle of the I8th century,

the Prime-Ministership of the Mysore State also for

about two generations. A good share of the military

successes of Mysore before the days of Hyder was due to

the generalship of that family. Except for some short

periods of misunderstanding and opposition in 1737 and

8® See iUd., p. 118 n. 1 and Wilks, op. cit., pp.
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1760, the Kalale family did loyal service to the Maharajas

of Mysore and contrifeuted a great deal to the prosperity

of the state.

The service of the Kalale family to the Mysore State

from 1616 for over 300 years is something noteworthy in

South-'Indian History. Essentially a military family,

giving its loyal service to the State and its rulers, the

Dalavai family of Kalale was, in the history of Mysore,

second only in importance to the Eoyal Family. The close

relationship of its members to the royal family made them

work for its prosperity, while the fact that they were

natives of Mysore made them guard the interests of its

people. Thus among the numerous historical families of

Mysore, of whose contributions to Mysore History the

world of scholarship knows very little, the Dalavai Family

of Kalale has been one of the foremost.





THE GENESIS OF PAHABI PAINTING

BY

Bhabani Churn Law.

One of the most intriguing questions connected with

Indian painting is the origin of the Pahari School. Our
primary cause of interest in the School is the fascinating

character of its work. So discerning a critic as Laurence

Binyon, who, although a fine poet, as a critic cannot

be accused of indulging in poetic rhapsodies, has express-

ed the feelings awakened in him by examples of Kangra art

in words which will thrill every lover of Indian art : “I
can never forget the extraordinary pleasure and exhilara-

tion I felt when I first made acquaintance with drawings

from the Kangra Valley. How was it, I thought, that

such enchanting things had remained unknown to us in

the West? There was one small drawing in particular,

a drawing in line without colour, of two lovers sitting in

a pavillion, with music played to them by attendants,

and hailing with joy the moon rise over a lake. It drew
one into itself, into a world of magical radiance. It was
simple and poignant as a song . . . True it is that the

sweetness of them, in the later productions of the school,

is apt to cloy; their grace declines to a weak prettiness.

'

But judged by its best as it should be, the art of Kangra
is a pure delight. We are not to expect from it more
than it sets out to give : but where else shall we find

drawings more exquisitely expressive of natural feeling

in a lyric vein?”^ With penetrating insight he discovers
its similarity to the old ballad poetry of England in its

reliance on traditional forms and effect on the feelings.

p-

^ Frencli, J. C., EiuiSilaiya,!! Art’, Introduction by Ij. Binyon,

P. 47
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“
. . .in the art of Kangra there is a frankness and

abandon, a spontaneous directness which affects one like

some of our own ballad poetry, with its stock turns of

phrase and its traditional lefi-ains, but also its heart-

pieieing sudden sweetness. It is something unique in

the world’s art.”“

We have quoted at length from Binyon, fir.st, because

he has caught the spirit of these wonderful drawings,

secondly, because no higher praise, generous yet Just,

from so competent an authority has been bestowed by a

foreigner on the art of our Himalayan valleys, and final-

ly, because he sums up so exquisitely the compelling

power of the art on our souls and the reasons for this.

But though it is the aesthetic and spiiitual values of

Pahari and specially of Kangra art which are the prime

causes of our interest in this art, yet, when we proceed

to study the art, our curiosity is ai-oused as to when and

whence arose this art, how was it influenced by and how
did it influence other schools and forms of arti These

are large questions which require long and protracted

and arduous study before they can be answered satisfac-

torily. Nevertheless past writers may have thrown some

light on them and it will be our task to analyse their

views and to endeavour to formulate our own, though we
are fully conscious of our own shortcomings and feel, in

all humility, that we cannot hope to make any contribu-

tion of value to the solution of these intricate

problems.

Let us first consider what this Pahari School is?

Pahari painting comprises the work of the artists of

Basohli and Jammu in Kashmir, of the Punjab Hima-
layan states of Kangra, Nurpur and Chamba, of Mandi
and Suket in the Simla Hills and of Tehri Garhwal in

2 JUd,
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the United Provinces. Of these, Kangra had been

famous from early times and is even mentioned in the

Mahabharata. In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, it grew in importance and became the most power-

ful and the richest of the Hill States. On account of its

great antiquity as a centre of Hindu culture, in addition

to its political importance, it enjoyed a distinction to

which the other states could not aspire. Kangra, too,

was, as French has termed it, the culture centre of

Pahari painting, though the art of Basdhli was

older.

Perhaps the earliest reference to Pahari painting is

to be found in a book published in London just over a

hundred years ago : Moorcroft and Trebeck’s Travels in

the Himalayas. Moorcroft relates that he visited the

court of Sansar Chand (1766—1823 A.D.), the Katoch

Raja of Kangra, the leading Hill State of the Panjab,
and found that he was a patron of indigenous artists and

possessed a large collection of pictures of mythological

subjects and portraits of rulers of the Hill States and

some of these he had inherited. Two facts are clear

from this : that Kangra was a centre of art and that the

art of the Hill States went back to earlier times than

the eighteenth century. The Kangra Gazetteer, original-

ly published in the early eighties of the last century, was
.

the first publication in which it was stated that this class

of painting was known as the “Kangra Kalam”. Percy

Brown had acquired in the early years of the present

century a large number of paintings of this “Kangra

Kalam,” for the Lahore Museum and described them as

belonging to the “Kangra School,” as we find from the

‘Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum’ by Dr. J. Ph.

Vogel, published in 1909. This museum, which had

been opened a year before, contained a collection of paint-

ings by local artists as well as by artists of the neigh- '
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bouring states which had belonged to Raja Sir Bhuri

Singh of Chamba, the founder of the museum. Vogel

writes thus of Pahari art in his ‘Catalogue’: “From the

Indo-Mughal art, which was largely influenced from

Persia and to a certain extent also from Italy, sprang a

new school of painting which flourished in the eighteenth

century at the courts of the Hindu princes of the Panjab

Hills and afterwards at that of the famous Sikh King

Ranjit Singh.

The study of Rajput painting as a branch of Indian

art began with Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy, who brought

to light befoT’e amazed art lovers the glories of an old art

which had long been neglected and despised and was almost

forgotten in its homeland, largely due to a change of

taste in a materialistic and westernised age.

We have seen above Vogel’s account of the origin of

Pahari art. A modification of his view, which now
practically holds the field, may be called the “emigration

theory.” It was thus set down in Pei'cy Brown’s ‘Indian

Painting’. After stating that “Delhi, Agra and Lahore

all maintained at different times during the seventeenth

century their local styles of painting, much, of which was

Rajput in its character,” Brown goes on to say : “Then

came the bigotry of the Emperor Aurangzeb, which dis-

integrated the artistic community built up by his prede-

cessors, and caused it to scatter in detached units over

various parts of the country.”'* He refers to Lucknow,

Hyderabad (Deccan) and Patna. We agree as regards

Lucknow and Patna, in both of which a degenerate and

lifeless form of Mughal art thrived, but demur as regards

Hyderabad, where a distinctive style had formed much

earlier. Brown then goes on to say : “But the most virile

offshoot of the Rajput school manifested itself in a group

® Vogel, J. Pb., Catalogue of the Blmri Siiigb Museum, p. 13.

* Brown, Percy, Indian Painting, pp. 57-58.
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of small States in the Punjab Himalayas, where a dis-

tinct style of painting is observed.”

Here then we have the emigration theory clearly

stated—that the painting of the hill states was an off-

shoot of the Rajput style and that a distinct style

of painting arose, apparently since the emigration

or the disintegration of the artistic community of

Delhi in Aurangzeb’s time. We feel diffident about
each of these propositions. French,'* in ‘Himalayan
Art,’ goes further and finds that there was a brief

period in which Kangra art was very Mughal—^that was
immediately after the Rajput painters came to the courts

of the hill chiefs. It seems to us that too much reliance

has been placed on this emigration theory and it has been
made to appear as if all Pahari art was the product of

those Rajput artists who had fled to the courts of' the hill

chiefs; if that was the ease, how are we to account for .

the fundamental differences in style of the several Pahari
schools, even after the influx of these artists? We are

unable to believe that Himalayan art grew out of Rajas-
thani or Mughal art or that the Rajasthani painters
who may have flocked to the courts of the hill chiefs in
the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century could
have created the Kangra style or any other Pahari style,

either by a sudden inspiration or even that they could
have evolved the style by any process of gradual develop-
ment fiom Rajput painting, meaning thereby Rajasthani
painting, or from Mughal painting, as French states,

though, to do him justice, he qualifies his statement by
saying that “the assimilation and conjunction of Mughal
style and Hindu spirit which was the secret of the beautiful
school of Hindu art, known as the Kangra Valley” pro-
ceeded after the first Mughal phase. To understand •

Pahari art one must refer to non-Pahari art standards.
5 French, J. C., op. cit., p. 34.
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Viewed by such standardvS it becomes apparent how little

Pahari art resembles or is indebted to either Mughal or

Rajasthani art, which latter was profoundly influenced

by Mughal art, although Mughal art itself was the pro-

duct of the coalescence of l^ersian and Rajasthani art,

the Persian element preponderating in the beginning but

gradually fading out.

Now let us consider whether the earliest Pahari

paintings show any traces of direct Mughal inspiration?

Their imagery is different; their style totally different.

As regards the Rajput link, it is quite conceivable that

the Pahari artists inherited the conceptions and methods

and were inspired by among other themes the stock legends

and traditions of theii* j-ace, which went back to their

ancestors, who had spread throughout Rajasthan and in

adjoining lauds, but their actual treatment of these very

same themes shows an originality which confounds any

theory of the replantation on a new soil of an old art. A
comparison between Pahari and Rajasthani painting of

the early eighteenth or even mid-eighteenth century, such

as one can make from our illustrations 3 and 4, reveals a

difference in types and poses and a pervading charm in

Pahari, in this case Kangra, art, which makes the contem-

porary Rajput painting with all its dignity of style seem

stiff and formal. It requires but little experience to discri-

minate between the two. On the other hand. Mughal
painting in the eighteenth century so combines and fuses

with the Rajput, that what one ciitic would call Rajput
showing Mughal influence, another would not hesitate to

characterise as late Mughal. It would, however, be idle

to deny that in Pahari, especially K^angra painting, of

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in the

painting of the landscape portion of pictures, there is a
mingling of Mughal and even European elements, but the

effect is always charming.
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Goetz once suggested that “Pahari painting, perhaps

together with Taranath’s Kashmir school, was separated

at a relatively early date from the School of the Ancient

West, and evolved on the basis of material originating

somewhere between the Pala and Jaina miniature styles,

and perhaps near to that of the Vasant-Vilasa MS. On
the other hand, after this, apparently influences proceed-

ing from the Mughal court tended to the elimination of

old forms and the formation of a unified style in works,

and later on dispensed with every trace of the past.”®

In so much as Goetz here recognised that Pahari painting

went back to times earlier than the Mughal period, we are

in complete agreement with him; but the stages in its

development which he suggests appear a little too imagi-

native for our acceptance. Coomaraswamy, to whom
Goetz made his suggestion, does not discuss it, but merely

states that he is inclined to agree with it. We are quTEe'"

averse to considering Pahari painting as a second cycle of

Rajput painting, as Goetz'^ does later. Such a descrip-

tion is misleading and we maintain that the essentially

distinctive forms and styles of the Pahari schools easily

recognisable from Rajasthani painting in all the phases
of that art should not be lost sight of. Even where the

themes and technique are practically the same, the execu-

tion differs considerably and the spirit of the pictures is

different. Inspite of the infiltration of Mughal culture,

inspite of the influx of Rajput artists brought up in the
Mughal tradition and inspite of their own Rajasthani
traditions, the genius of Pahari painting retains the
stamp of a pure Hindu indigenous art in its essence—
whatever it might have borrowed has been assimilated and
transformed completely.

8 Coomaraswamy, Catalogue, pp. 7-8.

^ Soetz, H., “Geschicte der indisohen miniaturmalerei”, p. 47.
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In 1929 thcTe appeared Mr. AJit CJhose’s stimulating

paper entitled “The Basohli School of liajput Painting”,®

which aroused wide interest in tliis school, which, till then,

had not received proper recognition. It drew forth the

spontaneous })raise from Dr. Cooirtaraswamy that it was

“the most serious contribution to the classification of

Rajput Paintings” since his own work. Ghose’s sugges-

tion that the primitive Rajput Raginis may after all have

been the work of Pahari artists is thought-provoking. We
quote from Fren(;h on this subject; “Mr. Ajit Ghose has

made an interest big suggestion that ccu’tain paintings of

the si.\'teenth century which have hitherto been assigned

to Rajputana really come from the Kangra Valley. I am
strongly inclined to accept this view. The.se pictures not

only have all the fierce inventiveness of design, magni-

ficent richness of colouring, the note of power, and the

"^rit of the heroic age which would entitle them to such

an attribution, but they are akin to the Kangra (sic)

primitives which are known to us and appear to be the

natural forerunners and sources of the Kangra art of

later times.”'* Of (iourse French here uses ‘Kangra art’ in

a wide sense to embrace all Pahari art. It is an appealing

suggestion, woi’th very serious consideration, whether

after all, the art impulse which produced the primitive

Rajput Raginis (a good example is reproduced here in our

illustration No. 1 for comparison with the Basohli paint-

ing reproduced in our illustration No. 2) did not really

come from the north—from the forerunners of Pahari

art.

To sum up, Pahari painting or the art of the Hima-

layan valleys was an art of independent growth, a spon-

taneous art born in the hills, probably long anterior to the

seventeenth century. In the case of Basohli, the folk art

® ESpam, No. 37.

® French, J. 0., op.
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phase is exemplifiec^ in the primitives, and, though Kangra

primitives have so far not been found, an earlier phase of

Kangra art cannot be ruled out. We glimpse the folk

stage of Kangra art in such pictures as ‘Krishna with the

Flute’ and ‘Radha and Krishna’ we see the robust

vigour of this art of the common people in the ‘Scene from

a Hill story’^® and, on the other hand, the ordered and

artificial sweetness of an elegant court art in ‘Siva and

Parvati’.^® The wave of Rajput influence which is said

to have swept into the hills and valleys of the Punjab

Himalayas left hardly any impress on Pahari art so com-

pletely was it absorbed, just as English, or rather European

influence, which showed itself in the nineteenth century,

was readily assimilitated. In each case the real Pahari

painting remained. Pahari art is the result of a phase

of Rajput culture in an environment where nature had

revealed herself in the sublimity of the snows and thoi

green of valleys and the foam of gushing torrents—an

environment largely different from the sandy deserts and

plains and hills of Rajasthan itself. As in their environ-

ments, so in their tastes and outlook on life there were

differences between the artists of the Himalayas and their

distant kinsfolk of Rajasthan.

As we began so shall we close with a word about the

artistic value of Pahari art for it is this artistic value

which will trail its fragrance in our mind when all dis-

cussions on other problems are laid at rest. In describing

the merits and drawbacks of the school, Vogel in his

‘Catalogue of the Bhuri Singh Museum’ and Brown in

Coomaraswamy, Catalogue, PI. LXXIII.

PI. LXXVIII.
12 Freucli, J. 0., op. cit., PI. XIII.

12 Coomaraswamy, Catalogue, PI. LIX.

1^ Vogel, op. cit., p. 14,

P. 48
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‘Indian Painting’^® use identical words; the former are

summed up as : “delicacy of line, brilliancy of colour, and

minuteness of decorative detail”, while the latter consist

in its being not an art of “great inspiration” or of power-

ful “expression of thought or feeling”, but “of patient

labour and naive devotion”. As the phrases are so

felicitous, one can well excuse the strange phenomenon by

which these distinguished writers on art and archaeo-

logy have unconsciously borrowed one from the other with-

out acknowledgement. The obvious merits of this charm-

ing art have been pointed out, and when Vogel says “It

is essentially a decorative art, and it is the “laughing”

colours to use Dante’s expression, which makes the real

Joy of these pictures”, he refei's to the beauty which the

eye catches on the surface. But add to this the deep

insight which Biiiyon displays in what we have quoted

-from him as to the inwai’d teauty—an insight of which

we are conscious also in French, who has given us such a

fascinating picture of the country and its people and

shows such a sympathetic understanding of both—and we

have an estimate which balances the opinion that the art

is merely “one of patient labour.” On the beauty of

colour of Kangra painting, French says with poetic feel-

ing: “ the Kangra artist had the colours of the

dawn and the rainbow on his palette.”^®

In his recent writings, Coomaraswamy seems to have

lost some of his early passion for Kangra painting, which

he now calls a feminine art.*'^ But shall we quarrel

with the rose because it has not the strength of the oak

or expect Venus to be endowed with the spirit of Diana?

For our part, we have always loved and admired Pahari

15 Brown, P., op. cit., p. 59.

isPrenoh, J. C., op. cit., p, 109.

11 Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art,

p. 13^.
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painting for its refined and serene beauty and freshness,

its unerring and delicate draftsmanship, its spontaneity

and freedom, tenderness and grace, and its deep emo-

tional quality, “its mystery and spirituality”,^® as

French terms it, but if we have to seek for a virile and

powerful art combined with a beauty of form and colour

which moves our inmost soul with an awed pride that we,

too, belong to the land which produced these things, we

shall look beyond even the primitives of Eajput painting

to a much earlier age—to Ajanta and, to a lesser degree,

to Mughal art at the height of its magnificence in the

closing years of Akbar’s reign.

. cit.,18 Frencb, J. C (yp. p. IIL





BUDDHIST RULES OF DECORUM

BY

B, C. Law, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., D.Litt.,

F.B.A.S.B.

The text of Pdtimokkha was to serve as a penal code

for the ordained members of the Buddhist Sahgha, male

and female. But the text as we noyr have it either in-

corporated in the SuttOt-mhhahga or in the form of an in-

dependent work contains 75 rules called Sekhiyd dhammd,
which are rather out of place. The penal sections of

this code are generally enumerated as six, to wit, the

Pdrdjika, the Samghddisesa, the Aniyata, the Nissag~

giyapdeittiya, the PdcUtiya, and the Pdtidesaniya.

Strictly speaking, the sections are five, the Aniydta be-

longing rather to the law of procedure applicable to those

cases of dereliction where circumstantial evidence is to be

relied upon in ascertaining the nature of offence or the

section under which the case is to be tried. Thus the

Aniyatcu itself does not constitute a penal section.

The seven AdJiikaranasdmathd, dka/mmd denote the seven
different and distinct modes of settling the disputes when
they arise between two parties, and as such they go tb

constitute the Buddhist adjective law or law of procedure.
The law of procedure may reasonably form an appendage
to the penal code proper.

The Sekhiyd dhammd which are found to be 75 in
number in the extant Bhikkhu Pdtimokkha, denote so
many rules of decorum to be learnt {sikkhd karaniyd) by
the members of the Sangha. These are not rules or

clauses under any penal section, inasmuch as no sanction

or punishment is prescribed for their breaches or viola-

tions. The violation or non-observance of a rule of
381
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decorum does not involve a criminal act on the part of

the doer. It may just lower a person in the estimation

of others,—the fellow monks and public, or may be view-

ed with social disapprobation. But no one would or

should, as a rule, construe it as a c;i'iminai offence.

Decorum means something becoming in outward appear-

ance, propriety of conduct, decency. Thus the Sekhiya

rules were intended to .serve as those rules or precepts

conforming to which theZ»o«a fuh mcmbei-s of the Sahgha

might maintain the standard of decency expected of them

by the Master.

There is good evidence to })rove that Putimokkha

rules in an earlier stage of codiheation numbered more

than 150 and less than 200 {sudhikani diyaddha sikkhd-

'padasaiom) The total numbt'i’ of the Putimokkha rules

as finally codified in the Bhikkhu Pdtimokkha stands as

227. Deducting the 75 Sekhiya rules therefrom, we get

the lesser total of 152 rules- which exactly meets the re-

quirements of the earlier form of the Pdtimokkha code.

Here the question may arise—what might be the

precise raison d’etre for the later inclusion of the Sekhiya

rules in the text of Pdtimokkha. The answer thereto is

not far to seek. The typical Bhikkhu of the Buddhist

Sahgha was required and expected by the Master to

dwell “restrained in conduct in accordance with the

Pdtimokkha rules of restraint, endowed with good man-

ners and customs, perceiving fear in the slightest thing

to which exception might be taken, and learning and

practising the precepts of conduct after formally accept-

ing them for fulfilment.”^

1 AAguttara Nikaya, I, p. 230 f.
;
Milinda PaiiLo, p. 143.

2 B. C. liaw. History of Pali Literature, I, p. 2.

? Idha BhikJihu p&timoJeJchaxaTp,'>^ciTa~samvuto viharati, acitra-

gocara-sampanno anumaMesu vajjesu hliayadaxsavl, snmaddya
sikkhati sikkhapadesu. VibhaAga, p. 244; Aiiguttara, I, p, 220.
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The Patimokhlia rules are to be supplemented by the

SeJchiya, which as will be shown below, come under the

Buddhist definition of dcara.

By the Pali word acdra is meant just the opposite of

andedra. The deara stands for what is called in Sanskrit

saddedra or Hstdedra, i.e., conduct or behaviour which is

becoming in outward appearance, propriety of conduct, de-

corous behaviour, good manners. And the andedra is

just the opposite of such an dcara. We have got the

following classical definitions of and,edra and dedra in the

Mahdniddesa, (Pp. 228—30).

The ofnJdcdra is twofold, bodily and vocal. What is

in this regard the bodily andedra (misbehaviour) ? “Here

a certain person (i.e., Bhikkhu) having been in the midst

of a congregation, disrespectfully stands in close contact

with senior monks, sits closely, stands before (them), sits

in front, sits on a higher seat, sits with his head cove.red

with robe, speaks in a standing posture, throws, out arms

while he speaks, walks with shoes on while senior monks

are walking barefooted, walks on the higher level of a

pavilion while senior monks are walking on the lower

level, walks on the pavilion while senior monks are walk-

ing on earth, stands forcing his way into the place where

senior monks remain seated, sits doing the same, deprives

junior monks of their seats, (by not taking the seat ar-

ranged for him), throws fuel in fire without permission

while senior monks are in the bath-room, or shuts the

door, walks down to the bathing place in close contact

with senior monks, walks down before, bathes in close

contact, bathes in front, walks up in close contact with

senior monks, walks up before, goes in close contact with

senior monks while entering the inner chamber, goes in

front, goes on and on in front of senior monks overtaking

their steps, rashly enters those restricted' places of the

homestead of a householder which are to be regarded as
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secluded (such as rooms of confinement, bed rooms), pri-

vacies, and not ordinarily open to outsiders, or where the

ladies and womenfolk of the family usually sit, rubs the

head of a boy with his hand. This is called bodily andcara

(misbehaviour).* The opposite of tliis is dcdra (good

lx)dily behaviour). “What is in this regard the vocal

andcara (misbehaviour) ? Here a c;ertain person (monk

preaches the doctrine in disregaT-d of senior monks, with-

out asking their permission, answers the questions, re-

cites the Patimokkha rules, speaks in a standing posture,

throws out arms while he speaks, entering the inner part

of a house, addresses thus a woinan or a maiden, ‘so and

so, what have you got? Is there gruel? Is there rice?

Is there anything to eat? What can T drink? What

can I eat hard and soft? Show me what is to be had?

Thus talks at random.’ The opposite of this is vocal

dcdra (good behavioui'). Acdra is defined also in the

following terms : “The Bhikkliu dwells regardful, fol-

lowing guidance, endowed with moral scruples and trepi-

dation, well dressed, neatly attired, graceful in going and

coming, looking on and looking round, contracting and

stretching forth arms, with downcast eyes, endowed with

gentle postures and deportments, with the doors of senses

well guarded, moderate in eating, wakeful, endowed

* MaMniddesa, 228-29 : ‘‘Duvidho hi nriicdro, h'lyiho vdcasiko

ca. Tattha katamo h'lyiko andcaro? Idhekacco snhghagato pi

acittikarakato there Bhikkhu ghaftayanto pi Hijhnti, ghattayanto
pi ntsldati; . . . ydni fdni honti kuhmnm ovarnkdni gulhani
paficchannani ca yattha kulitthiyo kvlakummiyo nisidanU tattha

pi sahasd pavisati, kvmdrakassa pi sUam pardmasati.”
Patipakkhavmena acaro veditabbo.

^ Mahaniddesa, p. 230: ^‘Tattha katamo vdcasiko anaedro?
Idhekacco saAghagato pi acittikarakato there Bhikkhu andptiocham
. . • dhammarn, bhanti, paftham vimjjeM, patimokkliam
uddisati, thitako pi^ bhanati, bdhdvikkhepaJio pi bhannti
anataragharam pavitto itthim va kumarim <ea evamdha—'ittham-
name itthanigotte, hirp, atthi? . . . kim va me dhisaathd ti vippala-
pc^. Ayatp vuccati vacasiko andcaro. P&tipakkhavasena Scaro
veditabho,’*

‘ ^
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with mindfulness and awareness, desiring little, content-

ed, energetic, lover of the I'ules of good conduct, and res-

pecter of persons worthy of respect. This is called acara

(good behaviour).”®

These Sutta definitions of acara are wide enough to

cover the whole range of the Sekhiya dhammd included in

the scheme of Vinaya discipline. Those which are enun-

ciated in the Sutta texts as norms, standards or princi-

ples of good conduct are sought to be realized or fulfilled

in the daily life of the Buddhist brethren and sisters

through a body of obligatory rules enjoined in the Vinaya

books. The definitions go to indicate that the Vinaya

rules of decorum, when put into practice, governed

Buddhist' etiquette, the word etiquette signifying the

conventional laws of courtesy to be observed between

members of the same confession.

Viewing the Sekhiya rules in the light of the Sutta

definitions of dedra, it becomes easy to understand that

these were intended to make the members of the Sahgha

appear in their manners as gentle, polite, refined, digni-

fied, regardful, amenable to discipline, judicious, con-

scientious, scrupulous, discreet, wise, subdued, graceful,

neatly clad, decent looking, contented with little,

moderate eater, etc., and not as ungentlemanly, impolite,

ugly, undignified, regardless, arrogant, injudicious, un-

conscientious, uncrupulous, indiscreet, unwise, uncon-

trolled, shameless, ill clad, indecent looking, greedy,

gluttonous, etc.

The Vinaya rules of decorum are mainly concerned

with iriyd'patha-cariyd {cathdro iriydfpathd) or the culti-

Vis'iiddh'imagga, I, p. 19 : Api ca hhiklchu mgarfi.vo sappa-
tix.io hirottappa-sampanno

,
mnivattho supaiuto, pasadiliena nhhi-

I'hantena paHliJeantena dlokitena vilohtena mminjitena pasari-

tena okhhittacahTth'u inyapaiha-sannpanno ind/nyesu gultadvaw,
hhojane mattanvu jdgariyam anyutto. satisnmpajo’nveva soman-
ndgto, appiecho, santuttJio, droddJiaririgo, ahhisamacarikesu sak-

JcaccaMrl, garncitthikardbahulo viharali. Aijam vuccati dcaro.

P. 49
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vation of gentle bodily postures and .noble deportments.

The main bodily postures are four" namely, walking,

standing, sitting and lying down as implied in the four

words, gate {gamanam), thite {thanam), nisinne

(nisajjam),’’ and suite {seyyam). The rest, such as mov-

ing to and fro, looking out, looking round, contracting,

stretching forth, dressing, eating, drinking, tasting,

licking, obeying the calls of nature, waking up, speaking

and keeping silence,® are various deportments connected

with those four main postures.

The iriyafathas, understood in the wider sense of

the term and intended to be regulated by the Sekhiya

rules, consist of nimsana (putting on under-garment),

farufana (putting on upper garment), gamana (walking,

locomotion), nisldana (sitting), 'patiggahana (handling),

olokana (looking), mnnaparm, (expressing), dhammade-
sand (preaching), bhojana (eating), uccdre-passdva-khela-

karana (obeying the calls of nature and spitting), and
certain bodily movements, poses, gestures and postures.

The first two, namely, nivdsana and pdrupana, belong

to the category of clothing or dressing. Full dressing on

the part of a Buddhist monk consisted in putting on the

robe to be folded and laid on left shoulder, holding the

bowl in hands, and putting on the under-garment and the

upper garment {samghdti-'patta-clvara-dhdra^ie). The
Monk was to be fully dressed in this fashion only when he
went on his daily rounds for collecting alms. According

to Buddhaghosa’s definition, he was to be well dressed

and well attired {sunivattha supdruta). To be well dress-

ed or properly clad while residing in a monastery, he was
required to put on his under-garment {nimsaim, antara-

Samyutta, p. 78; Sumangalavilasim, I, pp. 183-184.
^ Majjhima Nikaya, I, p. 57.

_

Satipatthma-Sutta : Ahhile-
kcinte pdtikkants . . . alokits viloJAte . . . soTndfijAe pn!<&rit^
saflghatipattacivaTo-dharane asite pite khayite suyite ucca/rapassa-
'vakamme . . . j&garite hhasite tunMbhave.
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vasa) and upper garment or robe proper {^aru'pana, utta-

rojsoMga, cwara) all around Ms person i(parima7i4(dam)

.

The purpose of clothing was to cover the three man-

dalas or zones, to wit, nabM-mandala (navel zone) and

two janu-mmidodas (knee zone),® The monk was to put on

his under-garment all around his person so as to cover

the navel and knee zones. To cover the knee zones, the

under-garment was to reach down eight fingers’ breadth of

the shank while walking (or standing), and four fingers’

breadth of the shank while sitting (or lying down), accord-

ing to the old Singhalese commentary called MahAfaccarl.

Furthermore, the under-garment was to be of standard

size, which is to say, five standard fists in length and two

and a half, or at least two standard cubits in breadth.

The navel zone might not be covered by the under-gar-

ment if it was shorter in breadth, since the upper gar-

ment would suffice for the purpose {clvarefM fi sakkd

paticchd-detum). An upper garment made of double

sheet of cloth {dupatta) was to be preferred to one of

single sheet (ekapatta), inasmuch as the latter was less

likely to be steady when donned.

To be properly clad, the monk was to see that he was

well covered (supaticchanna). This might be done by

covering his body, knee and thigh with his upper gar-

ment, the body including his shoulders and hands dovm

to wrists. The head, face, neck-bone, hands below

wrists, and regions of feet were to be kept uncovered.

The rules of clothing as laid down in the Vinaya Maha-

vagga and Cullavcugga were to be carefully observed so

as to maintain the distinctive characteristic of the Bud-

dhist monk’s dress.

The Buddhist mode of dressing was to be distin-

guished, on the one hand, from those of householders or

9 Cullavagga, VIII, 5. 2; Gliilders, Puli Biotionanj, p. 506.

suh voce Timandalam,
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worldly men^'' and on the other, from those of different

classes and sects of religieux.

The typical dress of the Indian hermits {isis, tapasas,

jatilas) consisted of red birch bark and antelope’s skin.

Both the under-garment and the upper garment were

made of red birch bark, while the antelope’s skin was put

on to cover one shoulder.“ This was evidently in the

immediate background of the full Buddhist dress con-

sisting of three robes {tielvarani).

Amongst the wandering ascetics, mendicants or

recluses {paribbajakas, samams), some, such as the

Ajlvikas, the Avadhutas and the Jinakappikas among the

Nirgranthas (Jainas) went naked. As distinguished

from them, others were clothed {channa-paribbajaka).

Amongst those who were clothed, some put on wooden

garment, some skin, some garment woven of human hair,

some rags and raiments,^® and mostly wore one gar-

ment {ekasataka)-^^ some put on white garment like a

Cullavagga, p. 137 : na bhikkhave gihiparutam pdrupi-

tabhairi,

Jataha, V, p. 132 : rattaraJiacimm nivdsetva ca pampitvd
ca ajina-cavimam ekamsagatdm aJcdsi.

12 Vdmia, I, 10. Cf. the word ddruclriyo.

1® The following is the detailed description of the dresses in

nse among the hermits and ascetics given in the Nikayas. Cf.

Dialogues of ike Buddha, I, p. 280 f.

“He 'Wears coarse hempen cloth. He wears coarse cloth of

interwoven hemp and other materials. He wears cloth taken from
corpses and thro-wn away. He wears clothing made of rags pick-
ed Tip from a dust heap. He wears clothing made of the bark of

the Tiritaka tree. He wears the natural hide of a black antelope.

He wears a dress made of a network of strips of a black antelope’s
hide. He wears a dress made of kusa grass fibre. He wears a
garment of bark. He wears a garment made of small slips or slabs
of wood pieced to^gether. He wears, as a garment, a blanket of
human hair. He wears, as a garment, a blanket made of horses’

» tails He wears, as a garment, a blanket made of th'e feathers of
owls.”

I'l Sarnyutta I, p. 78.
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householder,^^ while others put on garments dyed yellow

(kasma).

Nudity on the part of ascetics and recluses offended

refined social taste. It was strongly resented - by the

womenfolk as indecent and ugly (ahirikam nissirikam).

Thus the Buddhist monk was required to be properly

clad with a view to appearing in the eyes of others as a

person endowed with moral scruples and sense of decency.

The rules of decorum pertaining to dressing, bodily

movements, poses, gestures, postures, laughing, speaking,

etc., are appropriately combined with those relating to

walking and sitting, and by implication, also to standing

and lying down.

First, as to dress :

Properly clad (supaticchanno) was the monk to go

and sit amidst the houses. With his robes not pulled up

(na ukkhittakaya) was he to go and sit amidst the houses.

With his head uncovered (tui ogunthito) was he to go and

sit amidst the houses.

Secondly, as to bodily poses, gestures, postures, and

movements

:

With his body under proper control {susammto) was •

he to go and sit amidst the houses. With, downcast eyes

{okkhittacakkhu) was he to go and sit amidst the houses.

Without swaying his body about {na Imyappacala-

kam) was he to go and sit amidst the houses.

Without swaying his arms and head about {na

hahv/ppacalakam, na snsappacalakom) was he to go and

sit amidst the houses.

With arms not akimbo {na khambhakato) was he to

go and sit amidst the houses.

Without walking on his heels or toes {tw, ukkutikdya)

was he to go and sit amidst the houses.

Tlici-ayutha, verse 965: Hittliiijanam dhojam keci dhares-

santy avadataham.’
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Thirdly, as to laughing and maTsing sound

;

Not with loud laughter {na ujjhagghikaya) -w&s he

to go and sit amidst the houses. Making but a little

sound (appasaddo) v/as he to go and sit amidst the houses.

The rules of decorum governing the Buddhist manner

of eating need some auxiliary rules to regulate the mode

of handling which consists in patiggahana (receiving)

and chaddana (throwing), and we have the following six

rules prescribed for the purpose :

Gracefully {sakkaccamY^ the monk should learn to

receive an alms. Fully conscious of his bowl i^attasanm)

should he receive an alms. With proportionate curry

{sanhdsupakomY'^ should he learn to receive an alms.

With proportionate dishes {samatittikamY^ should he

learn to receive an alms. He should learn not to take hold

of water-jar with a hand soiled with food {na sdrrdsena

hcnthend). And he should learn not to throw into the

inner court the rinsings of the bowl mixed with lumps of

boiled rice {na sasitthakam).

Twenty-four rules of decorum are provided for the

regulation of the Buddhist manner of eating as distin-

guished from those of the Ajlvikas and other Indian ascetics

whose habits of life were notoriously ugly. The rules are

intended to make the Buddhist monk considerate and

careful, gentle and graceful, moderate and ungluttonous

Rhys Davids and Oldenberg translate the word by “with
mind alert” evidently on the authority of the SamantapdsddiJ^ii

which explains it as meaning satim upatthapetva. The Sanskrit

equivalent of the Pali word sakkacca will be saikrtya, giving due
consideration, gracefully (Cf. Sakkaccnm anumohine, Khudda-
kapatha, P.T.S., p. 6).

Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, “With equal curry.” Accord-
ing to the Samantupdsadikd, “When the curry is in quantity one-
fourth of the rice.”

Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, “equally full,” following
the Samantapasadikd which paraphrases the word by samabhari-
tam. But the Pali samatittikam is evidently in Sanskrit sama-
trptikam, ‘dishes in proportionate quantities.’
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in eating, with due sense of propriety, proportion and

decency. With due consideration {sahkaccarn) he was to

learn to eat, paying attention to his bone, begging

straight on from house to house {scupadAnarr^, with

proportionate curry, without pressing down from the top,

without covering up the curry or the condiment with

the rice desiring to make it more palatable. He was to

learn not to ask for curry or rice for his own particular

use, unless he was sick. He was to learn not to look at

others’ bowls with envious thoughts {Ujjhdnasanm)

.

The

food to be taken was to be made up into round morsels and

not into large balls. The door of the mouth was not to

be opened until the ball was brought close. The whole

hand, when eating, was not to be put into the mouth.

Talking was not to be indulged in with the food in the

mouth. Tossing the food into the mouth and nibbling at

the balls of food, were to be avoided. The meal was to.be

taken without stuffing the cheeks out, shaking the hands,

scattering the lumps of boiled rice, putting out the

tongue, smacking the lips making a hissing sound, licking

the fingers, the bowl and the lips. With this praise-

worthy manner of eating may be compared and contrasted

the uncouth and gluttonous habits of Brahmin and

Brahmanical ascetics.^®

Fifteen rules of decorum apply to the Buddhist man-

ner of preaching the Doctrine. These rules were in-*

tended evidently not only to keep up the dignity of the

preacher but also to avoid the awkwardness of the situa-

tion and ineffectiveness of the preaching itself. Each of

Samantapasadil-a, Siamese Ed., I, p. 43: Bindusaro
brahmanabhatto ahosi. So hrdhmananan ca bTahmanajatiya'pd-

sandanafi ca ‘pandaraiigaparibbajnhddinam satthisaTiassdmattanarn

niccahhattaTn pc^thapesi. Asoho pi pitara pavattitam danam
afta.no antepvre tatbeva dadamano ehadivnmm siTiapanjajre thito

te upasamaparibaliirena acarena bhufijamane ammyatindriye
avinlta-inyapathe disva dntesi

—
‘idisam danam upaparikhliitva,

yuttatthdne datum vaUaW ti.
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them is provided with a reasonable exception {anufan-

natti), in the subjunctive clause agilanassa “unless he is

sick/' The doctrine was not to be generally preached to

a person found with a sunshade in his hand, to a person

with a staff or sword or weapon in his hand, not to be

preached to a person wearing slippers or sandals, to a

person seated in a cart or on a couch, and to a person

lolling.

Similarly a person with a turban on his head

or with his head covered was to be avoided. Him-

self seated on the earth the preacher was not to

preach the doctrine seated on a seat; seated on a low

seat, he was not to preach the doctrine to a person

seated on a high seat; standing he was not to preach to a

person sitting. Walking behind he was not to preach

the doctrine to a person walking in front of him. And
walking by the side of the path he was not to preach the

doctrine to a person walking on the path. We have just

three rules governing the Buddhist manner of obeying

the calls of nature, such as passing stools, passing urine

and spitting. Only the first of them is intended to avoid

ugliness, while the remaining two are prescribed with a

view to preventing the destruction of plant-life and pollu-

tion of water. According to the first rule, the monk
Was not to ease himself in a standing posture.

As pointed out before, the Sekhiya rules do not con-

stitute any penal section of the Pdtimokkha Code, and

that as such they are rather out of place in it. The Sam-

antafasadikd and the old Singhalese Commentaries quoted

in it have sought to give a distinct legal aspect to them
providing anupannattis or reasonable exceptions. Accord-

ing to these authorities the breach of a Sekhiya rule makes
the violator liable to the Dukhata offence, a term which
is applicable to the offences not covered by the penal sec-

tions of the Fdtimokkha Code. It is quite conceiveable that
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the breach of a rule -of decorum or a law of etiquette may
be attended with serious consequences. But that takes

place not for the mere violation of the rule. The arro-

gance or incorrigibility on the part of the violator may
give rise to a new set of circumstances under which his

action or impudence may be treated as a criminal offence.

Every religion, nay, every human institution, ancient

or modern, stands for and enforces certain rules of deco-

rum and of etiquette with a view to regulating the deport-

ments, gestures, postures, bodily movements, dressing,

eating, speaking, studying, preaching, teaching, exer-

cising, looking, bathing and obeying the calls of nature

on the part of those who belong to it or are under train-

ing. The Buddhist rules of decorum may be shown to

have in their immediate literary background the rules laid

down in the various Grhya Sutras. It will be seen that

Grhya Sutras, too, speak of the four main Iryafothas

.

as

consisting of standing, sitting, walking and lying down,

the rest being just subservient to them,. Leaving aside

other texts, I shall confine my observations to the

Grhyasutra of Sankhyayana.

First, as to sitting, gankhyayana prescibes the follow-

ing rules of decorum

:

In setting forth the Veda to duly initiated students,

the teacher should sit to the east or to the north,

and the student to the south, with his face turned

to the north. Two students should be so seated, or even

more than two, if there is room for them. The student

must not sit on a high seat in presence of the Gliru, nor

on the same seat with him, nor with outstretched feet,

nor stretching his arms under his knees, nor leaning his

body against a support, nor forming a lap with his feet,

nor holding his feet like an axe.^® He shall sit with

20 Sdnkhyayana, IV, 8. 1—11.

F. 50
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veiled head, suspending his sacrificial cord on his ear, if

he has only one garment, with his face to the north in

the day-time and to the south at night, but not on the

bare ground, not turning his face to the sun, nor his

rump.^^

Secondly, as to going or walking

:

He shall not go to assemblies of people, walk alone,

nor naked nor with veiled hands, nor run. He shall not

climb up a tree. He shall not go to an execution-place,

and in no case to a cemetery. He is not to step between

a teacher and students when they are engaged in study,

nor to change his place during the recitation,^* He must

not go to a place without being invited thereto.

Thirdly, as to lying down

:

He shall not lie down to sleep in the day-time, nor

during the first or the last watch of the night.

Fourthly, as to looking :

He shall not look at a naked woman, nor at the ris-

ing or setting sun, nor at an enemy, nor at an evil-doer,

nor at a person handling dead bodies.*® He shall not

look on urine and excrements, nor look down into a well.

Fifthly, as to eating

:

He shall not eat food robbed of its vitamins, nor

remnants of food other than those belonging to the manes,

gods, guests and the like. He is not to eat together with

his wife.*® Let him eat nothing without having cut off

a portion thereof and offered as a hali. I-et him not eat

alone, nor before others.*’

21 Ihid., lY, 12, 20^-25.

22/6ii., lY, 12.

23 Banlchyayana, lY, 8.

24 7Jid., lY, 11.

25 Hid., lY, 11.

lY, II.

27 Ihid., II, 14.
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Si!xthly, as to courtesy

;

Everyday he shall respectfully salute his teacher, and

his gurus, and a ^rotriya when meeting him, even one

who is not a §rotriya on return from a journey, pro-

nouncing his own name in the words, “I am N. N., Sir
!”

and crossing his hands so as to seize with his right hand
the right foot, and with his left hand the left of the per-

son saluted. The person thus saluted is to address him
with his name, “N. N. !” and to pronounce a wish to him,

seizing his hands.

Seventhly, as to bathing

:

He shall bathe day by day with his clothes on, and
when he has bathed, he shall put on another garment

before he is dry. He shall not eject phlegm into

water, nor in the neighbourhood of water, nor shall he

spit.

Eighthly, as to the recitation of the Veda

:

He is to stop the Veda recitation for specified days

on the following, among other occasions :

If a death or birth of relations has taken place, when
the teacher has died or he has heard of it, on the death

of those whose family head he is, on the death of a

fellow student, when he has followed the funeral of a

dead person, on a burial ground, in a wilderness, on

seeing forbidden sights, on hearing forbidden sounds, on.

smelling a foul smell, on a carriage road, while going in

a chariot, having climbed up a tree, having descended

into a pit, while immersed in water, while anybody cries,

while he is naked, while impure with remnants of food,

on the occasion of the shaving of the hair and the beard

until his bath, while being rubbed, while bathing, while

being anointed, and while suffering bodily pain, with

28 7iid., IV, 12.

ao lUd., IV, 12, 26. 30-31.
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veiled hands, in an army, or in presence of a Brahmin

who has not had his meal.®®

Ninthly, as to speaking and talking

:

In asking the teacher to recite the Veda, the student

shall gently say, “Eiecite, Sir!” The teacher causing

him to pronounce the syllable OM, he is to reply, uttering

OM. When the teacher has recited, he is to leave the*

place, saying, “We have finished, Sirl”®^

When in the midst of an assembly, he shall not point

out anything evil against anybody. He is not to be a

reviler, nor a slanderer, nor a wanderer from house to

house, nor a prattler.®® He is not to talk with a woman
who is recently confined or has her courses, nor with other

undesirable persons.®®

Tenthly, as to dressing

:

He shall put on an under-garment and an upper gar-

ment, a new garment which has not been washed at the

time of initiation. He is also to wear a girdle, and to

use a staff. He shall not leave a passage between himself

and the staff. He shall also put on the sacrificial cord,

and make with ashes the tri'pundra sign on his forehead.®'*

The Jain rules of conduct as laid down in the

Acarahga Sutra contain also the rules of decorum and of

etiquette. As there are no penal laws added to them,

these rules of conduct may all in a sense be treated as

rules of decorum and of etiquette. But they are suffi-

ciently elaborate and justified by reasons, while in the

case of the Buddhist rules of conduct and of decorum,

the reasons are just implied in the set of circumstances

under which they were introduced and enforced,

30 Bankhyayana, IV, 7.

31 Ibid., IV, 8, 13, 16.

33 Ibid., IV, 12, 10-11.

33 Ibid., IV, 11, 6-7.

3< Ibid., II, 1 et seq.
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The Jain rules are classified in the Acaranga' Sutra

under such general heads as begging, walking, modes of

speech, entry into others’ possessions, postures, place of

study, and attending to the calls of nature. Here beg-

ging includes the begging of food and drink, begging for

a bowl, the begging of clothes, and begging for a residence

or a couch. Under these subheads are to be found the

rules governing the modes of eating and drinking, dress-

ing, and lying down. Walking includes travelling, cross-

ing, swimming, and other forms of movement. The pos-

tures are those which are involved in religious exercises.

The reasons or arguments behind these rules are

based on such general principles as the avoidance of

situations in which the monk or nun may be guilty of

hurting or killing all forms of life, or of inconveniencing

others, or of wounding social, moral or religious scruples

of others, the avoidance of situations in which the monk or

nun may run the risk of endangering his or her own posi-

tion, or of receiving bodily injuries, or of feeling dis-

comfort, or of being found guilty of theft or trespass, or

of moral degradation, or of mental perturbation, and the

avoidance of all situations in which the monk or nun may

be found acting under the slightest influence of greed, ill-

will, evil intention, discontent, delusion, inconsideration,

haughtiness, and the like.

First, as to dressing and begging of clothes

:

The full dress of a Jain monk consisted of two linen

under-garments and one woollen upper garment. Among

other requisites, he was to possess an almsbowl with six

articles belonging to it, a broom (rajoJiaram) and

a veil for the mouth {mukka-mtthika). At the advent of

the hot season he was to leave off the used up garment of

the three and to be clad with an upper and under-garment,

or with the undermost garment, or with one gown, or

with no clothes.®® If a monk were youthful, young, strong
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and healthy, he might wear one robe,' and not two. In

the case of a nun, she was to have four raiments, one two

cubits broad, two three cubits broad, one four cubits broad,

the first to wear in the cloister, the second and third for

out-of-door, the fourth for assemblies.®®

A mendicant who is provided with three robes, shall

not beg for a fourth robe; which is provided with two robes,

shall not beg for a third robe; who is provided with one

robe, shall not beg for a second robe.

In begging for clothes, a mendicant may specify their

quality so that they may be pure and acceptable to him.

He shall ask for those clothes which he has well inspected

as to their purity and acceptability. He shall ask for

those clothes which at the moment are not wanted or meant

for others. He shall ask for only those clothes which may
be spared immediately.

Properly and fully dressed, a mendicant shall enter

the abode of a householder for the sake of alms and go to

the out-of-door place for religious practices or study, and

wander from village to village. During heavy- showers,

however, he shall not be fully dressed. Even in face of

all dangers, he shall not part with clothes, leave the road

or take another path but unperturbed and with his mind

not directed to outward things and circumspectly he shall

wander about in the country.

These are quite in accord with the Buddhist rules of

conduct and decorum. Among those which are in con-

flict with the Buddhist, the first and foremost is that

which permits a mendicant going naked. The second

objectionable rule from the Buddhist point of view is that

a Jain mendicant is to wear the clothes in that state in

which he receives them from the donor, and not to wash

35 AcarMga Sutra, S.B.E., Vol. XXII, I, 7, 4—7.
38 Ibid., II, 5, 1.

37 IcarSftga, I. 7. 4. 1; II. 5. 1. 17; II, 5. 2, 1.
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or dye them, nor is he to wear washed or dyed clothes, nor

to hide his (dirty) clothes when passing through other

villages, being careless of dress. He is not to wash his

clothes, rub or wipe them with ground drugs, nor to clean

or wash them in plentiful water, because they are not

new.®'^

The ugly habits of the Jain mendicants are evident

from the explanation offered in the Icdrahga sutra which

says, “Some householders are of clean habits and the men-

dicants, because they never bathe, are covered with

uncleanliness
;
they smell after it, they smell badly, they

are disagreeable, they are loathsome.”®®

Secondly, as to eating and begging of food and drink

:

A mendicant shall not eat or accept food or drink

which is impure and forbidden. The impure food is that

which is placed on a post or pillar or beam or scaffold or

loft or platform or roof or some such-like elevated place,

that which is kept in earthenware, that which is kept on

the earth-body, the wind-body, and the fire-body, that

which is cooled by blowing or fanning, and that which is

placed on vegetable or animal matter.®®

The impure drmk is the water which has been used

for watering flour or sesamum or rice, or which has been

recently used for washing, which has not acquired a new

taste, nor altered its taste or nature, nor has been

strained.^®

The forbidden food consists of the Juice of fruits,

raw things that contain the slightest trace of life in them,

meat and fish diet, and the food which is wanted by or

meant for others.

The forbidden drink includes all kinds of alcohol. A
mendicant on a begging tour shall not go to a festival,

38 lUd., II, 3, 3, 1.

39 lUd., II, r, 7.

« lUd., II, 1, 7.
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preceded or followed by an entertainment, to partake of

it, knowing that there will be servfed up chiefly meat or

fish, nor to a wedding breakfast, nor to a funeral dinner,

or to a family dinner.

A mendicant on a begging tour shall not stand lean-

ing against the door-post of the householder’s abode, or

his sink or spitting pot, nor in sight of, or opposite to his

bathroom or privy, nor should he contemplate a loophole

or a mended spot or a fissure of the house or the bathing

house, showing in that direction with an arm or pointing

with a finger, bowing up and down.^^

He shall not beg, pointing with a finger at the house-

holder or moving him with a finger, threatening or scratch-

ing him with a finger, praising or cursing him.^®

Thirdly, as to walking :

A mendicant shall circumspectly wander from village

to village. He shall look forward for four cubits, and

seeing animals, he shall move on by walking on his toes

or heels or the sides of his feet, or shall choose some by-

path. He shall avoid treading on living beings, seeds,

grass, water or mud. He shall not choose the road

which lies through places belonging to borderers,

robbers, etc.

In crossing a river, he shall circumspectly enter the

boat with the owner’s permission. He shall not choose the

stern or the prow or the middle of the boat, nor should he

look at it holding up his arms, pointing at it with his

finger, bowing up and down. On getting into the boat, he

shall step apart, examine his dress, put aside his provender,

and wipe his body from head to heels. While swimming in

the water, he shall not dive up and down, lest water will

« lUd., II, I, 4, 1.

« lUd., II, 1, 4, 1.

*3 Hid., II, 1, 6, 3.
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enter into his ears, ’eyes, nose or mouth, nor shall he touch

another person’s hand, foot or body with his own.

He shall not wipe or rub or brush or stroke or dry or

warm or heat his body in the sun before the water on his

body has dried up and the moisture is gone.

He shall not travel, conversing with householders.

If he coines across a shallow water, he shall circumspectly

wade through it. With his feet soiled with mud, he

shall not walk out of the way and destroy the grass by

treading or trampling.

Fourthly, as to sleeping

:

Having spread a perfectly pure bed or couch a men-

dicant shall circumspectly use it, wiping first his body

from head to heels. While sleeping, he shall take care

that his bed or couch is kept at such a distance from that

of the next person that he does not touch his neighbour’s

hand, foot or body with his own. Before inhaling or

exhaling, coughing or sneezing, yawning or vomitting or

eructating, he shall cover his face or the place where it

lies.**

Fifthly, as to speaking

:

He shall speak with precision, employing language

in moderation and restraint, which is grammatically cor-

rect, and understanding its true import. He shall use

true and accurate speech, which is not sinful, blameable,

rough and harsh. If in addressing a man, he does not

respond, he shall not say, “You loon! You lout! You

§udra! You low-born wretch! or the like.” It is better

for him to say, O long-lived one ! O' faithful one ! 0 lover

of truth! or the like.”*®

A mendicant, seeing any sort of diseases shall not

talk of them in this way : “He has got boils or leprosy,

** Acaranga, II, 2, 3, 26—^28.

II, 4, 1.

F, 51
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Ms hand is cut, or his foot, nose, ear Or lip is cut.” See-

ing any sort of good qualities, he shall speak thus : “He
is strong, powerful, vigorous, famous, well-formed, well-

proportioned, handsome.”^®

Sixthly, as to attending to the calls of nature

:

A mendicant shall ease nature on the ground which is

well inspected and cleaned, and which is not infected by

eggs or living beings. He shall not ease nature on a

pillar or bench or scaffold or loft or tower or roof, nor

on a bare ground, the wet ground, the dusty ground, nor

on a rock or, clay containing life, etc. He shall take his

own chamber-pot or that of somebody else, and going

apart with it, he is to ease nature in a secluded place where

no people pass or see them, and leave the excrements on

a heap of ashes etc.^'^

The instances need not be multiplied. Those cited

are-enough to show that the Jain rules of conduct and of

decorum, agreeing in their essential features with the Bud-

dhist rules, were broadbased upon careful considerations

and keen observations. A comparative study of these

rules as enforced by different religions of India and of the

world is sure to yield many fruitful results, which, how-

ever, is far beyond the scope of the present article.

« im., II, 4, 2, 1-2.

lUd., II, 10.



“THE SANGAMA DYNASTY AND CEYLON.”

BY

Dr. T. V. Mahalingam, M.A-, D.Litt.,

Lecturer in History, Madura College, M-adura.

The luxuriant and beautiful island of Ceylon, “the

pearl-drop on the brow of India,” has not been a mere ap-

pendage of India through the ages. It has a history of

its own, though it is one of the most unfortunate countries

whose independence has ever been at stake owing to fre-

quent foreign invasions. On account of its proximity to

the mainland of India it has had a continuous history of

political, cultural and social contact with the latter in

general and more particularly with South India from very

early times. Erom the days of the Sangama period’, the

South Indian powers, the Colas and the Pandyas as well

as t|ie Ceras interfered with the affairs of Ceylon. It was

not iufrequently that the Ceylonese Kings invited trouble

to themselves by siding with one or other of the South

Indian powers who were frequently quarrelling among

themselves. Tamilian settlements were founded in Ceylon;

South Indian systems of Government influenced the ad-

ministrative institutions of the island; the South Indian

style of architecture was introduced in it, and thus the

northern part of the island was practically Tamilised.

In the early years of the second half of the fourteenth

century Kumara Kampana, the son of Bukka I conquered

a good part of South India for the newly founded kingdom

of Vijayanagar. After taking the Sambuvaraya country

in A.D. 1361-62, he defeated the Muslims at Kaimanur

near Trichinopoly, came into conflict with Quarbat Hasam

Kangw, the Sultan of Madura, defeated and killed him in

battle in 1371, captured the fort of Madura, incorporated

403
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that region with the Vijayanagar dominions and thereby

put an end to the independent Sultahat of Madura which

lasted for about 48 years, having been founded in 1334.

After the conquest of the Madura country Kampana ruled

the area from Madura itself, he being “pleased to conduct

the rule of the earth on a permanent throne.”^ On his

death in 1374® he seems to have been succeeded to

the provincial governorship by his son Jammana Udaiyar,

also known as Empana and Yammana and himseK by a
nephew of Eis Porka^udaiyar.® Of the two however
the former alone is known to epigraphy. Harihara II’s

(1376-1404) supremacy was recognised in South India.

But about A.D. 1385 South India appears to have got out

of the control of Vijayanagar. Hence Virupaksa, a son

of Harihara II, again brought the Tundira, Cola and
Paadya countries under the control of Vijayanagar and
ruled over them.^ But we do not know the exact circum-

stances and the course of the reconquest of South India

by the Vijayanagar Prince.

It was about this time that Vijayanagar came into

close contact with Ceylon, whose ruler was then Bhuva-
naika Bahu (1372-1406). While giving a descriptive

account of Vijayanagar the Muslim historian Firishta

observes that “The Eajas of Malabar, Ceylon and other

countries kept ambassadors at his court and sent annually
rich presents”®. But this statement cannot be in-

terpreted as indicating the subordination of Ceylon to the
supremacy of Vijayanagar, for, firstly, the maintenance
of permanent ambassadors by one court in another was

1 M.E.R., 18 of 1809.

2 M.E.R., 573 of 1902.

® Nelson, Madura Country^ III, p. g2*

"
,

p. 228; E.L, VIII, pp. 298—300; Alampundi
and Soraikkarmr plates.

s Briggs, Firishta^ II, pp. 377-8.
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not known in ancient and mediaeval India,® and second-

ly there is no literary or epigraphical evidence to

show that Ceylon had actually been conquered by Vijaya-

nagar by that time. Therefore it could have been only a

friendly embassy, as the one sent in 1374 by Bukka I of

Vijayanagar to the court of Taitsu, the King-Emperor of

China with tributes and large presents.^

But the first actual invasion of Ceylon on behalf of

Vijayanagar was underaken by Virupaksa the son of

Harihara II in 1385. The Alampundi plates of

Virupaksa mention that besides conquering the Cola, and

Pandyan countries, he conquered the people of Ceylon and
brought booty to his father which were in the shape of

crystals and other jewels.®

This is corroborated by literary evidence. Prince

Virupaksa, in his drama Narayani Vilasam, claims to

have set up a pillar of victory in the island of Simhala

(Ceylon)®.

Nuniz also refers to the conquest. Eeferring to

one “Ajarao”, probably a corruption of the full name
Virupaksa Baya, he says that he took “Goa, and Chaul,

and Dabull and Ceillao, and all the country of Charman-
dell, which had also rebelled after the first of destruction

of this kingdom”^®.

Ceillao is certainly a reference to Ceylon. It may be

noted however that the mention of the conquest of Ceylon

® See Administration and Social Life under Vijayanagar—by
tbe axitbor. (Madras University), p. 172.

Bretacluiedier, Mediaeval Researches, Yol. II, p. 211.

Ind. Ant., Yol. XL, p. 140.

8 Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 228.

® Dr. S. K. Ayyangar, Sources of Vijayanagar History,
(Madras University), p. 53.

10 Sevrell, A Forgotten Empire, p. 301; the suggestion of
Sewell that by “Aja Eao” Nuniz means two kings, Bukka II
and his brother Deva Raya I appears toTe a mistake. See ihid.,

p. 51.
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by the Vijayanagar King is only an exaggerated account

of the conquest of the small island of Jaffna lying close

to the northern part of Ceylon. But the island does

not seem to have been retained by the Vijayanagar

sovereign. The Nallur grant of Harihara II of 1399 which

credits him with such imperial titles as Purvapa^chimada-

ksina samudradhi^vara does not make any reference to

Ceylon. This gives an indication of the possibility of the

island conquered in 1385 having gone out of the control

of Vijayanagar by that time. Evidently the conquest of

Virupaksa was only a short-lived affair.

We do not hear of the relations between Vijayanagar

and Ceylon again till we come to the days of Devaraya IT.

According to Nuniz “in his (Deva Raya’s) time the king

of Coullao (Quilon) and Ceyllao (Ceylon) and Paleacate

(Pulicat) and Pegu and Tenacary (Tenasserim) and 'many

other countries paid tribute to him”.^^ When exactly

Ceylon was reconquered for Vijayanagar is difficult to

explain unless we correlate such an achievement claimed by

Vijayanagar with a similar claim made simultaneously by

the Pandyan ruler of the period Arikesari Parakrama

Pandya.

The then Ceylon King was Parakrama Bahu VI
(1412-1468) of the Kotte dynasty. An inscription of S

1357 (A.D. 1435) states that Lakkanna Dannayaka U^ai-

yar one of the ministers of Deva Raya II fitted out a

cavalry force for destroying Jyalpanam, Napatamanam
(Napattanam) and Ilam and for the success of same an

endowment was made as Samudrayatradana.^® The expedi-

tion seems to have met with success for we find that in

A.D. 1438 Lakkanna assumed the title of Daksina

SamudradhipatP® and Deva Raya II himself took the

Sewell, op. cit., p. 302.

12 South Ind. Ins., VII, Ifo. 778.

i8M.I?.i?., 141 o£ 1903; S.I.I., VIII, No. 428.
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title of Ham Tirai Konda, (one who took tribute from
Ceylon) Further comtemporary Ceylonese poems refer

to the people of Jaffna as Kanarese, and this is corroborat-

ed by the evidence of Valentyen who mentions an invasion

of Ceylon by the Kanarese

The history of the later Pandyas is not clearly known,
particularly after their retirement to Tinnevelly. “The
history of the later Pandyas of Tinnevelly is the story of a

more or less steady decline, punctuated by a few feeble

attempts at revival ending in the final disappearance of

the dynasty towards the close of the sixteenth or early in

th the seventeenth century.”^®

But there appeared among them certain able rulers

who in their linked sphere distinguished themselves in

war and peace. Among them Arike^ari Parakrama
Pandya (1422-63) was one. He ruled over the modern
Tinnevelly district and some parts of the Travanqore
state. He is credited with several victories over his

enemies at various battle-fields. An inscription of his in

the Vi^vanathasvami temple at Tenki^i says that he saw
“the backs of his enemies (in the battles fought) at §ingai,

Anurai, Jra^ai, §enbai, Vindai, Mudalai, Virai and
VaippSru.^''

According to another epigraph of his he is said to

have come out successful in the battle at Vindai.^®

Senbai appears to have been a scene of action against

the Cera ruler.

Codrington identifies the two places Singai and Arunai
with the capitals of Jaffna and Ceylon.®® Thus Arike^ari

144 of 1916; see also 128 of 1901.

Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, p. 92.

^® K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, The Pandynn Kingdom, p. 247.

^’^Trm. Arch. Senes I, Vol. II; 4 of 1912,
18 Tra. Ar. S., Ill, pp. 95—8.
18 Ihid., XII, V, 10.

8® A Short History of Ceylon, p. 92,
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Parakrama seems to have been successful both against

the Kerala and Ceylonese rulers.

Such a claim to the conquest of the island made by

two contemporary rulers cannot have any significance un-

less we are able to correlate the relationship that existed

at the time between the Vijayanagar house and the crip-

pled Pandyan dynasty. Though some scholars think

that the claim made by Arikesari Parakrama Pandya

to success in various battles is too boastful to be believed.^^

Yet there appears to be some truth in it. After the con-

quest of Madura by Kumara Kampana the territory ap-

pears to have continued to be ruled by the weakened

Pa^idyas who recognised the supremacy of and owed

allegiance to the imperial house of Vijayanagar. We get

only conflicting accounts of a traditional nature about

the reason for and the manner of the restoration of

the Pandyas to the rulership of the Madura country. In

spite of apparent contradictions we may believe that

the Pandyas were restored to their position subject

to their acceptance of the supremacy of Vijayanagar. The

most powerful of the Pandyan rulers of the 15th century

was Arikesari Parakrama Pandya, who appears to have

taken part in the Ceylonese campaigns of Lakkanna

Dannayaka as a loyal feudatory of the Vijayanagar house.

Hence it is that he also records his achievements in battles

in Ceylon.

But the success of Vijayanagar over Ceylon gained

about A.D. 1435 appears, like the previous ones, to have

been only a short-lived affair. It was probably after the

assertion of independence by the Ceylonese that, according

to Valentyn, an expedition was undertaken by the

Ceylonese to Adriampet (Adhirampatrinam, Tanjore

Dt.) apparently in retaliation of the capture by South

81 0. Basanayagam—AncieEt Jaffna, p. 36T.
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Indians of Ceylonese ships laden with cinnamon.^®

Therefore in order to ‘assert the supremacy of Vijayanagar
over Ceylon, another expedition was called for, towards
the close of the reign of Deva Raya II. Abdur Eazzak
who visited Vijayanagar in 1442-43 says that the Danaik
(Lakkanna Dandanayaka) had gone on a voyage to the

frontiers of Ceylon.^® It is possible that, since Lakkanna
Dannayaka is said to have gone on a voyage to the frontiers

of Ceylon, he could have recognised only the small island

of Jaffna and the northern portions of Ceylon. Perhaps
before he could pursue his success into the interior he was
called back to the imperial headquarters. Describing the

extent of the empire of Deva Riaya II, in 1442^3 ‘Abdul
Razzak says that it extended “from the borders of Sarangli

to those of Gulburga and from Bengal to Malabar a space
of more than 1,000 parasangs.

From this description it does not follow that during
the time of Abdur Razzak’ s visit to the coui’t of Dgva
Raya II Ceylon formed part of the Vijayanagar Empire.
But there can be no doubt about the fact that Deva Raya
II collected tribute from the ruler of Ceylon at least for

sometime during his reign.

We do not know anything about the relations that

existed between Vijayanagar and Ceylon during the weak
rule of Mallikarjuna and Virupaksa. It is quite possible

that Ceylon continued to be independent of Vijayanagar
during the period and paid no tribute to her.

22 H. W. Codrington, op. cit., p. 84.
2S Elliot and Dawson, History of India as told by her own

historians, IV, p. 105; 1904-05, par. 58; Sewell, op. cit..
p. 74.

2* Elliot and Dawson, op. cit., p. 106.

P. 52





gRlKSHETRA—A HINDU COLONIAL
KINGDOM IN BURMA

BY

R. C. Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D,

§1. The heginnings of Hindu colonisation in Burma.

It is a well-known fact that since the beginning of

the Christian era, if not earlier still, the Hindus,

—

taking the expression in the widest sense so as to include

all people of India apart from their religious profession,

—

had been setting up colonies in various parts of Indo-

China and the islands of the Indian Archipelago. This

colonial movement was due to the same causes, and followed

more or less the same processes, as we have witnessed in

more recent times, particularly in regard to European

colonies. But there was an essential difference. The

Hindu colonists settled among the people of their adopted

country, and did not maintain racial aloofness, or form so

many outposts for the extension of political or military

power of the motherland. They were lured by considera-

tions of trade and commerce or urged by missionary acti-

vity or a spirit of military adventure, but once they were

settled in the new land, they merged themselves into, and

became part and parcel of, the indigenous people. Instead

of using the colonies as fields for exploitation and enrich-

ment of their own country, the Hindu colonists used these

as so many bases for spreading Indian culture and civili-

sation in all its aspects. While they thus' moulded the

native peoples by the introduction of a higher culture, they

themselves were slowly transformed by close contact with
411
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them, and were ultimately absorbed in them without

leaving any distinctive trace of their existence as a separate

racial unit. But although they were thus dissolved into

the native elements, the relics of Hindu civilisation intro-

duced by them such as art literature, religion and social

ideas, have kept alive the memory of that vast colonial

enterprise which forms such a brilliant episode in the his-

tory of India.

Burma, being the nearest to India, and accessible both

by land and sea, was probably colonised by the Hindus at

a very early period. As there were Hindu colonies in

Malay Peninsula and Cambodia in the first and second

centuries A.D. it may be held on general grounds that

Hindu colonisation in Burma dates from an earlier period.

Unfortunately, positive evidence is lacking and we have

to rely, for the beginnings of Hindu colonisation in Burma,
mostly on local traditions and inferences from archaeo-

logical remains of a later date.

The Burmese chronicles record stories of Indian colo-

nisation even before the birth of Gautama Buddha. But
these texts were composed in the eighteenth century

though they certainly incorporated older traditions. The
antiquity of the Hindu colonisation is supported in a

general way by the identification of Ptolemy’s place-names,

which may be reasonably located in Burma, with tradi-

tional Hindu localities, the occurrence of isolated Brahmi
letters in some records, and the reference to large Buddhist

settlements in Burma in Chinese chronicles of the third

century A.D., but we have no reliable account of its early

history. The beginnings of Indian colonisation -in Burma,
as in the rest of Indo-China, are thus shrouded in dark-

ness and are merely echoed in local legends. These legen-

dary accounts of early Indian immigrants into Burma are

many and varied in character, and have been recorded in

local chronicles which we possess quite a large number.
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The most widely accepted legends about Indian settlements

in Burma may be summed up as follows :
—

^

Abhiraj, a prince of the Sakya clan of Kapilavastu

marched with an army to Upper Burma, founded the city

of Sankissa (Tagaung) on the Upper Irawadi, and set

himself up as the king of the surrounding region. After

his death the kingdom was divided in two parts. The

elder ruled over Arakan and the younger over Tagaung.

Thirty-one generations of kings ruled over Tagaung when

the kingdon was overthrown by tribes coming from the

east. About this time, when Gautama was still alive, a

second band of Kshatriyas from the Gangetic valley in

India arrived in Upper Burma under Daza Baja

(Da^araja). He occupied the old capital and married the

widow of its last king. After sixteen generations of kings

of the second dynasty had ruled, the kingdom of Tagaung

was overrun by foreign invaders, who dethroned the king.

The elder son of this king had a miraculous escape and

founded a new kingdom with his capital near modern

Prome. His son Dutta Baung founded the great city of

Thare Khettara (Srikshetra) nearby and made it his

capital. Eighteen kings ruled after him till 84 A.D. when

a civil war broke out. Of the three constituent tribes Pyu,

Kanran and Mramma, the first two fought for supremacy

for eleven years. The Pyu having gained the contest by

an artifice, the Kanran went off to Arakan. The Pyu

themselves were shortly after defeated by the Mons or

Talaings of the south, and after wandering in various

regions founded the city of Pagan and settled there.

After this the chronicles do not mention the separate

tribes and the name Mramma, from which is derived the

modern name Burma, appears as the national designation

of the people as a whole.

For the legends, cf. G. E. Harvey—Historji of Burma; A.

Phayre—History of Burma; The Glass Palace Chronicle, tran-

slated by Pe Manng Tin and G. H. Luce,
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According to this legend the Pyue tribes® ruled over a

powerful kingdom with its capital, first at Srikshetra, near

Prome, and then at Pagan. Fortunately we know a great

deal about these Pyus, both from the Chinese history and

from the remains dug up by recent excavations at Hmawza
(near Prome) which represents the site of ancient §ri-

kshetra. The Burmese chronicles, written at a time when

the Burmese tribe had held undisputed sway over the

country for many centuries represent the Pyu as

one of the constituent tribes of the Burmese. But

philological investigation into the language of the

Pyus shows that they were very distantly related to the

Mrammas or Burmese proper, and should be regarded for

all practical purposes, as a separate racial unit®. His-

torically, the Burmese do not play any part in the history

of Burma before the eleventh century A.D., and it is

generally held now that their migration into the country

in large numbers does not probably date much earlier. In

any case during the first millenium of the Christian era,

Burma proper (excluding Arakan) contained only two

important groups of people, viz., the Mons or Talaings in

the coastal region in the south and south-east, and

the Pyus along the valley of the upper and the lower

Irawady from Shwebo district in the north to Prome in

2 The real name of this people is not known with certainty.

The later Burmese chronicles refer to them as Pyu and this form
was evidently the origin of the name Piao, by which the Chinese
knew them. According to the New History of Tang Dynasty the
Piaos called themselves Tu-lo-chu and the Javanese called them
Tu-li-chu. Now in a Mon Inscription (No. ix) of Kyanzittha’s
reign found at Pagan, reference is made, in course of a detailed
description of an elaborate ceremony, to the “Burmese singing,
Mon singing and Tircul singing.”^ It has been suggested that
in this Tircul we have approximation to the actual name
of the Pyus. It has also been pointed out that a very simi-
lar name Trsul (or T. sul) is used by the Persian authors of the
.9th and 10th centuries A.D. to indicate a country adjacent to
China (cf. Jourw. Burma Res. Soc., Vol. XXII, p. 90; Vol.
XXVII, p. 341).

8 Ann, Eep. A.S.I., 1931-3, p. 186.
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the south. The Hindu colonists settled among these

two peoples and introduced Hindu culture and civilisation

among them.

§2. Kingdom of §nkshetra.

To the north of the Mons in Lower Burma the Hin-

duised Pyus established a kingdom with Srikshetra {Mod.

Hmawza, near Prome) as the capital. According to the

legends quoted above, this kingdom was founded by the

Hindu or Hinduised royal dynasty of Tagaung on

the Irawadi in Upper Burma. There is no inherent

improbability in the assumption that the Indian colonists

who went by land-route to Upper Burma from E. India,

through Manipur, gradually spread southwards along the

Irawadi. But in view of the fact that Prome was much

nearer the sea in those days than at present, the arrival

of fresh Indian colonists by sea, or by land through Arakan,

cannot be altogether discounted and even appears quite

probable. On the whole it would be much safer to take

the Pyu as a distinct political unit, and regard the kingdom

of Srikshetra as a separate Hindu colony, rather than a

mere offshoot of that of Upper Burma. Although the

inscribed records of the Pyus discovered so far do not

enable us to reconstruct even an outline of their political

history, they furnish the names of certain kings and throw

light upon their culture and civilisation. The records

were all found at or near Hmawza (old Prome), the site

of the ancient Pyu capital, and we may notice a few of

them.

(1) An inscription, engraved on the pedestal of a

Buddha image, composed in beautiful Sanskrit verse, in-

terspersed with Pyu renderings of Sanskrit Text. The

script and the style of the image both resemble those of.

Eastern India of about the seventh century A.D. It

appears from the record that the image of Buddha was set
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up by King Jayachandravarman at tbe instance of his

guru (religious preceptor) for maintaining peace and

good-will between the king and his younger brother Hari-

vikrama. We are further told that King Jayaehandra

built two cities side by side*.

(2) Seven inscriptions on five funeral urns, found

near the Payagi Pagoda, contain the names of three kings

Harivikrama, Siha (Simha) Vikrama, and Suriya

(SCirya) Vikrama. The dates in these inscriptions have

been interpreted to refer to the period between A.D. 673

and 718, but this is by no means certain. The inscriptions

are written in Pyu language and archaic South-Indian

alphabets which appear to belong to a much earlier period®.

(3) A Pyu inscription on a stufa gives the names or

titles of donors as §ri Prabhuvarma and Sri Prabhudevi
and most probably these are the king and the queen®.

The antiquity and the importance of the Pyus is

proved by the fact that the earliest notices in Chinese

texts^ regarding Burma refer to the people as P’iao,

which undoubtedly is the same as Pyu. These notices go
back to the third century A.D. and show that the Pyus
then occupied the valley of the Irawadi. The continued

existence of the Pyus is confirmed by references in Chinese

texts between the third and seventh century A.D.
The account of Hiuen Tsang® shows that the Hindu-
ised Pyu kingdom of Srikshetra was the first great

Hindu kingdom beyond the frontier of E. India in

the seventh century A.D. The several inscriptions, noted

above, probably also belong to the same period.

1927-28, p. 128; 1930-31, p. 219.
Dr. Nihar Eanjan Ray—Sanskrit Bvddhism in Burma, p. 19.
® Bp. Ind., Vol. XII, pp. 127 ff.

^ Ann. Rep. A.S.I. 1926-7, p. 175,
''For the Chmese notices regarding the Pyus cf. B.E F.E.O.,

Vol. IV, pp. 166—173; Joum. Burma Res. Soc., Vol. XXVII.
pp. 240 ff.

, ^ i ,

8 Watteis—^Vol. II, p. 187.
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The rise of the powerful Thai kingdom of Nan-chao®

in Yunnan proved a source of great danger to the Pyus.

The Thais of Nan-chao seem to have dominated Upper
Burma in the 8th and 9th centuries. Ko-lo-fong, the

King of Kan-chaOj inflicted a defeat upon the Chinese in

754 A.D. and the internal dissensions of the Chinese

empire, following shortly after, freed him from any danger

in that quarter. He, therefore, turned his attention to

the west and invaded the Pyu kingdom. The Pyu-Nan-chao

frontier corresponded with the present Sino-Burman

frontier in the neighbourhood of Bhamo. The Pyu
king seems to have submitted to his powerful neighbour,

when I-meu-sin, the grandson of Ko-lo-fong submitted to

China towards the close of the eighth century and sent

embassies to the Imperial court the Pyu king also imitated

his example. In 802 A.D. he sent an embassy led by his

brother (or son) Sunandana, governor of the city of §rl

(perhaps Bhamo or Tagaung), and sent the musicians of

his court as present to the Chinese emperor. Another

embassy was sent in 807 A.D. It is presumably from these

embassies that the Chinese derived the information about

the country which we find recorded in Chinese chronicles.

According to the Chinese account the Pyu kingdom was
600 miles from east to west and 700 or 800 miles from
north to south. It adjoined to Kamboja on the east and
the sea on the south. On its south-west (probably mean-
ing south-east) was Dvaravatl and on its west, Eastern
India. It extended up to Nan-chao on the north. The
Pyu claimed to have 18 subject kingdoms mostly to the

south of Burma, but as the list includes Palembang Java,

SravastI Champa, etc., it is largely an empty boast.

Lists of 8 or 9 garrison towns and of the S2 most important
among the 298 tribes or settlements are also given.

^

9 For an account of the kinsfdom of Nan-chao cf. a series of
articles by E. Eocher in T’oung Poo, Series I, Vol. X: B.E.F.E.O,
Vol. IV, pp. 152—169,

F. 53
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The Old History of the Tang Dynasty gives the fol-

lowing account :

—

“ The king’s name is Maharaja. His chief Miniscer

is Mahasena. The city-wall is faced with glaeed bricks;

it is 27 miles in circumference. The banks of the moat are

faced with brick. Within the walls the inhabitants

number several thousands of families. There are over a

hundred Buddhist monasteries with courts and rooms all

decked with gold and silver. It is their custom to love

life and hate killing. Their laws contain no mention of

punishment nor any kind of chains or fetters. When they

come to the age of seven both boys and girls drop their hair

and stop in a monastery where they take refuge in the

Sangha. On reaching the age of twenty, if they have

not awakened to the principles of Buddha, they let their

hair grow again and become ordinary townsfolk. Their

clothes are all made of silk-cotton cloth (?) They do not

wear silk because they say, it comes from silk-worms and

involved injury to life.

The 'Man-Shu adds that the Pyu custom is “to
esteem modesty and decency. Their disposition is peace-

ful and good. They are men of few words. There are

many fortune-tellers and astrologers.”

The New History of the Tang Dynasty contains a long

passage about the Pyus from which the following extracts

are made :

—

“ There are twelve gates with pagodas at the four

corners : the people all live within. They make their

tiles of lead and tin, and their timber of lychee. They are

acquainted with astronomy and delight in Buddha’s law.

There is a great white image, 100 ft. high (“opposite the

gate of the palace,” adds the Man-shu). Their money is

of silver and gold {Man-shu says only of silver) shaped

like the half-moon. They traffic with their neighbouring

tribes in glazed ware and earthen jars, among otiber things.
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The married womeil wear their hair piled in coils on the

top of the head and ornamented with silver and strings of

pearls. They wear blue skirts of silk-cotton ( 1) and throw

about them pieces of gauze. When out for a walk, they

hold a fan. Those of high rank have five or six attendants

at their side, all holding fans. They have 22 musical

instruments, made of 8 different substances—of metal, 2;

of shell, i; of string, 7; of bamboo, 2; of gourd, 2; of

leather, 2; of ivory, 1 and of horn, 2 (detailed description

follows of these musical instruments and the dress of the

musicians and dancers). The twelve songs they sang at

the Chinese Court were on Buddist themes”.

The musical instruments appear to be mostly those

with which we are familiar in India. The number and
variety of instruments and the excellence of the musical

performance which produced great impression on the

Chinese Court indicate that the Hinduised Pyus
.
had

attained to a high degree of civilisation. This is fully

borne out by the other facts that we know about them,

from their inscriptions, artistic remains and the manner
and customs described by the Chinese.

How and when the kingdom of Srikshetra came to an

end is not known with certainty. In 832 A'.D. the king

of Nan-chao invaded the Pyu kingdom. According to

Man-shu the invaders “plundered the Pyu capital, took

more than 3,000 persons as prisoners and banished them

into servitude at Yannanfu,” Man-chao’s eastern capital.

Some scholars are of opinion that this brought about sud-

den end of the Pyu kingdom. But, as Pelliot points out,

the Pyu kingdom continued after that and sent an em-

bassy to China in 862 A.D.^°

The end of the Pyns as a political po-wer is an intricate

prohlem which cannot he discussed here. There are good grounds
to helieTe that the Pyus played an important role in Pagan, after

the fall of Srikshetra, down to the 13th century A.D. {Report,
Arch. Survey, Burma, 1915-6, p. 18). It was at one time held
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It* would appear from the Chinese accounts that the

Pyu kingdom in the ninth century A'.D. included a large

part, if not the whole, of Upper and Central Burma. But

we know very little of this kingdom after the 9th century.

It is probable that they were worsted in a fight with the

Mens of the south and removed their capital higher up on

the Irawadi, probably at Pagan.

“

§3. Hindu Culture in §rikshetra.

Although we know little of the political history of

the kingdom of Srikshetra, we have a better knowledge of

its culture and civilisation from a study of the archaeolo-

gical remains that have been unearthed during recent

excavations^^

These excavations have been carried on, more or less

regularly, since 1907. “The site is now called Yathemyo,
the city of the Hermit, and is five miles to the east of

Prome, and the Eailway station of Hmawza is included
within its area. The ruins are found scattered within,

roughly speaking, an area of 400 square miles, that is to

say, within a distance of about 10 miles in the direction of

the cardinal points from the Eailway station as the cen-
tre”. It is interesting to note that a village in this area
is still known as Kalagangon, which means the village

that about the end of the 13th century the I'yus wore loet siffht
of {Ann, Rep. A.S.I. 1930—33, p. 190). But un iuscripUon

i
describing a ceremonial in 1510 A.J). refers

to the daughters of Brahmans and Pyus employed in spinning
thread {Ibid., 1934-5, p. 49). As the present article deals, not
with the history of the Pyus, but with that of Srikshetra, the
topic IS not discussed Iiere.

_
It has been suggested that the capital of the Pyus in the

ninth century was probably Halin {Journ. Bur. R.S. Vo'l XXVIT
p. 2^-9) but no evidence in support of this has been cited
beyond the fact that three inscriptions of the Pyus have been
found there.

^
12 The reports of these excavations are contained in the

Surv. of India and the Provincial
Mlows IS based on these reports. Itwould be a tedious task to give detailed references.
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near the mound by the Indian tank. Many impottant

ancient objects of Hindu culture have been found near this

village. The important objects found in course of the

excavations of the ancient site of Srikshetra may be classi-

fied under the following heads;

—

I. Terra-cotta votive Tablets

II. Inscriptions

III. Sculpture

IV. Buildings

I. The number of Terra-cotta Votive Tablets discover-

ed in Hmawza is prodigious. Single mounds have yielded

hundreds of them. They show a variety of designs show-

ing the figures of Buddha, in various rn'iidras or attitudes,

and the Bodhisattvas, or the scenes from Buddha’s life.

Many of these tablets contain the well-known Buddhist

formula Te dharma hetufrodyhavd, etc.,’ and sometimes

short extracts from Abhidhamma Pitaka. The earlier

specimens may be referred to the period 5th to 7th cen-

turies A.D.

II. Quite a large number of inscriptions, besides

those on votive tablets, have been found. They are writ-

ten in Sanskrit, Pali, mixed Pali and Sanskrit, and in an

unknown language which is regarded as that of the Pyus.

The Pyu inscriptions are written in an alphabet which

resembles the South-Indian script specially that used by

the Kadambas. The other inscriptions are written

both in North and South Indian alphabets. In ad-

dition to the inscriptions on votive tablets, and the

nine inscriptions containing names of kings, referred to

above, the following may be mentioned as specially

important.

1. Two gold plates found at the village of Maunggun,
near Hmawza, containing extracts from the Pali Bud-
dhist canon.
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2. A manuscript containing, instead of palm-leaves,

twenty leaves of gold, with writings on one side, which are

short extracts in Pali from Abhidharma and Vinaya

Pitakas.

3. A gold plate containing the first part of a well-

known Buddhist formula occurring in the Vinaya and

Suttanta Pitakas.

4. Thin gold and silver plates with writings in Pyu.

5. Pali Inscription on a small piece of stone broken

into three fragments, containing an extract from the

.Vibhahga.

These and some other minor records, both in Pyu and

Pali, may be referred, on palaeographic grounds to the

period between fifth and seventh centuries A.D.

To a somewhat later period belongs the fairly long

inscription of Jaychandravarman mentioned above. It is

incised round the pedestal of a Buddha image and written

both in Sanskrit and Pyu. “The Sanskrit phrases are

very short, consisting of two words mostly, sometimes

three and even one word; each is followed by a long expla-

nation in Pyu. The Sanskrit portions, put together, con-

stitute eight complete verses in the Vam^asthavila metre.

The Pyu portion is in characters of an early South-Indian

script
;
some letters of the Sanskrit portion are somewhat

different and traceable to the Giupta script of the

7th-8th century A.D.

There are other inscriptions written in Sanskrit and

Pyu, and on a bronze image of Buddha is written the

Buddhist creed in Pali in North Indian script of the Gupta

period. There are besides, figures on bricks, which ace

identical with, or closely resemble, the numerical figures

used in Indian inscriptions of the Gupta period.

III. Sculpture—^Numerous figures of Buddha in

brick, stone and bronze have come to light. Some of them
may be referred to the 6th, 7th and 8th centuries A.D. and
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others may be somewhat later. Two gold images of

Buddha 4| ins. x 21 iEs. high have been referred to the

10th or 11th century A.D. Some images of Bodhisattvas

of the Mahayana pantheon have also come to light.

Brahmanical images are comparatively much smaller in

number. Mention may, however, be made of a :§ivalihga

and two images of Vishnu, one on Anantanaga and the

other on G'aru^a. The style of the sculptures is decidedly

Indian and some of them are of excellent workmanship.

The cast of the Buddha’s features is generally Indian

though in some cases it seems to be indigenous.

IV. Buildings.—^The whole site of Hmawza is

covered with remains of ruined Stupas. Very few of them

are, however, in a good state of preservation. A number

of silver stupas have also been found. Sometimes a stupa

was encased in another. One of these, in a good state of

preservation, shows a bell-shaped dome encircled by a

round moulding in the middle. It rests on circular ter-

races and is surmounted by seven diminishing rings of

mouldings, and a lotus-bud shaped amoMka projecting

from the midst of two layers of lotus-petals crowns the top.

Stupas represented on votive tablets show a cylindrical

form of the shape of a lotus bud, with decorative mouldings

round the middle of the dome, which sometimes rests on

lotus petals and is crowned by umbrellas. A stupa re-

presented on a stone slab has the form which is very com-

mon in India. Anoher type characterised by a cylindri-

cal dome with a rounded top is figured on a stone slab

covering the relic chamber of a stupa. There are three

monuments at Hmawza the shape of whose domes closely

resembles that of this miniature stupa. They are the

Bawbawgyi, the Payagyi, and the Payama stupas which on

stylistic grounds have been ascribed to the Vth—^Vllth

or perhaps Vlllth century A.D. The Bawbawgyi, 80ft*

high, has a dome cylindrical in shape and closely akin to
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that' represented on the slab, while the other two have

conical domes.

Special reference should be made to a silver sHipa

found inside the relic chamber in Kbin Ba’s mound

(ruins of a stupa). “It measures about 26" in height

with a diameter of 13 ins. at the top and 16 ins. at the base.

Around the drum of the stupa are four seati'd Buddhas

each with an attendant monk standing on one side. The

stupa itself is hollow with no bottom and is of silver plate

with the images repoussd in high relief. The top forming

the cover is removable and has, around the rim, a line of

inscription in Pyu and Pali in an early scri])t of S. India

which may be assigned to the Vlth or the beginning of the

Vllth century A.D. Each of the passages in Pyu'Ogives

the name of the Buddha immediately below it, and after

each of these names comes a short extract consisting of a

few words from the Pali scriptures. The names of the

attendants were also inscribed under the figures. Around

the lower rim of the stupa was another line of Pyu Ins.

which contains the names of §ri-Prabhuvarma and Sri-

Prabhudevi, probably the royal donors, as noted above.

In the absence of a sufficient number of stupas in a fair

state of preservation it is difficult to trace the gradual

evolution of its forms. There is no doubt, however, that

they were all evolved from the stupas of India.

Of the temples in ancient Srikshetra we have only a

few unpretentious examples in brick, such as Lemyet-hna

and Bebe. The Lemyet-hna is square on plan measuring

24 ft. on each side. Inside there is a solid mass, 8 ft.

square, in the centre with a figure of Buddha in a recessed

niche on each -face. Pound this is a vaulted corridor 4 ft.

wide, which has communication passages with four arched

doorways, one on each side at the centre. Externally the

walls support a terraced roof of three sloping tiers in re-

ceding stages ending in a flat square slab which is directly
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supported by the solid mass below in the centre of the'

temple. The Bebe temple is similar in plan, but here

the flat roof, in two receding stages, supports a high

cylindrical structure which looks like, and was probably

originally, a N. Indian §ikJiara. These two temlpes may
be dated about the 8th century A.D. Although none of

these is distinguished for its massive grandeur or decora-

tive sculptures, they undoubtedly furnished the plan and
design of the magnificent temples which were erected at

Pagan in later days. There is hardly any doubt that

the art of grikshetra, in architecture, as in sculpture,

strongly influenced the later art of Burma. That this style

was derived from Indian model is now generally admitted,

though older writers looked for its prototypes in all regions

of the globe outside India.

The archaeological remains, described above, leave no

doubt of the thorough-going character of the Hindu cul-

ture in the kingdom of grikshetra where the P
3
ni ’tribe

’

came under the influence of the Hindu colonists. The
Indian scripts, language and literature were widely known
and all the principal religions of India, viz.. Buddhism,
both Hlnayana and Mahayana, Vaisbnavism and Saivism

flourished. The types of religious buildings in India were
introduced and the arts and crafts were developed on
Indian models. The very large number of stupas, Buddha
images, and votive tablets indicate the great influence pf

Buddhism among the people. How far it moulded the

life of the masses is shown by the brief Chinese account of

the Pyus. The fact that a part of the town was knovm as

Peikthano-myo (Vishnu city) proves the dominance of

Vaishnavism for some time.

So far as available evidence goes, Srikshetra is the

earliest Hindu colonial kingdom in Burma known to us.

There might have been still earlier Hindu settlements

among the Mons or Talaings in the coastal districts in S
F. 54
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''E. Burma, particulai'ly in Pegu and Tbaton, but no posi-

tive evidence, except literary traditions of a. later date,

vouch for their existence. For the piesent Srikslietra is

to be regarded as the earliest centre frr)ni which Indian

culture radiated in all directions in Burma. The roots of

the principal characteristics of later Hindu civilisation in

Burma—religion, art, literature and writing—^may all be

traced to Srikshetra, though that by no means precludes

concurrent or later influences from other sources.



‘ONAM’*—THE GREAT NATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
MALABAR.^

BY

C. Achyuta Menon, Ph.D. (London),

Head of the Malayalam Deptt., University of Madras.

The saying in Malayalam that ‘One should celebrate

‘Onam’ even by selling his ‘Kanam’® (properties) shows its

importance in the life of the Malayalees. It falls on the

month of Chingam (Lion) (August-September) on the

Tiruvonam® day.

Traditional Origin.

The traditional belief associates it with the annual

visit of Maha Bali, the great Asura Emperor of Malabar,

who was an embodiment of Dharma magnanimity and

justice. The question why Maha Bali whose generosity

was admired even by his enemies was not allowed to have

periodical visits to Kerala^ which he ruled once but only

annual visits takes us to the old Puranic story of Vamana
who asked the gift of three feet of ground from Mahabali

for doing penance. The request was readily granted, and

he was asked to measure the ground himself. Suddenly,

the divine Dwarf grew into gigantic proportions and the

Corresponds to Sravana Star.

1 Here nsed in llie \iider sense to denote tlie wliole of the

Malayalam speaking aiea, British Malabar, Cochin and Travan-
core.

2 Lands held for a x'>oriod of 12 years with a degree of pro-

prietary right.

^Comprised of 2 AVords TiriiT-Oiiain
;
the first part ‘coiiTeysl

the sense of iiie English word 'holy’.

^ The Saiiskiit name for that of ilie west coast of S.

India where Malayalam is spoken.

427
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htjaven and earth covered only two feet of his measure-

ment. Still one more foot was due to him according to

the solemn promise. Mahabali had nothing else to give

and bowed before Vamana, of whose powers he had no

idea. Vamana, in his turn, placed his foot on Maha
Bali’s forehead and kicked him down to Patala"’—a very

good return for the generous gift’ ! The old Emperor

before going down made a parting request that he may be

permitted to visit the ‘precious jewel of his Crown’ namely

Kerala at least once a year. Vamana versus Mahabali

story is common property of the Pauranikas. But the

credit of having linked it with Kerala must be exclusively

owned by our Malayalee ancestors. All glory to their

fertile imagination!

The Story—A Later Invention.

An enquiry as to how far the story is supported by any

existing practice or custom is bound to be intei’cstiug.

Among the ceremonials connected with ‘Onam’ is one in

which an image of Mahabali made of mud is propitiated,

w'hich shows that Mahabalai and Kerala had same con-

nection between them. But Vamana has no place any-

where. Among the deities propitiated on the occasion is

Mahadeva (Siva). Vamana is an incarnation of Visuu

and does not fit in a scheme dominated by Siva. This is

significant. The Vamana part of the story might have

been a later invention. The Puranic story is complete by
itself in all its parts even without the adventitious aid of

Kerala. Mahabali’s rule is extolled in Puranas for its

all-round perfection. Only the jealous Indra was un-

^^PPy about it. Milk and honey flowed in plenty
throughout the land**. All were equally contented and

Tlie Kethex'ttorUl.

« Tlie_ poem ‘Maveli Caritam’ (OnaixpaUu) describes the pros-

^ah^EdT
the people of Malabar claring the reign of
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none felt the pinch of poverty or want. The era seems to

have anticipated the communist ideals of modern times.

lBj some foul play rendered possible by his religious credu-

lity such a magnanimous Emperor was sent out of his

Empire which began to feel his absence all the more when

misery faced it during the succeeding generations. The

magnanimity of the Emperor lived thereafter in the

memory of his subjects who out of gratitude perpetuated it

by giving him an honoured place in the ‘Onam’ festivities.

Fre-Omtm Observances.

To understand ‘Onam’ in its proper setting one should

necessarily look back and ahead. The ceremonies of the

previous month deserve some attention in this connection.

The most important of them is ‘NI5.A’ (means filling)

which falls on Karkidakam (Crab) (July-August)

.

This consists of taking the first bunch of paddy escorted by

boys and girls; one of them—^generally a girl—^holds a lamp

in front of the procession to the innermost apartment de-

dicated to ‘The Mother.’ On the way the party will shout

“Nira, Nipa, Poli, Pali—'Pill, Pill, Plenty, Plenty.” By
propitiating the first bunch of paddy, people believe that

it will grow in plenty and all will be saved* from famine.

In the same month women adorn their tuft with “Ten

select flowers and leaves”—an act of appreciation of the

Nature’s bounty which is the dominant feature of th’e

panorama all round at that time. This is a month of

comparative leisure to the cultivator, the first crop is laid

and the harvest is yet another month off. Monsoon has

made ample amends for the loss sustained during Summer
and the green mantle with which Nature has covered her-

self inspires the ryot with admiration and veneration for

her and he expresses his joy by collecting the flowers of

the Season and arranging them in various shapes—concen-

tric circles, cones and so forth—in the court yard and other
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open spaces of the house. At the end of the month comes

the final removal of the rubbish by the ceremonial

which drives away the JYESHTA (literally means elder

sister), the goddess of dirt.^'

These preliminaries naturally lead to the ‘Onam’

month (Cingam) when harvesting is begun and which

inaugurates festivities of various kinds. This is consider-

ed to be the month of plenty and prosperity throughout

Malabar when Mahabali is expected to visit. During his

reign it is still believed, that all months of the year were

equally prosperous. Conditions changed when his benign

presence was no longer there to guide the destinies of the

country.

Celebrations.

The celebrations generally last for five days; but the

aristocrats, who can command more leisure and funds

extend the period to 10 days, beginning from Attain.

(Hastain) day. The image of Mahadeva placed in front

of the house marks the commencement of the celebrations.

As the days pass the number of idols will increase, first

day one, second day two, and so on. But the people who
begin it from the Puratam (Purvasadam) day will have

only three idols; adding up two every day, culminating in

seven on the Tiruvonam day. Those who have the celebra-

tions for ten days will increase the number proportionately,

say eleven. Early morning on the Tiruvonam day the

idols of Mahadeva’^ are ceremoniously taken in to the ac-

companiment of songs and the bow mela'', an instrument
played by means of sticks. After the ceremony Mahadeva

'' Hke Tvas bora before Lakslimi, the Goddess of Prosperity at
the churnmg of the Ocean of Milk aud so she ivS regarded as elder
sister.

Called Trikkakara Api)an, the Loi-d ot Trikkakara, N.
rravancore, which was the capital of MuTiabali.

** It takes its name from its form 'whic.h resendiles that of a
DOW used lox archery in ancient times.
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is propitiated by a pfcia. The idols are bedecked with

flowers of the season and also with bunches of paddy. This

is followed by feasting in which the banana, which is the

seasonal fruit of Malabar is an inevitable item. In the

afternoon men engage themselves is various tournaments,

hockey, called Kara in Malayalam, ball, etc., and also in

military combats and the women take to the popular pas-

time called the KAIKKOTTIKKALI, i.e., the circular

dance accompanied by clapping of hands to mark time.

The important person in the locality, generally a rich

landlord, arranges these tournaments at his own expense

and awards prizes for the winners. Aristocrats who main-

tain Kathakali troupes arrange performances also.

On the Uttaratam (Uttarasada) day gift of new cloth

is usually made by the Karnavan of the family to all the

junior members, servants and also tenants. This is

generally worn by the recipients on the same day.

On the afternoon of the Tiruvonam day the male

members of the house go to their wive’s houses®
;
they

return with their wives the next day morning, i.e., the

Avittam (Dhanista) day which is intended for their recep-

tion. This day is called in Malayalam ‘AMMAYI
ONAM’ (Aunt’s Onam) . The wives remain there tiU the

celebrations are over.

The last day Catayam (gatabhishak) is called the

“Tenant’s Onam” on which the landlord invites all his

tenants and feeds them sumptuously. In certain houses

gift of new clothes to tenants is made on that day.

A Post-Onam Function.

A fortnight after comes another celebration for two

days, i.e., on the days of Ayilyam (A^lesam) and Makham

® In matriarchal 'families of Malabar it was not the custom
tor husibands and wives to live together in the same house; only
they visit each other’s house periodically. Now conditions have
changed and the rule has become exception now.
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(Magha). By the time the harvest -is ready and Maha-

deva whose size also is much bigger, again a sign of pros-

perity, at that time is covered by bunches of paddy. He
also has on this occasion an additional adoi’nment of a ser-

pent on him. During Onam he app'^ars in the form of a

cylindrical square linga. This time Mahabali has a place

by his side. The festivities, feastings, tournaments, etc,

are repeated on the last day, Makam (Magha)' and with

this the Onam season is supposed to have come to an end.

General Survey.

The above description gives an idea that ‘Onam’ had

its origin in the festivities connected with the harvest when

agriculture was the main occupation of the people, and the

‘Tenant’s day’ is a relic of the feudal system of tenure

which once prevailed in Malabar. The martial aspect of

it no longer exists as the political conditions of, the society

underwent a thorough change with the advent of the

Western powers. The social aspect, however, still re-

mains although detailts vary in different localities and

there is a tendency to minimise the festivities to suit the

busy life of modern times.

It' is a mistake to suppose that ‘Onam’ is an isolated

event as we have already seen the ceremonies that precede

and follow it form a regular net work of activities and

rejoicings having a common aim, viz., the expression of

joy and merriment, experienced by the tiller of the spil

at the first sight of a plentiful crop resulting from his

labour. The cultural development that came later added

new items to the function so much so the festival as it now
stands embodies all the ideas and ideals which the people of

Malabar cherished in the course of their historical evolu-

tion. Though Hindus of Malabar give it a religious tinge

The agricultural aspect of it has a universal appeal and all

communities and creeds take part in the celebrations.



MAHOBA STONE INSCRIPTION OF
PARAMARDIN, VIKRAMA YEAR 1240

BY

Mahamahopadhyaya V. V. Mieashi, M.A.,

Nagfur

This inscription was discovered by General Sir Alexan-

der Cunningham in 1843. The stone on which it is incised

was found placed upside down as a common building

stone in the fort wall at Mahoha, ancient Mahotsavapura,

in the Hammirpur District of the United Proviuces.

Cunningham drew attention to its date which he referred

to the Vikrama era and correctly conjectured that the

epigraph belonged to the reign of the Chandella Paramar-
dideva.^ A brief and, in some respects incorrect account® .

of the record was next given by Mr. Vincent Smith in

the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1879,

pp 143—44. Its date was calculated and published by

Dr. Kielhorn in connection with his examination of the

dates of the Vikrama era in Ind. Ant., Vol. • XIX,
p. 179. But the inscription has nowhere been edited

so far. At the request of my friend Dr. V. S.

Agrawala, Curator of the Provincial Museum, Lucknow,
where the stone is now deposited, I edit the inscription

here from three excellent estampages kindly supplied by
him.

1 A.S.B., Vol. XXI, p. 72 aad plate xxii.

2 y. Smith has, for instance, stated that the epigraph con-
tained the name of Na^nika, the founder of the Chandella dynasty.
This is incorrect. The correct reading of the name in
1 14 is Nona. He belonged to the E^a^yapa (not Chandella)
family and was the grandfather of the Brahmana Madhava
got the temple of 8iva constructed where the present inscription
was put up. He was not related to the Chandella family.

433

F. 55
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The stone now measuring 2' 2" by; 1' 3" is broken at

the top and on the right and left sides. Originally it

must have measured 2' 4" broad. Its original height it is

now impossible to conjecture, but if it contained a praSasti

of the reigning king’s ancestors as is not unlikely,

its height must have b^n at least double the present one

of 1' 3". On comparing the facsimiles supplied by Dr.

Agrawala with plate xxii in _ Cunningham’s ^4. J?.,

Vol. XX'I, I find that since Cunningham’s time the

stone has lost a piece on the upper left-hand corner where

it had a crack at the time. As this piece is not forth-

coming now, the aksharas on it are read from

Cunningham’s plate and are marked by an asterisk in

the subjoined transcript. The extant portion of the re-

cord consists of 17 lines of writing of which the first one

now shows the lower parts of only four aksharas. In

the remaining lines also the record has suffered considcra-
' ble damage by exposure to weather for several centuries,

the anusvaras and rrMtra having become indistinct in

many places.

The characters are of the Nagarl alphabet of about

the twelfth century A.D., the medial e and o being shown
by prishtamdtras. The language is Sanskrit. The
extant portion contains 20 verses, all of which except four

{viz., 10, 13, 16, and 19) are fragmentary owing to the

loss of several akasharas on the right and left hand sides.

The orthography shows the use of v for b, s for i and n
for n. The record closes with the date given in prose viz.,

Monday
, the 9th tithi of the dark fortnight of Ashadha in

the year 1240. Verse 18 mentions the same year by
means of word-numerals and states that it was of

(the era of) SSihasanka. Sahasahka was a name of

V t,-
S&lia$an.'kat Sakantakah’ cited in

tt.siurasvaTOm s commentary on the Amarahosha, II’ 8, 2.
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Vakramaditya. So* the date must be referred to the

Vikrama era. According to Kielhorn’s calculations it

corresponds, for the southern expired Vikrama year 1240,

to the 4th June A.D. 1184 when the ninth tithi of the dark

fortnight of the purnimante Ashaipia ended 18 h. after

mean sunrise on Monday.^ The date is thus quite regular.®

The object of the inscription is to record the con-

struction of a temple of Siva apparently at Mahoba where

the stone was found. From verse 11 we learn that the

temple was caused to be erected by a king and the last verse

informs us that he belonged to the lunar race. Owing to

the imfdrtunate mutilation of the record, the names of the

reigning king and his ancestors are lost for ever, but the

provenance of the inscription leaves little doubt that the

king must have belonged to the Chandella dynasty which

traced its descent from the moon. Its date V. 1240 in-

dicates clearly that the king was Paramardin, records of

whose reign are dated from V. 1223 to V. 1258.

As stated above, the description of this king’s ances-

tors which must have occurred in the initial portion of

^ Ind. Ant., Vol. XIX, p. 1T9.

® In n. 2 on p. 282 of his Inst of Inscriptions of .Northern

India, Br. D. B. Bhandaxkar lias drawn attention to this date to

support his conjecture that the Ealachuri era was called Sahasa-

malldbda in view of the use of the word Sahasamallahka to denote

it in the Eewa stone inscription of Malayasimha, dated in the

Kalachuri year 944. He says that the date of the present epigraph

may belong to the Kalach.uri era as it works out alright for this

era also. Its equivalent in that case would be Monday, the 22nd

June A.D.A489. But this view is incorrect. In the first place,

Sahasamalia does not mean the same as Sahasanka. Secondly,

if the present date is referred to the Kalachuri era, it would fall

towards the end of the fifteenth century A.D. when there was no

prince of the lunar race holding Mahoba and the surrounding

territory. The reference to the lord of Tripuri pointed out below

would also be meaningless. Finally, the palaeography of the

present inscription clearly shows that it cannot be as 'late as the

end of the 15th century A.D. For an explanation of Sahasam^-
ISnke which occurs in the inscription of Malayasimha, see my
article entitled ‘Epigraphic Notes’ in the Nagpur University

,

Journal, No. 3, pp. 32 ff.
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the record is completely lost. The extant portion con-

tains a fraiasti of Paramardin in verses 1-10 which de-

scribes his digvijaya and charity in a conventional manner.

y,erse 4 mentions his battles in Ahga, Vahga and

Kalihga, but these are not corroborated by any other

evidence. Verse 6 states that the lord of Tripuri fainted

whenever he heard the songs of the valour of his arms.®

This seems to indicate that the contemporary Kalachuri

king who ruled at Trifurl submitted to Paramardin.

Madanavarman, the grandfather and predecessor on the

throne of Paramardin, seems to have made inroads into

the dominion of the Kalachuris, for a hoard of 408 silver

coins of his was discovered some years ago at Panwar in

the Teonthar tahsil of the Eewa State which formed part

of the home-province of the Kalachuris. Tradition states

that in the reign of Madanavarman, a Chandella governor

stationed at Bilhari (about 50 miles north by east of Tri-

puri) administered the surrounding territory including the

present Saugor and Damoh Districts.'^ No inscription of

this king has however been discovered in these districts.

Paramardin also seems to have exacted homage from the

contemporary king of Tripuri who was Vijayasimha, the

last known ruler of the Kalachuri dynasty. It is note-

worthy that this inscription makes no mention of the

defeat of Paramardin by Prithviraja of the Chilhamana

family,® which had occurred just a year before, in V.

1239.

The present fraiasti, as the inscription is called in

verse 15, was composed by Jayapala of the Vastavya

® The word TnUrchhana has a double entendre (i) a swoon, and
(ii) a melody, so that the other meaning is that the Icing of

Tripuri sings a melody in praise of Paramardin.

J.A.S.B, for 1881, Part I, pp. 18 and 21. Also Jnd. Ant.,
f3ri908, p. 132.

8 Cunningham, A.S.B., Yol. XXI, pp. 173-74 and
P.B.A,S.W.I. for 19034, p. 65.
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family. He was the son of Suhila, himself the son of

Hallana. The temple was caused to be constructed by

the Brahmana Madhava, who is described as a teacher of

fine arts and dancing and who was the son of Lakshmana

who was himself the only son of Nona of the Ka^yapa

gotra. The inscription was incised by the sculptor

Devaraja, the son of Somaraja.
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A FOEGOTTEN -CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF*’

THE KONKAN

BY

George M. Moraes, M.A.

After the disastrous failure of Jamal-ud-din, the

Muslim sea-captain of Honawar, to capture Goa and over-

throw the Kadambas’^, the next notable event in the

annals of Southern Konkan is its conquest and annexa-

tion by ’Ala-ud-din Hasan Gangu Bahmani. This is an

important fact which is not recorded in the documents of

the times that have survived, or chronicled in the histories

of writers of the class of Tabataba or Firishta. Neverthe-

less, it seems undoubted that Goa fell to the founder of

the Bahmanis a few years before the inception of the

dynasty. The truth of this matter we shall now proceed

to demonstrate.

There are a set of copper-plates, issued in 1348 by one

Timma Mantri^, who, as it would appear from the context,

1 Defremery-Sanguinetti, Voyages d’lhn Batoutah^ IV, pp.
106—108; Gibb, Ihn Battuta, p. 241.

2 According to the reading furnished by Mr. R. S,. Pancha-
mukhi, Sir P. S. Pissurlencar in his Inscricoes Pre-Portuguesas,

p. 28, takes the name of the governor to be Vinina Mantri which
he understands, is a mistake 'for Vimana Mantri. But a
reference to the photograph of the plates appearing in the above
work would show that the words are Timna Mantri, which
may be taken as the engraver’s mistake for Timma Maiftri

the subscribed consonant m in the

last double consonant in ‘Timma’ being reversed, it looks like the

subscribed consonant n (ot) .

Blit apart from its liistorical importance, tlie inscription is

of interest from anotter point of view. It is the earliest instance

nf a document, so far known, which is executed in Konkani, the

local vernacular. For though there are thousands of documents
of this character in the archives of the village communities as

well as in private possession, it is not known whether they relate-io

so early a period. We may infer from this record that the local

people employed thedr own vernacular in public as well as in

441
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'was then the Glovernor of Goa. The inscription com-

mences with the words: “§aiivahana Saka 1271 having

expired, on Monday Sravana bahula, astami of the cyclic

year Sarvari, while dharmadhani Malik Bahadur Timma
Mantari was ruling”®. Though the name of the latter

is undoubtedly Hindu, one will not fail to be struck by

the marked departure in the record from the conventional

Hindu style. For one thing, unlike the contemporary

documents, it begins without invoking the name of any
deity and straightaway refers itself to the regime of the

governor. This, it may be conceded, is after all not so

radical a departure; yet it is indisputable that the titles

‘Malik’ and ‘Bahadur’ are most unnatural for a Hindu
governor to adopt. Why should he have so styled himself 1

True, the Emperors of Vijayanagara permitted themselves

the style of Suratrana or Sulitana of the Hindu kings, but

none of their governors are known to have assumed the

titlesIvhich were the exclusive prerogative of the Muslim
nobility. The only conclusion permissible is that Timma
Mantri was in the service of a Muslim ruler—a circum-

stance from which it follows that Goa had fallen to a Mus-
lim power sometime before 1348. And at the time we
are speaking of this power could only have been the

Bahmani kingdbm which had recently come into existence^.

^ivate dealiBgs along^ witTi Sanskrit, and Kannada. And since
Kannada mas the official language of the Kadamba Kingdom,
wnich included a large slice of the Kanarese country, they em-
ployed Kanarese characters in writing Konkani, a practice which
possibly accounts for the misnomer ‘Canarim’ applied to the
latter by the early Portuguese writers. It is idle to contend, as
certain present-day politicians do, that the language of the in-
scription IS Marathi.

® 18th Aug., 1348. Taking the year Sarvari to be a mistake
tor barvadhari the date becomes verifiable. It should thereforereM as follows : m the S.S 1270, Sarvadliari Samvatsara, Srdvana
oatiula mtami, somavara.

History of the Bahmani Dynasty, founded on
P- h 28th Sha’ban 148

lAiecember 3, 1347) according to one writer or 24th Babi II of
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Now, in his Burhan-i-M^Qslr, Taba^aba has observed'

that at the time of the settlement of the kingdom before

his death, ^asan Gangu assigned his own old district,

consisting of Hukeri, Belgaum and Miraj to his eldest son

Zafar Khan®. By this of course is meant that he be-

queathed his old Jagir, which he had- held of his master

Muhammad Tughluq to his son®. It must be borne in

mind that the whole of this territory formed part of the

Kadamba kingdom; and accordingly, having ousted the

Kadambas from their possessions above the Ghauts, the

ambitious and enterprising captain may also have

extended his conquests to the coastal strip of the Konkan
even before he ascended the throne of Gulburga. Nor
were the times unpropitious for such an enterprise. Goa
was then just recovering from the ravages of the late war,

and could therefore fall an easy prey to any invader.

The appointment of Timma Mantri as governor is

easily explained. One distinguishing trait which IHasan

'

Gangu shares with all great progenitors of royal lines, is

the policy of politic leniency, which he followed in the

subjugated countries. This had the desired result in

that it quickly conciliated the conquered people. It is

precisely this principle and the other of divide ei imfera

that induced him to appoint, as Firishta relates, though
completely misconstruing the motives of the great ruler’’,

the same year (3rd August, 1347 A.D.) according to another 'wrifer.

Cf. Ishwari Prasad, A History of the Qaraunah Turks in India,
Vol. I, p. 245.

5 King, Of. cit., pp. 21-22; LA., XXVIII, p. 152.

® Cf. Cambridge History of India, III, pp. 374-376.
Ferishta-Briggs, II, p. 336 says that Belgaum was not included
in the Bahmani dominions. This is incorrect, as it will he clear
from this paper.

_

To Firishta the appointment of Brahmanas was a puzzle
which he seeks to solve hy alluding to the gratitude which 5asan
owed to Gangu the Brahmana whose servant he had been.
Ferishta-Briggs, II, pp. 284-6. This myth is now exploded. Cf.
Ishwari Prasad, of. cit., pp. 232 ff.
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Brahnianas to responsible positions. Hitherto the ruling

class in the Deccan as elsewhere in Hindu India, consisted

for the most part of Kshatriyas only, and broadly speaking,

the observation of Firishta is not wrong regarding the

Brahmanas: “The Brahmans never engaged in public

affairs, but passed their lives in the duties of religion and

in the study of the Vedas ;
indifferent to fortune, conceiving

the service of the princes to be destructive of virtue

. . . Now in admitting them to his confidence Hasan

Gangu sought to create dissensions among his new subjects

by pitting the priestly class against the ruling class, which

accounts for the presence of Timma Mantri in Goa as

Governor under the distinctly BahmanI titles of Malik

Bahadur®.

This policy would surely have succeeded had not his

attention been distracted by troubles in other parts of his

kingdom. These must have made it impossible for him to

support his satrap against the local opposition. The

result was that the Kadambas came into their own once

again.

This war of liberation was fought and won in or

about the year 1354. There is a hero-stone in the

Musee Arqmologico of Velha Goa, which appears to

relate to it. The viragal records that in a naval engage-

ment fought on “Monday, the last lunar day of Ashada

bahula padya” 1354 A.D. in the reign of BIravarma, a

Samanta or a feudatory of his lost life’®. The name of the

dynasty to which he belonged is not mentioned; yet

** Ferislita—Briggs, II, p. 292.

® Cf. 62 of 1939-40, Panckamutlii, Komntalta Inscriptions,

Yol. I, p. 147.

^0 Heras, “Pre-Portuguese Remains in Portuguese India”,
JBHS, Vol. IV, No. 2, pp. 177—179. He suggests that this may
ha've been the -same Kadamha King ‘who had to fight with the
Mussulman Nawab of Honavar and whose name is still unknown
to us.’
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the terms “mahamandale^yara possessed of Paiicha-

mahaiabda” are such as to give a sufficient clue to his

identification. For these were among the very birudas

borne by the Goa Kadambas. Biravarma must have

availed himself of the troubles in Hasan’s kingdom to

retrieve*the fortunes of his house. He attacked Goa by

land and sea; and though the battle was fiercely contested,

as is evidenced by the fact that a Kadamba Samanta fell

in the action, it was the local BahmanI satrap that lost

the day^^.

But Hasan Gangu could ill afford to let the wealthiest

emporium on the West coast thus slip from his grasp.

Two years later, in 1356^% he personally led a fresh attack

on Goa. “After accomplishing the journey,” says the

Burhan-i Ma'asir, “the royal camp arrived in the neigh-

bourhood of Goa, and they laid siege to the town, which

after five or six months they succeeded in taking and .were

gladdened by countless booty” To have thus defied the

efforts of the Muslims and stood a rigorous siege of six

The Muhammadan chroniclers like Tabataba and Firishta,

whose chief aim is to extol the triumphs of the Muslim arms ane
naturally reticent about the reverses they suffered at the hands
of the Hindus. But this defeat of Hasan is implied in the ac-
count of Tabataba, when he says that (in 1356) Sasan conceived
the idea of conquering the island of Goa as well as Dhabol and
all the sea-coast and ports (King, op, cit,, p. 20) forgetting for

a while that he had earlier attributed to him the con-
quest of northern Konkan as far as Kharepatan p. 17).

For Hasan to undertake the conquest of the country between
Goa and Dhabol, which is further to the north than Kharepatan,
this part must have been lost before 1356.

12 In his learned treatise GoencdmmcTii Goydmbhdili VosnnJc,

p. 88, the Goan savant, Mr. W. B. Yarde Yalavlikar, has re-

marked that the conquest of Goa by Hasan took place in 1352.

However, if his conquest of Telingana is to be assigned to 1357,
having kept him occupied for a year shortly before his death on
11th February, 1358, the Goa expedition cannot be placed earlier

than 1356. For this is the last but one campaign and the inter-

vening interval of time between the two is a short one. King,
op, cit,, p. 21.

18 Ihid.
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months, the Kadambas must have almost completely re-

covered their strength during the two years of respite

given to them. This fact is further confirmed by the

reference in the above passage to ‘countless booty’ that

fell to the invaders. It is possibly with this final absorp-

tion of their territories in the Bahmanl kingdom that

the tradition current at Chandor in respect of the end of

the Kadamba dynasty is to be associated.^*

Hasan Gangu, however, died two years after the con-

quest of Konkan and was succeeded by his son Muhammad.
Bukka I of Vijayanagara was biding his time to recover

the possessions in Northern Karnatak lost in the reign of

Harihara I*®, and now availed himself of this change of

rulers to achieve his object. Conspiring with Kanhayya

of Warangal, he demanded the restoration of the Raichur

Doab, while the latter insisted on the retrocession of

Kaulas. War naturally followed on non-compliance.

Kanhayya marched an army into Kaulas, and Bukka

supported the enterprise with a contingent of 20,000

horse. ^®‘ It was probably at this stage, when the

Bahmani armies were locked in combat in the south-east

with the Warangal forces, that Bukka by way of creating

a diversion led an incursion into the Bahmani territories

in the north-west. The later Vijayanagara inscriptions

aver, with reference to this expedition, that “as he danced

about the battle-field the faces of the Turushkas shrivelled

up (and) Konkana Shanka was filled up with fear”.*® It

Of., Moraes, The Kadamba Kula, p. 216.

The presence of an inscription of Harihara I at Badami,
shows that his kingdom stretched in the north as far as, if not

"beyond, this point. (Cf., B.B.R.A.S., Vol. "X-Y, p. 38 (N.SJ.)-

But shortly afterwards we find this territory included in the

Bahmani kingdom.

,
15a Ferishta-Briggs, II, p. 301.

18 E.C., Y, Hn. 7 ; YI, Kp. 26 ; YII, Oi. 13 ;
YIII, Tl. 200, 201

;

XII, Tp. 9; MAR, i916,_ para. 28, p. 59; MAR, 1933, no. 25,

p. 153." The Enfikana king Shanka is also called ShankapSrya
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is not possible to say whether in the course of this incur-

sion Bukka entered the present GrOa territory. Yet it is

significant that the inscriptions do not mention the

Kadambas, the erstwhile principal power in the Konkan.

The reason seems to have been that after the overthrow

of the Kadambas by Hasan Gangu, Shankaparya, who
was possibly their Ssmanta transferred his allegiance to

Hasan, who allowed him to continue in his old capacity.

It was thus that Bukka encountered him, when he over-

ran the Bahmani dominions in the Konkan. We have at

present no means of knowing exactly who this Shanka-

parya was. If, however, as has been suggested, he was

the ancestor of Shankara, who is described as the chief of

Khelna (Vi^algad) in the fifteenth century, he may .have

ruled the coastal strip between the Vashisti and the

Muchkundi rivers^

The expedition of Bukka was no more than a raid,

and nothing seems to have been achieved during its course.

Not an inch of ground was added to the territories of the

Empire, and the contemporary inscriptions, which would

surely have made capital of it had it been otherwise, do

not as much as say a word. Its only success lay in this,

that the Vijayanagara armies returned safely to’ their

base after laying waste the country, without having

in some of these inscriptions. This is perhaps the Sanskritized

form of Shankap(p)a Eaya.

Mr. Varde Valavlikar places this incursion into the Bahmani
territories in 1366 A.D. and connects it with the conquest of Goa
by Madhava. I regret I cannot accept this^ view. Firishta's

description of the campaigns of Muhammad in 1365—67, as a

continuous Muslim victory is confirmed by the absence of the

Vijayanagara records beyond the confines of their Banavasi 12000

province. This is in no way strange, for the simple reason that

it was only after the destruction of the Muhammadan principality

of Madura, and when their power was securely established in

South India, that the Vijlayanagara sovereigns could assume the

offensive against the Bahmani Sultans. This they could do only

after 13-77, and then Bukka was already dead.

C£., Varde Valavlikar, op, cit,, pp. 98-99.
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their- retreat cut off—a fact, which must have provided

the later eulogists with a basis for their panegyric of

Bukka. The efforts of Kanhayya too proved equally

futile. And the Muhammadans, flushed with victory,

carried the war into the enemy’s own country^®.

Intoxicated with these victories, the Sultan on one

occasion insulted the Vijayanagara Emperor in a fit of

drunkenness by rewarding his dancers and singers at a

drinking bout with a draft on his (Vijayanagara) treasury.

Bukka forthwith crossed the Tungabhadra, and besieged

Mudgal. The fortress was carried by assault, and the

garrison mercilessly put to the sword. This challenge was

taken up by Muhammad, who swore a solemn oath to

avenge the massacre of Mudgal by a slaughter of 100,000

infidels. It is needless for our present purpose to trace

the course of this war. Suffice it to say, the Sultan

literally kept his word, and before Bukka (lould sue fo]‘

peac5e, horrified by the refinements of cruelty visited on his

coreligionists, 400,000 Hindus had lost their lives”*

It is but reasonable to assume that the Hindu subjects

of the Bahmanis could not have escaped this religious fury

of the Sultan. Goa too must have had her share of the

general persecution. The Konkanakhyana doubtless

refers to theser penal times, when it observes that fearing

defilement on the part of Mlechchhas, the image of Sapta-

kote^vaf, the family deity of the Goa Kadambas, was

removed from its 'original pedestal in the temple of Divar,

in Tissuadi, and buried in a neighbouring rice-field*®.

Here it presumably lay until the restoration of the

temples by the Vijayanagara general Madhava on his

conquest of the Konkan.

It may have been at this time, when the persecution

^
18 Ferislita-Briggs, II, p. 804.

1® Cambridge History of India, III, p. 380.

2® Ibid., FerisHta-Briggs, II, pp. 300—11.
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had reached its peak, that many a heroic Hindu- bader

adieu to his native land to seek an asylum in the neigh-

bouring territory of Kanara, which was still in Hindu

hands. These ‘pilgrim fathers’, who founded this the

first Goan colony in Kanara, are the so-called Chitrapur

Saraswats. The reason for this statement is that, whereas

fleeing before the Portuguese persecutor their confreres

of a later day turned both to the north and to the south

of Goa^^, the Ghitrapur Saraswats on the contrary could

seek shelter only in the south, since the north Konkan was

also in the possession of Muhammadans.

For the next ten years, from 1367 onwards, there was

no warfare between Vijayanagara and Gulburga. But

with the accession of Mujahid in 1377, the relations be-

tween the two powers were again strained. Despite his

victories against his adversary, Mujahid’s career was

brought to an untimely end by the hand of the assassin on

the night of April 17, 1378.®® The kingdom was thereupon •

distracted by faction fights, which were mainly responsible

for the weakness of the next reign of Muhammad 11, who

ascended the throne in the next month and who has been

ingeniously described by Muslim chroniclers as a peaceful

21 Either Vijayanagara itself, or the chiefs of Gersoppa and
Bhathal.

This, the later emigration of the Goa Brahmanas *to Kanara
is traceable in a number of inscriptions. Panchamukhi, Report,

Nos. 84 and 83. The former, which is of 1546 A.D. at Bhatk^
states that ‘Khetappaya Narayana of the Bharadvaja gotra, a resi-

dent of Kudutare-grama in Ashtagrama in Sa^ashti-de^a, south of

Gove-rajya, caused to be built the Khetappaya Narayana temple.

The latter also at Bhatkal states that Satapa Nayaka of Lottavalli

agrahara comprised in the Sa^ashti-de^a south of Goverajya,

erected a temple to Tiruvengale^a at Mudbhatkal.’ Similarly, a

local prince at Karkal is reported to have built the Venkatara-

mana temple for the Brahmana emmigrants from Goa in 1637

A.]5. Cf., Igal, Dakshina Kannada Jilleya Pr&china Itihasa,

p. 336.

as King, op. oit,, p. 39.

F. 67
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monarch"^ This situation was turned to account by

Vijayanagara, now the undisputed mistress of South

India, to extend her frontiers to the north at her rival’s

expense. And the task was entrusted to Madhava, the

viceroy in charge of the westerly province of Banavasi.

Scholar, statesman, and general, Madhava dominates

the stage of Vijayanagara history in the west for well-nigh

half a century. He is described as a Brahmana either of

the Bharadvaja^® or the Angirasa^** gotra, apparently

because the one was merely a sept of the other®^. Mr.

Vaede Valavlikar who distinguishes three Madhavas in the

contemporary records that refer to him, observes that he

was a Kashmiri Brahmana, and therefore of the same

caste ,as the Goa Saraswats.^*^ But it is questionable

whether any such relationship can be established between

the two groups. For, as has already been pointed out by

Eao Bahadur S. S. Talmaki, “the Kashmir Saraswats are

'Of the 'Laugakshi Sutra, of the Kata Shakha, while the Goa

Saraswats are of the Ashwalayan Sutra and Shakala

Shakha”^®. Madhava was a dutiful son; and the day on

24 Burhan-i-Maadr iu King, op. cit., p]). 82 and 38.

25 Acharya, *‘Cha,udala Grant of Hanliara IJ : Sal’a Sanmit
1313” E:l., XX, p. 23; Report of ASIWC., 1920, p. 56; Man-
chalapura Plates, .cf. Heras, art. cit., p. 27; Pissurlencar,” XTm
Passo do Clironista Barros elncidado a Luz duma InscrioSo Sans-
crita, “Oriente Portuguez, No. 18, p. 37 (Portuguese translation)

;

p. 46 (Sanskrit Text)
;

Pissurlencar, Tnscncde,i Pre-Portuguesaa
de Goa, pp. 41—61; tlie note in JBBBAS. IX, p. 226, by the

late Dr. Bhau Daji refers to these plates. Cf. Varde Valavlikar,
op. cit., p. 104 note.

^<^E.C., VII, sk 281; cf. ASB., 1907-8, p. 238 n 2; MER,
1928-29, p. 82.

2'^ Kane, History of Dharmasastra, Vol. II, Pt. II, p. 1263.

28 Varde Valavlikar, op. cit., pp. 91 ;
101-102.

28 Talmaki, Saraswat Families, Pt. II, pp. 11-12. The des-

cendants of the Kashmiri Braihmanas, spoken of in E.C., VII.
Sk. 281 are still to he found in the village of lHuohandi. Cf-
Talmaki, op. cit., p. 18. It is significant that they are described
in this inscription as of the Kata ShSkha, a fact, which amply
"demonstrates their Kashmiri descent.
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which he founded the agarhara at the village of Kochre

(in the Savantwadi State) thereafter called Madhava-

pur®®, as a memorial of his rule over the Konkan, he

founded two more in perpetuation of the memory of his

parents. These were the agraharas of Manchalapura®^

and C.]jaudalpura®2 established at Paramarupa (Pom-

burpa? and Tiswadi respectively, and so named after

his father Chauda, Chaudibatta, Chaunda or Chamunda
and his mother Machambika. Next to his parents,

Madhava seems to have venerated his preceptor Ka^ivilasa

Kriya^akti. He was a celebrated Saiva teacher of the

period, and belonged to the famous Kalamukha sect®* and

was the Kulaguru of Bukka I and Harihara II. ®^ In his

Tatparyadipika, a commentary which he wrote on a philo-

sophical treatise entitled Sutasaihhita, Madhava expressly

mentions Kriy^akti and humbly subscribes himself as his

disciple.®® An, inscription of his has it that “through the

astonishing favour of his master Ka^ivilasa, a manifest

incarnation of Grirl^a (he) gained celebrity as a §aiva,”®®

and we know from other sources that he was a devotee of

the god Triyambaka, a manifestation of Siva.®^

Like his namesake and contemporary Madhavacharya

Vidyaranya, ]M®.dhava Mantri was also a literary cele-

brity. The Chaudala grant describes him as ‘the ex-

pounder of the Upanishads, the illuminator of t^e §aiva-

30 L® Grand Jacob, “obserrations on three copper-plate

grants, etc.,” JBBRAS, IV, pp. 100—115.

81 See note 25.

82 Cf. MAR, 1041, pp. 166, 168-9.

38^7.C'., V, On. 266; E.C., VII, sk 281; E.C., VIII, sb 376;

MER, 1925, p. 88; MAR, 1911-12, para. 99; MAR, 1919, p. 34;

Knndangar, “Hosahalli Copper-plate Grant of Harihara II,”

JBHS. I, p. 127, 11. ‘55-56.

O'* Ayyangar, Sources of Vijayanagar History, p. 51.

35 E.C., VII, sk 281.

86 7.4., XLV, p. 17; Mancbalapnr plates as in note 26 above;

E,C., VIII, sb 1^1; VII, sk 281.
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dgamds, the author of Kavyas, the performer of Mahada-

naa (and) the teacher of Nttisdstras". In the Hejje and

the Katavalli copper-plates of 1347, he is said to have

‘composed after a careful study of the Vedas and Puranas

and Samhitas a work consisting of the essence of the Saiva-

agamas’.”^ The Katavalli plates give the additional

detail that Madhava wrote this work in collaboration

with his royal master Marapa. This may have been the

Tatparyadipika itself,®*’ or another work of similar nature.

Be that as it may, the records are unanimous in their

praise of his intellectual attainments. “He is an

astonishing expert in policy”, says the Haromuchchadi

epigraph of 1368, “like Brhaspati in exceeding wisdom;

and though a s^(ri (or learned man) is always composing

poetry, which gives new pleasure to the minds of all.”

And again, proceeding, he “cleared and made plain the

ruined path of the Upanishads, which was overgrown and

dangerous from the serpents and proud advocates of evil

doctrines”®*'. It may be inferred from this interesting

notice that an orthodox Brahmana, MSdhava vanquished

by his writings and disputations teachers who by their

new-fangled doctrines were leading the people astray

from the old and tried teachings of the Upanishads, as

inference confirmed by the title bestowed on him in the

same record, viz., Vpanishanmdrga-'pratishtfidguru,

‘praised iJy the wise as the guru who established the path

of the Upanishads’. His zeal for his religion is further

attested by the Manchalapur plates, above referred to.

He is there described as “the diffuser of the teachings of

the Upanishads and the Vedas,” and as “devoted to

Saivagmm-Sdrmnnffi aha E.C., VIII, Rb 375; MAR, 129,
p. 160.

Of. Ihid., p. 172.

88 S,C., TII, Sk 281.
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duties as laid down* in Srutis and Smrtis”^®. His own

sect naturally took ' rapid strides during his time.

Justifying the panegyric of the epigraph that “he was a

moon in causing the sea of the Saivagama to rise”.

As a soldier Madhava had achieved equally high dis-

tinction* and he is styled Vasanta or spring-season of

heroes^^ He combined in himself “Brahmana purity and

Kshatriya victorious power for protecting the earth from

fear”^®. In summing up his statesmanlike and warlike

qualities, the Banavasi Madhuke^vara temple epigraph

observes that he was “an Afijaneya in managing the

affairs of his lord, a Bhimasena in blotting out of existence

Du^asana, that is evil advice and wicked government of

bad ministers, endowed with invincible powers, possessor

of incalculable strength, skilled in the Rig, Yajus, Sama,

and Atharva Vedas and Vedangas, a young lion on the

peak of the mountain, that is the kingdom of 16,000 jcma-

fodas (villages) including the lion seat of Kubera shining
'

in the city of Gova on the shore of the western ocean, and

Banavasi situated near the Gomanta hill adorning the

Kuntala kingdom”^®.

The early Viceroys of Vijayanagara were all princes

of the royal family. Accordingly, it was as a subordinate

of Marapa, the brother of Harihara I, 'that Madhava
makes his appearance for the first time in history. Mara-

pa was then in charge of the Banavasi 12000 with Chan-

dragutti as its capital Madhava, his minister, would

seem to have made his mark as an administrator from the

Heras, art. cit., Pissurlencar, art. cit.

E.C., VII, HI 71 and 84. Vira Vasantaraya, a mytholo-
gical hero is believed by the Lingayats to come and destroy future

evil kings. Cf. Eama Eao, “Some Problems of Identity in Early
Vijayanagar History,” QJM^, XIX, p. 254.

VII, Sk 281.

« MAR, 1929, Xo. 115, p. 194.

** Ibid., No. 90, p. 169.
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outsei; for the earliest records speak of him as ‘a naviga-

tor of the deep sea of the government of the great kingdom,

who surpassed even Brhaspati by the power of his wis-

dom’.*® Certainly, this is not merely conventional praise

on the part of the court poet. For, wherever he went he

signalized his administration by works of public utility.

Even before he came with his royal master to Gutti as

minister, he had won the gratitude of the people by build-

ing a dam across the Kaveri near Talkad in the T.-Narsa-

pur taluk of the Mysore state, which still bears his name;
and at Hampi itself he had erected a temple of Para^u-

rama on the Matanga hill overlooking the plains below

long before the city of Vijayanagara rose there. In de-

scribing these works, the poet remarks : “The illustrious

Madhava has gained merit extending over the whole uni-

verse since the bridge built by him shines in the waters of

the Kaveri as a flag of his glory, and the extensive tem-

, pie of 5iva erected by him on the top of the Matanga hill

stands as a pillar of his righteousness and the great golden

mountain is set up in the houses of the learned men by
the gift made by him in accordance with the treatise of

Hemadri”*®.

It is worth noting that the early inscriptions do not

credit him with^any victories over the Turushkas, viz., the

Muhammadans. Indeed as we have already seen, under
the early 'Bahmani kings, Vijayanagara had been put on
the defensive, with the result that she had to rest content
with what had remained to her of the Banavasi 12000.
This province had now so considerably shrunk in its

« Ihid,, p. 168; E.C., VIII, Sb. 376.

169’ 172; S.C., III, T.-Nar.ainir 13; MAR,
iyi.tf, p. 12; Langburst, Hamjn Ruins, p. 118. It has beeiil sag-
jested that the name of Madhava inscribed on a wall in the
Vaide^yara temple at Talkad as a devotee of Vaidyalinga prob-
ably ^eaotes Mildbava Maatri. MAR, 1938, p. 231. It bas
also been supposed that Madbava was a native of Talkad, Ihid.,
P* X^Xt
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dimensions that the city of Banavasi itself bordered on the

Bahmani territory. This accounts for the fact that

though the name was retained, the heaquarters were

transferred to Chandragutti, in the present Sorab taluka,

obviously a more central place to the south-east^''. The

only achievement of Vijayanagara during these early years

was the incursion of Marapa into the present North Ka-

nara district which brought him as far as Gokarna."*® But

naturally enough the raid left no permanent effects. The

Kadamba king defeated on this occasion was either the

king of that dynasty ruling at Banavasi, whom we have

elsewhere identified with Purandara Raya, or a scion of

the same family who ruled over a part of North Kanara

with Chandavar in the Kumpta taluka as his capital.®.

After Marapa’ s death, Madhava continued to govern

the Banavasi 12,000 during the reign of Bukka 1.®“ But

owing to its diminished size it was soon annexed to Araga

which then became the seat of government. We learn from

an inscription of 1367 that Virupa-Baya, the son of

Bukka I “was ruling in peace, the kingdom of Araga

Eighteen Kampanas, the Gutti Eighteen Kampanas and

Idugundi, the Konkana and Hoysana kingdom being the

After the annexation of Goa and Kanara this province had

16000 i'anapadas or villages. MAR, 1929, No. 115, p. 194, and

•with the extension of the empire to ^e north, Banavaa ^am
seems to have been restored to its old position as capital. JBBRAb

,

IT, p. 108.

VII, Sh 375; MAR, 3929, No. 90, p. 167.

^9 Mr. Varde Valavlikar maintains that in the course of this

campaign Marapa also overran the Goa territory, and that the

king defeated was a Goa Kadamba. The inscriptions, I regret to

say, do not warrant this inference. What they say is merely

that Marapa “conquered in battle the Kadamba king and repair-

ed in joy to witness th.e g’od Siva in the form of Gdkarnanatha, the

origin of the universe ...” Starting from Chandragutti, the

capital, the only Kadamba princes he could meet in battle '^re

those of Banavasi (cf. Moraes, The Kadamba Kula, pp. 162-w.)

or Chandavar. The inscription, it must be noted, does not spSak

of his progress beyond Gokarna. Comment is needless.

so MAR, 1929, p. 172.
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boundaries Madhava remained in office, for, in an

inscription, dated 4th March, 1369; he is styled “Maha-

pradhana of Virupannodeyan^^. But since the Banavasi

12,000 was just an appendage, it continued to be adminis-

tered separately and became the sole charge of Madhava.

Accordingly, in other inscriptions of the same period, we

find him represented as an immediate subordinate of

Bukka I.“® “While the illustrious Vira Bukka Raya,”

says one of these records, dated l'7th May, 1368, “was

reigning in peace and wisdom at Hastinavati . . . the

illustrious Mahapradbana Madhavanka was reigning over

Banavasi 12,000”.®^ The object of the appointment of

M'adhava is set forth in the Haromuchchadi epigraph

dated. 15 November, 1368. It was none other than the

consolidation of the conquests of Marapa on the west coast

spoken of above. For the record avers that Madhava
“accepted the government as far as the Western Ocean,

in order to have an oversight of that kingdom without

trouble.”®®

Mlidhava took to his task seriously. By 1375 he had

succeeded in strengthening the hold of Vijayanagara on

the Kanara coast as far as Gokarna. The presence of an

inscription of Bukka at this place enables us to conclude

that by 1375 when this record was issued he had almost

brought to a successful conclusion his mission in this dis-

trict®®. It may reasonably be supposed that in the course

61 E.C., VII, No. 34; see also E.C., VI, Koppa 6 of 1368.

62^1/422, 1936, No. 26, p. 94; MAR, 1916, p. 56.

63 3fAi2, 1936, No. 116, p. 196; E.C., VII, Sk. 281, 282.

64 Mai-, 1936, No. 116, p. 196; 136 of 1935-36 (MEB)-, LA.
IV, p. 206; JBBRAS, XII, p. 340.

66 E.C., VII, Sk. 281.

66 Buokaimaii, Travels, III, p. 170. He records the local

tradition according to which from the time of Madhava till that
of Bhairadevi the Mahabalelvara temple at Gokarna possessed an
income of 12,000 pagodas. (P. 181.) In his Sringeri plates
Lakshmanna refers ,to the grants made by his father Baicham^a
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of tMs campaign he* should have come into hostile contact

with the ancient Kadamba house of Chandavar. Kama-
deva was then on the throne described in a later inscrip-

tion as “Bajadhiraja”, “chief lord of Banavasipura, chief

lord of Konkana, and Haive kingdom” and as “the glory

of the Chandavar Kadamba-Kula”®^. No successors of

his are known to have come to the throne, and
we may safely affirm that he was the last ruler of

dynasty. What is more, in an inscription of 1390 A.D.
recording a gift by his daughter Padmaladevi to

a temple at Omanjuru (near Mangalore) Kamadgva
figures, but shorn of all his titles®®, a conclusive proof that

the Chandavar house had by then already become media-

tized®®. The exact date of the break-up of the Kadamba

Vodeya and bis ancestor (grandfatber P) Madharase for services in
tbe Amrtesvara and Mahabale^vara temples in the sacred place
Gokarna. MAR^ 19S4, No. 29, p. 124.

VII, Sa. 65.

^8 465 of 1928-29.

In tbe course of my study of the history of North Kanara
I have come across a number of inscriptions which ^efer to the
Kadamba dynasty of Chandavar which was not noticed in my
Kadamba-Kula; the earliest of these is E.C., VIII, Sa. 30. It
is undated; the date 1000 A.D. however assigned by Eice seems
erroneous. It belongs to^ the reign of Birarasa’s son
Bommorasa, a Santara chief, who appears .. to have ruled
during the third quarter of the thirteenth century. We have it

here that the combined forces of the Kadamba-chakravartti
Chandavur Tailapa-Deva’s son Kalva-Deva and the Kadamba-
chakravartti Tribhuvanamalla-Deva^s son Chatteya-Deva invaded
the territories of Bommarasa, above the Ghauts. Tribhuvana-
malla and Chatteya here mentioned are easily identified with
Tribhuvanamalla and Shastha-deva of the Goa Kadamba family.

Cf., Kadamba Kttla, pp. 206—^209. Kava-Deva of Chandavar
seems to have been the same as the Kama-deva, who figures as

the brother-in-law of Shastha in a Goa Kadamba record of this

period. I.A,, XIV, p. 288. The other members of the Chanda-
yar family so far known are Basava-Deva, already noticed in

my paper on ^^Hariab of Ibn Batuta’’ in JBBRASy Vol. XV,
p. 41 (N.S.). The last ruler of the dynasty is the Kamadeva
spoken of above.

E-C.) VII, Sk. 75. Madhava is here said to be governing
Araga, Gutti and other provinces of the Maledafe,

F. 58
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power, however, cannot be determined with certainty.

But it is at all events evident that Kanara was settled

sometime after 1377”® and before 1380“\ and the Vijaya-

nagara supremacy was acioiowledgcd by Haiveya-

bhupala®^ the chief of Nagii-e, t]\e othc‘f power on the

Kanara coast that had hitherto successfully resisted all

attempts of the Viceroys to impose the Vijayanagara

hegemony.

Once the task of consolidation was complete, and the

allegiance of the feudatories secured, Mridhava en-

deavoured to extend the boundaries of his province by

encroaching upon the Bahmani possessions. In an inscrip-

tion of 1379 he is described as “the great minister, a

terror to hostile kings, champion of three kings”, and

most significant of all, as “the destroyer of tlio Turushka

army”®®. And the title of Vira Vasanta bestowed on

him was evidently by virtue of the victories won by him

in Kanara no less than against the Bahmanis. In 1379,

however, the conflict with the latter seems to have

been confined to warfare along the frontier of the

Banavasi 12,000, since contrary to the practice of later

inscriptions the record is silent about his most notable

achievement, viz., the conquest and annexation of the

Konkan®*.

He»as, “Goa Viragal of the time ot Harihara II”, OJM’S,
XIX, pp. 37-28 of 1380, where Mallappocleyar is said to be
governing the kingdom of Haive; also E.'l., Ill, pp. 117-18.

02 Contrast MAR, 1928, No. lOS, pp. 96-97 of 1378 A.D.,
where Haiveya-bhupala is given almost imperial titles, such as
Sivasirhhasana chakravarti, with Panchamnkhi, op. cit., Nos. 35
& 66, pp. 83-84 of 1938, where the same ruler is styled Mahla-
mandale^vara and where the inscriptions refer themselves to the
reign of Harihara II, his overlord. In compelling the Nagire
chiefs thus to acknowledge the Vij'ayanagara suTivemacy, the
Viceroy of Barkur must have worked in concert with Madhava.

'

VII, Hn. 84.

0* Contrast this with the inscription Hn. 71 of 1396 in the
same taluk, where along with this title of ‘destroyer of th©
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It must have s6on become apparent that much ’head-’

way could not be made against the BahmanI positions

above the Ghauts, as these could be easily defended from

Gulburga. Accordingly, following a new strategy, one

army marched into the old Yadava province of Toragal

in which the district of Gadag was situated®® liberating it

from the Muslims, while Miadhava himself proceeded at

the head of another army to the north, making Kanara

his base of operations. He crossed the Kalinadi, which

then as at a later date may have formed the boundary

between the Bahmani and the Vijayanagara possessions

on the coast®®, and “captured Gova the capital of Kon-

kana. And having killed the Turushkas, who were

established there, he reinstated the gods Saptanatha and,

others who had been removed by them”®^ This must

have taken place between 1st September 1379 and April

1380, for, as said above, the records of Madhava of the

former date do not allude to this victory, while those of

April 1380 and after refer to Konkana as already a

Vijayanagara possession.

It is not improbable that in this war against the

Bahamam Muhammadans valuable help was rendered by

the local Hindu population under the leadership of the

Turrusllka army’ lie is .given otliers such, as ^reducer of th.e

seven Konkanas to dust’, ‘plunderer of Kadamba’, and ‘boon-lord of

Gova-pura’, etc., indicative of bis work in the Konkan.

Fleet, “Copper-plate grants of tbe kings of Vijyanagara'’,

JBBBAS, Yol. XII, p. 37T.

^<5 Dames, The Booh of Duarte Bardosa, I, p. 182; Bircb, The

Commentarie'S of Dalbugnerque^ II, p. 82.

67 Acbarya, a/rt. cit., E.I., p. 23; Le Grand Jacob, art.

cit.y p. 118. Mr. Yarde Yalablikar would have us believe that

Madbava was instructed by Bukka I to annex Goa (p. 62). But

Bukka bad died on Sunday Pbalguna b 1, Nala Samvatsara, S.S.

1298. Since Pbalguna b 1 fell on Sunday tbe next year, viz. Pin-

gala we may take it tbat Xala is a mistake, and tben tbe date would

correspond to 14tb February, 1378. Of. Pillai, An IrCdian

Ephemeris, lY, p. 358. Else it is 25tb February, 1377, tbe week-

day not corresponding.
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'mediatized Kadamba house®**. This must have made

possible Madhava’s easy victory. It was naturally ex-

pected that Madhava would reinstate the old rulers and

retire to his own province. When therefore the people

were disappointed in their expectations they made an

attempt to eject their erstwhile liberators by force of arms.

“Some base persons born in the Konkana country’’, says

a Vijayanagara inscription, dated Tuesday, Raudri

Samvatsara Vaisaka s 13 (18th April, .1380), alluding

to this event, “having risen against him (Madhava)’’, in

the war which followed “Baichappa greatly distinguished

himself, gained the heavenly world, and attained the

feet of Jina®®.’’ The movement appears to have assumed

serious proportions and strained considerably the resourc-

es of Vijayanagara on the coast. For, unable to cope

with the situation with the inadequate forces at his com-

mand, Madhava was compelled to requisition help from

his cblleague the Viceroy of Kanara. “While the Maha-
pradhana Mallappodeyar was governing the kingdom of

Haive,’’ says a viragal now in the Museo Lapidario of

Velha Goa, commemorating the death of a hero who fell

in this war, “on Wednesday, Raudri Samvatsara Bha-

drapada h 14 (29th August, 1380) Mallapo^eyar went to

war and a battle took place near Madiyagombu, and

Timmanayaka of Muddakalla near Ranva, belonging to

the household of Mallapodeyar died in the battle and
attained heaven’ ’'^®

.

®® One such mediatized Kadamba house is noticed in E.C,,
VII, Sk. 240 and 241 of 1442 and the other is of 4(>5 of 1928-29
of the year 1390.

yill, Sb. 152. Baichappa, the hero of this viragal,
is mistakenly identified by Gopinatha Eao with Baichanna Vodeya,
who describes himself as a kumdra of Madhava in a later record.
Cf., Gopinatha Eao, “Srisilam Plates of Virupaksha”, E.L, XV,
p. 12. The Baicha of this viragal is merely a soldier. Nor can
one ^gree with this author when he applies the biruda which is

clearly that of Msdhava, viz., “Sapta Kohkana dhxili patta” to
Baicha.

Heras, art. cit,, p. 28.
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Significantly eifough, the record of Madhava which*

speaks of the resistance of the Konkanigas is dated a

little over four months before Mallappodeyar joined up
with his contingent. If the identification of Madiyago-

mou with Madkai be correcf^^, this decisive battle between

the Koqkana and Vijayanagara forces took place almost

on the outskirts of Tiswadi in the present district of

Ponda. The reinforcements under Mallappodeyar

arrived just in.the nick of time to prevent the patriot

troops from marching on the island of Goa. The com-

bined Vijayanagara armies easily reduced the Konkani-

gas to submission. “An ornament to kings”, avers an

epigraph of 1396, “ Madhava . . . reduced to atoms

(Kanastha) the rulers ofi Kotnkana and entered, Goa
famous in all ages (KalpMtaravam) and seated himself

on the throne renowned in stories” Another epigraph

of the same year accords to him among others, the titles

of “the reducer of the Seven Konkanas to dust”, ‘"plun-
'

derer of Kadambas”, and “protector of the people of

Kadamba-pura’”^®. And so this bid of the people of Goa
for independence ended in a failure^*, and the torch of

freedom was for ever put out in the Konkan. A similar

attempt in 1510-11 to expel the Bijapuris with the help

of another foreign power (the Portuguese) only succeeded

in exchanging one domination for another.

The Kshatriyas of Goa had to pay a hea'^ penalty

for this resistance. Their hopes of regaining their old

Mr. Varde Valavlikar tells me that lie has suggested this

identification in his paper in Vii^idhajnanavistar. But this is.

inaccessible to me.

72 MAS, 1941, p. m.
73 E.C., VIII, HI. 71.

74 Thanks to the triumph of the Vijayanagara armies in the

Konkan Harihara II could say that having conquered Konkana
among other countries, he ruled the earth. MAS, 1916, p* 58;

Ibid., 33, pp. 136-7; Kundangar, “Hosall Plates of Harihara

II”, JBHS, I, p. 136; E.C., XII, Tl. 129.
”
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"position in the local administration were crushed, and

their place was taken, first by outsiders, and then by the

local Brahmanas, who slowly worked their way into the

favour of Vijayanagara bureaucracy. We arc told in

the Konkanakhyfina that some time aftei* the departure

of Madhava from Goa, the Vijayanagara Empe^:or ap-

pointed a son-in-law of the house of the Deshmukhs of

Bandora, as the Karbhari or administrator of Konkana^®.

The same work, in referring to a grant, which he made to

the god at Nageshi in the Vijaya Samvatsara, S.S. 1335,

says that he was a Wagle''“. From the inscription, which

still stands at Nageshi we learn that his name was Mai

Senavai, son of Puruso Senavai, and that they were

natives of Cuncolim (Kukalli) in the present district of

Ponda'^'^. This discouragement of the Kshatriyas during

the Vijayanagara regime probably accounts for the fact

that at the Portuguese conquest of Goa, the Brahmanas

were found in more affluent circumstances than the

Kshatriyas. Had it not been for the living guaranteed

to them in their village communities, the Kshatriyas would

have in all likelihood been reduced to the position of

hewers of wood and drawers of water for their masters.

But unlike Portugal in later times, Vijayanagara far

from interfering with their economic arrangements con-

tented itself with depriving this class of their privil^ed

position.

Viz., tlie ancestor of the chief Sardesai Pratap Eao of

Bckadbhag. Cf., Varde Valavlikar, op. cit., p. 111.

Mr. Varde Valavlikar says that the fact is also mentioned in

the QoSnohi Parkhdval, a work written in 1801 by Sadashiva
Kamat Vag, a diplomatic agent of the 3oa Government. Loo.
cit,

Varde, “An eye copy of an inscription in Devanagari
characters” JBBRAS, XXIII, p. 107; Wagle, GomantaJcMtil
Sri NageH~devasthandchd Sachitra Itihds, p. 26 (Bombay 1923).
The Eonhanakhydna further says that since that time the 'Wagles
enjoy the highest honour in the temple of Nage^i, loo. cit.

’8 E.C., vm, Sb. 428 of 1383.
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After the pacification of the country was complete*

Madhava seems to have made Goa the capital of the

Araga-Gutti kingdom, leaving a subordinate official at

Gutti to carry on the administration'^® in his name'^®. A
damaged inscription at Banavasi dated 25th November,

1387, contains sufficient information to show that

Madhava was ruling the whole province from his capital

at Goa. For the part of the inscription which is intact

mentions Gova-pagara and Vanavasi 12,000®®. As govern-

or or Viceroy of Goa, Madhava made in the same year

some gifts to the god Subramanya, the shrine of the name
in the South Elanara district. In the inscriptions®^

which record these, Madhava is styled “Govapuradhi^a”

or lord of Goa, perhaps the earliest mention of Madhava
with this title ®®. In the Hire-Avani (Sorab Taluk)

inscription of 16th November, 1389, he is styled “Maha-
pradhani mantri-^iromani Madarasa Odeya”®®.

In 1390 A.D. on finding this province of Araga-

Gutti too unwieldy for efficient administration, the origi-

nal arrangement was restored. Araga became a separate

province with the great minister Mallap-Odeyar” as

its Viceroy®^. Chandragutti was m.ade an apanage of the

Goa kingdom®®. But it was soon felt imperative 'that an

experienced general should be stationed Vithin striking

Ibid., Tl. 147.

®® 137 of 1936-36, (Bombay Karnatak).

81 384 and 387 of 1937-28
;
2 of 1928-29; Sewell, I, p. 238.

82 MEE, 128-29, para. 56, p. 83.

83 E.C., VIII, Sb 116.

84 E.C., VII, Sk 313.

83 E.C., VIII, Sb 382. This inscription records a grant of

Elambajli in the Nagarkhande-nad made by the Brahmanas of

Elase and Kuppagadde in the Gutti 18 kampanas to a certain

Ifarana-deva in the presence of “Saptanatha of Gove on the

shore of the ocean”. For a grant to be made at Goa this must
have been the principal rajadhani, drawing to itself the business

of the rest of the province.
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'reach' of the frontier: “ Harihara there consulting with

his ministers, concluded that his empire would be of

short duration, if the prime minister were not in his own
territory”. Madhava was therefore recalled from his

rajadhani at Goa, promoted to regal status and

anointed as ruler of Banavasi'*®. There is an undated

inscription at Bankapur which refers to Madhava Mantri

as governor of the Male country. It mentions a prince

of the Vijayanagara family, viz., Harihara, alias Hary-

anna, the son of Kampa, as his subordinate”"
;

it may

therefore be assigned to this period, for, as we have seen,

earlier in his career he had always acted under some prince

of the blood royal or the other. To this period too is to be

assigned another undated inscription which Mr. Rice, on

grounds of paleography places about the year 1391®”.

The imperial titles applied to him are obviously a mistake

and should have been accorded to Harihara, his overlord.

Still "they are indicative of the changed status which he

now enjoyed.

Niaraharimantri succeeded him in the Goa Viceroy-

alty early in April 1391®®. He was a Brahmana of the

Atreya-gotra and a son of Brahmarasa and of his wife

Manchambika®®. It is said that he was a disciple of the

sage Vidya^ankara and that Madhava Mantri installed

him in his office®^ This association with Madhava in-

Le Grand Jacob, art. ait., p. 108.

1 of 1933-34 (Bombay Karnatak).

88 E.C., VIII, Sb. 181.

88 Le Grand Jacob, art. cit., pp. 105, 111, liC. Madhava
was in Goa at the time of the gift of Kochnra, bnt had already
left for Banavasi when the grant was made. Of., Euma Eao, art.

cit., p. 256. There does not seem to be much support for the view of
Eao Bahadur Narasimhachar that the Kochre grant may have
been made at his death-bed, I.A., XLV, p. 5.

^0 Acharya, art. cit., p. 23; Le Grand Jacob, art. cit., p. 108.

81 Acharya, loo. cit.
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dines us to identify Vidya^ankara here spoken of Tather
with Kriya^akti, who thus becomes the guru of both,

than with Yidyatlrtha of the Sringeri Matha, though it

is true that the latter is called Vidya^ankara in later

literature®^. Narahari is described as a man of kingly

presenc^e, and a devotee and patron of learning®®. He held

the office for about four years, until 1395, when he was
succeeded by Baichanpa Vo^eyar®*.

Like his predecessor the new Viceroy was also a

Brahmana. He too belonged to the Atreya gotra®® and
was known as Bhaskara®®. The Kochre plates tell us

that Narahari had a brother of this name who was al-

ready well-known®^ Can it be that Baichanna was this

brother of Narahari? A copy of a copper plate grant of

Lakshumanna, the son of Baicha, entered in a Kadita

at Sring&ri Matha seems to confirm our view. There it

is stated that Bommarasa of Ron, a Brahmana of the

Atreya gotra and Rik-^akha was the father of Baidhanna
'

Vodeya, governor of Goa®®. There is hardly any ques-

tion that Bommarasa is a Kanarese corruption of

Brahmarasa.

But a more intriguing piece of information is that

supplied by the Surahonne epigraph above referred to®®.

Baicha is here styled the “Kumara” or ’son of Vasanta

Madhava. Now, arguing from the difference which the

gotras make when this term is imderstood liter^ly, it has

been maintained that Vasanta Madhava and Madhava
Mantri are two different persons, one of the Atreya and

1941, p. 205'.

9®Le Grand Jacob, \oc. cit.

9*E.C., VII, HI. 71; 1941, p. 202.

*>5^.(7., VII, HI. 71.

96 MAR, 1941, p. 212.
9'^ Le Grand J acob, loc. cit.

98 MAR, 1934, No. 29, pp. 125 & 126.

99 E.C., VIJ, HI. 71,

F. 59
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the other of the Angirasa gotra'"^ lii this connection

it is well to remember that the word Kumara need not

necessarily connote a filial relationship. It may imply

merely a protegee or dependent. This practice to de-

scribe themselves as the “sons” of their patrons was in-

deed fairly common among dependents during the, period

of the Hoysala and the Vijayanagara empires^®^ A more

definite clue as to the exact relationship between them

is provided by the Sringeri plates of Lakshumanna.

These refer to Madhava as the ‘hiriya’ or ‘elder’ of the

donor^®^. This would mean that he was in some way an

ascendant of the latter, and since the gotras of the two

were different they could only have been related on

Lakshumanna ’s maternal side. We may take it that

Madhava was his maternal grandfather, and if this were

really the case, what is more natural than that Baicha,

who owed his elevation in a great degree to his patronage

' should choose to describe himself rather as his son than as

his son-in-law?

Baichanna was much more warlike than his imme-

diate predecessor Narahari. We have it in his earliest

record issued on the 7th of June, 1396, that “he was ex-

tending the kingdom on all sides”*®®. In another record

issued a fortnight later*®”* an idea is obtained of the ac-

cessions made to the state under him. It adds Rangiai

to the districts of Chandragutti, Banavasi and Konkana

already comprised in the old Goa-Gutti province.

looYarde Valavlikar, op. cit., p.

^oxJBBBAS, Vol. XVIII, p. note. (New series).

102 MAE, 1941, No. 36, p. 202.

103 E.C., VII, Sk. 241, Dhatu Samvatsara, s 1, corresponding
to 7th Jnne, 1596.

104 £?.C., VII, HI. 71; S.S., 1318 sandu varttamana 19 neya
Dhatu Samvatsarada a^adha s 15, Wednesday, Soma grahana.
This date, except for the S.S.. 1319, wrongly given as 1318, is

yerifiahle. It corresponds to 2l8t June 1386, and on this day there
did occur a lunar eclipse.
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Rangini or Rangna was a fort in the Bahmani territory;

fifty-five miles to the south of Kolhapur, almost on the

eastern boundary of the present Savantwadi state^“®.

The fight for this fort is referred to in a viragal, dated

Yuva Samvatsara Asvija s 12 or September 26, 1395.

In recording the death of a hero who fell on this occasion,

the viragal observes that Chinnaya Nayaka, “the son of

the mahasamantadhipati Gopaya N^ayaka in the capture

of Rangini fought with the Turushkas, broke their arms,

and giving up his body in the service of his lord ascended

Vaikuntha“^°®. Now the second epigraph of Baicha

cited above, mentions among his hirudas that of “Rangi-

ni pratapa” or “Rangini glory”^®^. Evidently, he could

not have won this title without distinguishing him,self in

the battle for Rangini. And it is not improbable that

having succeeded Madhava as the warden of the marches,

he commanded the expedition himself, and brought it to

a successful issue. Doubtless, it is owing to this” great'

exploit that he is styled, “the foremost among the minis-

ters’’ (Mahamantri^vara)^®*.

Thus following up the victories of Madhava, Baicha

brought the country which lay between Konkana and

Toragal under Vijayanagara sway. The boundaries of

the Chandragutti province were extendi so far to the

north, that the whole of the present Balgaum district and

a part of Kolhapur were included in it. A short Kana-
rese inscription on a column at MakaravaUi, in the

Hangal taluka of the Dharwar district, dated S.S. 1321,

or A.D. 1399-1400, states that “while Harihara, the son

of Mahamandale^vara Vira Bukka Vodeya, was ruling”,

105 Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XXIV, pp. 5, 319.

XII, Tp. 44.

107 E.C., VII, HI. 71.

108 lUd., MAR, 1942, No. 36, pp. 201 & 225.
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ilo doubt in peace and wisdom, Baicbanna Vodeya was

“in charge of the government of Gove’’^”®.

Baichanna held this viceroyalty till 1406, when he

was transferred to Kanara. His earliest inscription in

his new province is the one at Coondapoor, dated, S-S.

1328 or A.D. 1406“®. The following year (§ S. 1329) he

is referred to as being in charge of the iMangalura-raJya

as well”'. There is no mistaking that this was the erst-

while Viceroy of the Konkan, for another, inscription of

his, found at Subramanya, expressly states that “Baicha-

ppa-Vodeya of Gove was governing Mangalura-rajya"®.

There is yet another inscription in the South Kanara
district which brings out clearly his associations with

Konkan. This is an epigraph of §.S. 1330 or A D. 1408.

In recording the assignment 'of the gold due to the king

from certain lands in the temple of Shankaranarayana at

Pan^iye^vara, Baichanna is here mentioned again as

'“of Gove” who was then “governing the Barakura-

rajya””®.

There are no military achievements to the

credit of the Viceroys that followed. Vijayanagara had
now reached its farthest limits in the north and the

north-west; and with hardly any wars to fight, these

probably turned Their attentions to administrative prob-

lems and to the task of securing the economic well-being

of ^e people. But it is characteristic of pur documents

that they are a record mostly of wars and sieges, and the

victories of peace which are no less stirring, go in them
without as much as a passing notice. As a result these

jo» pieet, “Copper-plate grants of the Kings of Vijayanagar”,
JBBRAS, XII, p. 341.

“0.368 of 1927.

Eangsciiarya, InscTvptions of the Madras Presidency

,

I,

Sk. No*. 116, p. 858.

3 of 1929-30.

“8 609. of 1929-30,
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Vicjeroys could not but be merely a succession of

names.

Savanna is the first name we come across in the

galaxy of these later satraps of Goa-Chandragutti. An
inscription of his on a stone tablet at the Virabhadra
temple §Lt Sangur in the Hangal taluk has it that

“Savanna, the son of Dandanayaka Naganna was gov-

erning at Gove as the minister of Devaraya^^*. This

epigraphical record was issued in the Madana Samvat-

sara, S. S. 1334 or A.D. 1412-13.

The next Viceroy on the throne of Goa was one

Nanjann Gosavi. It cannot be said for certain if he is

the Nanjanna Vodeyar, mentioned in a record dated July

‘3, 1380^^®. He is described in an inscription at

Nageshi, Goa, dated 1413 (S. S. 1335) as “clever

and prudent in religion”^^®. In 1417 Virupadanayaka

is found in charge of the Goa-Gutti kingdom. We are

told that he was then residing at Chandragutti^^’.

Mallappa Vodeya was the next governor. An inscription

of 1420 describes him as Baichanna’s younger brother^^®.

If this be the Baichanna of the Rangini glory,

the far-famed Viceroy of Goa-Qhandragutti, Mallappa
could not have been the Viceroy of the same naiue who
had to rush all the way from Kanara to ’Goa with rein-

forcements, 'for, as h^ already been indicated, Baich-

anna himself was a protege of Madhava and had not yet

reached Viceregal status. About the year 1425, a new
Viceroy, Triyambaka-deva, appears to have been ap-

pointed. He is styled the glory of his (Immadi Deva
Raya’s) arm“®. How did he earn his title? We are

Fleet, art. cit., p. 341.

1930, No. 34, p. 173.
lie Varde, art. cit., p. lOT.
117 E.C.f VII, Sk. 37.

lie E.C., VII, Sk. m
iieJS^.C., VIII, Sb. 565.
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told in the Burhan-i Ma'asir that in 1430, as a conse-

quence of disorders in the Konkan, Ahmad Shah I order-

ed Ehalaf Hasan Basri to proceed there, and that the

latter in a very short time put down the recalcitrants and

pacified the country’^^'*. It is possible that Vijayanagara

was inciting the chief of Sangame^wai- against the

Bahmani Sultan, and endeavouring to extend its sphere

of influence at the expense of its rival. And almost cer-

tainly it was Triyambaka-deva the Viceroy of the Kon-

kan that was mainly responsible for this vigorous policy.

The next Viceroy, Hampeya-Eaya was the son of the

imperial treasurer, Arasappa'^^ An important docu-

ment of his regime is the copper plate charter dated 1431

A.D., which he granted to Visvesvararanya Sripada, a

guru, who resided in the Kallu-matha at Hampe. The

charter provides for the food offerings and perpetual

lamp of the god Vidyasaiikara, and food for the ascetics

of a matha at AndaravaHi. We are told that this village

was situated in the Chenamahaliyanad in the Chandra-

guttiya-ventheya, and was rechristened Visvesvararanya-

pura after the grant. In this way, the record not

only gives an idea of the administrative units of the

Goa-Gutti province, but in itself is a concrete illus-

tration of th§ methods pursued in such important

matters as sale and purchase. Indeed, it speaks highly

of the system on the whole, that the governor, who

is the donor as in the present case, should have been

compelled to purchase the village fi'om the nad, after

making due compensation to all rightful claimants and

that the sale deed should have been registered at the office

of the Karapika (accountant) of the Goa-Gutti province^®*.

.Hampeya-Raya was succeeded by one Irugappa-Vode-

King, Burhan-i Maasir, p, 60.

isiir.C., YII, Sk. 40.

122 MAR, 1934, No, 3T, p. 120.
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ya. Says a record of 1442, “when the Maharajadhiraja ra-

ja-paramg^vara vira-Deva-Baya-maharaya was in Hastina-
vati, ruling a peaceful kingdom, his minister Irugappa-
vodeyar along with Chandragutti, was ruling Gove^^®.

After him, Mallarasa Vodeyar took charge of the vice-

royalty. * He is reported in 1445 to have been governing
the kingdom of G'oa-Gutti, shortened in the epigraph

doubtless for reasons of space, into Gutti^®*. There can

be no reasonable doubt that he also ruled over Konkana,
for in another record of the same year (S.S. 1367) he is

called “Gove-Chandraguttiya Mallarasa”, that is to say

Mallarasa of the Goa-Gutti province^®®.

It was probably after Mallarasa’s regime that Kon-

kana was detached from Chandragutti and made a se-

parate province with its own Viceroy. Chandragutti

was contiguous to Vijayanagara, and seems to have been

annexed to the old province of Hampe^®®. This is borne

out by the fact that the treasurer Lingappa Vodeya, the

governor, referred to as “protecting Chandragutti, be-

longing to the Vijayanagara thana’’^^'^. Though this

record in dated in 1454, it is likely that the partition took

place a few years before, probably in 1448, when Mallarsa

appears to have relinquished his duties of Viceroy of the

Goa-Gutti province. A viragal dated Marga^ira S.S.

1371 (1449) has it that in a dispute between Baichanna

Vodeya, the son of Triyambaka-dgva, and Lingappa-

123JB.C., VIII, Sb. 489; Introd., p. 12.

125 E.C., VII, Sk. 36. The cyclic year Eaksbasa given, in

this record is wrong. It should be RaktaMi.

128 E.C., VIII, Sb. 167.

127 Ibid., in an inscription of 1445, E.C., VIII, Sb. 566, a

Viceroy, whose name ends in the letter sa, the rest of the word
being effaced, is referred to as protecting Chandragutti. I think
he is better identified with Lingappa the inscription* using an-

other form of the same name, viz., Lingarasa. This is supported

by the chronology we have adopted independent of this record

according to which he seems to have been appointed in 1448.
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vodeya, Baichauna raided the village of Andarava|li'-**

The inscription is silent as to the point at issue. Never-

theless, it makes it abundantly clear that the parties

to the dispute were high officials of Vijayanagara, Baich-

anna Vodeya being the son of Tiiyambaka-deva, the gov-

ernor of Gba-Gutti kingdom presumably in 1425, and

Lingappa being the treasurer Lingappa-vodeya spoken

of above. Now, if it be granted that they were two pro-

vincial governors, we may be certain that* Baichanna was

the governor of Goa.

Baichanna of course could hardly have been the last

Vijayanagara Viceroy of the Konkan. If he was ap-

pointed to the Goa viceroyalty, when Mallarasa’s tenure

came' to an end, in 1448, he may have retired from this

post sometime in 1454. But we know for a fact tha the

Vijayanagara dominion in the Konkan continued

down to 1470, and if we assign a little over 5 years to each

of the Viceroys, it would follow that Baic'hanna had at

least three successors. As, however, documents are not

forthcoming for the period, it is impossible to know who
these Viceroys may have been.

Still, some idea is obtained from Bahmani sources of

the political activities in which they were engaged. It

has been indicated above how in 1430 the Bahmani Sultan

was compelled to dispatch Khalaf Hasan Basri to bring

about the pacification of the Konkan. But the Raja of

Sangamesvar proved unrepentant. He would repeatedly

rise in rebellion against the Sultan, his overlord, urged,

^

128 jE.C., yil, Sb. 473. Andaravalli is described in this in-

scription. as being situated in ‘Muraligeya-nad’. This, however,

seems to be a wrong reading of the word. For, if as it appears

from, the Kannada original, some o'f the letters in^ the word are

leffaced, tljfsre is much in support of the view that "the original

form^was, as in No. 27 of MAR, 1984, p. 27, above cited, China-
mahsfiyanad, unless, of course, both the readings are correct.

Andaravalli, ' however, would appear to have soon got rid of the

new name given, to it^ViSve^arSira^ynipura.
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no doubt as before/ by the Vijayanagara satrap at' Goa,

which was hardly at a distance of fourteen farsakhs from

Samgame^var^^®.

Khwaja Mahmud Gawan, the famous wazir of the

Bahmanis, saw clearly that unless a blow was dealt at

Vijayanjp.gara, “the centre of all mischief”, by annexing

the Gove-rajya or province, the subjugation of the Kon-

kan could never be achieved. Accordingly, after • the

rebellion of Samgame^vara had been suppressed,

he deci(ied to move his troops on Goa. "While the main

army was being put in the field, Asad Khan and Kishwar

Khan were sent ahead with a few troops, and Gawan’s

son, ‘Ali Malikul-tujjar, sought to create a diversion by

proceeding against the “"Vijayanagara forts”. It aeems

that while Asad IChan and Kishwar Khan were waiting

for the latter in Goa, the panic stricken citizens sent

deputations to these commanders to arrange terms of

surrender. It would appear from this that the Viceroy

of Goa did not have sufl5,cient forces at his command to

oppose the advancing enemy, and that he actually fled,

leaving the doomed city to its fate. Thus blockaded by

sea^®° and land the undefended capital made its sur-

render on 4th February, 1472 (20-8-876)^®^ The Mus-

lims thus became possessed of this prosperous seaport

without shedding a drop of blood^®®, and Vij^anagara

passed out of the Konkan never again to set foot on ics

soil.

129 Riyaiuhlnsha, “To a wazir”, LV, 94 B as in Sherwani,

Mahmud Gawan, p. 137, n 60.

ISO Ferishta-Briggs, II, p. 485 says that the Khwaja had sent

a fleet of 120 vessels to attack it by sea. Perishta gives the date as

' A.H. 875 or A.D. 1470, which shows again how unreliable .he is

as regards chronology.

181 Eiyad., “To the Snltan of Gilan”, XXXYIII, 82, -as in

Sherwani, op. cit., pp. 138-38, n 66.

182 Of., IbU., p. 183,

F. 60
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Naturally enough, Mahmud was highly pleased with

his prize. Writing to his friends, he describes Goa as

‘

‘the envy of the islands and ports of India and famed for

its fine climate, its cocoanuts and betelnuts as well as for

its springs, canals and plenty of sugarcane and betel

leaf”^®®; and again, “owing to the abundance of its trees

and springs it is like the mirror of the Grove of the Genii

and 'a copy of the Cistern of Plenty In Goa the

,

- *

Riyadul-Insha, “To a wazir”, XLV, 94 B, u.-. in Slierwani,

o^p. dt., p. 138, n 62.

Riyadnl-Insha, “To Maulaiui Jiuui”, XXXIX, 86B, as

in Sherwani, loo. oit., n 63.

Note: The authenticity of the three sets of copper plates

issued on the occasion of the solar eclipse in the Prajapati Sam-
vatsarar, S.S. 1313, to the Braihmanas of Manchalapura, Chaudala
and Kochre hy Madhava has heen called into que.stion, among:

others, hy the late Dr. Bhau Daji, Eev. II. rrera.s, and Mr. W.
R. Varde Valavlikar. The first two scholars speak of the Man-
chalapura plates only. As to Dr. Daji’s objection, it must be

pointed out that he had no first-hand acquaintance with these

records and formed his opinion from a copy supplied to him from
Gk)a (JBBRAS, IX, 227-28), an opinion which he does not

support with any reasons. Fr. Heras bases his objection on two
grounds

:
(a) “the trend of the document is different from that

of the grants Cf the Vijayanagara rulers” ; and (h) that the

“document errs when saying that Harihara ‘had established the

throne of ,Goa’ ”. (Heras, “Pre-Portuguese Remains in Portuguese
India”). As to his first ground of objection it may be noted that

the Manchalapura grant of Madhava is exactly similar to the

Kanvapura grant of Baichanna Vodeya. Both commence with an
invocation to the god Ganapati, with the only difference that in

the former there is also an invocation to the preceptor

VidySranya. The signature on both is “Sri Triyambaka
Sri”, which is quite as valid as the usual “Sri Virfi-

paksha (Cf., MAR, 194'’', No. 36, with Pissurlencar, art.

eit., pp. 46—48), for the reason that the 'former ones are

documents executed by provincial governors, Maklhava and
Baicha, whose patron deity was TriyamhaJca, while the others
are of Imperial execution, and Virup&ksha was the family deity

of the Emperors. In formulating his second ground of objection
Fr. Heras was obviously misled by the slip of the translator in
making ii^a^harall establish the throne at Goa. What the in-

scription actually says is that ’‘by his order” MSidhava Mantri
(with all epithete) was on the throne of Goa. It must be said
that the incisive mind of Fr. Heras found this document so per-
fect in all other respects that he was compelled to acknowledge
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Khwaja had indeed 'won for his master a pearl of great
*

price.

“that (it) perhaps records real grants made hy Madhava”. In-

deed, if we take the internal evidence into account, there should

be no doubt as to its authenticity: Madhava’s father^s name is

correctly mentioned as ‘^Chaundi-bhatta’ ;
moreover, the e{)ithet

^‘Upanishanmarga-pravaitakach^ya may be said to correspond

to ^‘Upanishanmarga-pratisthaguru’' of the earlier records.

The same may be said of the other two plates.

In the light of this criticism, we may next consider the ob-

jlections of Mr, Valavlikar, op, cit,^ pp, 105-106 note. The reply

to this objection as regards the gotra is that Bharadvaja is mere-

ly a sept of the Angirasa g5tra. As to Vidyaranya, ^ho, he

contends, fwas not the preceptor of Madhava, it inay be taken as a

mistake for Vidyal^ankara, and this, as we have said above, may
have been a name by which Kriyasakti also was known (Cf. MAMj
1941, p. 169). The date, which he next calls in question, is given

correctly by the Chaudala grant as Prajapati Samvatsara,

Chaitra 16 S.S. 1313, Wednesday; while in mentioning it as Yaisaka

I 15 Wednesday and Chaitra h lb Tuesday of the same year,

the Eochre and the Manchalapura plates are erring
^

as to

the month and the week-day respectively. Such mistakes,

however, though undoubtedly serious, are all too
^

common in

inscriptions, which are none the less declared genuine.
^

They

argue carelessness on the part of the composer and acquiescence

on that of the administration. Nor is Mr. Varde Valavlikar him-

self altogether free from this taint. He says that in t^ePrajapati

Samvatsara S.S. 1313, the solar eclipse occurred only^ a new-

moon day in the month of Yaisaka which fell on a Tuesday.'* But

a reference to Pillai, An Indian Ephemeris^ Yol. IV, p. 384,

proves him wrong, and the composer of the Chaudala grant right.





THE SIG^NIEICANCE OF INDIAN ART MOTIFS

BY

Ra.dha Kamal Mukerjee, M.A., Ph.D.

Man everywhere seeks to achieve or contemplates a

reconciliation between himself and the world to whidi he

belongs. This is the harmony or integration between

Being and Becoming which the concrete world of human

experience denies him. In the metaphysical harmonies

of Being and Becoming which man realises also as cosmic

rhythms of matter and motion, life and mind we have

in the ultimate analysis the genesis of art. Thus great art

i^spiritual; the fine arts are divine..^

The artist expresses, in. his images the mysteries of

life and the world that have an impersonal and universal

significance for the race, nation and collectivity. Or his

representations of men and situations approximate to

types that are widely understood and accepted. Or,

again, such representations express concrete personal

moods and situations of the artist that are somewhat re-

moved from universal and impersonal attitudes and ex-

periences. On the basis of this distinction art motifs

may be classified into archetypes, types and individuals.

iJung has made us familiar with the conception of arche-

types in myths and fables that are derived from the col-

lective unconscious as contrasted with the personal un-

conscious. It is well-known that many myths, legends-,

fairy tales and symbols are similar or even identical among

different peoples, portraying in typical images their in-

ner and unconscious psychic drama. The psychological

mechanism behind all this is that as the unconscious

forces in life or the incomprehensible forces of nature

477
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'.are externalised in forms of images ' and myths, these

cease to be disturbing and disintegrating, but rather in-

comparably usefully fuction in aiding man’s inner

adjustment against the uncanny living depths of the world

and of the psyche. The background of the formation

of phantasy, myth, art and religion is the same.

Man through the ages figured the super-sensible and

the .unconscious in beneficient and protective images,

forms that have given complete satisfactioji to his heart

and intellect. Primitive art fashioned many animal

symbols, such as dragons, serpents, crocodiles and mons-

ters which may be regarded as magical offerings in

order that the hunting tribe might be successful in the

chase of the figured animals. These image the savage’s

raw unconscious urges and desires and his attempt at a

psychic adjustment through art which arose from the

same unconscious background as magic, myth and re-

gion by .way of externalising the sanguine instincts.

Gradually the so-called Venus of primitive sculpture ap-

peared, imaging the aniraa which was related both to the

fruitfulness of the soil and to the dark, uncanny and

elfin nature of the unconscious life. Her fecundity is

powerfully expressed by the exaggerated size of her

breasts.
.
Whether the votive figures were connected with

fertile rites and magical sacrifices or not, the archetypes

of the primitive Venus, as fairy, goddess or as demoniac

woman, characterically released the unconscious. As
civilisation progresses not merely animals, once tribal

totems and personal fetishes but now associated with

god-ideas, but also heroes, fairies, gods and goddesses

are represented by archetypal images that drain the un-

conscious and assure the stability of the social order. It

is inevitaiSe^ that these archetypes that denote the sym-

bolic figures of the view of the world and man’s relation to

- it, must be modified in the social and ethnic setting.
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Each region or people would define the archetypes in its

appropriate manner according to its objective experienc-

es. Egyptian art was, for instance, largely dominated by
the super-sensible aspect of the animal, such as the lion

or the bull, and in numerous theomorphic archetypes the

artist sought to convey something of the mysterious reali-

ty of animal nature as embodying the order and rhythm of

the world.

In Hindu «,rt, there are theomorphic myths and

images such as Nara-Simha (the man-lion), Gane^a (with

the face of an elephant), Daksha Prajapati (the man-

goat) Haya-griva (with the face of a horse) and Vajra

Varahi (with the face of a sow), not to speak of the

Yakshas, Nagas and Kinnaras. But early in the evolu-

tion of Indian civilisation human and social values

asserted themselves in art and religion. The inner har-

monies at the heart of the world were expressed by these

in anthropomorphic terms. Secondly, in the higher level

of culture man’s judgment and scale of values as well as

elements of abstraction, conceptualisation, condensation

and elaboration are apparent in the forms of the arche-

types. Art and religion, for instance, would
^
present

these in less native and understandable forms than myths,

fables and fairy tales that would not disguise much the

unconscious psychic processes. There is, however, no

doubt that it is the myths, legends and tales which fisst

give an explicit form to the archetypes that are then

fashioned and elaborated by art and religion as tradi-

tional and dogmatic symbols that are immediately accept-

ed and comprehended by man as solemn and sublime

through the centuries. ^In the Orient myth natively arti-

culates the archetypes^ art teautifies them.,
mofality

(perishes and religion adores them.™”"
’

In Asia human emotions and social feelings were

fashioned and moulded in supernatural oast, expressed in
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'a transcendental context from which the social feelings

derive their profoundcst significance. Thus the arche-

types and symbols are at once metaphysical and ethical

in their content, adapted at once to the intellect of the

elite, and the feelings and aspiratioms of the common

people. ’ One of the earliest and yet majestic

archetypes in Oriental art is that represented by

the image of Buddha in his attainment of enlightenment.

Gautama obtained his enlightenment centuries ago. This

is a historical occurrence. But ihat the Buddha is in the

process of attainment of Nirvana in the heart of every

sentient creature, nay in inanimate matter, even in the

innumerable sands of the Ganges, is an eternal cosmic

truth that Buddhist art has expressed. The fathomless

existence of Buddhahood or Being is something more

than the immortality of the individual in Buddhism. The

Buddha is not a superhuman individual or God who re-

veals himself to the world in a single incarnation. In the

heart of every living creature the Buddha or Being is

ceaselessly manifest through a continuous sequence of

births and deaths. We are not referring here t)

the later Mahayana conception. In early Buddhist

literature, we come across the term Bodhisattva which

means any person destined to become a Buddha in this or

some future existence, Gautama himself going through

previous births as man, animal or fairy, and also un-

equivocally stating ‘T am neither man, Yaksha or Gan-

dharva” so as to stress hjs primordial metaphysical

essence. Buddha is also described even in early Pali can-

ons as the Eye of the World, and the Ineffable man. It

is accordingly in a cosmic background of the need of en-

lightenment for every kind of creature that early Bud-

dhist art^gave us the archetype of the Buddha image as

crossing the boundaries of time and space. The Buddha
and Bodhisattva images at Sarnath magnificently com-
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bine the older tradi€ion of the yogi in his detachment from’

the world with the grace and beauty of the human body,

itself full of raptures. Buddha’s poses, gestures and at-

titudes, which may have originated in special incidents

in the life of Gautama and in myth and history thus

obtain a^ timelessness in art reassuring to the individual

soul its spiritual strength and destiny and complete as-

surance and freedom from fear in the pursuit of Dharma.

A similar masterpiece is the picture of the Bodhisattva,

perhaps Avalokiteilvara, depicted in the Ajanta fresco

amidst a gorgeous procession of youth and beauty, love

and sport. Music and dance, fruits and flowers, sun-

shine and shadow, love-making, dice-playing, gossiping,

play of children, gathering in the Eoyal court as well as

the life of Buddha, religious ritual and offering are all

there covering walls, ceilings and pillars; past, present

and future as these well out from the flow of narration of

the Buddha’s birth legends intermingle; the beholder

becomes saturated with the movements, gestures and

moods of men and women as he looks at the sconces paint-

ed as if seen simultaneously in front and from above and

from below. The rock surface itself remains incalcula-

ble, opening its contents like the unconscious from all

angles and from the variegated settings oi houses, palaces

and scenery which confine in their rhythmical frames the

activities of episodes and moments of the narration. In-

terspersed amidst this pageantry of social life, with its

many tense emotions and movements, set within the

greater oscillations of the rhythm of life are the figures

of Buddha and the Bodhisattva, serene and majestic,

brooding over the transience of sensual delights and

feeling an unbounded compassion for all whose hearts are

set on these. Art here presents the life of theVorld in

all its sensuous perfection and delights with an abundant

sympathy. It depicts the luxuriant fullness of .woman s

F. 61
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breasts and hips, their langour and passionate gestures,

as emotions sway them, with a wonderful veracity.

There is no parallel in the world history of art of this

frank and passionate apotheosis of woman who is depict-

ed as gossiping, love-making or dancing, in repose,

standing, or swinging, in her toilet, in play with pet

animals and flowers or in lamentation. But in her gaiety

she .has finesse, in her amours she has dignity, and in her

grief she has patience, as every gesture, every glance and

every movement of her tell us. She is the eternal

i^stery, to whom mankind turns with profound wonder

and*' adoration in her infinite moods, studied and repro-

duced by the artist with the most discriminating taste

and painstaking care. She is in fact the syiiibol of the

joy and perfection of the sensible world. The charm and

grace of the woman’s body epitomise the full glory and
beauty of the sensible world as it rises to perfection in

Being. More than the beauty of women or the display

of jewellery and ornaments, drapery and flowers, green

plants and luscious fruits, the Ajanta frescoes stress,

however, the beauty of the super-sensible. Rarely have

the harmonies and rhythms of the sensible and super-

sensible world, of Being and Becoming, been so in suc-

[cessfully blended as in the art of Ajanta. MetStphysically

speaking, Buddha is Being, the mind in the repose of

Nirvana. The Bodhisattva is the aspiration of all sen-

tient creatures as numerous as the sands on the banks
of the Ganges for Buddhahood which is to be attained by
everybody. The Bodhisattva strives to attain Nirvana
not only for himself, but for all, helping all beings
sentient to obtain the Buddhahood. The entire world of
Beconjing is thus put on the path to Being by the wisdom,
compassnsn and heroism of the Bodhisattva. How
thouglitfully is the subtle difference between Buddha and
-the Bodhisattva limbed in Ajanta: the former more
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serene, immaculate 'and impersonal, having obtained the

;

placidity of Nirvana so beautifully rendered by the pose

and stability of the seated yogic meditative pose; the

latter youthful, radiant with compassion and good-will

for all and in a standing posture whose eloquent rhythms

express a deep and gracious solicitude of one who has

taken the vow that he would not enter into Nirvana be-

fore all creatures are liberated. It is the spirit of. the

Buddha and the Bodhisattva that sets the norm of per-

fection of all creatures from the Brahmanical gods, Gan-

dharvas, Kinnaras and Vidyadharas, kings and beggars,

to animals. It is the Being of Wisdom who is the beacon

lamp of spiritual ascent for all, the Leader of the Cara-

van, and who also binds everybody together, gods, men
and animals, by his all-encompassing compassion. In

the frescoes at which hundreds of monks gazed in their

lonely hours as they lived in the caves for their medita-

tion, gods, angels and men are shown in sizes and cClours

that express their moral virtues and imperfections, their

rank in the scale of advance to Being. The most illumi-

nated and large-limbed bodies are those of the Bodhi-

sattvas. Kings come next, handsome, graceful, luxuri-

ous and amorous. For have not kings like Asoka, Bim-

bisara, Kanishka and Harsha accepted the teachings of

the Dharmma? Women are smaller, shy, slender and

fragile. Their amorous poses and gestures • are like

rituals, chaste, subtle and sensitive. For are not the

overtones of a cosmic existence discerned in human loves

and passions 1 Priests and the kings’ counsellors are

depicted as smaller than the kings. Traders and

artisans are yet smaller, while of diminutive size are the

slaves, beggars, eunuchs and jesters. The colours of

men, grey, yellow, red, green and black, afe -Hlifferent

according to the moral attributes their caste or occupa-

tion implies. The slave and the eunuch are black. The
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hunter is reddish brown or light yellow or grey. No in-

famy or indignity is, however, attached to the various

occupations and castes, including the hunter’s or the

slave’s. For the paintings illustrate that the life of

the householder, performing his familiar and social

duties and obligations, is as significant as the life of

saints and ascetics who renounce the world, ’^at is

stressed is that it is not lust, greed, cruelty and in-

justice but tenderness, compassion and sacrifice that yield

the rich harvest in future births of lasting prosperity and

happiness according to the inexorable law of Karma.

No matter whatever the occupation or station in life, a

king, a Brahmin, an ascetic, a beggar or an animal, it is

the ideal of supreme self-forgetful tenderness and sacrifice

of the'Bodhisattva that measure one’s true woi'th in the

scale of living. As a matter of fact the Bodhisattva

through his merit of sacrifices in a thousand previous

births acquires the privileged position of being born as a

Prince or Danapati wearing on his head the royal mukuta,

but yet as the conqueror in the fullness of his detachment,

modesty and compassion. The Bodhisattva ideal effects

a spiritual transformation of worldly life and exalts it.

It is this identification of the worldly and contemplative

life which underlies the universal quality of the Ajanta

paintings and explains the artist’s inexhaustible delight

in the beauty of the woman’s form and in sensuous per

fection. He is an adept in depicting the soft sinuous

curves of female figures or the patterns of drapery, the

liveliness and grace of birds and animals, or the tender-

ness and delicate movement of leaves and flowers, while

in radiant supernatural figures he reveals his profound

appreciation of the transcendental majesty of the Buddha
and the^„3dddlusattva. Addressing the Bodhisattvas

Santid4va of Valabhi, probably a ccmtemporary of the

Ajanta painters, ardently sang thus: “Formed in the
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hearts of the large, perfumed, and fffesh lotuS^, and
developing their bright bodies, the Bpddhisattvas issue

from the flower-cups as they open to the rays of the sun
and are born under his eyes in their perfect beauty

“Behold ! raising their eyes at the sight of the blazing

Vajrapani upright in the sky, the damned feel them-

selves delivered from their sins, and fly to join him with

joyous haste. Behold ! a shower of lotuses rains down
mingled with scented water. What bliss.” On the

fresco the Bodhisattva holds the symbolic blue lotus in his

right hand, while his inexpressibly charming face is

tinged with the tender, human sadness due to world

misery and at the same time radiant with divine aloof-

ness and serenity. The silent lips over which the word
yet hovers, the half-closed eye-lids that yet jJermit the

profoundly compassionate glance to pierce through, the

inscrutable gesture of the slender arm that is at once

non-chalant and yet lovingly bends down to the suffering

of the world, do not these symbolise the blending of the

profound pity and tenderness of Hinayana ethics with

the transcendence of the Mahayana idealistic metaphy-

sics? To the right of the Bodhisattva stands his young

consort, gracious and sweet, bowed in her supplication

and pensive in her meditation. Behind* them' rises a

beautiful dream-universe with it's aerial chapels, pavil-

lions, fairy gardens and skies filled with sportive spirits

of all kinds into which Mahayana absolute idealism has

transformed the. sensible world. The light that neter

was on sea and land has given to the painter’s world of

concrete forms the marvellously elegant and tender

shapes of an apparition. The entire sensible and super-

sensible realm is in the Mahayana cbriception like a stage,

like the city of the Gandharvas that is neither existejit nor

non-existent. Mahayana mysticism totally abolishes- the

distinction between Samsara and Nirvana ‘TaA Uleidi
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\sa bodhih, Yas samsdras tat nirvo/mm,*, that which is Sin

is also Wisdom, the realm of Becoming is also Nirvana.

It is from this mystical intuition that has welled forth an

exuberant joy of the artist who has expressed it in the

surpassing elegance and delicacy of women, in the Apol-

lonian nobility of kings and nobles, in the gorgeous pro-

cession of the multitude and also in the purity and radi-

ance, of vegetation, and the strength and sportiveness of

animal life. For who can forget the luxuriant vegetation

and the lively animal world in the Ajanta paintings ? It

is an eternal spring-time within the caves at Ajanta with

the trees in full blossom, the foliage bluish green and
young leaves reddish, while the big ants march off in

clusters for the sap and the fruit. Animals are also there

in abundance. But all are bound to man in intimate

companionship. Gazelle and goose are attracted to man
by sweet, affectionate fondness. For the great teaching

- of the frescoes is the sense of an absolute oneness of life

through its different sentient levels. God and Gan-
dharva, Apsara and Kinnara king and beggar, have the

same destiny as that of the Bodhisattva. Through a

continuous sequence of births and deaths god, man and
animal obtain their status in the scale of living accord-

ing to their good and evil desires and deeds. The
pageantry of the king’s court, the might of arms, the

sports of Ibve, the rhythms of dance, the pleasures of

hunting and gambling are all parts of a long scheme of
things, a continuous chain of causes and effects binding
creatures and scenes together in Samsara until the chain
can be snapped by all through the attainment of Buddha-
hood. In the paintings of Ajanta heaven, earth and the
nether, world intermingle. Space here is multi-

dimensional. The activities of all sentient creatures
in past, present and future lives are seen in a continuous,
.synoptic vision as in the cinematograph bound together
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by the immutable law of Karma. In the world of Ajanta-

time is eternal. Scenes cover walls from top to bottom

and then leap to ceilings, contiguous walls, pillars and

sides of rocks at all angles. The Being or the Bodhisatt-

va, whether as King, or as some animal like the deer,

the hor§e or the elephant round whom the story fastens

is depicted from panel to panel for maintaing the conti-

nuity of a series of episodes that cross the boundaries of

time and space, extending from the sensible to the super-

sensible world. Nature comprising the vegetation, the

rocks and the clouds is also pictured as sentient, parti-

cipating with a delicate movement in the vicissitudes of

sentient creatures that all live and move in Being. Does

not the art of Ajanta echo by these procedures the Bud-

dhist metaphysical conception that it is the Bodhisattva

or Being which is the very substance of the sensible world

of Becoming, including not merely Nature but also

Samsara, all sentient existence? Such is the profound

social idealism and undying faith that were uttered by

the monk-painters as they worked for several generations

in dim light within the caves in that heaven of peace at

Ajanta, and laid down the methods and techniques that

have guided not only Indian but also Oriental art through

the centuries. It is an art that is a hymn of praise to

Being and call man and the entire world of Becoming to

the joy and silence of Being. It is unique in the history

of art in its harmonious blend of ethereality and super-

natural atmosphere with the joyousness of the senses, and

the sanctity of social obligations.

Buddhist - art created in India the archetypes

of the Buddha’s nativity, renunciation, temptation,

enlightenment and charity to aU sentient creatures.

These are treated not as historical events but a.s eternal

episodes of the realisation of Being and as Buddhism

spread from India to Ceylon, Java, Siam, Central Asia,
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China and Japan it was these art motifs which were

assimilated into the indigenous traditions of art,

giving expression to a broad humanistic mysticism that

has informed the culture of the Far East and given an

accent of calm and dignity to it through the centuries.

The figures of the Buddha and the Bodhisattvas at

Mathura, Sarnath and Ajanta, of the Buddha in con

templation at Anuradhapurara in Ceylon, at Borobodur

in Java, at Angkor Vat in Cambodia, at the cave-temples

of Yun-Kang and at Horyuji in Japan repeat the same

archetype.^ These are the world’s most significant symbols

of Being representing at once its serenity, clarity and

profundity and the ecstasy of the human frame as it

becomes saturated with the inner illumination. The

massiveness of volume and the structural coherence and

simplicity of design are blended nicely with the fine

tracery of the monk’s robe and the prince’s ornaments

that are everywhere defined in linear rhythms of intimate

sensibility and with the delicate and refined expression of

the over-sensitive hands and fingers that are eloquent of

the message from the super-sensible world. Of all the

images that at Cambodia with its exquisite divine-human

smile reconciling the impersonality of ’Nirvana with a pro-

found pity for the world and its creatures reaches per-

haps the summit of expression of the archetype that born

of the woinb of philosophical Brahamanism in India

could not reach such sweet, comprehending and compas-

sionate humanism in the mother country-. Not less

1 For illustrations of the Indian images see Coomaraswamy

:

History of Indian and Indonesian Art, Plates XL, XLI, XLIl,
XLVIil, XCVIII, for the Huddha in Java and Cambodia, see

Gronsset: Civilisations of the East, Yol. IT, figures 104, and 139 ;

for the Images at Ynn-Eang see ihid., Yol. TTI, figure 134, and
for the^Hu?ytiii frescoes, see ibid,, Yol, lY, figures 19, 20, and
21 .

® Le May : Buddhist Art in Siaig, figures 79 to 84.
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majestic and sublime is the image of Prajfiaparamita of

Eastern Java®, now in the Leiden Museum, comparable

with the Parvati image of Southern India in its trans-

cendental serenity and yet human sweetness, and grace

not so marked in the Indian prototype. Is there not

also a similar contrast between the Buddhas and Bodhi-

sattvas of Mathura and Sarnath with those of the Yim

Kang Caves? The Chinese types are longer, more flexible

and delicate. Eyes and lips are also thinner and more sen-

sitive then in India, sometimes represented by

exquisitely carved lines that express a charming, reserved

smile one does not usually come across in the Indian

archetype. The beautifully designed folds and wing-

like angles of the drapery and the tremulous inflections

of the tender hands emphasise the super-sensible im-

material aspects, but the image is essentially that of a

human monk who feels life but not its desires*. Saturated

also with the sense of human personality are the Bodhi-

sattva images in the Horyuji frescoes in Japan whieh show

richer ornamentation like that of a prince and more melt-

ingly tender limbing of beautiful bodies than their proto-

types at Ajanta. And yet what a sweet and harmonious

reconciliation between the soft beauty and pride of youth

and the metaphysical realisation of the v*anity of these is

achieved in these Japanese Bodhisattvas. Not that the

Indian archetypes never expressed the feeling for human

personality. In the' school of East Indian painting

and sculpture we have, Buddhist images like Buddha,

Lokanatha, Maitreya, Manjuiri and Tara painted and

sculptured with a human mellowness and tenderness

3 For tke illustration of Prajnaparamita, see G^onsset:

Civilisations of 'h.e East, Vol. II, figure 12i and "for _^Parvati,

Havell : The Ideals of Indian Art, Plate XI.

4 Mullikin and Hotohkis : Buddhist Sculptures at the Yun

Kang Oaves, plates on pp. 36 and 48.

F. 63
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hardly met with in other parts of India. The Bengal

design of the Bodhisattva is characterised hy cKircme

simplicity on the one hand and a fine sense of spatial

values on the other while the linear rhythms of drapery

and ornaments that mould themselves to the underlying

forms of the body give it a right accent of the sweetness

and delicacy of Boticelli and the joy and purity of Fra

Angelico. Particularly emphasised is the profundity

of the Buddhist Tara with her sideward- sway of the

hips and gentle compassionate face. Similarly, (lauri

and Parvati among the Brahmanical deitii's in Bengal

and Orissa show a sweet motlierliness and tender-

ness in their expression that are not incompatible with

their transcendental mystery®. The accents of humanism

and transcendentalism have varied in different periods

and art provinces in India, largely depending on the in-

tensity of religious experience on the one hand, and the

degree of artistic sensibility of the people on the other.

It is, however, this delicate dynamic combination of

transcendentalism and humanism through which Oriental

art solves the mystery of expression of identity of Being

and Beqoming. In many single images the divinity or

Being keeps aloof from mankind, is sometimes indifferent

and even severe *like the Egyptian statue. Such effect is

usually produced by extreme simplicity and solidity of

the design and clearly articulated treatment of plastic

planes in contrast to sinuous modelling from one plane to

another of the body. But again and again the Orient has

sought to stress identification. Thus we have myriads

® For illustrations of Manjusri see R. D. Baneriee: Eastern
Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, Plates XXXII and XV,
and for a painting of T/okanatha see Bhattasali: Buddhist and
Brahin|n«oal Sculptures in the Dacca Museum, Plate II. For the
^age of Tara, see ihid., Plates XX to XXII and R. D. Banerjee:
Pmte XXXIX

; for the Images of Gauri, see Bhattasali, Plate
LXVIII and for Parvati see Coomaraswamy, Plate LXXYI,
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of images of divinities, so outspokenly filled with the

human rapture of contemplation, with the pervasive

power of what one may call a ‘sensual’ spirituality or with

the inundation of the human feelings of tenderness com-

passion and reassurance that art engenders the supreme

awareness of life ,
i.e., of Becoming. The sculptural

technique in this case is a happy blending of firmness and

coherence of the skeletal frame-work with delicate

nervous and incisive modelling of the body and definition

of drapery and ornaments in curves of intimate

sensibility and elegance with all their complex sugges-

tions of mood and character.

Art can thus express the process of Becoming an.d,

transmute the formless into form by discovering un-,

ending forms that live eternally in creation, balanced in

their plastic rhythm and linear pattern.. It takes back

in the very same process the form, the life and the world

into the lap of Being by directing human emotions into

the supernatural channels that brook neither for-m nor

image. The transition from the visible to the intangible

is rendered particularly effective in Indian rock-cut

sculpture by a dynamic plastic movement that transcends

the interests and actions of single figures, or a constella-

tion of figures within a given field, &d surges forth

into the dark volume beyond. At its best Indian

rock-cut sculpture in the Deccan expresses the states

of cosmic consciousness of the human soul in the

visible form of the metamorphosed human image the con-

templation of which leads to the identification of self,

the image and the cosmic process until all disappear in

the all-filling void to which the plastic rhythm,

the light ,
darkness and depth lead. Just^ as Indian

metaphysics conveys the experience of highest spiritual

ecstasy and silence in Being, so does Indian art convey

through the integrated volume of the cave, or templo liglit
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and darkness aud dynamic movement of the mass the

highest aesthetic delight in the uosinic form and the cos-

mic formlessness.

The human soul in silence, without form and attri-

butes, in its accent of withdrawal is Purusha (Being);

the soul in its movement, in its accent of creatj.on and

enjoymeht, its manifestation of form and attribute with-

in the frame of time and space is Sakti (Becoming).

In Chinese myth these primordial, supplementary

forces are described as Yang (male) and Yin (female)

“the parents of all nature" that only in con j unction can

create anything in the human and the natui'al world.

Agriculture in China is conceived as the outcome of the

union between these essential male and female i))inci])le5.

The sun is the Yang and the dew is the Yin. The

mountain is the Yang an<] the mist is tlie Yin. The

Heaven is the Yang, the earth is the Yin. Lao Tzu de-

scribing to Confucius the state of spiritual ecstasy, when

he sat .in meditation utterly motionless, remarked: “I

saw Yin, the female Energy, in its motionless grandeur;

I saw Yang, the male Energy, rampant in its

fiery vigour. The motionless grandeur came up out of

the earth; the fiery vigour burst out from heaven. The

two penetrated one another, were inextricably blended

and from their union the things of the world were born®.

Chinese aH tried to express the harmony that underlies

the cosmos in the rhythmical alteration and union of the

essential cosmic male and female principles. Art is thus

linked in China to the Yin and the Yang, to the Tao or

some other metaphysical notion.

With profound psychological undei'standing Be-

ing i,s often represented in Chinese and Hindu myth,

religioru and metaphysics as the masculine, and Becom-

® Arthur Waloy: Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China.
_p. 33-34.
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ing as the feminine in Chinese myth .... Prakriti. In-

India the Sanskrit word for the male principle is, Purusha
or the^ Soul or Being and for the female principle is

Prakriti or Nature and Becoming. Modern Biology tells

us that in each human individual we have the genes or

potentialities of the opposite sex and with endocrinal

damage or treatment the sexual traits and attributes

with which an individual may be born may change. -Now
in the male individual there is a smaller number of

feminine genes that remain incipient and unconscious, but

profoundly disturb the psychic life. Jung’s conception

of the anima as representing aspects of unconscious

psychic life may be considered exceedingly I'elevant in

this connection. The anima in Jung is feminine. In

oriental experience all aspects of the unconscious that

are unconditional, mysterious, and sportive are re-

presented as the feminine. As the unconscious is externa-

lised and imaged in the form of the eternal feminine
"

(Prakriti or Sakti), it ceases to be capricious and

dangerous, and man can emerge successfully in his

conflict with the repressed complexes. In the average

mind these repressed complexes may rise in open

rebellion from the unconscious and produce a psychosis.

With meditation of and in the imaged of Prakriti or

Sakti, there is a fusion of the conscious and the un-

conscious and phychosis is prevented. Art and religion

draw the conscious into the realm of phantasies and

archetypes, and there compel it to live them by performing

/them. Thus the symbolic process of art and religion

/ supersedes a living person by traditional archetypes for

the assimilation of the ego and brings about a transforma-

tion of the personality. For childhood, for youth and

for old age myth, art and religion in Asia have-f^yoduced

various archetypes which came upon the people’s con

sciousness as active personalities. For the child Sakti* .
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is embodied in the supremacy of the mother re-

presented as the Mother of Heaven and Madonna. For

the youth Sakti Spoits as Isis Aditi, iSaraswati,
^
'Tara,

Parvati, Radha or Venus. For the old when feminity is

at its lowest ebb Sakti appears as the Queen of Heaven.

Many are the archetypes of Being and Becoming, imaged

as male and female, such as Manujusri and Pi-ajflaparami-

ta, Amitabha and Tara, Siva and Sakti, Krishna and

Radha, and the spirits of Earth and Heaven in China.

Art in the East takes up these metaphysical realities and

realisations and creates numerous archetypal images of

the two divergent aspects of the human soul, the pairs of

sexual and metaphysical opj)osites, Being and Becoming,

both full of meaning and in the last analysis inexhaustible.

Accordingly the sex dichotomy pervades the universe. All

things that are attributes and manifestations of Being

are from Prakriti or Sakti, and are Prakriti or Sakti

(Becoming). All that is unconditioned and absolute are

from Purusha and are Purusha or Siva (Being).

Purusha is the essence of the cosmos. Prakriti is Ms
consort. She is the primordial spirit of manifestation,

the symbol of illusion (Maya) the desire of creation or

appeara,hce. Hindu metaphysics also speaks of the

unity in duality: Thus the cosmic male and female

principles are the obverse and reverse pulsations of the

same Supernal Essence.

In all such images the male personality or Being is

depicted in a universal mood of serene contemplation

and profound, cosmic impersonality. But Sakti is full

of the joy of life and the beauty of youth and sportively

dallies vpith him and is at the same time the shadow and

the mystery, and the terror the abysmal womb of the

unconsj^us.* It is, of course, the philosophy and tradi-

tion which determine the reciprocal moods of Being and

. Becoming in these images or states of universal con-
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sciousness in unending rhythm that express the inner-

life movement going on permanently. Generally speaking,

the attitudes of Siva and Sakfi in the Indian images

reflect the austere and philosophic aspects of Saiva myth

and tradition, while Vaishnava myth and tradition have

encouraged a more devotional and humanistic treatment

of the art motif. But in Eastern India among the Saiva

images the most common are those of Kalyapa-Sundafa

(Marriage) and Umalihgana (Mutual Embrace). In

the latter the austere, other worldly mendicant embrac-

es his consort on his lap or sportively touches her chin or

bosom by way of caress as the latter turns her coy and

charming face touched with divinity to him. This

divine conjugal embrace symbolises the great metaphy-

sical truth-unity in duality; and indeed, schools of

Tantrikism have in their meditation and ritual trans-

fused erotic rapture into a conservation of the flesh and

exaltation of the spirit, the sport of Purusha and Pra-

kriti, and the final absorption of the individual soul, the

jivatman, into the Being or Paramatman, of Prahriti or

Sakti into Purusha.

Throughout Northern India the archetype of Eadha-

Krishna, the eternal Woman and the eternal Man, re-

presents the same air of opposites. Being and Becoming,

in the vernacular of human love and is reproduced in

Vaishnava song and legend, literature and. painting,

which are most popular among the masses. Sculpture

naturally cannot do justice to the devotional mysticism

which underlies the Hid (sport) of Eadha and ICrishna.

That llld or the sport of Being is eternal. Brindaban or

the Garden of Dalliance of Esdha and Krishna is in every

human heart. Eadha is in every human soul as it res-

ponds to the call of the Infinite, the far-off melodious

flute of Kyishna that sounds in the twilight of lise sul>

conscious. The abandon of the human soul as it sacri-
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jSces family honour and caste prestige when it seeks

the beloved, and the entire gamut of spiritual moods ex-

hibiting the different degrees of approach to Being can

best be represented only in lyrical poems ami in paintings.

Eajput and Pahari paintings deal with this populai-

archetype, and nowhere are the relations of poytry and

painting closer and deeper than here. Veiy often a, song

or a couplet is illustrated by the painting which reveals

the specific aesthetic ram centred round the interplay of

Eadha, ELrishna and the milkmaids oi Brajabhumi

—

the souls of men. Painting, song, tale and d.iitce all

repeat and strengthen this archetype anujiig the rural

masses of India. It is the villagers who deal with these*

metaphysical truths in their own way in little poi ms and

iongs, in their mystery plays and in their (Uvoiil dances

and picturesque journeys in the rainy season A.nd

painting gives expression to moods and ideals that spring

from the heart of the village population. Earely is cul-

tivated such art of the people, for the jieople and by

the people.

Among the many episodes of the play of Eadha and

Krishna that reveal the eternal relations between Being

and Becoming and hence are symbolic and eternal, none

reaches greater profundity than the representation of

Rasa Ma/ndala or Collective Dance in which Krishna or

Being ,1^ a sort of illusion (Yoga-mayo) multiplies his

appearances, and dances with the milk-maids (human

souls) in a ring, interlaced between each pair, as com-

mon to all and special to each. The Being is linked with

each and all in an all-embracing love that is the rhythm

of the process of creation, the alternation of the seasons,

the nuance of human love and the delight of the senses.

Another common device of revealing the intimate

relatioiTof Being and Becoming, adopted by Indian myth,

rdigion and art is that of representing the pairs of
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opposites such as Siva and Sakti, Krishna and Radha

merged in one body, 'one-half being masculine and the

other, feminine. The Siva-Sakti in hermaphrodite image

is often met with representing a complete subject-object

amalgamation such as is postulated by Franz won Baeder’s

doctrine of androgynous perfectability or the recent doc-

trine of hermaphroditism. In China this transmutation

of sex could not be achieved and thus the Chinese left the

nude out of their art. This rejection of the nude has

reacted to keep it entirely in the realm of the pornogra-

phic as is evinced, by the ‘Ch’ un Kung’ or ‘Spung

Palaces'^.’ Indian Art has accomplished the necessary

transformation of sex into the ‘expressionistic’, represent-

ing the feminine principle in disinterested terms of the

absolute emotive life, and eloquently revealed the con-

trast between the two metaphysical masculine and

feminine principles, one calm, composed and withdrawn

from the world, and the other sportive, guileful and my-

sterious. This is called Ardhanarli^vara murti in which

the face, ornaments and apparel are different in the two

halves of the body.

We shall now describe the archetype of the dancing

Nataraja in which the rhythms of creation, preservation

and destruction are revealed as the eterijal moods of the

human soul. The archetype of Na^araja in the posture

of the Taacdava dance is found not merely in South India

but also, though to a much less extent, in other parts of

the country. In Bengal we have a variant powerful im-

age, sometimes called Narttesvara in which the rhythm

of creation and destruction includes both heaven and the

nether- world, comprising gods and angels as well as

Nagas (half man and half serpent), Kinnaras and Ganas

who all witness the majestic dance. Instead ©f the dwarf

under the foot, we have the Lord’s vehicle, tBfe bull,

’ See Danton: The Chinese People, p. 188.

F. 63
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dancing in ecstasy with its face upturned in awe and

adoration towards the Lord, yiva hUvS ten or twelve

arms, holding various objects that symbolise the mean-

ing of the posture of renunciation. The Universe Serpent

(Naga §esha) symbolising the infinite is, foi' instance,

held like a canopy over the head. Or, again, he plays on

the lyre (vina) as he dances. By the clapping 'of His

hands He calls all persons immersed in worldly affairs;

the skull-cap symbolises the abjuration of worldly de-

sires, while He points by one of His hands to his uprais-

ed foot. Altogether the image is vigorous but the move-

ment of the ten or twelve hands and of the feet, and the

lesser rhythm of the bull’s dance are contained, and the

total effect is one of spacious repose and rest. In no art

in world history the metaphysical harmonies of Being are

revealed in such rhythmic and musical modelling that is

calculated to compose the mind, and lead it towards com-

plete renunciation of the flesh and the devil The para-

phernalia of the symbols aids the beholder in his medita-

tion, but the total effect of experience in the image and of

the image is the joy of rhythm as renunciation and de-

struction include in the final analysis all symbols, and

concepts! and even the image itself. The beholder ulti-

mately finds as his meditation deepens that rhythm and

rest, sound and silence arc inseparable, alternate oscilla-

tions of his Being as of the phenomena of the world of

nature. It is thus sesthetic experience becomes an ad-

junct of spiritual ecstasy. Cognate archetypes of

cosmic dance are those of Tara, MarTchi, Kali and

Chamuiida. In the famous temple of Madura we have a

large dancing image of the Devi (Sakti) that resembles in

its majestic rhythm Siva’s tandava dance. The earliest

form ’of BuddM^ Sakti seems to be represented by the

ordinary Tara, but this gradually developed into the ex-

traordinary images of Vajra-Tara and Mariehi executed
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with rare grace and vigour in Bengal. Here we have

also images of Chamunda, grim dancing figures with gar-

lands of skulls and bones. Some images have the human

corpse underneath symbolising death, while others show

a child in the attitude of assurance and hope. It was,

however, in the art of Tibetan Buddhism which has con-

tinued the traditions of the Buddhist art of the jG-anges

Valley and the Pala art of Bengal that we find a legion

of extraordinary gods and goddesses representing the

manifestations of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, on the one

hand, and their feminine principles (§akti) with whom
they are conjoined, on the other. A rich and complex

symbolism animates this art, whether in bronze images

in temples or in paintings on the votive banners in a

country where image-making and painting were consider-

ed equivalent to spiritual contemplation. The poses, the

gestures, the weapons and the colours of the gods and

goddesses all represent some metaphysical principles

derived from a mystical philosophy.® Thus leaving aside

the dozen hands and weapons Samvara, with his crown

made of skulls, is coloured blue, while his §akti is nude,

but wears a garland of heads and is coloured red like the

pomegranate flower. The trappings are white. Under the

left foot lies the corpse of a naked woman with four hands

and white trappings and the mace (Khatvanga) in one of

her hands. Under the right foot we may see a male

corpse, blue in colour, girt with a tiger skin, and with

four hands also.®

According to the text of meditation (Sadhanamala)

the worshipper should conceive himself as the god, the

embodiment of void, which is embraced by Nairatma (the

Sakti of the god) whose essence is also void. Thus the

meditation leads up from a carnal symbolism tlj^at com-

8 Tide Asiatic Mythology, chapter on the Mythology of

Lamaism, p. 170.
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pletely drains off the unconscious to a state of conscious-

ness (the Bodhi mind) in whicli neither existence nor

non-existence can be predicated of the deities.^ . The

archetypal anima Dakini, nude and full of amorous

passion conceived at one stage as sensual enjoyment and

in the fmal analysis as void was thus helpful in th^e attain-

ment of pure consciousness. Tire features of the sow in

Dakini’s (Vajravarahi) face definitely indicate the carnal

dispositions that enter completely into t|iie image and

are lived and outlived in and through it, the image

ultimately standing for Nairalnia or the void in which

both the conscious and the unconscious are completely

stilled. For centuries in the Ganges Valley, in Bengal,

in Nepal and in Tibet, innumerable divinities with their

appropriate feminine prijnciples (Sakti) were imaged,

each being differentiated from another in attributes and
hence in the equipment of heads, arms and weapons. The
colours also conceived differently—blue, green, yellow,

red, black and white, had a profound spiritual import.

A strict set of rules as defined in the text of the Sutras

governed the making and painting of images. Art per-

haps was sometimes over-laden with an elaborate and
sensual "symbolism, and became a handmaid rather than

an ally of religion that became too esoteric for the popu-
lace. But even in Tibet one may come across elegant

and graceful images like those of Dakini, nude dancing
gaktis of Tantricism, with a fine tracery of head dress and
a weird, frenzied laugh. As a matter of fact along with
its markedly hieratic character, art in the bleak snow-
bound plateau of Tibet exhibits a rare flexbility and even
a palpitating voluptuousness of forms with a profusion
of ornaments, garlands and flowers and rich suggestive

gestures that originated from the influence of the Bengal
school.'^ Gupta art may be said to have entered its Byzan-
tine phase in Bengal. This phase reached its culmina-
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tion in the Tibetan images conjoined with their • §akti&

(Yuganaddha or Tibetan Yab-Yum) that .were the

vehicles of Tantrika mystical attitudes in which worship

and enjoyment were so strangely blended in that snow-

bound, inaccessible region.

Tt^p elaboration of the archetypes has become most

complex in Eastern India and Tibet, and if art has pre-

served its autonomy under the system of mystical religions

and philosopjiies that developed in this region it must

have been a signal achievement. Contrasted with these

complex images is the simple gigantic figure of the Tri-

murti at the Elephanta cave in India which is consider-

ed to be one of the masterpieces of the world’s sculpture.

It is a three-headed bust representing the three catte-

ries of Being or alternating phases of the soul’s activity.

The central head with its absolute serenity and inward-

ness, outspokenly translated into a firm exaggerated

closing of the lips, is the Being at rest or iu the silence of •

meditation of Himself. The head on the right, loving

and compassionate, is the Being as Becoming, symbolis-

ing the activity of creation. The head on the left which

is grim and somewhat frowning is the Being as trans-

forming, symbolising the activity of withdrawal* or de-

struction. The dominating motif of thg icon is the one-

ness of the Self in its alternate pulsations of activity,

withdrawal and repose that are apprehended* as rhythms

of the cosmic process in the visible universe. The three

aspects of the Trimurti may also be considered as Brahma,

Visnu and Siva according to the Hindu pantheon, re-

presenting the three primordial accents or variations of

the supreme cosmic Spirit or Being. The three different

countenances of Being representing differentiated phases

of mind are magnificently reconciled in the •same Sust by

a design exceedingly daring in conception and £he result

is a profound repose and symmetry symbolising at once
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the unity of self-consciousness in each of its original

moods and the immanence of self in the cosmos. Eager

Fry points out that the success in expressing the idea of

diverse emanations of a single essence is largely due to

the sublime invention of the three lowering head-dresses

which unite into an almost architectural whole, as of a

central dome supported by semi -domes®. The delicately

carved and ornate head dresses and necklaces represent

a marked contrast with the extremely simple and massive

treatment of body and countenances and like the thin

delicate tracery of mantle in the Buddha images give an

immaterial and celestial character to the representation.

Does not the exaggerated ornamentation of the tiaras and

necklaces setting in bold relief the plainly rounded forms

of the body and haunting faces also proclaim India’s well-

tried mode of conquering life and its pleasures? With

the illumination of the soul the matted locks of the

ascetic and the bejewelled crown of the prince may ex-

change places. Never have silence and activity, renewal

and withdrawal in the soul’s dialectical onward march

ordered in such perfect plastic harmony and rhythm.

Never have the clarity and stillness of the human soul

derived' from complete identification with the realm of

Becoming found .such majestic expression in stone. Like

the £okas of the Upanishads and the open and illuminated

pages of the mystic’s mind, the stones of Elephanta im-

pressively and unequivocally utter this profound message;

“Activity is true worship when every act is done for the

sake of Siva or Being; silence, again, is true worship

when it is an absolute repose of meditation,” and call

man to choose the path of self-realiration and peace.

Eager Fry: Last Leoiares, p. 160.


